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SLAC,in collaborationwith D.--_Y,LBL,andseveralotherinstitutions,maintainsmanydatabasesof
interestto the high energyphysicscommunity.Youdo not needto havea computeraccountat
SLACto searchthroughsomeof t{_esedatabases;they can bereachedvia the remoteserver
QsPIP__,s,setat the BTTI_T nodeSLACVM.Thistext describes,in greatdetail, how to searchin
the popularxEPdatabasevia QSPIRF,S. x'z..pcontainsbibliographicsummariesof more than
20[_,000particlephysicspapers.Other databasesavailableremotely arealsoreviewed,and the
registrationprocedureforthosewho wouldlike to useQsPIRES isexplained.

To utilizeQSPIRES,you musthaveaccessto a largecomputernetwork, lt is notnecessarythat
the networkbe BTTNE'_,it may be a differentone. However,a gateway mustexistbetweenyour
networkandBITNET. ltshouldbementionedthatBITN_? usershavesomeadvantagesinsearch-
ing,e.g.,the possibilityof interactivecommunicationwith (_SP:I:P,ES. Therefore,if you havea
choice, let a BITN_.T machinebe yourbaseforQSPIP,ES searches.

Youwill alsoneedan authorizationto useXEPandotherdatabases;andyou shouldknow the set
of relevantcommandsand rules.The authorizationisfree, the commandsaresimple,and BIT-
N_.Tcan bereachedfromali over the world.Join,therefore,the groupof thousandsof satisfied
users,log on to your localcomputer,and fromthe comfortof yourofficeor home find, e.g., the
numberof citationsof yourmost famoushighenergyphysicspaper.

) j i If you havenotyet tried thispowerful tool, anddo not know where and how to start exploring
QSP:[PJ_,S,this isthe Guide for you. lt is intendedto be aneasy-to-usereference.Firstread
Chapter7, find your node manager,obtain the authorization,and-with a littlehelp from
Chapter2--begin discoveringQsPIRES' treasures.If your nodemanagerhappensto be out of
town andyou do not want to wait, readSubsections5.5.2 and5.5.4, and try the searchesfor
which no authorizationcodeisrequired,lt isalwaysdifficultto beginsomethingnew.QSP]:I_S
searchingisnoexception.Butit ismorelikelythata mentalblockratherthan actualdifficulty pre-
vent.syou from making the firstsearch.

Thereare manyexamplesin eachsection.Practiceat leastsomeof them._s you becomemore
experienced,try experimentingon yourown, and, e.g., findwhat QsP_:_s knowsaboutyour
own work. In matter of days, if not hours,you will becomean expert in the useof QSP:[RJ_S.A
noteof assurance:there is noway you can damageany of thedatabaseswith your experiments.
If the power suddenlygoesout duringyoursearch,or a suspiciousmessagelike SZ,ACVlVlnode
is no more defined appearson yourscreen,do notdespair:Thistime it wasnot yourfault.

ThisGuide isnot intendedsolelyfor beginners.I hopethatevenan experiencedQSP:[P,ES user
will findsomethingnew andinterestingin it. And if you area nodemanager,and therefore,by
definition,a personwho knowseverythingabout the subjectof communicationwith QsPIRES,
you maystill findthistext useful.Haveat leastonecopyof the Guide at handatali times,andbe
readytogive it to thosewhowould otherwisebotheryou withsillyquestions;forpc_dagogicaland
otherreasons,you shouldencouragethemto findthe answersthemselves.

Chapter1 in thisGuideisa generaloverviewof searchtechniques.At firstreading,you can prob-
ably skipthischapter,exceptfor Section 1.1; returnto the chapterlater,when you need more
informationaboutcertaincommands.Chapter2 describessimpleinteractivesearchesin the HE_,
database,and Chapter3 reviewsmore intrinsicsearchesin the samedatabase.Aliyou everwant-
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INTRODUCTION

iii i J. J liil

INTRODUCTION
..

SLAC,in collaboration with DESY,LBL,andseveralother institutions,maintains manydatabasesof
interestto the high energyphysicscommunity.Youdo not need to have a computer account at
SLACto searchthroughsome of thesedatabases;they can be reachedvia the remote sewer
gsPIl_S, set at the BTTNETnode SLACVM.This textdescribes,in great detail, how to searchin
the popular HEPdatabasevia gsPl_s. XEPcontainsbibliographic summariesof more than
200,000 particle physicspapers.Other databasesavailable remotely are alsoreviewed, and the
registrationprocedurefor thosewho would like to useQSPI_S isexplained.

Toutilize QSPIP,ES, you musthave accessto a largecomputer network, lt isnot necessarythat
the network be BITNE_ it may be a different one. However,a gateway mustexist betweenyour
networkand BTTNET.lt should be mentionedthat BITNET usershavesomeadvantagesin search-
ing, e.g., the possibility of interactive cnmmunication with QSP]:RES.Therefore,if you havea
choice, let a B]:TNETmachine be your basefor QSPIRESsearches.

Youwill also needan authorization to use HEPan,d other databases;and you should know the set
of relevant commandsand rules.The authorization i_ free,the commandsare simple, and B]:T-
NETcanbe reachedfrom all over the world. Join,therefore, the group of thousandsof satisfied
users,log on to your local computer,and f_'omthe comfort of your office or home find, e.g., the
number o_"-itations of your most famoushigh energyphysicspaper.

_ if you have not yet tried this powerful tool, anddo not know where and how to startexploring
QSPIRES,this isthe Guide for you. lt is intended to be an easy-to-usereference.First read

,, Chapter 7, rind your node manager,obtain ine authorization, and--with a little help from
Chapter 2--bel_in discovering Qse IRES' treasures,if your node managerhappens to be out of
town andyou do not want to wait, readSubsections5.5.2 and 5.5.4, and try the searchesfor
which no authorization code isrequired, lt isalways difficult to begin somethingnew. QSPz_S
searchingis no exception. Butit is more likely that a mental block rather than actualdifficulty pre..
vents you from making the first search.

Thereare many examples in each section. Practiceat leastsome of them. As you becon_, more
experienced,try experimentingon your own, and, e.g., find what gsP ]:RBSknows about your
own work. In matter of days, if not hours,you will becomean expert in the use of QSPIRES.A
note of assurance:there is no way you can damageany of the databaseswith your experiments.
If the power suddenlygoe,_out during your search,or a suspiciousmessag_like SLACVMnode

is no more defined appearson your screen,do not despair:This time it wasnot your fault.

This Guide is not intended solely for beginners. I hopethat even an experienced OSPIP-a_suser
will find somethingnew and interesting in it. And if you area node managel, and therefore, by
definition, a person who knows everythingabout the subiectof communication with QSPIP,ES,
you maystill find this text useful. Haveat leastone copyof the Guide at hand at all times,and be
l_eadyto give it to thosewho would otherwisebother you with silly questions;for pedagogicaland
other reasons,you should encouragethem to find the answersthemselves.

ChapterI in this Guide is a generaloverview of searchtechniques.At first reading,you canprob-
ably skip this chapter,exceptfor Section I .I; returnto the chapter later, when you needmore
information about certaincommands.Chapter 2 describessimple interactive .searchesin the HEP
database,and Chapter3 reviews more intrinsic searchesin the samedatabase..Ali you ever want-
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ed to know about gettingOUTPUT once the searchis completed can be found in Chapter 4. O
Chapter 5 describes interactive searchesin severalother SLACdatabases:BOOKS,CONFERENCE,
INSTITUTIONS, HITECH, SERIALS, and SEMINARS.In the samechapter,you will find infor-
mation on the QUERYand WHEREIScommandswhich initiate searchesfor which no authoriza-
tion is needed.Chapter 6 is devoted to interactive searchesin databasesmaintained by the LBL
ParticleDataGroup:PARTICLES, EXPERIMENTS, DATAGUIDE, andREACTIONS.Chapter7
dealswith noninteractivesearches,and Chapter8 describesthe roleof node managersand ex-
plainstheprocedureforobtainingauthorization.Note thatalthoughyour authorizationwill nom-
inally coveronlythe HEPdatabase,youwill be able to accessali the otherdatabasesdescribed
inthistext.AppendixA givesa briefhistoryofSLACdatabasesandtheirpresentstatus.AppendixB
isanelementaryreviewof networksandnetworking.Specialattentionisgivento BTTNE;Tandto
variouspossibilitiesfor communicationswith and withinthatnetwork.A compendiumof com-
mand wordsunderstoodby QSPIP,_Scanbe found inAppendix C. AppendixD listsfive-letter
codenames(coden_) of the mostpopularphysicsjournals.Codens are importantin some HEr:,
searches.

The ideafor thisGuide wasconceivedin Summer1990, duringa visit to Bo_kovit Institute,
Zagreb,Croatia,whereI gavea talkon QSPIPNS. I promisedto preparea shortmanualbasedon
the talk, andintendedto sr)endno morethan threedays andten pageson thatproject.Many
monthsandalmosttwo hun_._redpageslater,thisisstillfarfrombeinga completeand satisfactory
guideto QSP_'RES'features.Inspiteof that,hundredsof searchexamples,insidetips(see,e.g.,
thelastparagraphinSubsection5.4.6), andplentyof informationmay somehowcounterbalance
ali the shortcomingsand the problematicstyle,and makethistexta usefuladditionto your
bookshelf.

ThisGuide would not have come into being without the aid of many peopie. In particular, the
explanations, correctionsand constantencouragementof LouiseAddis of the SLACLibraryhave _ "
beeninvaluable. Vani Bustamanteof the SLACPublications Departmentskillfully arrangedthe text
into thesevivid, book-quality pages.I would also like to thank the SLACTheory Group for their _.
kind hospitality. Last,but not least,it should be mentioned that gsP zR_.s_ftware was written by
C_-_orgeCraneof SLAC:ComputingServices.
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I. INTERACTIVESEARCHPROCEDURE

O 1. INTERACTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE

A successfulinteractivesearchvia QSPIRES serverdependson severalthings.Yourmessage
shouldbesentto the correctaddress,and thesearchrequestmusthavethe proper form sothat
QSPIRES canunderstandit. Furthermore,e-mail links to and from SLAChaveto be operative, and
the serverought to be up. An individual usercando little about the stateof links or the server,but
the restdoesdepend on his/her skills and abilities. In this chapter,we discusssomeelements
which you cancontrol: how andwhere to sendthe query, how to formulate a searchexpression,
how to choosean appropriate database,how to have the result of a searchdisplayed. Nole that
this chapterdescribe_only lhe generalsearchprocedure. Chapters2 to 6 will illustrate specific
searchtechniquesin Jetail. If youareeagerto begina searchimmediately,readunl_/Section1.1;
thiswill tell you where the queriesareto besent.Skipthen to Chapter2, and studythe restof
Chapter1 later.

1.1 ADDRESSINGQSPIRES

Thereisa big difference betweenSP IRES and QSPIRES: SP IRES isa databasemanagementsys-
•. _ tem; QSP IRES iS a remoteserversetat SLAC'sIBM3090-200Enlachine. SPIRES iswhere various

databases(e.g.,the HEPdatabase)reside;QsPIRESisonly a link betweenyou and SPIRES. Even
if you do not havea computer account atSLACandcannot reach sPIRES directly, your accessto

" SPIRES is still possiblethrough theQSPIRES server.Simply sendali your searchrequests,either
in interactivemessagesor in e-letters,to the userQSPIRES, at the BITNET node called SLACVM.
(Notethat e..letteristhe authors'preferrednamefor an individual e.mail file.) If you useinteractive
messagesto communicatewith QSPIRES,the sewer'saddressand thesearchcommand(s)should
be in the sametext lir,e. In e-letters, the addressis entered into an appropriate header field, and
the searchcommand is written separatelyand put into the body of the letter.Almost eve_yoper-
atingsystemhasitsown syntaxand rulesfor sendinge-mail messagesand letters. If the formssug-
gestedbelow do not work on your machine,pleaseconsult your local QsPIRES Node Manager
or the systemguru at your node for further mailing instructions.

,,. ,.°,_,,,_ ,,.., ,4.,̧ ..,., ,,. ............ . .. ,,,,. ................ .,, ...... ,, ..,. ......... ,,., °, ...... ,4..,,., ,,°, ..... ..,,,,, ..... °, ° ,,. ...... ...... . ,, _............. ..r,........... . .,. •, •, ............ .,,, ,_,..,., ,..,,

1.1.1 SENDING INTERACTIVEMESSAGES
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

YoucanmosteffectivelysearchSPIRESdatabasesfrom a remotenode by sendinginteractive
messagesto QSPIRES.Thismethodof communication is possiblefrommany BITNET sites.Un-
fortunately,the interactivelink isnot availableto nOn-B_TNETusers,who mustalwaysusee-let..
ters.If your networkis BITNET, andyou areworkingon an IBMmachinewith VM, or a similar
operatingsystem,theaddressmay be writtensimplyasQsPIRES at SLACVM(ahernatively:
QSPIRES@SLACVM).Thevm exec forsendingmessagesiscalled TELL, and messagesto
QSPIRES should thereforealway.-, -g!n with the phraseTELL QSPIRES at SLACVM; e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIrND AUTHOR DRELL

Q
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILZ SIZE

Yourmessageistransmittedover the network to QSPIRES, which immediately checkswhether
you are an authorizeduser.(If you arenot, and wantto becomeone, pleasereadChapter8.) If
you passthe test,QsPIRES resubmitsthe relevantpartof yourmessageto sPIRES, andwaitsfor
the resultof the search.After awhile,a reply from QSPIRESwill popup on the screenof your
terminal. The text is likelyto havethe form

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 149 Documents

or

From SLACVM(QSPIRES): * -'_he subfile has 238641 records

Froma BITNET nodewith a differentoperatingsystem,youwill probably haveto replaceTELL
with someother phrase,and maybewrite the addressdifferently.Forexample, if you are using
VMS,and the JNET Mailing Software,the correctsyntaxmightbeone of the following:

SEND QSPIRES@SLACVM FIND AUTHOR DRELL

$SEND QSPIRES@SLACVM. BITNET FIND AUTHOR DRELL

SEND/BITNET SLACVM QSPIRES FIND AUTHOR DRELL

Pleaseconsult yourQSPIRES Node Manageror thelocal systemoperator for thecorrectform.A
few more suggestionscan be found in Appendix B. In this manual, I will always use the TELL
phrasein examplesrelated to interactive communication. If the phrase is differentat your site,
pleaseinsert the correctphrasebelow:

in ali examples,REPLACETELL QSPIRES at SLACVM with:

IH_ IIII II I III I I

QSPIRES ALWAYS ANSWERS

Youshould know that QSPIRES,unlike some of your friends, alwaysanswers.This always pre.
sumes,of course,that ali the linksto SLACVMareup,and thatQSPIRES itselfisnotdown. if these
favorableconditionsare indeedsatisfied,yourrequestis immediatelyacknowledgedby a reply
message(orane-letter),even if ,o resultis found.(Unauthorizeduserswill be informedthatthey
cannotmake searches.)

If you do notget an answerwithin a reasonabletime, you shouldfirstassumethat somethingis
wrongwith the links.(If you know how,check the links,e.g.,by askingSLACVMfor the time and
date.)TheotherpossibilityisthatQsPIRES istemporarilydown,butthisstateshouldnot lasttoo
long. (For the moreknowledgeable:when QSPIRES isdown, your QBIT,FINGER,CP QUERY,
orsimilarcommand willrevealthatQSPIRES isJogged oN. NotethatQsPIRES isneverlogged
on. Instead,when it is up, it worksin a disconnected [DSC] mode.)If, within aday or two, you do
not succeedin reachingQsPIRES, pleasecontactthe QsPIRES Node Manager in your institu-
tion, or sendthe information to QSPI@SLACVM. BITNET.

O
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........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

1.1.2 COMMUNICATING VIA E-LETTERS

The largerpartof this manual is devotedto userswho communicatewith QSPIRES interactively.
However,for benefit of thoseusinge-letters(e-mail),the nextthreeparagraphslistsomebasic
informationaboutthisalternativekind of communication.Muchmoreon gettingdata from
QSPIRESvia e-letterscanbe foundin Chapter7. Differencesbetween interactivemessagesand
mail files(e-letters)areexplained in Appendix B.

QSPIRESacceptsand readsnotonly interactivemessages,butalsoe-letters.Consequently,you
cansendrequestsand receiveanswerseven if yourcomputerisnot on theBITNET network.Your
e-letter must beaddressedto the userQSPIRES at the BITNET node called SLACVM. Apply what-
ever form of BITNET addressisprescribedatyour machine.When the addressiscompleted, com-
po:,ethe bodyof the letter.Write the commandphrase,e..g.,FIND AUTHORDRELL,anduseonly
one line of text for that. Note that TELL, SEND,SSEND,etc., which played a role in interactive
commands,mean nothing in ane-letter and should be omitted.

According to international standards,there should always be an empty line betweenthe header
and the body of an e-letter.Most mailing systemsinsertthis blank line automatically, but if yours
doesnot, put the line in by hand. One of the header lines denotesthe letter's subject. QSPIRES
presentlydoes not ;ead this Subjectline, but in the future, there might be somerole for it. We sug-
gestthat you do not statethe subject in lettersaddressedto QSPIRES. Note also that QSPIRES
readsonly the first nonblank line from the body of a letter. If your letter contains more than one
line of text, ali but the first line will be ignored.

,. _ When your request is receivedby QSPIRES,and your authorization is checked, the command

qP phrase from the letter is resubmittedto SPIRES. The answer is immediately sentback to you in
an e-letter.

1.2 SEARCH PHRASE

QSP IRES understandsseveralcommand verbs. Forexample, the commands HELP, SHOW, and
EXPLAIN, initiate the retrieval of somegeneral information on SPIRESand its databases.Such
informative searchingmight be very usefuloccasionally.

However, more often, you will want to retrievesome realdata, ratherthan general information.
In that case,your searchphrasemustbegin with the verb FIND. The FIND command is a signal
tO QSPIRES that you are beginning a serioussearch.FIND should be followed by oneor more
searchexpressions,in which the searchcriteria are listed. Thissection describessearchesbegin-
ning with the FIND verb. A few other command verbs will be analyzed in .Section1.3. Please,
rememberthe following fact:

QSPIRESIS NOT CASESENSITIVE.

Eventhoughali commandsareprintedin uppercaselettersin thisguide,you may type them in
eitherupperor lower case.

@
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@
1.2.1 HOW TO PHRASE YOUR REQUEST

A search which retrieves real data from one of the available databases may be very simple, with
only one criterion stated, or may be more complex. A typical interactive search request will have
at least three distinct parts: (a) the TELL command, followed by the address of SLAC'sremote
server;(b)theQSPIRES'command verbFIND; and (c)a <search expression>, which isper-

haps the most important element in your request.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression>

If you plan to explore a database other than HEP,a fourth element must be added: (d) an optio,
field, in which the database name is listed.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN <database-
name>

Cearchexpressionsarethebasicbuildingblocksofany requestsenttoQSPIRES. The above ex-

ample illustrates the so-called simple search. But even in a more intricate search, with several cri-
teria specified (see Section 1.4), the same basic blocks will be used. This time, the search
expressions will be linked by logical operators (AND, AND NOT, or OR):

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expresslon I> AND <search-

expression 2> ...

The search expression states the criterion to be used in record searching. SPIRES' ability to re-
trieve a record depends entirely on your ability to formulate a search expression. Every search ex-
pression is built of three subcomponents. From left to right, these are (i) a search term, (ii) a di _
relational operator, and (iii)a search value(s),

<search-expression> = [search-term] [relational-operator] [search-
value]

The definition may look terribly complicated, but search expressions are, in fact, very simple.
Here are some possible forms of search expressions:

AUTHOR = DRELL

TITLE PREFIXHADRON

DATE BEFORE 1988

AUTHOR, TITLE, and DATE are some of the allowed search terms; -,PREFIX, and B_.FORE rep-
feint relational operators; DRELL, HADRON,and 1988 are the search values supplied by you, the
searcher. If the relatio.al operator is not listed in a search requesl, the equality operalor is as.
sumed; therefore, AUTHOR DRELl, is equivalent to AUTHOR = DRELL. When one puts the three
components together, the criterion for the search is formulated. You want QSPIRES to locate
works by author Drell, or retrieve articles with a given leading string irl the title, or find documents
published before year 1988, etc. The complete messageto QSPIRES, with one of the above
search expressions, will have the form

@
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t TELLQSPIRESat SLACVM FIND AUTHOR = DRELL
address command verb search expression

li ii ,ml ii i -- ,, i i i

Since no database was mentioned, the searchis to be done in the HEP database. The remainder
of thissection isdevoted to an analysisof the three subcomponents of a searchexpression. Search
terms are discussedin Subsection 1.2.2; relational operators, in Subsection 1.2.3; and search val.
ues, in Subsection 1.2.4.

ABBREVIATIONS FOR QSPIRESCOMMANDS

In addition to FIND, the server QSPIRES understandsseveral other command verbs. The role of
these additional commands will be explained as we proceed with the illustration of QSPIRES'
abilities.

lt is worth mentioning here that QSPIRES will accept not only complete Englishwords, but also
abbreviated commands. For most command words, the first three characters make the minimum
allowable prefix. Forexample, FIN can be used in addition to FTND. Other searchelements, e.g.,
index names, options, etc., could be abbreviated as weil. In the examples, I will use both short
and long forms for commands and searchterms. Here is the complete list of commands that could
be used for communication with QSPIRES.

FULL COMMAND ALLOWED ABBREVIATION(S)

91 FIND FIN

SHOW SHO

EXPLAIN EXP, EXPL, EXPLA, EXPLAI

BROWSE BRO, BROW, BROWS

OUTPUT OUT, OUTP, OUTPU

DISPLAY DIS, DISP, DISPL, DISPLA

BACKUP BAC, BACK, BACKU

HELP HEL

QUERY Q, QU, QUE, QUER (and also: WHOIS)

WHEREIS WHE, WHER, WHERE, WHEREI

If you try to use an illegal command name or abbreviation, QSPIRES will send you a signal:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FX AUTHOR = D_T.L

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Unrecognized command TI

Admit your error, and try again.

®
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1.2.2 SEARCH TERM (= INDEX NAME)

The first subcomponent in a searchexpressionisa searchterm. Searchterm is the name of an in-
dex in a selecteddatabase.Thus,searchtermand index nameare, in fact, synonyms.But what is
the index? SPTRF`Ssupportsa very elaborateorganization of data. Everyrecord in a databaseis
conveniently broken into smallerpieces,and eachof these fragmentsfits into one of the pre-
defined indexes. Forexample, a preprint will be representedby its title stored in the Title index,
itsauthor(s)listed in the Author index, its report number recorded in the Report-Num index, etc.
Inother words, each record in sP:IRESisrepresentedby a collectionof values in various indexes.
(Therecord itself is sometimesalsoreferredto as a goal record.) Everyindex hasan official name,
and these nar._esshould appearin searchterms.Thecommand FIND AUTHORDRF`_.Linstructs
SPTREStO locate all (goal)recordsthat contain the value DRF`hLin the index named AUTHOR.

Whether a searchterm is typed in upper case, lower case,or a combination of the two, makes
absolutely no difference to sp'rP.Es.However, it is very important that you usea correct index
name. If you are carelessin spelling,or usea wrong abbreviation for a searchterm, the searchwill
be unsuccessfulor misleading.Thefollowing information explains how to obtain the list of valid
searchterms.

SHOW INDEXES (SI'lO IND)
AND SHOW SEARCH TERMS (SHO SEA TER)

With the SHOW INDEXES (SILO IND, for short),and SHOW SEARCH TERMS (SHO SEA TE_

commands, it ispossibleto getthe listof searchtermsin a selecteddatabase.Togetthe namesof _ .
indexes in the HF`Pdatabase,sendone of the following commands to QSPIRES' qP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA TER

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO IND (FILE

The first two commandsinstruct QSPIREStO send the list of indexes interactively (to the screen
of your terminal). Theoption (FILE in the third one tells QsPIR_.Sto createan e-letter,and send
the required information to your e-mailbox.

Toget lists of searchterms in other databases,you have to selectthe appropriate database(see
Subsection1.3.2).The namesof indexesin the BOOKSdatabasecould beretrieved by writing SIlo
IND (IN BOOKS;tOobtain the list of indexes in the PARTICLES database,write e.g., SHOW
SEARCH TERMS (IN PARTICLES TYPE, etc.

The list which is returned to you displaysthe name, nickname(s),andallowed abbreviation(s)for
eachof the indexes. II makesno differenceto SPTRE',Swhether a full index name is used, or
whether one of the aliasesistyped in your query. Becareful notLousea nonexistent abbreviation
or a misspellednameof an index.

In QSPIRES'responses,you will notice a classificationof'indexesto simple, goal, and qualifiers.
In your searches,you wi II mostoften use the simple indexes.Currently,there aretwenty-three sim-
ple indexes in HEP,e.g.,AFFIL_'ATION, AUTHOR,CITATION, COLLABORATION,JOURNAL,
REPORT-NUM, EXPERIMENT, TITLE, TOPIC, etc. The useof theseand other H_.Pindexes will
be illustrated in Chapters2 and 3. The number of simple indexesin the other databasesis much
smaller.

0
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O The goal index contains a unique key value, which distinguishes this record from any other in thedatabase, lt would not be a good idea to choose, e.g., the authors name for the key value, because
there might be many documents written by the same person. In HEP,and many other databases,
the key value in the goal index isa randomly selected number (e.g., 463316). Although one can
use the goal index in a search(FIND DOCUMENT = 463316), such searches are of almost no
interest to regular gsP IRES usersand will not be further discussed.The key value of a goal record
could be used with the DISPLAY command to display the single record, e.g., DISPLAY 463316.

The third category of indexes, the qualifiers, cannot be used in one-step searches;they can only
appear in a combination with some of the simple indexes. Typically, a request in which a qualifier
indexisusedwillhavetheformFIND <simple-index> ...AND (NOT) <qualifier> ....

The qualifiers in HEP will be thoroughly covered in Section 3.4.

Some indexes will be denoted as immediate. This is an internal notation which should not con-

cern general users, and you may simply ignore this characterization.

SHOW INDEX DESCRIPTION <index-name>
AND SHOW INDEX INFORMATION <index-name>

In some databases, additional information on indexes can be obtained by issuing the above com-
mands. SHOW INDEX DESCRIPTION can be shortened to SIlO IND DES, and SHOW INDEX

INFORMATION tO SHO IND INF. Currently, no such additional information is available for da-
tabases accessible over QSPIRES. Therefore, QSPIRES returns only the most elementary infor-
mation: the type and the name of the relevant index, and abbreviations.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO IND DESCRIPTION AUTHOR

.._ From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Simple Index: A, AU, AUTHOR, N, NAME

IIF TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEX INF PROPERTY (IN PARTICLES TYPE

_' From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Simple Index: PART-PROP, PP, PROP,
PROPERTY

..._.._....._._._...._._...._.._._._._._..._...._..._._.`...._._.._.........._......_._....``_..._...._.._...._...._._.._._...._..._...._....._......_..._......._..._....._.°_._..._.4......_._._._....._.._._._..._..._._._.._.._.........._....._.._..._._...._.........,.,..,....,....*.,..,,.,...,.,,.....,.....,.,...,..,.,,..,............,...,,......,.,,,.,..,..,..,..,.,,','.,.,..

1.2.3 RELATIONAL OPERATORS
................................ .........................................................................................................................................................................................

Another subcomponent of every searchexpression is a relational operator. The operator links the
search term and search value(s). Three different kinds of relational operators are available for
searcheswith simple indexes: equality, inequality, and content operators. An additional type is
available for searching with qualifiers: the range operators.

THE EQUALITY OPERATOR (THE DEFAULT)

This operator is used to specify a precise numeric, alphabetic, or alphanumeric value in a search
expression. The operator is indicated by either the - signor a blank space. FIND AUTHOR =
DRELL isequivalenttoFIND AUTHOR DRELL, and soare,e.g.,FIND REPORT-NUM = LAPP-

TH-60 and FIND REPORT-NUM LAPP-TH-60. Remember: ifyou do notlisttherelationalop-

erator,the equalmtyoperator is assumed. Considering the time spent on a search, the equality op-
erator is the most effective of ali relational operators.
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INEQUALITY OPERATORS Q

Theinequalityrelationaloperatorsarerepresentedbymathematicalsymbols,but their use isnot
restricted[o indexescontainingonly numericvalues.SPIRESalsoallows theiruseforsearching
in indexeswith alphanumericand text values.Theinequality operatorsrecommendedforuse
with QSPIRES are:

> greaterthan(AFTER or AFT)

> = greaterthanor equal to

< lessthan(BEFOREor BEE)

< = lessthanor equalto

Notethat theorderof symbolsmustfollow exactlythevaluesgiven inthe chartabove;e.g., the
searchexpressionDATE >= 1988 is correct, but DATE => 1988 isnot.

If you do not like symbols,thereis anotherway toexpressthe greaterthan and lessthanoperators.
They could be replaced by the words AFTERand BEFORE,respectively.(Both lower and upper
caseare acceptable for thesewords.)Therefore,one can write DATE < 1978 as well as DATE
BEFORE 1978. Likewise,theexpressionsDATE > JULY 91 andDATE AFTER JULY 91 both
mean thesamethingtosPIRES.ThetermAFTER canbeshortenedtoAFT, andBEFORE tOBEF.

Assuggestedabove, inequalityoperatorsare mostoften usedwith variousdate indexes(see
Subsection1.2.4). Forexample, in theHEPdatabase,they are very efficient in searchesof the
DATE qualifier(seeSubsection3.4.3). In the BOOKS database,they may be usedwith theCOPY- _ ,
RIGHT-DATE index; in theCONFERENCE database,with the BEGINNING-DATE index,etc.Here
are severalmoreexamplesforsearchexpressionswith inequalityoperators:

DATE >=FEB 1988

BEGINNING-DATE <= 8 MARCH 77

COPYRIGHT-DATE AFTER 1989 (also: COPYRIGHT-DATE > 1989)

DATE-UPDATED BEFORE 8/31/91 (also: DATE-UPDATED < 8/31/91)

Withsuchsearchexpressions,one can build full searchcommands;e.g., for an HEP search:FIND
AUTHOR = DRELL AND DATE > 1988.

CONTENT OPERATORS

Contentoperatorsareprovidedforusein situationsthat requiresearchingforrecordsthroughpat-
tern matchingor substringmatching.ThereareeightsuchoperatorsinsP IRES, but for searches
via QsPIRES, we recommendtheuseofonly two, PREFIX andLIKE. (Theuseof othersrequires
largeamountsof cPu-time, and cantie up the serverforuncomfortablylong periodsof time, pre-
ventingother usersfromaccessingQsPIRES.) Themostefficientof ali contentoperatorsisthe
PREFIX operator.TheoperatorLIKE isprettyfastin someof theindexes,but muchslowerin
someothers.PleaseuseLIKE only when ali otherresourceshavefailed.

Ifyouaresearchinga word index (seeSubsection1.2.4)and usingcontentoperators,yoursearch
value should got be longerthanone word. If there ismorethanone word listed,only the one
immediatelyfollowing the contentoperatorwill actuallybe used,and the otherwill be ignored.

®
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O However, if index is not word index, the search value content operator have
an a following a may

more than one word.

TheP_R_J'Ix operator (or PRE) specifies that any value retrieved must contain the designated al-
phabetic characters in sequence at the beginning of the value. FIND TITLE PREFIX HADRON
will retrieve not only the titles with the word hadron, but also those with the words hadrons,
hadronic, etc. The search request FIND TOPIC PRE VIOLATION, C could be used to find
papers with the topics Violation, CP;Violation, CPT;Violation, charge, etc.

As mentionedabove,insearchingthroughtheword indexeswiththePREFIX operator(e.g.,the
TITLE index in HEP issuch a word index), your search value should have no more than one word
or string of characters. Otherwise, SPIRES will ignore the additional words. For example, FIND
TITLE PRE SOFT GLU will be internally translated as FIND TITLE PREFIX SOFT, and the
result--.if any--will probably not be what you expected.

The *.xn operator (or LIK) is used to search for specific characters in sequence, with the option
of using wild-card characters i, the search request. Without the wild-card characters, the LIK..n
operator is functionally equivalent to the equality operator. With the wild.cards, however, it be-
comes a very flexible string-matching facility. The wild.card characters reserved for the LIKE op-
erator are the underscore-sign, _, and the question-mark, ?. The underscore indicates a single
missing character or a blank space, and the question mark indicates zero or more missing char-
acters. For example, FIND TITLE LIKE TR_CK would recover title-words t rack, t rick, and
truck, while FIND AUTHOR LIK DRE?L would retrieve authors Drell, Dreehsel, Dreval,

and Dressel. Two or more wild.cardcharacters can also be combined in a single search request:
FIND COLLABORATION LIKE ?AI24A ATA? would retrieve indexed collaborations in which
the Alma Ata group has participated.

" _ If the index is not a word index, blanks can be included in the search value. For example, in the
IF AFFILIATION index in HEP,which is a phrase index, one can use FIND AFFILIATION LIKE

M.EMPHI S ?STATE ?. However, with a word index, only one word or uninterrupted group of cha r-
acters can follow the LIKE operator. Otherwise, sP IRES might ignore your request, and the result
of the search might not be what you had expected.

RANGE OPERATORS

Two range operators are available in SPIRES. These operators cause a search to retrieve records
that have an indexed value within a specified range. One operator is characterized by the phrase
BETWEEN <value a> AND <value b>, the otherby FROM <value 1> TO <value 2>.
The range operators cannot be used to search simple indexes. They are primarily used with vari-
ous date qualifiers, e.g., with the DATE index in HEP. More on the range operators in
Subsection 3.4.3.

._........*.`....._r.`'...._'`.`'`_.'_..._`....._....._...'v._._........._..°..`.._•_.,,0..°,.,-,.,.,.,.,_.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,-,.,.,.,_.,v,.,,,_.,.,_.,.,.,_..'._.............'..._.._'_.`.`'_..'.'...'.`......._.._...._.".._._...`.._.,`.."._..,, ,, ,,,,, ,,.,. ......... ,, ,.°.,.,.,,,,, ,.,..... .,.,,.,.,.°.,,, ,,, , ,,.,.. ,..°_. , , °.,°,.,.,,,.,_.,.,.,.,.

1.2.4 SEARCHVALUES
.................... ,...... .... .................................................. ,...., ..................................................................................... , ..................... , .....................

The third subcomponent of every search expression is the search value. A search value statesthe
value for which you would like to find a match within an index. Another very similar term, in-
dexed value, will be used often in this text; please try to distinguish between the two. The search
value is the value supplied by you, the searcher.An indexed value is a data element put into the
sPzPJ_S by the staff of SLAC'sand DESY'slibraries, or some other caretaker of the databases. In
every search, your search value is compared to ali the indexed values within the relevant index.

0
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Thesearchvalue isthe right-mostpartof anysearchexpression.Forexample, in the expression i
AUTHOR= DKELL, S., the searchvalueisDrell, S.You canstatethe searchvalue in many
differentways.Thepreciseformwill dependon theindexyou aresearching,but evenwithinone
index,variationsareallowed. Forexample,in the AUTHOr.index(HEP),boththe formsDIRAC,
PAULandPAUL DIRAC areacceptable.(Notethat the commamustbeusedif the lastnameis
listedfirst.)In the DATEindex(HEP),the dateOctober2, 1977, can bestatedas 10/2/1977 or
Oct 2, 37, or 2 October 1933, or October 2nd 73, etc. (However, do not use the Euro-

pean form of day/month/year,e.g., 31 / 3/ 1991 for March 31, 1991!)

Therearesituationsin whichthe searchvalue isrestrictedto a singlewordor a singlestringof
characters,e.g.,when contentoperatorsareusedin searchesof word indexes.In othersearches,
longphrasesmightbeused.We shallcoverthe rulesfor formingthe searchvaluesin Section 2.2
for eachHEP indexseparately.Theother databaseswill be coveredin Chapters5 and 6.

BROWSE <index-name>, BROWSE FIRST <index-name>,
AND BROWSE EAST <index-name>

If you havedifficultiesdeterminingwhatkindof valuescan beusedto searcha given simple in.
dex, usethe BROWSE<index-name> command.With thiscommand,you can retrieve6 to
10 representativevaluesstoredin the named index.Theanswermightgive you an ideaof what
sortsof valuesare containedin that index,and help you constructa usefulsearchrequest.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE _ORT-NUM

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE AUTHOR (XN EXPFA_MFA_TS TYPE

InHEP,BOOKS,and someotherdatabases,the result of browsingwill be sentto you interactively
if your systemallows that. In DATAGUIDE, PARTICLES, ..., the defaultway of sendingtheanswer _ .
isvia e.letters.Checkthe table in Subsection1.3.3 for moredetailedinformation.

If you specifyFIRST or LAST after BROWSE,QSPIRESwill sendyouan orderedlistof 10 indexed
valuesfromeitherthe beginningor theendof the indexset.ThetermsFIRST and LASTmay not,
be abbreviated.Howev',r, the verbBROWSEcanbe shortenedto BRO.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE LAST TITLE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO FIRST SPEAKER (IN SEMINARS TYPE

Only the simple andgoal indexescanbebrowsed. Youcannot use the BROWSE command for
qualifiers. Formoreon browsinginHEP,seeSection2.3.

BROWSE <index-name> <value>

Youcan alsouseBROWSEtOtargeta certain alphabeticplace withinan index.Thecommand
BROWSE <index-name> <value> sendsa messageto QSPIRES tOlook for the matchto the
valuespecified.QsPIRES usually respondswith 10 valuessurroundingthe specifiedvalue. If the
exact value is not found, the closestmatchand surroundingvalueswill be displayed.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO TITLE WINTER

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE SPEAKER CREUTZ (IN SEMINARS TYPE

Formore details, check Section2.3, wherebrowsing in HEP databaseis illustrated.
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O SEARCHING WITH TRUNCATED VALUES
Twoveryflexible tools in SPIRES enable the location of recordsaccording to a leadingstringof
characters.One method,alreadydescribedin Subsection1.2.3, relieson the PREFIX relational
operator,sPI_S allowsan alternativeway, which is,in many cases,even more versatilethan
thePREFIX search:you usethe equalityoperator,andtruncatethe searchvalue. To inform
sP'r_S that the searchvalueistruncated,we usethe specialtruncationcharacter# (alsocalled
the pound sign).When the systemencountersthatcharacterin an expression,it searchesfor the
truncat/_land not for the full values.

TELL QSPII__,S at SLACVM FIND TZTI_, = r_.,J_# INTERACT#

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR SKNJANOV#

Thefirstof thesesearcheswill retrievetitleslike Weakly Interacting Systems,orWeak
Interactions, etc. Thesecondexamplecould be helpful if you cannot rememberthe correct
spelling of Goran Senjanovic'sname. Note that in a word index you can truncate severalwords.
Only one truncation signmay be used in nonword indexes.

Inthe above examples,the truncation c_aracter denotedthe right truncation. In some indexes,a
special kind of truncated searchesmay be permitted. In such specialtruncations, a searchvalue
could bewritten as STRINGI#STRING2. The searchfinds records having indexedvaluesthat be-
gin with the string1 sequence,and endwith the string2 sequence.Sucha search, if permit-
ted in a given index, is similar to a searchwith the LIKE content operator.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND EXP FNA#772

In thissearch,the documentswith resultsfrom FNAL-E-0772 would he retrieved.

Q PROBLEMS WITH THE TRUNCATION SIGN

.. On somecomputer systems,the pound sign(#) hasa special meaning, and there might beprob-
lemsinsearchesvia OSPI_S whenwe want to usethissign.Forexample,on an IBMcomputer
with theVM ora similaroperatingsystem,the # signmight be preselectedtodenotethe line end.
Inthat case,the sign itself,aswell as thetextwritten to the rightof it, will not be sent in your
messageto QSPZRES.Therefore,althoughyou write FIND TITLE SUPERSYM# SCALE,the
messagemight be altered and transferredto QSPIRESasFIND TITLE SUPERSYM.Consequent-
ly, the systemwill find no resultsmatching your intended searchrequest.

However,on an IBMsystem,you canchooseanother line endsign,or temporarily disable the line
end feature. First, issuethe command cP QUERYTERMINAL.If the # signreally denotes the
LINENDcharacter,the command TERMINAL LINEND OFFwill tempor _rily(until your next log-
on) enable the useof the character for sPIRES truncations. (If you want this to become a perma-
nent change,add an instruction to that effect to your PROFILE EXECfile.)

While the terminal characteristicsmay affect the interactive messages,they usually do not inter-
ferewith the other formsof e-mail. Therefore, if you cannot force the systemto passthrough the
pound$ign, or if the problem doesnot originate atyour machine but originatessomewherealong
the path to SLACVM,try an e-letter; in e-lettersto QsPIRES, you will mostoften be able to use.the
truncation sign.Alternatively, send the messageswith the PREFIX operator rather than the trun-
cated searchvalues.

Q 1.-11
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ANOTHER CLASSIFICATION OF INDEXES @

We _earnedin Subsection1.2.2 that indexesmight be simple,or goal, or qualifiers. There is an-
other classificationof indexes,which isbasedon thecontent ratherthan on the internal structure.
ForQSPIRES searches,the following indexesare important.

NoP.J_z.lcDc¢:When data in an index are in the form of a text, it isoftendesirable to havethe
individual words of the text indexed separately.Most c_m_monly,this typeof indexing isapplied
to TITLE indexes.TheTITLE index in HEP,as weil asthe TITLE index in the BOOKSdatabase,
are indeed such word indexes.

The rulesfor searchingthrough a word index are slightlydifferent from those used in searchof a
nonword index. When you list two or more words in a searchvalue, and the seard_term corre-
spores to theword index, the systemwill automatically supplyone or more ANDoperatorsbe-
tweenthe words. Forexample, FIND TITLE CLUMPED INTERGALACTIC MEDIUM will
internally betranslatedas find tltle-words CLUMPEDand INTERGALACTIC and ME-
DIUM,and sPIRES will retrieveonly the recordscontainingall threeof thesewords(in anyorder)
within the TITLE index.When we usean equalityoperator(or,simply,a blank space)in a word
index, there are r,o restrictionsregardingthe numberof words in the searchvalue. Remember,
however,that when the contentoperatorsareused(e.g.,PR_.:FIX;seeSubsection1.2.3),your
searchvalue should not be longer than one word. Note that, e.g., in HEP,the text valuesappear
in AFFILIATION andTOPIC indexes,but these,arenot setasword indexes.

P_llc ;_DEX: When severalwordsor grc.._jpsof charactersare indexedtogether,the index is
called a phrase i,,dex. The TOPIC index in _IEPisa typical example:e.g., thetopic ELECTRON
POSITRON, ANNIHILATION is indexed asa singlephrase,not as threeindividualwords.

lt is importantto knowwhetheran indexisa wovdor a phrase index,becausedifferentsearching _ ...
rulesapply, in a phrase,index, for example,only one truncationsignmay beused;FIND TOPIC qP
ELECTRON# POSITRONI willfindnothing,butFIND TOPIC ELECTRON POSITRON, AN-
N I H# iscorrect.

PZ;RSO_J,--I_ INDEX: in almostever),database,availablevia QsPIRES, at leastone index
d,ealswith people'spersonalnames.Due to thevarietyof waysa name could bewritten, a spe.cial
name-handlingroutineisdevisedto enable matchingeven if a searchvalue and an indexedvalue
are in differentformats.Indexeswith sucha specialroutinearecalled personal.nameindexes.The
rulesfor matchingarethoroughly illustratedin Subsection2.2.1, wherethe AUTHORindexin HEP
isdiscussed.

DATZ Z:_Dllr,X: Justas in the caseor personalnames,thereisa variety of ways to specifya datein
a searchrequest.Toenable a successfulcomparison,sPIRES providesa specialprocedureto
handleand convert datesfound in your searchvalues.If sucha procedurehasbeenbuilt in, the
indexiscalled date index. We shall illustratefeaturesof date indexesin Subsections3.4.1 to
3.4.4_,where the DATEindex in HEPisdiscussed.

EXCLUSION LIST FOR WORD INDEXING

Frequentlyoccurringarticlesand conjunctions--such asa, an, the; and--are usuallyexcluded
when word indexing isspecifiedfor an index.The databaseowner can form a listof suchwords,
and instruc_SPIRESto ignorewords from the list in a searchof that particular index. The list is
calledthe exclusicmlisf.When an excludedword isusedasa searchvalue in a searchexpression,
sP IRES will pretend not _oseethe word. If ali searchvaluesin a command areexcludedwords,
the systemwill retrieveno_hing.For instance,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE THE AND AN
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRE5; : * No records found which match searchcriteria

The excluded words in the TITLE index (HEP) are listed in Subsection 2.2.2. Similar lists for the

word indexes in other databases can be found in Chapters 5 and 6.

SEARCHING WITH SPECIALSEARCH VALUES

A problem may arise when your search value contains a special character, or a phrase with a par-
ticular meaning for sP IRES. These are the so-cal led reserved symbols (words). For example, you
might wish to find a title with the sign > or with the word prefix, sP IRES terlds to interpret these
values as relational operators rather than search values. To avoid any possible ambiguities, in such
situations you must surround the entire search value with quotation marks (not single quote
marksD. Some. reserved symbols are listed below:

& I ~ > < = ) (

Suppose that you are searching for the topic RHO(1250), DECAY WIDTH, in the HEF database.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TOPIC RHO(1250), DECAY WIDTH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

Thissearch was unsuccessful because RHO(1250 ) includes parentheses, and they are aim on the
list of reserved symbols. When the entire phrase is sandwiched between quotation marks, the re-
sult is different:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TOPIC "R/lO(1250), DECAY WIDTH"

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 Documentz

, The reserved symbols for the TI?LE and TOPIC indexes in HEP,are listed in Subsection 2.2.2.
Similar lists apply to other databases.

1.3 AVAILABLEDATABASES

This section lists the databases available over QSPIRES, and tells you how to select and access a
particular database. The SHOWand EXPLAIN commands, which help retrieve additional informa-
tion on various databases, are briefly discussed.

1.3.1 LIST OF AVAILABLEDATABASES
................................................................................................................................................................................................................. , ......

SPIRES controls hundreds of databases. However, only a dozen can be accessed via QsPIRES.
Here is the list of the databases presently availabie to authorized users:

O
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HEP The SLAC/DEsYHigh EnergyPhysicsDatabase

BOOKS Online BookCatalogfor SLACLibrary

CONFEPd_NCEInformationon PastandFutureHigh EnergyPhysicsConferences(also
calledCONF)

DATAGUIDE ParticleData Group Indexof ExperimentalPapers

EXPERI_NTS ParticleDataGroupExperimentSummaries

ttTTECH SLACTechnicalDataLibraryGuideto ManufacturersAddressesand Cat-
alogs

INST High EnergyPhysicsInstitutionsAddresses(alsocalled INSTITUTIONS)

PARTICLES ParticleData GroupParticlePropertiesListing

REACTIONS ParticleData GroupReactionData

SEMINARS SLACCompendiumof BayArea SeminarsandColloquiums

SERIALS Online SerialsCatalogfor SLACLibrary
m i III I I J I I IIIJ

In addition,thedirectory ofe-mail addressesisavailablethrougha shortcutsearchwith QUERY
command(seeSection5.5). Toget the listof availabledatabases,issuetheHELPcommand

Q"TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM I11_

Asa result,the QSPIRES HELP file will besentto youre-mailbox.Notethatthe interactivesend-
ing of the HELP file isnot possible.One of the itemsin the HELP file isthe listof databases. "

In thisGuide,we shallspendmostof thetime illustratingsearchesin theHEPdatabase.General
informationand specificsof searchesintheotherdatabasesare describedin Chapters5 and 6.

............................................................ ,...... . .................. . ...... ...... ..... .,... ..... ..... .............. ,. ................................................... , .............................

1.3.2 HOW TO SELECT A PARTICULAR DATABASE

HOW TO SELECT HEP

HEPdatabase,withits223,004 particlephysicsreferences,istheoneattractingthe mo_ attention.
'_is probablyexplainswhy it wasmadethe defaultchoice.Default meansthat, unlessyou ex-
plicitlyselectanotherdatabase,your searchrequestis automaticallyprocessedin HEF.Similarly,
if you selecta different database,when the searchthere iscompleted,youare automaticallyre-
turnedto HEP.Inotherwords,to searchthe NEPdatabase,you justtypeyourrequest_anddo noth-
ing regardingthe selectionprocess.

HOW TO SELECT OTHER DATABASES

Asmentionedabove, if you do nothingregardingtheselectionof a database,the HEPdatabaseis
chosenbydefault. In order to informQSPIP,ES that the searchis to be perforrnedin another da-
tabase,you have to addtheexpression(IN <database-name> to the end of your messageto

QSPIRES.Notethe openparenthesis,whichsignalsQSPIRESthat therequestis foitowed by a /
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O instruction, in this choose another database. The database-name is
special case: a name
of an available database. (Do not shorten the database names to the first three characters!) For

example,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH TERMS (IN INST

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PLACE PARIS (IN CONFERENCE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND REACTION K+ (IN EXPERIMENTS TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DATE NEXT WEEK (IN SEMINARS TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE AUTHOR (IN BOOKS

In ali these examples, QSP IRES is instructed to send answers interactively. Note that the term
TYPE was appended to the third and the fourth lines. Otherwise, the answer would have been
filed and sent to your e-mailbox. On the other hand, in INST, CONFERENCE,and BOOKSdatabas-
es, the TYPE is the default choice for the show, FIND, and BROWSEcommands, and there is no
need to specify this option explicitly. See the table irl Subsection 1.3.3 for more information.

Once you made a selection, you stay in the selected database,until your next use of the command
verb FIND.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE MORIOND PROCEEDINGS (_N BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 52 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE AFTER 1985

(Since there was no FIND verb in the previous line, we are still in the BOOKS database, and
there is no need to repeat the selection. SPIRES continues the search in BOOKS,and reports

" Q via QSPIRES ->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 12 Books

ANOTHER EXAMPLE

Note the terminology in the following example: what we call a database is a subtile in sP IRES'
jargon.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE SIZE (IN CONFERENCE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * ,-The subfile has 4176 records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PLACZ PARIS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

(Oops! Our second request contained the FIND verb, so we were automatically transferred
into the HEP database. PLACE iS not an allowed search term in HEP,and therefore there was
no positive answer. We should have used instead .>)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PLACE PARTS (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 16 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE 1990

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE SIZE

0
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From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * -The subfile has 223004 records i

(Weil, thisanswercorrespondsto the HEPdatabase,not CONFERENCE. Remember,if SHow
isnot accompaniedbya selection option,QSPZRESusuallysendsinformationon see, even
if we are currentlyin a differentdalabase.Anotherimportantpoint isthatthe SHOW
commanddoesnot interferewith the currentsearch;we arestillin CONFERENCE,andmay
addanothercriterionto ourrequest,without havingto repeatthe selection->)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE JULY 1990

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE SUPERSYMMETRY

(We arenow back JnHEP,sincethe FIND command was issued,and we did not appenda
selection->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1558 Documents

........................................................................°...............,................................°.....................°.........,°....................°..................................,..,..

1.3.3 WHAT ELSE COULD BE LEARNED ABOUT DATABASES?

Usethe SHOWand EXPLAIN commandverbsto learnmoreabouta chosendatabase,.Notethat
neitherEXPLAIN nor SHOWinterrupta searchin progress.Thetableand examplesbelowwill il-
lustratevariouspossibilities.

If the selecteddatabaseisHEP,BOOKS,CONFERENCE,HITECH, INST, or SERIALS, theinforma-
tion retrievedwith SHOWwill besentto you interactively.If youdo notwant this to happen,and _ .
preferto getthe informationto youre-mailbox,appendthe optionFILE tOyOurrequest. WP
Thesituationisexactlytheoppositeif youare searchingthroughone of the remaining databases.
Then, the defaultchoiceisto sendthe requiredinformationto you in ane-letter;if you want the
resultto besent interactively,youmustaddthe TYPEoption to the end of your request.

Thechart explainswhich option to usewith the SHOWverb in orderto get the informationeither
interactivelyor inyoure-mailbox.Note that thesamerulesapply forthe BROWSEand DISPLAY
commands.(The procedurefor theF,XP_.ATNcommand isdifferent;seebelow.)

O
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0
........ i i ,, i,

DATABASE TO GET THE INFORMATION TO GET THE INFORMATION
INTERACTIVELY, APPEND INTO THE MAILBOX,

APPEND
...... ,,, ,, ,,,. . . , .

HEP [a] (FILE

BOOKS (IN BOOKS (IN BOOKS FILE

CONFERENCE, CONF (IN CONF (IN CONF FILE

HITECH (IN HITECH (IN HITECH FILE

INST (IN INST (IN INST FILE

SERIALS (IN SERIALS (IN SERIALS FILE

DATAGUIDE (IN DATAGUIDE TYPE (IN DATAGUIDE

EXPERIMENTS (IN EXPERIMENTS TYPE (IN EXPERIMENTS

PARTICLES (IN PARTICLES TYPE (IN PARTICLES

REACTIONS (IN REACTIONS TYPE (IN REACTIONS

SEMINARS (IN SEMINARS TYPE (IN SEMINARS
..........

[a] For HEP,this is the default choice, and there is no need for the option field. Seeexamples

" 0 below.

" SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION =,

(SHO SUB DES, SHO SUBDES)

This command provides a short description of a database. The allowed abbreviations are SHO

SUB DES, and SIlO SUBDES.You might learn, e.g., what information is contained in the goal
records, and how the recordsare structured.The information can range from very sparseto very
complete. If you usethe first two examples, the information will be sent to you interactively. The
last two examples instruct QsP IRES to send the description to your e-mailbox. Note that in the
first example, no selection was made. Therefore, the information on the HEP database will be re-
turned.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTXON

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DES (IN DATAGUIDE TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBDES (IN BOOKS FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SUB DES (IN EXPERIMENTS

SHOW SUBFILE SIZE (SHO SUB SIZ)

With this command (the allowed short form is SIlO SUB SIZ), you can learn how many goal
records are currently storedin the database of your choice. If you use the first two examples, the
information will be sent to you interactively. The last two examples instruct QSPIRES to send the
number to your e-mailbox. Note that in the fourth example, no database selection was made.
Therefore, the :etumed information will be on the HEP database.

0
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE SIZE (IN SERIALS i
V

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUB SIZ (IN REACTIONS TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUB_IL_ SIZE (IN SEMINARS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUB SIZ (FILE

SHOW INDEXES (SHO IND),

SHOW SEARCH TERMS (SHO SEA TER),
SHOW iNDEX DESCRIPTION (SHO IND DES),
AND SHOW INDEX INFORMATION (SHO IND INF)

Thesecommandsprovideyou with a listof searchtermsandtheirvalid aliases,aswell asthe
kindsof indexestowhich theycorrespond.SeeSubsection1.2.2 for further informationand
examples.

SHOW FRAMES (SHO FRA)

The SHOWFRAMEScommand (or SIlO FRA,for'short)describesthe available framesin a given
database.A framecan be thoughtof as a way of displayinga searchresult.In somedatabases,
there isa wide rangeof capabilitiesfor viewingthe retrieveddata.Forexample,18 different
framesareavailablein HEP(seeSubsection4.2.1). Insomeotherdatabase,therewill be onlyone
availableframe.If you usethe firstexamplebelow,the informationwill be sentto you interactive-
ly. The secondexampleinstructsQSPIRES tOsendthe list to youre-mailbox.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW FRAMES (IN INST

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FBA (IN PARTICLES I "
v

THE EXPLAIN COMMAND

Thesameinformationthat could be obtained with the SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION canalso
be retrievedwith the EXPLAIN <database-name> command. In other words, the following
two commands areequivalent.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXPLAIN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION (IN DATA_IDE TYPE

However, the default for sending the information isdifferent. With EXPLAIN, thedescriptionis
sent interactively, for ali the available databases.If, instead,you want to get theanswer to your e-
mailbox, append (FILE tO your request:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXPLAIN DATAGUIDE (FILE

,, , i ,,

1.4 CONTINUING A SEARCH

Your initial FIND command, followed by one or moresearchexpressions,will generallyproduce
a collection of recordsthat satisfythe statedcriteria. In some databases,QSPIRESwill immedi-
_ely sendyou the result,without waiting for your further instructions. In other databases,howev-
er, _SPIRES will tell you only how many recordswere retrieved,and allow you to decide what

0
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O to do with the collected data. You can choose to add more criteria and narrow or expand thesearch, or you may want the results to be displayed. In this section, we discuss such various pos-
sibilities. In addition, some search request defaults are mentioned.

....... o............ , ................. ,........... .°°, ..... ,, ...... , ........ ,..,..°..... ...................... °..... ........ ° ...... °., ...... ,.,, ........... . .............. , ............. ,, .............. , ................

1.4.1 COMPOUND AND ITERATIVESEARCHES

The simple search request (Subsection 1.2.1) consists of one FIND command followed by one
search expression. If the FIND is followed by several search expressions in the same line, the re-
quest is called a cornpoundsearch request.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR BELL AND DATE 1988 AND TITLE

_#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Documents

Here,one requestindicatedby a singleusageofthecommand FIND locatesrecordsfittingmore

than one requirement; in this case, these are the works by Bell from the year 1988, with the title-
word beginning with the string brems (as in bremsstrahlung). Note that search expressions
should not be separated by commas.

A similar search procedure, in which several criteria are issued as successive commands, is called
iterative.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR BELL

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 285 Documents

" i TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE = 1988

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Document

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TITLE BREMS#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Document

This nice little chat is still only one search request (a single FIND was used!), but now we can see
the intermediate steps in the search, and react accordingly.

In both examples, the search expressions were connected by the logical operator AND. However,
AND is not the only acceptable logical ooerator. Three operators could be used in iterative and
compound procedures: AND, AND NOT,and OR.The logical operator describes how two criteria
combine. Logical operators are sometimes referred to as Boolean operators.

The ARD operator adds a limiting criterion to the search expression by requiring that both values
occur as specified. Conseque,ltly, the use of ANDgives us the ability to narrow a search from a
larger result to a smaller one.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR FRITZSCH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 135 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR FRITZSCH AND AUTHOR MINKOWSKI

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 20 Documents

The AND NOT operator requires that a record that would have been included with ANDbe exclud-
ed from the search result. Like the ANDoperator, the AND NOT also narrows a search from a larger
result to a smaller one.
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM ¥IND AUTHOR FRTTZSCH Q

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * _,,_ult 135 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND NOT AUTHOR MINKOWSKI

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 115 Documents

TheOR operatorspecifiesthatrecordswhichsatisfyat leastone criterionbe includedinthe search
result.Whilebefore,we wereable to narrowa searchresultwithANDand mqD NOT,flOWwe can
expandthesearchto includeadditionalrecords.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PLACE FREIBURG (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OR PLACE FR_IBURG

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Conferences

Note that in an iterativesearch,thedatabaseselectior,shouldonly bemade once;denoteyour
selectionin the line withthe FIND verb.

Compoundsearchingispossiblein ali databasesavailablevia qsPIP_S. The iterativesearches
aresomewhatlesspracticalinDATAGUIDE, PARTICLES, EXPERIMENTS, andREACTIONS da-
tabases(seeChapter6). More detailson compound and iterative searchescould be found in
Chapter 3 (for HEP),and Chapters 5 and 6 (for other databases).

Specialindexes, called qualifiers, cannot be usedin simple searches.In iterative and compound
searches,qualifiers may be used, but only following the logical operator(s),not following the

FIND verb. SeeSection 3.4 for further details. _ .

SHOW SEARCH (SHO SEA)

AND SHOW RESULT (SHO RES)

Irla long iterative search,one can losetrackof the criteria usedupto any particular point. The
SHOW SEARCH (SHO SEA,for short),and SHOW RESULT (SHO RES) commands allow the user
to review searchexpressionsexecutedsincethe FIND command in the currentsearchwas issued.
In addition to thesearchexpressions,the answerwill also listthe numberof accumulated records.
Alter getting that information, you can continue the search,or, if you wish, display the collected
records.

Thetwo commands SHOWSEARCHand SHOWRESULTcould be used interchangeably; from
QsPIRES' perspective,they are identical. SeeSubsection3.2.4 for examples.There are some im-
portant differencesbetween thesetwo commandsand all the other SHOWcommands. First,you
do not have to append the selection option to the SHOWRESULTor SHOWSEARCHcommands:
they will automatically retrieve the searchstepsfrom the databasein which your last FIND was
issued.Furthermore,by default with thesetwo commands, the answer will be sent to you
interactively.The default could be changedsimply by adding (FTLEtOtheend of the commands.
(Rememberthat the rules weredifferent for the other SHOWcommands;check Subsection 1.3.3.)

1.4.2 SEARCH REQUEST DEFAULTS
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

In thissection,severalsearchrequestdefaultsaredescribed.Someof themare sP IRES defaults;

the othersoriginate at the QSPIRES server.
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O DEFAULTDATABASE(HEP)
If you do not specify a database, the HEP database is the one selected automatically. You can
choose one of the other available databases by adding the (ZN <database-name> option to
your command line (see Subsection 1.3.2). However, such a choice is valid only until you begin
the next search. If your next FIND command is not accompanied by another selection, you will
be returned to HEP. Here is one such sequence:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR CHANDRASEK# (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TXTLE EARLY UNIVERSE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 329 Documents

Clearly, the result 5 Books corresponds to the BOOKS database. On the other hand, the last line
with the result 32 9 Documents characterizes a search in HEP,not in BOOKSdatabase.

INDEX NAME

The FIND verb in your query must be always followed by an index name (= searchterm). Unfor-

tunately, if the search term is missing,the systemwill do nothing to warn you. Therefore, carefully
re-examine your query whenever an unexpected result is retrieved.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND FEYNMAN AND TITLE PLENTY

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

. _ However, when the missing searchterm AUTHOR is put in place, the result isdifferent:
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR FEYNMAN AND TITLE PLENTY

" From SLACVM(QSPIRE$) : * Result 1 Document

We have just learned that if a search term ismissing after the FIND verb, ali kinds of trouble may
result. However, a missing searchterm in any other position of iterative or compound requests is
not necessarily a problem. In suchsituations, the last-named index is assumedto be the missing
one. For example, sP IRES interpretsthe following two searchrequestsidentically:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM 'FIND TITLE TAU AND AUTHOR PERL AND NOT

AUTHOR FELD#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 18 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE TAU AND AUTHOR PERL AND NOT FELD#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 18 Documents

The above rule is not valid if the last-named index was a qualifier. Suppose that a qualifier is used
in a compound search; then the searchterm in the subsequent expression must be explicitly
named. Note that if you misspell an index name, SPIRES will assumethat this (misspelled) index
is, in fact, a search value to be located with the previously named searchterm.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE INFRARED AND AUTOR COLLZNS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria
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Inthe aboveexample,the AUTHOR wasspelledincorrectlyasAUTOR,andthe requestwasinter- ,til
pretedasFIN TITLE INFRARED AND TITLE AUTOR AND TITLE COLLINS. W
DEFAULT RELATIONAL OPERATOR

i

When no relationaloperatorprecedesa searchvalue,the equalityoperatoristhe assumedrela- i
tionaloperator(moreon relationaloperatorsin Subsection1.2.3). Thefollowingtwo examples
givean equivalentresult.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM tiN AI' STANFORD U., PHYS#

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AF = STR_FORD U., PHYS#

DEFAULT LOGICAL OPERATOR

When, ina word index search(seeSubsection1,2..1),nologicaloperatorprecedesa searchvalue,
is assumedto be the logicaloperator.Th_,_'_TLE indexin HEPissucha word index. There-

fore,sPIPJ_s interpretsthefollowingseard'_s identically:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TXTLE OLD MODELS NEVER DIE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE OLD AND MODELS AND NEVER AND DIE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE MODELS AND TITLE DIE AND TZTLE OLD

AND TITLE NEVER

With the othertypesof indexes,the defaultlogicaloperatoris notdefined.FIND AUTHOR

BJORKEN DRELL will not find worksby BjorkenandDrell. UseinsteadFIND AUTHOR

BJORKEN AND DRELL, or FIND AUTHOR BJORKEN AND AUTHOR DRELL.

.............. "'"'" ........ "" ........ ''"" ................ '.....'"''"_"""''"'"''""'"'"''" ........'''"'"""'"'"' ....."''"'"'""" .......... " ..... ''"""'°''""''''''"""" _'"''"'"''''" i

1.4.3 DISPLAYING RESULTS

Onceyou havefoundrecordsthatmeet allthecriteriayou haveset,therecordscanbedisplayed.
Detailsof thedisplayingproceduredependheavilyon the selecteddatabase.Therefore,the pro..
cedurewill bedescribedfor eachdatabaseseparately:in Chapter4 for HEP,andin Chapters5
and6 forotherdatabases.Here, I will only addresssomegeneralquestionsfacingthe searcher.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE RESULT

Assumingthatyou arecontactingQsPIRES interactively,therearetwo waysa searchresultcould
be sentto you: (i) interactively,if you are satisfiedwith the resultbeingdisplayedon the screen
of you terminal, and (ii) via e-letter, if you want theresultto be filed anddeliveredto youre-
mailbox. QSPIREShasitsown favoritewaysof sendingtheresult,but you canalwayschange
this,by typingeitherTYPEor FILE in the optionfieldfollowingthe searchor outputcommands.

When makingthisdecision,you shouldknowthatthe numberof recordsthatcouldbesentinter-
actively isgenerallymuchsmallerthanthenumberof recordsthatcouldbe filedanddeliveredto
youre-mailbox.Ifa resultissentinteractively,notonlyare thenumberof recordslimited,butalso
the.totalnumberof linesis carefullycontrolledto avoidjamming the network.Therefore,if your
searchresultisbig,you will probablywant to usethe FILE option. If, in contrast,your resultcon-
sistsof only a few records,and youdo not needto savethe resultfor lateranalysis,then TYPE
will probablybe thebetterchoice.
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O The two above-mentionedpossibilitiesare only to using TELL
available those the (orsimilar)net-

work commandto reachQsPIRES. If, on the contrary,yourrequestsaresentvia e-letters,then
you will beable to get theresultsentonly via e-letters;the TYPEoption isexcluded.

WHICH FORMAT TO USE?

In somedatabases,thereismorethanone way of displayinga record.Forexample,in HEP,there
arecurrently17 differentso-calledframestailoredfor somespecialusers.However,even anor-
dinaryusercanbenefitfromthe varietyofavailableframes.Forexample,in HEP,youcan choose
a formatin whichonly thefirstauthorof a documentisdisplayed,or you can optfor a framein
which ali authorsare listed.Similarly,you can requirethat the resultbe sentto you asa TEXfile,
which might bequitehelpfulif you are,e.g., preparinga bibliography.QSPIRES hasitsown fa-
vorite frames,butyou canalwayschangethisby typingus ING <f rame-name> in the option
fieldfollowingthe searchcommandoroutputcommand.Frame-name denotestheofficialname
of anavailableformatin a givendatabase.Togetthelistof frame-names,useSHOWFRAMEScom-
mand(seeSubsection1.3.3). The frame-namesshouldnot be abbreviated.

In almosteverydatabase,one frame isdesignatedasbrief. The brief formatmightbe usedto
getconciseinformationaboutthe records.Forexample,theoption USING BRIEF in HEPwill
causea resulttobe displayedwith only thefirstauthor,thetitle of the work, andthe bibliographic
data(journal,volumeandpage,for publishedarticles).Other formatsmay providemore informa-
tion, but brief hasonedistinctiveadvantage:sincethe recordsaresocompressed,it ispossible
to receivemanymore recordsthan youwouldgetwith anyother non-brief format.In HEP,e.g.,
with the defaultformatandthe FILE option, you canget, at most,150documents,while this
numberchangesto 300 if you choosethe brief format.SeeSubsection4.2.1 formore informa-
tion on HEPframes.

"0 CAN THE ORDER BE CHANGED. _

" QSPIRESordersresultsin a certainway before it sendsthemaway. If you do not like thisorder,
you can changeit by typing SEQUENCE<index-name> in theoption field. Thisallowsyou to
Mateyour own criteriafororderingresults.Youmight,e.g.,choosean alphabeticalorderwith re-
spectto the firstauthoror the title, oryou can havetheresultsdisplayedin chronologicalorder
with respectto the dateof publication.Youcan useany of theavailableindexes(includingthe
qualifiers)with the SEQUENCEverb.Note,however,thatonly one parametercanbe usedto order
searchresults;SEQUENCEdoesnot allow two (or more)arguments.SeeSubsection4.2.2 for fur-
ther informationon how to ordersearchresultsin HEP.

O
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2. NEP DATABASE: ONE-STEP INTERACTIVE SEARCHES
i ,,,, , i , '

This chapter is a review of simple, one-step searches in the HEP database. Most searchesvia
QSPIRES involve the use of the FIND command. A search in which FIND is followed by only
one searchexpression (see Subsection 1.2.1) is called a simple search. Examples for simple
searcheswith each of the HEP indexes are given. More intricate search procedures will be de-
scribed in Chapter 3.

2.1 FIND COMMAND

The command language understood by the QSP IRES server consists of simple English words,
such as HELP, SHOW,EXPLAIN, OUTPUT, etc. You can use these commands to ask for assistance,
to learn more on the contents and organization of various databases, or to display records re-
trieved by a search. However, most often you will be using the FIND command. Indeed, FIND is
the basic QSPIRES command. With the FIND verb, you find the records which meet the criteria
you specify. In this section, we illustrate phrases used in simple searcheswith FIND.

v A ............ '"' ..... ' ............................ '........................ """ ..... '.......................... """ ................................................................................ ' ...............

2.1.1 FIND < search-expression>
.. ,..., ,.,.,o,,,, ,., ,.,.,,,.. ,v, ,-, ,v, ,.,-0,.,, ,,.,.,,,. ,°,,, ,,,,,, •• ,.. ,., ,,,,, ,, ,,, ,.,. ,,, _ ,, ,,,, ,,,, ,.. ,, ,,,, ............ , ..... , ,.,, ,,., ........................................ ...... . ........... ..... .............. ........ o,., ,,., ,v,

A simple, one-step search in HEP is initiated with the FIND (or FIN, for short) command, followed
by a singlesearch expression. Consequently, the syntax for the simple search is

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND < search-expression >

A search expression (see Subsection 1.2.1 ) consists of a search term (Subsection 1.2.2), one rela-
tional operator (Subsection 1.2.3), and some search value(s) (Subsection 1.2.4). By default, ali
searches via QSPIRES begin in the HEP database. Therefore, unless you change the default (see
Subsection 1.3.2), your query

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR = DRELL

instructs QSPIRES tOgather ali the records from HEP that satisfy the criterion AUTHOR = DRELL.
(As discussed in Sub_ction 1.2.3, we could have also used a blank space instead of the equality
sign between AUTHORand DRELL.) After awhile, QsP IRES reports the number of records that
meet the criterion:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 149 Documents

The search term in this example is AUTHOR, and we are obviously interested in works authored
by Drell. The list of other possible search terms in HEPcan be found in Subsection 2.1.2. We shall
go through this list case by case, giving numerous examples for each of the searches.

Note that the answer lists only the number of the retrieved documents, but the actual documents
are not displayed. By default, if your query was sent interactively, the information on the number

0
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of the retrieved documents will also be sentinteractively b_ck to you. If you want the line Result 0
14 9 Documents tObe filed, and sent to your e-mailbox, add the option (FILE tO the right end
of ),our command:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR = DRELL (FILE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

At [his point, the search may be continued (interactively, or via e-letters), or the recordscould be
displayed, or you could begin a new search. If you choose the last option, the above result
(14 9 Documents) will be completely erased from QsP IRES' memory, and the result of your
new search will be.saved instead.

2.1,2 LIST OF HEP INDEXES AND THEIR ABBREVIATIONS
........ , .................................................................. ,........ ................................ . ....................................................................... , ...................... , ........

Thecha,lbelowshowsmr _ of theindexesin HEPdataba_.Theallowedabbreviationsare_!so
mentioned.TI_ lasttwo rowsdescribespecialindexes,the_-called qualifiers.Qualifierscannot
beusedinsimplesearches;theirrolewill be explainedinSection34

_ SIMPi_E iNDEX_ ALLOWED ABBREV.AND VARIATIoNs ....

AUTHOK A, AU, N, NAME

COLLABORATION CN, COLLAB"NAME

AFFILIATION AF, AFF, AFFIL, INST, INSTITUTION

TITLE T, TI, WITH-LANGUAGE i "

TOPIC TP, HEP-TOPIC, K, KEYWORD

CITATION C, CITED, JOUR-VOL-PAGE, JVP "

REPORT-NUM R, REPT, RN

EXPERIMENT EXP, FE, FERMILAB-EXP, FNI, SLAC-EXP

'FIRST-AUTHOR FA

JOU P_NAL JI, JINDEX

PPF PPFLIST#

ANTIPPF PPA

DATE D

PPF--SUBJECT PS, SCL

In this and the following chapter, I will use both Ior_gand short forms for search terms. If you mis-
spell the index name in a search request, QsP IP.d_swill not try to help you. Instead, the system
will sencfits standard No records _ound ... line:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND C_,T PHLTA, 70B, 487

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No rocords found which match search
criteria

In this example, CIT was not an allowed abbreviation for the CITATION index.

0
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O 2.2 SAMPI.E SEARCHES
. i ii _ - i i i

In this section, we illustrate specifics of searches with each of the HEF simple indexes.

.... ... ............................................................ , ......... .., ............. , ..........................................................................................................................

2.2.1 FIND AUTHOR (FIN A)
,....._ .,_ ,_,,....._,...... ,,, ...v......,., ......,............. ,.,.. ,.,........., .. ,..,.................,.. ,... ,,., .....,,..... ........ ,. ,.,. ........ .,,,, ............ ....,..,..,, ,, ..,...,.,..... ,..,..... ...... .....,...........

The AUTHOR index in HEF is the so-called personal.name index (see Subsection 1.2.4). This
means that special rules for matching search values and indexed values apply. These rules will be
thoroughly illustrated in the following examples The author search may be phrased in many
ways. For example, if you want to find all the works by S D. Drell, you can send to QSPIRES one
of the following commands:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR S. DRELL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR = DRELL, SID

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND A S. D. DRELL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A DRELL, D.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND A = DRELL

As seen from the second and fourth examples, when you list the last name (surname) first, a com-
ma must separate the name from the initials or the person's first (personal) name. The empty spac-

" Jb es following periods and commas are optional. You could as well use S.DRELL, DRELL, SID,

S.D.DRELL, orDRELL, D.,respectively,inexpressionswithno blanks.Notethattheperiodsafter
. initials are optional; the forms s DRELL, S D DRELL, or DRELL, D, are fine too When both

the first and the last names are used, another valid form is SID .DRELL.

In accord with SPIRES rules (see below), the third among the five opening examples above will
fail to find works in which Sid Drell did not list his middle name, because in this search, SPIRES
looks for both the initials s and D. On the other hand, the first example will retrieve not only
works by s. Drell, but also those authored by e.g., p. s. Drell. The last example finds all
authors with the last name Drell, irrespective of their first names.

Complex last names, such as Van der Lans, may be found with

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND A = LANS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR = DER LANS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A VAN DER LANS

Similarly, it"a person has two last names, the l:_rsonal name algorithm allows both names to be
used in a search For example, if you want to retrieve the works by the author G Jona.Lasinio, you
can write

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND A JONA-LASINIO, G.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _'IND A JONA LASINIO, G.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR = JONA, G.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A G. LASINIO

0
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you areunsureof the spellingof somelastname, there are severalways out of the problem. /If

Usually,the BROWSEcommand(seeSubsection1.2.4) isa goodfirststep.BrowsinginHEPisthor-
oughlydescribedin Section2.3.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE AUTHOR FADEEV

QSPIRESwillautomaticallyreturntoyourterminala selectionoftennamessimilartotheone
you mentioned,and, hopefully,youwill beable to discoverthe right form.If you know thefirst
few charactersof a name,but do not knowexactly how thenameends,usethe righttruncation
(seeSubsection1.2.4). Forexample,if indoubtwhetheranauthor'snameisHorowitz, Horowicz,
Horowich,or Horowitch,you can use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A HOROW#

In thissearchyou will finddocumentsassociatedwith authorswhosenamesbeginwith thestem
HOROW.A truncatedlastname can be combinedwith thefirstnameor initials(FIN A
G. HOROW#; FIND AUTHORKAPLUNOV#, VADIM), but do not truncatethe first name of a per-
son(_-_N .". DP_LI,, SID.=);somemisleadingresultsmightbe returned.Asnoted in
Subsection1.2.4, some notoriousmachinesgobbleup thetruncationsign#, neversendingitto
the nextnode.Thishappensmostoftenin interactivemessages,rarely in e.letters.If you do not
know howto eliminate the problem(somehintsaregiven inSubsection1.2.4), eitherput your
truncatedphraseinane-letter(moreon sendinge-lettersto QSPIRESinChapter7),or apply the
PREFIX relationaloperator(seeSubsection1.2.3).

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR PREFIX HORO_

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A PRE KAPLUNOV

Firstnamesor initialscannotbe usedin a searchwith the PREFIX operator:ali firstnamesare _ .
igr_red when SPIRES discoversthat PREFIX wasusedin the lastname. qP
Hyphensare strippedfrom the nameswhen your query arrivesto sPIRES.Therefore,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A = ZINN-JUSTIN, J.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A = Z:[NN JUSTIN, J.

will producethe samesearchresult.

Here ishow a successfulinteractivesearchmight look on yourscreen:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A DRELL

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 149 Documents

Thesecondline should appearon your terminal within a minute or so,afteryour first line is sent.
(If your query was sent in an e-letter, the result of the search,Result :1.49Documents, will be
returnedto your e-mailbox. The distinction between interactive messagesand e-letters isex-
plained in Appendix B.)Another possibledialog is

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR NEWTON, ISAAC

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

Weil, what canwe sayhere,but that no one isperfect. Thisguy, Sir Newton, nevercared to send
a singlepreprint to SLACor DESYLibraries,and that is why no match was found.

O
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O Once we know that a search was successful, we might wish to seethe result of the search. For that
task, use OUTPUTcommand (Chapter 4)..We can also add to or subtract from the result before it
is displayed by continuing the search (see Chapter 3).

PERSONAL-NAME ALGORITHM DETAILS

Personal-name values in search expressionsrequire special treatment, simply because names can
be written irl a number of ways. sP IRES respects the following rules for the search in which per-
sonal names appear.

If only the last name is given in your searchvalue, the records corresponding to ali persons with
the same lastname (irrespectively of their first names) are retrieved, if your searchvalue lists a last
name and one initial, the systemwill first collect ali records whose surnamesmatch the last name
from your query, and then begin to cornpare the nonsurname portions. If the initial from your
search value corresponds to the firstcharacter in an indexed personal name, the system will as-
sume that a match is achieved. For example, FIN A SMITH, J. will retrieve ali the a. Smiths,
including D. J. Smith, John X. Y. Smith, Andrea-Julia Smith, Edward J.

Smith, J. Edward Smith, etc.Ifacompletefirstname isgiveninyoursearchrequest,theset

of indexed names that match will be formed in the following way: the algorithm compares your
value with the nonsurname portion of the indexed values, and the match is considered successful
if the strings are equivalent to the shorter of the two values. For example, FIN A ROBERT
JOHNSON, will collect ali the R. Johnsons, including _ P. Johnson, and Patricia R.

Johnson. In addition, ali the Ro Johnsons, Rob Johnsons, Robe Johnsons, Rober

Johnsons, and, of course, Robert Johnsons will be retrieved. Furthermore, ali the names
having the prefix _ ber_: will also match, so works by Boberta Johnson and J. Robertino

- _ johnson will be, ,_.,uded in the search result. However, note that this searchwill not find Randy
11r Johnson, or Pat Robin Johnson, because Randy and Robin are neither prefixes in the name

Robert, nor do they begin with the string Robert. If two initials are appended to a last name
" in your searchvalue, sP IRES will search for the ordered pair of such initials. For example, FIND

AUTHOR A. B. COLLINS will find J.,%. B. Collins and Arthur B. Collins, but not

B. A. Collins or A. Collins. (The former has a wrong order of initials, the latter has only
one of the two required initials). Similarly, FIND A HILL, PAT N. will recover all works by
authorsP. Norman Hill, and Patricia N. Hill, butnotworksby Norman P. Hill or

Pat Hill. Searching when 3 or more initials are given follows the above principles.

...................................................................................................... . .................................................................................................................

2.2.2 FIND TITLE (FIN T)
.,......._.,,..............._._...,............_._..............,,.............._....,......... ......................_.....,._........,...................................................,..............................................,......................... •............:..............., .......,...................,...........,........,.........,.....,.......,...

The TITLE index in HEP is a so-called word index (see Subsection 1.2.4). This means that each

word in a title is indexed separately when documents are being put into the database. Conse-
quently, it is enough to know only one word from a title to be able to retrieve the corresponding
document. You can also submit more than one word; the order of the words in your search value
is unimportant. Here are some examples:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE HADRON

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM YZN T = WEAK INTERACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T FUN WITH YRUSTRATZON

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE "SU(3)"

0
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The first command will find ali the papersin HEP in which the word hadron appears in the title. O
In the second example, ali documents will be retrieved which have the words weak and inter-
actions anywhere in the title, in any order. You might aswell use FIN T INTERACTIONS
WEAK,or separatethe words by a comma, FIN T WEAK, INTERACTIONS, tO still get the same
result, in the third example, s]PI_S will search for records with two title words, fun and frus-
tration. The third word, with, is one of the so-called excluded words, and will not be taken
into account (seeSubsection 1.2.4). The other excluded words and symbols in the TITLE search
(in HEP) are

a acrossan and by for from in into of on or the to with

.,.?t/%$@

If any of these words or symbols appears as a search value in the TITLE search, it will be ignored.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVH lrI.l_ TITUl FROM Z.N , TO OH' , WITH $ , BY % .

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * NO records found which match search
criteria

In the fourth of the opening examples above, the search value is sandwiched between quotation
marks, because two special reserved symbols, namely parentheses,were used in the phrase. The
parentheses have a particular meaning for SPIRES (see, e.g., Subsection 1.2.4), and to clear up
the ambiguity, we must surround the entire search value (not only the parentheses!) with quota-
tion marks (not single quote marks!). The listof the reserved symbols in HEP is given below:

& I ;~-_> < =)(

If you intend to use any of these symbols in the title search, enclose the search value in quotes. _1_ •
How important are the quotation marks?Weil, judge for yourself. Here iswhat will happen if you qP
use (do not use) quotes:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE "SU(3)"

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 821 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE SU(3)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

We encourage you to usequotes to denote searchvalues in any other situation which might cause
ambiguities in searches.Consider, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE LIKE INTER&CTZON?

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 11667 Documents

in this search, SPIRES will assume that we are usingthe LIKE operator (see Subsection 1.2.3) to
find ali title-words beginning with the string interaction. (The question mark denotes a wild
card in the searcheswith the LIKE operators.)On the other hand, a very similar search command
will produce a completely different result:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE "LIKE INTERACTION?"

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 9 Documents

Now, the system looks forthe titles with two words, 1ike arid interact ion (in any order). The
question mark, being on the exclusion list (see above) was ignored. If your machine does not ac-
cept the double quotation mark in interactive communication, check and change the terminal set-

@
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O tings (see Subsection 1.2.4), or send such a query in an e-letter (more on communication withQSPIRES by e-letters, in Chapter 7).

To conclude this discussionof excluded and special words and symbols in the TITLE search,let
me summarize: if you plan to use any of the special symbols in a search value, place the entire
value in quotation marks; symbols and words from the exclusion list, if used as unmarked search
values, are not passedto the system. Note that FIN TITLE / will yield a zero result, because /
isan excluded symbol. However, FIN TITLE Z/N isOK; the symbol / is ignored when standing
alone, but not when it appears in a string, as in z/N.

Letus go back to the opening examples. Our first search(FIN TITLE HADRON)will not retrieve
the plural hadrons, and the second command (FIND T = WEAK INTERACTIONS) will fail to
find titles inwhich the word interact ion (singular!) ispaired with weak. To be on the safeside,
usethe right truncation symbol in these searches:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE HADRON#

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T = WEAK INTERACTION#

The search value hadron# will retrieve hadron, hadrons, hadronic, etc., and the search for
the title weak interaction# will return titles with the pairs weak + interaction and
weak + interactions. In the TITLE search, more than one word can be truncated.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE = TO# BE# O1% NOT# TO# BE#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 286 Documents

INote: Weil, I admit, this example is cheating, lt really represents the compound search, not the
simple one. I included it anyway. You will learn more about compound searches in Chapter 3.]

"' _ See, however, Subsection 1.2.4 regarding possible problems with the truncation sign. You can
also use the content relational operators (see Subsection 1.2.3), e.g., the PREFIX or LIKE oper-

. ators, in the TITLE searches:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM YZND TITLE PREHIX SUPER

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T LIKE CHROMO?MICS

Note that if you are searching through a word index (like TITLE), and using content operators,
your search value should not be longer than one word. This is a serious restriction, which fortu-
nately could be overcome in iterative searches (see Subsection 3.2.2).

Most hyphens are stripped from titles when documents are entered into the HEP database, with
only a couple of exceptions, like high-energy, one-dimensional, right-handed, form-factor, cross-
section, anti-fermion, space-time, etc. Forexample, do nol use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T GAUGE-THEORY

This title is indexed with two words (gauge, theory), not one (gauge-theory). Therefore, use FIN
T GAUGE THEORY instead. On the other hand, the command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM HIND TITLE HIGH-ENERGY

will correctly instruct SPIRES to search for the single string high-energy, and not{or two
words, high and energy. Note also that in the T I% LE index, combinations of names such as
Kobayashi-Maskawa, Weinberg-Salam, etc., are always indexed with hyphens. Your search
FIND TITLE WEINBERG might retrieve documents with titles on Weinberg angle, Wein-
berg rule, or Weinberg equation, but will nol collect papersin which, e.g., the Weinberg-
Salam model was discussed.Toget these documents, use FIN T WEINBERG-SALAM. And how
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to find the articles in which Weinberg's name appears either alone or in combination with other (_
names?Try the LIKE operator (see Subsection 1.2.3).

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE LIKE ?WEXNBER_?

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 397 Doaumants

Note, however, that similar searchesare very time-consuming.

We have discussedabove the two-word combinations which are indexed as two separatewords.
In some other cases,the hyphen is stripped from such two-word combinations, and the parts
joined into one word. This is almost always the case with the prefixes non., quasi-, super-, and
similar. For example, NON-ABELIAN is indexed asNONABELIAN, NON-INTERACTING as
NONINTERACTING, NON-LEPTONIC as NONLEPTONIC, QUAS I-STABLE as QUASISTABLE,
etc. If you have any doubts on whether a hyphen is stripped or not, usedor not, browse the TITLE

index(e.g.,BRO T GAUGE-INVARIANCE), and thenuseinthetitle-searchtheformfoundduring
such a browse.

Be aware that British spelling (of such words as colour, behaviour, neighbour, odour, etc.) is e×-
pelled from the TITLE index, and you should search only for American-spelled words (e.g,, color,
behavior, neighbor, odor, etc.).

Finally, a word on Greek characters and mathematical symbols in the TITLE search. Since char-
acter setson the majority of contemporary keyboards lack Greek letters, subscripts, superscripts,
and various special symbols, certain auxiliary conventions must be respected. Some examples are
given in the chart:

TITLE'ELEMENT' INDEXED AS "TITLE-ELEMENT INDEXED AS

E+ PI+ _.0 ANT I-K0 i "

Pi- zo zo

;rO PI0 _+. ETA+-

113' rho-prime _ Q_*2

PHI**4 j_ s**(z/2)

Note that _rs is sometimes indexed with the phrase SQUARE ROOT S (three words!). The famous
combination is indexed with two words: j and PSI. The BROWSEcommand can help in the

verification of search values. For example,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE TITLE PI+

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE TITLE W

Once you know that a search was successful,you might wish to see the result. Use the OUTPUT
command (Chapter 4) to display the result. We can alsoadd to or subtractfrom the result by con-
tinuing the search(Chapter 3).
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2. HEP DATABASE: ONE-STEP INTERACTIVE SEARCHES

O ,,°,,.,.,°°,,,,,°.o.,,°,,.,, ..... .,...°.°,...°.,..°,,.° ..... .,.°,.,,°,, .... ,.,.o°,..°°°.,°..........,°. ..... °......°.,.,..° °,°,.°,°...,....,°°..°. ...... °....,..,,,.....,,,.°.,,.,...,,°,.°.......,.,..°,,,,°......,.,.2.2.3 FUN WITH TITLE SEARCHES (FOR YOUR IDLE HOURS)

The TITLE index contains some 30,000 title-words. That might look a lot, but, then again, com-
pare thisnumber to the number of words usedby a single author, e.g., Shakespeare,or the content
of a standardcollege dictionary (about 150,000 words). The Top 30 listof the most often indexed
words in the HEP'STITLE index can be found below. The numbers in the table denote in how

many documents the particular words appeared (asof February 1992).

14989 MODEL 6855 PARTICLE 5394 MODELS

14721 THEORY 6672 PHYSICS 5317 STRUCTURE

11619 FIELD 6666 THEORIES 5212 HEAVY

11335 SCATTERING 5980 SYSTEM 5204 NEUTRINO

10222 PRODUCTION 5953 ELECTRON 5203 MASS

10071 QUANTUM 5765 NEW 5203 PROTON

9530 GAUGE 5755 NUCLEAR 5039 PARTICLES

9444 P (for PROTON) 5557 HIGH-ENERGY 5035 BEAM

7893 INTERACTIONS 5472 COLLISIONS 4976 DECAY

7520 QUARK 5456 ENERGY 4968 STUDY

. One can also play with combinations of two or more words appearing in various titles. Some quite

O interesting combinations could be found, of the
rr,/ following:some

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM ¥IND TITLE THEORY OF EVERYTHING

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result I0 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T THEORY OF NOTHING

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Documents

Killing is also a popular theme in HEP.One can find a dozen of works with combinations SUPER

KILLING, PARALLEL KILLING, FIFTH KILLING, RANDOM KILLING, etc.How aboutthese
combinations:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE KILLING MAXWELL IN A BLACK HOLE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Document

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T DRAGGING AND KILLING A PARTICLE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T ROBBING A THRONE BY KILLING RIVALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result _ Document

Babiesarepopularasweil:THIRD BABY,STRONG BABY,CAN BABY,WORMHOLE BABY, SPACE

BABY, are ali waiting for you to retrieve them. Have some free time? Find your own favorite com-
bination (and let me know!).
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2.2.4 FIND TOPIC (FIN TP)

Unlike the TITLE index, the TOPIC index is not a word index, but a phrase index (see
Subsection 1.2.4). If a topic consistsof several words, they are not indexed separately. Therefore,
with the equality operator, your search value must exactly (and I really mean, exactly) match the
complete indexed value. The topic PHOTON LIGHT NUCLEUS, NUCLEAR REACTION (which
isassignedto papers describing the nuclear reaction in a light nucleus cau,_:l by a photon), e.g.,
will not be retrieved with FIN TP PHOTON NUCLEUS REACTION, because LIGHT was missing.
Not eventhephrase FIND TOPIC -"PHOTON LIGHT NUCLEUS NUCLEAR REACTION will

work,becausethecomma was forgotten.Why isSPIRES socapriciousintheTOPIC search_

Weil, the titles of documents are chosen by authors; the topics are assigned by the skilled group
nf professionals in the DESYLibrary. There is no room for variations in the TOPIC index: the in-
dexed values are selected from a sharply defined list of some 99,000 entries, and you better have
this listsomewhere close to you, or else your topic search might be a real pain. Here is another
example:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TOPZC CP-VIOLATION

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

This happens because the topic phrase denoting the violation of charge and parity is VIOLA-
TION, CP, and not CP-VIOLATION. Sometimes you can recover the correct topic phrase by us-
ing the BROWSE command, e.g., BROWSE TOPIC CP-VIOLATION, or BRO TOPIC CP (more

on browsing in Subsections 1.2.4 and 2.3). _

However, browsing through almost 100,000 records eats time and nerves. Fortunately, the list of
ali topics is available in SLACand DESYlibraries, as well as in libraries of some other major insti-
tutions. Unfortunately, a typical QSpT_S user rarely seesthis fat list. Weil, I hopethatby now
you have made a correct decision never"to use the TOPIC search again. But if this is not the case,
please read further.

Once you have found the correct and promising topic, your search request will finally produce a
nonzero result:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TP VIOLATION, CP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2626 Documents

This example nicely reveals another of the shortfalls in the TOPIC search: results of searches are
often extremely large. In fact, most of the 99,000 topics are used only once or twice, while a small
(obviously popular) segment is assigned very, very often (check e.g., DIFFERENTIAL CROSS
SECTION, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, FEYNMAN GRAPH, INTERPRETATION OF EXPERI-

MENTS, NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS, PERTURBATION THEORY, SUPERSYMMETRY, etc.).

Therefore,ourgeneralrecommendationis:avoidtheTOP IC searchunlessyou have accesstoa

printed copy of the HEP Topic' List; even if you have the list, postpone the TOPIC searches until
you become really good in narrowing the search results.(This subject is explained in Chapter 3).
You should also know that, while new documents added to HEP have the titles, report-numbers,
and authors indexed immediately, it takes awhile for the topics to be assigned.Therefore, if you
plan to analyze recent papers and new documents, do not rely on the TOPIC search; use, e.g.,
the TITLE seard_ instead.

If you still want to try the TOPIC search, here are some examples:
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O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TOPIC HIGGS PARTICLE
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TP = MODEL, STRING

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TOPIC "DECAY WIDTH, J/PSI(3100)"

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TP GHOST#

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TP PREFIX GLUEBALL, MASS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TP LIKE "F_(21?}? PRODUCTION"

In the first example, asexplained earlier, SPIRES will look for the complete phrase Higgs par-

ticle,not for the combination particle + Higgs. Ifa reserved symbol appears in the search
phrase (third example), the entire phrasemust be enclosed in quotes.The reserved symbols in the
TOPIC search coincide with the symbols mentioned in the TITLE search(see Subsection 2.2.2).
However, note that the rules for hyphenation are not the sameasthose in the TITLE search. The
TOPIC index might, e.g., have hyphens in words which are not hyphenated in the TITLE index.
The truncation sign may be used in the TOPIC search; however, it can be used only once per
searchvalue. Forexample, FIN TP GHOST#will recover ali documents in which the topic begins
withGHOST (GHOST, GHOST, MASSIVE, GHOST, DECOUPLING, GHOST, CURRENT, etc.),If

you cannot send the truncation sign interactively (seeSubsection 1.2.4), try sending your query in
ane-letter (more on the e-letters to QSPIRES in Chapter 7), or usethe prefix search (e.g., FIN TP
PREFIX GHOST).The other content operators, e.g., LIKE, can also be used in the TOPIC search.
Conventions for the Greek characters, subscripts,superscripts, mathematical symbols, etc., are
similar to those described in the TITLE search (Subsection 2.2.2).

If your search was successful,you might wish to display the result. For that task, use the OUTPUT
command (Chapter 4). We can alsoadd to or subtract from the result before it isdisplayed by con-

" 0 tinuing the search (Chapter 3).

_, ,.., ,, ,4 ,_,.,., ,.,-,-,• _-,,,, _,, ,, ,.,,, ,.,,-, ,,_.,,, ,,,., ,, ...... ...... ,., ,.,,, ,, ,,, ,.4,, ,........ ,, ,.,.o,,,.,.,,, ,., ,,, .. ,.,.,.,,, ,.,.,.,.,.,,,, ,.,.,, ,.,,,,,, .,, ,.,,. ...... ......................... .......... •.................. ......... ,, ,, ,, ,....... ,

2.2.5 FIND CITATION (FIN C)
............................................................................................. ,.................... ,,, ....................................................................................... ,...........

This search might easily be the most thrilling search in the HEF database. For, what can be more
rewarding than discovering that your own work is read, loved and cited? By using the citation
searchyou can also find ali the followup articles of somebody else's paper, and hopefully discover
that no one has noticed and exploited an excellent hint from one of the paper's footnotes. How-
ever, beware! The citation search isvery useful, but should be used and interpreted with great
care. One of the reasons for this warning is that, at present, the source for the citation list ir_HEP
is only the preprints received by the SLACLibrary, and not the published articles. Therefore, a ci-
tation of your work by an author who did not send his/her preprint to SLACwill not be registered
in the database. (Still, the citation list is formed from an impressive number of sources. For exam-
ple, in 1989, the references were collected from almost 7,500 preprints.) Furthermore, you must
know that citations of a paper during the months it was circulated asa preprint are lost, because
only references to published articles are indexed.

How does the citation searchwork._When somebody sendsa preprint to SLAC,ali the references
to published articles found in the preprint are entered in HEF. The citation search is, in fact, a
searchthrough these hundreds of thousandsof collected references. Imagine that a preprint has a
citation of the article published in Physical Review, volume D4, beginning on page 3388.
sP IRES not only saves this reference in the collection of references, but alsoremembers what the

source was. When you later search for the citations of the Physical Review, D4, p. 3388 article,
SPIRES finds out how many times this reference was entered in the database and listsali the

0
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sources.Consequently,you will be able to seethe number of citations, and learn who m.ide the mb
citations. Here are someexamples:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CITATION PHRVA, D4, 3388

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND C PHRVA, 4D, 3388

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN C = PHLTA, 70B, 487

TELL QSPIRES at SLACMM FIND CITATION RMPHA, 59, 671

The first example describesthe searchfor works that have mentioned in their reference-liststhe
article Phys.Rev.D4, p. 3388. Note that insteadof the full journal name, the five letter code-
name (coden for short)was used.Youcanonly make the citation searchif you know (i) the cor-
rect coden, (ii) the volume number,and (iii) the beginning page.Thesedata have to be ordered
as above (coden, volume, page),and separatedby commas. Remember,in the citation search,
you do not usetheyear of publication, nor the author(s)name(s).Someof'code-namesof the more
popular journals are listed in Subsection2.3.3. To find other codens, usethe BROWSECODEN
command (seeSubsection2.3.3), e.g., BRO CODENREV. NOD. PH.

The .secondexample for the citation search(seeabove) will yield exactly the sameresultas the
first one. Namely, for journals which havesection lettersattached to the volumes (e.g., Physical
Review,PhysicsLetters,Nuclear Physics,Nuovo Cimento,etc.), both letter-preceding-the-volume
and letter-following-the-volume can be used.

Similarly, in the third example, one could haveaswell usedFZN C = .PHLTA, B?0, 487. AS
in the other searches,the empty spacesfollowing the commasare optional. The right truncation
is allowed in this search.Forexample, FIN C PHLTA, B70, 4# will retrieve citations of all
articles inPhysics Letters870 beginningon page4, or anyof the pagesbetweenpages40 and49, _
or anywherebetween pages400 and 499. Similarly, FIN C .PHLTA, B70, # will listarticles cit-
ing any of the works published in PhysicsLettersB70. Of ali the relational operators,only the
equality operator can be usedwith FIND CITATION. .,

Here is another possibledialog with QSPIRES:

TELL QS.PIRES at SLACVM FIN C = ZEPYA, C3, 22

From SLACVM(QS.PIRES) : * Result 25 Documents

If you now want to seethe listof these25 documents,you have to usethe OUTPUT command.
More on OUTPUTin Chapter 4. Youcan also add to or subtract from the result before it isdis-
played by continuing the search(Chapter3).

TROUBLE-SHOOTING

Are you surprisedbecausea zero result wasreturned in your citation search._Haveyou used
the correct coden? Have you separatedjournal code-name,volun_, and pagenumber by com-
mast Did you have the correct volume and pagenumbers?Did you append the volume letter?
(This letter mustbe appended to the volume number, not page number: FI._.• c _P.VA,---4-t--

iswrong; use FIN ¢ PHRVA,D4, 3388 instead.)Finally, if ali similarerrorsareexcluded,
stopfor a moment andaskyourself: Do I really believe that someonewould cite thatarticle?(Just
kidding!)
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O LIST OF WORKS WITH MOST CITATIONS IN HEP
Everwonderedwhat themostcitedjournalarticleis,accordingto ffEP?Lookatthechartbelow!
Thefirstcolumn showsnumber of citations,the secondlistsauthor(s),title, andbibliographic ref-
erencefor eachof the Top30 works.This listwascompiled in February1992.

3967 I S.Weinberg(Modelof Leptons)Phys.Rev.Lett. 19, 1264 (1967)

2332 I Glashow,Iliopoulos,Maiani (WeakInteractionswith Lepton-HadronSymmetry)
Phys.Rev.D2, 1285 (1970)

2060 I Kobayashi,Maskawa(CPViolationin RenormalizableTheoryof Weak Interac-
tions)Progr.Theor.Phys.49, 652 (1973)

1845 I Georgi,Glashow(Unity of Ali Elementary-ParticleForces)Phys.Rev.Lett.32,438
(1974)

1677 I Wilson(Confinementof Quarks)Phys.Rev.D10, 2445 (1974)

1642 ! Glashow(Partial-Symmetriesof Weak Interactions)Nucl. Phys.22, 579 (1961)I
1372 i Pall, Salam(Lepton NumberasFourth"Color") Phys.Rev.D10, 275 (1974)

1363 Politzer(ReliablePerturbativeResultsfor StrongInt.?)Phys.Rev.Lett. 30, 1346
(1973)

1266 Altarelli, Parisi(AsymptoticFreedomin PartonLanguage)Nucl. Phys.B126,298
(1977)

1259 Coleman,E.Weinberg(RadiativeCorrectionsastheOrigin of SpontaneousSym-
metry Breaking)Phys.Rev.D7, 1888 (1973)

" i_ 1253 Candelas,Horowitz, Strominger,Witten (VacuumConfigurations for Super-
strings)Nucl. Phys.B258,46 (1985)

- 1249 Gross,Wilczek (Ultraviolet Behaviorof Non-Abelian GaugeTheories)Phys.Rev.
Lett.30, 1343 (1973)

1171 't Hoofl (Computationof Quantum EffectsDue to Four-DimensionalPseudoparti-
cle) Phys.Rev.D14, 3432 (1976)

1163 Belavin,Polya)xov,Zamelodchikov(Infinite Conformal Symmetryin Two-Dimen-
sional Quantum Field Theory) Nucl. Phys.B241,333 (1984)

1155 Adler(Axial.Vector Vertexin SpinorElectrodynamics)Phys.Rev.177, 2426 (1969)

1141 Polyakov(Quantum Geometryof FermionicStrings)Phys.Lett. 103B, 207 (1981)

1128 De Rujula,Georgi, Glashow(Hadron Massesin Gauge Th.)Phys.Rev.D12, 147
(1975)

1113 't Hoofi (SymmetryBreakingthrough Bell-JackiwAnomalies) Phys.Rev.Lett. 37,
8(1976)

1112 Belavin,Polyakov,Schwartz,Tyupkin(PseudoparticleSolutionsof Yang-Mills
Equations)Phys.Lett. 59B, 85 (1975)

1108 Shifman,Vainshtein,Zakharov(QCD and ResonancePhysics.TheoreticalFoun-
dations)Nucl. Phys.B147, 385 (1979)

1093 Gross,Harvey,Martinec, Rohm(HeteroticStringTh. I) Nucl. Phys.B256,253
(1985)

i 1080 Auberlel al. (Exp.Observation of Heavy ParticleJ) Phys.Rev. Lett. 33, 1404

O I (1974)
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1066 't Hoofi, Veltman (Regularization and Renormalization of Gauge Fields) Nucl. 0
! Phys. B44, 189(1972)

[ 1056 Eichlen, Hinchliffe, Lane, Quigg (Supercollider Physics) Rev. Mod. Phys. 56, 579
(1984)

1015 Chodos, Jaffe, Johnson, Thorn, Weisskopf (New Extended Model of Hadrons)
Phys. Rev. D9, 3471 (1974)

1015 Nambu, Iona-Lasinio (Dynamical Model of Elementary Particles ..., I) Phys. Rev.
122, 345 (1961)

1005 _t Hoofi (Magnetic Monopoles in Unified Gauge Theories) Nucl. Phys. B79, 276
[ (1974)

[ 1003 Auguslin et.al. (Discovery of Narrow Resonance in e+e Annihilation) Phys. Rev.
Lett. 33, 1406 (1974)

996 Guth (Inflationary Universe: Possible Solution to Horizon ...) Phys. Rev. D23,347
[ (1981)

982 Gross, Wi[czek (Asymptotically Free Gauge Theories I) Phys. Rev. D8, 3633

(1973)

Note that 14 of these 30 papers were published in a period of only three years, 1973-751 Only 2
papers are experimental; 28 are theoretical. S. L. Glashow and G. 't Hooft each have 4 paperson
the 1hp 30 list, D. J. Gross, and A. M. Polyakov have 3. Eleven articles were published in Phys.
Rev., 8 in Nucl. Phys., 7 in Phys. Rev. Lett., and 4 in other journals. (Among the hundred most-
cited papers, 29 were published in Phys. Rev., 22 in Nucl. Phys., 22 in Phys. Rev. Lett., 13 in Phys. _ ,
Lett., and 14 in other journals.) W
................ ........... ,......................................... .............. .v., _ ....... _ ..... . .,r.,. • ...,._.,.,,, ..,.,,.,,, ,.., .,.,.,....,..,....,,..O •, ,.,.,.,., ,.,,,,, • •....,,, ... • •.. ,.,.,,..., ...,. ,,_... ,.,...,.,., .,4 ,',_ ,', .',,,

2.2.6 FIND AFFILIATION (FIN AF)
.................................................................................................................... ,.°, ................................... , .......... , .................. ,................ , .............

Sometimes it is great to know who is working on what in a particular institution or department. "Io
get a list of documents originated at one place, use the affiliation search. The AFF'r_.IA'rlON in-
dex is a phrase ;;Jdex. This means that if you are using the equality operator, your search value
must exactly match the complete, official, institution's name. (See below for an explanation of the
meaning of the term official.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AFFILIATION CAL TECH

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AF FERMILAB

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AF SLAC

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AF = LBL, BERKELEY

The name of the institution in your search value must be written exactly as it appears in the PPF
Address List. The blank space following a comma must be respected. Only the period character
(.) in a name of an institution is optional. The address list is distributed free of charge by SLACLi-
brary, and is available in many physics libraries around the world. If you do not have this list,
check the TNSTITUTTONS database (see Section 5.3 on how to search this database), or try
WHE_IS (see Subsection 5.5.4) or BROWSEcommands (see Subsection 2.3.2). For example,
CAL TECH is the official name assigned to the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena. If

0
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O you do not use the correct form, and try, e.g., FIN AF CALTF.CHor FIN AF = PASADENA, you
will get the standard no-result answer (No records found ...).

The most useful tool for searching of t_e correct affiliation name is the WHEREIS command.
WHEREIS can be used with any element of the name or the address of an institution.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM WHEBEIS KEK

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM WHEB_IS BOm

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM WME_IS BIELEFW.LD

In the answer to one of such commands, you will get several lines of output. The first line lists the
official name followed by the code-number in parentheses. (Other lines display the complete ad-
dressof the institution mentioned in your query.) Use this official name in your subsequent FIN
AF search. More onthe WHEREIS command in Subsection 5.5.4.

Sometimes BROWSEmight help:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE AFFILIATION CALTECH

You might be lucky, and get back the required correct affiliation name. Sometimes, however,
browsing will not give you a clue. You might also try the righttruncation, or some of the content
operators (see Subsection 1.2.3) in your search. For example, FIN AF MUNICH#, FIND AF
LIKE ?BERKELEY?, FIN AFFILIATION PRE TULSA, etc.)

One possible search might look like this:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AFFILIATION NOBMAL COL_GE

- _ From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

- Weil,do notgiveup,thereissucha thingasa NORMAL COLLEGE. Try WHEREIS:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM WHEBJZIS NOBMAL COLLEGE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Xinxiang Normal Coll. (28703)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * X.%nxiang Normal College

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Dept. of Physics ...

From the first line of the answer, we learn that the indexed value for this college is Xinxiang

Normal Coll. We can now use that name to find documents originating from Xinxiang (the pe-
riod in the name is optional, and I will skip it):

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AF XINXIANG NOBMAL COLL

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 14 Documents

Insteadofwritingthecompletephrase,FIN AF XINXIANG NORMAL COLL, you couldhave

alsouseda searchcommand FIN AF PREFIX XINXIANG. If,atthispoint,you want todisplay

titles and authors of these 14 documents, use the OUTPUT command described thoroughly in
Chapter 4. One can also add to or subtract from the result before it is displayed by continuing the
search (see Chapter 3).

O
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........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2.2.7 FIND REPORT-NUM(FIN R)

To find out more about a certain preprint,e.g., whetherit was everpublishedandwhere, usethe
searchbasedon the publication number of that preprint (or report).

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND R SLAC-PUB-5223

TELL QSPIKES at SLACVM FIN REPORT-NUM = SLAC PUB 5223

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN R CERN/UAI/TN 90-01

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND R = PR/NT-90-00gl

In order to be able to usethissearchwith theequality operator,you mustknow the con'ectreport
number. In most cases,the indexed valuesof the report numbers are copied directly from pre-
prints;theform of the reportnumbers isdetermined by the institutionsfrom which they originated.
(In rarecases,a report number is slightly changedor fixed for consistency reasons).

Note thatsymbolssuch as / -., etc., which are often found in the original documents, are
ignoredin your searchvalues, andcan be typed as blanks.Therefore, the first and the secondex-
ample representidentical searches.Similarly, in the third example, we could havealso usedFIN
R CERN UA1 TN 90 01. However, a search FIN R SLAC 2393 will not find the SLAC-PUB-

2393 document, because PUB was missing. If you know only a part of the report number,e.g.,
digits 2393 in the above example, you can still retrievethe record. Usethe truncation sign as a
wild card in the followin 8 way:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN R SLAC#2393 _ "

The right truncation is alsoallowed, and so areali the content operators. However, we recom-
mend using onty the PREFIX operator;the other content operators arevery slow in this index. --

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND R LAPP TH #

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN REPORT-NUM PRE LAPP TH

Youcan alsomake an AFFILIATION searchto get an idea of how an institution ismarking its
preprints.Find severalpreprintsfrom :hat institution,displaythe result,and note the form of the
reportnumbers.Sometimes,the BROWSERE,PORT-NUMcangive youvaluablehints.More on the
BR_._WSEcommand in Subsection2.3.2.

UnnumberedpreprintsareassignedPRINT numbersbySLACLibrarystaff,for filing purposes.The
fourthof the examplesat the beginningof thissubsectionsearchesforsuchan (originally)unnum-
beredpreprint. In thisexample, for somevery .secretreasons,we want to get nx)re information on
the eighty-firstunnumberedpreprint receivedby SLACin 1990.

TheREPORT-NUNindex hasanothergreatfeature:it enablesyou to find documentspresentedat
varioushighenergy/physicsconferences.Namely, if the front pageof a preprint associatesthe
document with a conference,the preprint istaggedwith the unique conference.number.Forex-
ample, theprep.rintwith the talk by RobertoPecceiat the InternationalWorkshopon StrongCou-
pling GaugeTh.eories,Nagoya,Japan,July28--31,1990,wastaggedwith theconference-number
c90 / 07 / 28. (Asyou cansee, thisnumber isrelatedto the date numberof the firstdateof the
conference.)Toretrievethisandotherdocumentspresentedat the Nagoya'90 Workshop,search
as follows:

TELL QSPIRES at SLAC_ FIND R C90/07/28
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In order to find the conference number for a given conference, use the CONF database. For
example,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE STRONG COUPL# GAUGE TH# (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPDT (TYPE , etc.

See Section 5.2 for more detailed description of the CONE'database.

Once you know that your PJ_PORT-_aMsearch was successful, you might wish to see the result.
For that task, use the OUTPUTcommand (Chapter 4). You can also add to or subtract from the re-
sult before it is displayed by continuing the search (Chapter 3).

......... . ............ . ........................ . .......................................................................................................................................................................

2.2.8 FIND FIRST-AUTHOR (FIN FA)
, +_,._,_,.,,_+.,_ .,..._..._._ _. ,........,+_ o_,._. ...... ._.,_........... ..... ._............. .... .......,.._......_... ..... ..................................... . ..... ......... ............. ....... ,...... ..........

Occasionally, you will need to find paper(s) in which a certain person appears as a first author, in
such a situation, your search will be much easier and faster with the r I RST-AUTHOR index.
While, e.g., the search

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR RICHTER, BURTON

finds almost 300 documents, the FIRST-AUTHOR search will produce a considerably lower total:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FTND FA RXCHTER, BURTON

" A From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 50 Documents

The rules for using the FIRST-AUTHOR index are equivalent to those mentioned in
Subsection 2.2.1 on the standard AUTHOR index.

2.2.9 FIND EXPERIMENT (FIN EXP)

This search index has been created recently, in answer to requests from various H_P users.The
code-numbers of experiments performed at Stanford, Fermilab, Brookhaven, and some other labs,
are attached to papers with new data resulting from these experiments. (The tagging is done by
SLAC,Fermilab and BNL. We hope that other labs will join in with similar experiment coding in
the future). Therefore, without much wandering, you can find, e.g., documents basedon the FNAL-
E.0617 experiment (Study of Direct CP Violation):

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND _XP FNAL-E-0617

Hyphens in this search are optional. To get an idea of the form of indexed code-numbers, use the
BROWSEcommand

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE EXP BNL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO EXP LAMPF

More on browsing in Subsection 2.3.2. The truncation sign can be used for right truncation, and
also in a wild card search (e.g., FIN EXP FNAL#81). If your machine does not accept the #sign
in interactive communication, send your query in an e.letter (more on sending e-letters to

@
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QSP IRES in Chapter7). Youmay displaythesearchresultby usingtheOUTPUT command(see _1_
Chapter4).

2.2.10 FIND COLLABORATION (FIN CN)

Largeexperimentalgroupsare no raritythesedays.Veryoften,suchbiggroupsareformedby
physicistsfromdifferent institutions.Sometimes,anofficial collaboration name isgivento an
experimentalproject,to reflectthediversityof resources.Thecollaborationr_me usuallydenotes
citiesfromwhich membersof thecollaborationare (e.g.,Moscow_Paris,..), ratherthan institu-
tions.If the collaborationnameappearson a preprintor on the published_,ersionof a paper,the
namewill be indexedin HEP.Youmightsearchforali documentsrelatedto a givencollaboration
by issuingthecommandrIND COLLABORATION<c-name>, inwhich <c-name> denotesthe
full, officialcollaborationname.

Unfortunately,thesenamesare usuallylongand complicated,andthereforeyouwill rarelywant
to usethe equalityoperatorintheCOLLABOP.ATIONsearch.Browsingishelpfulonly if youknow
the firstmemberof a collaboration.Forexample,BRO CN VIENNAwill not revealany of the
collaborationsinwhich physicistsfromViennaparticipated,simplybecausetheircitywas never
listedfirst.Youshouldalsobeaware thatthe BROWSEcommandreturnsonly up to first80 char-
actersof anofficial name, andsomecollaborationnamesaretwice aslong.

lt ismuch moreefficientto usesome of thecontentrelationaloperators(seeSubsection1.2.3).

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM ¥IMD COIJ_kBOBATXON PInt,FIX ALMA ATA-BAEU

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM F_ CN LI_ ALMA ATA?I4OSCOW_ _ "

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND CN LIK ?_r_E_1&?
.,

If you planto usenamesof two or moreparticipatingcities,respectthe officialorderinginyour
request.FIN CN LIKE ?ALMA ATA?MOSCOW?will be.successful,FIN CN LIKE
?MOSCOW?A_ ATA?will not.If youdo notknowtheorder,useiterativesearching(seeSection
3.2),e.g.,FIN CN LIKE ?VIENNA? ... m_D CN LIKE ?PARIS?. The truncationsigncanalso
beusefulin somesituations,lt couldbeusedto denotethe righttruncation(FIN COLLABORA-
TION AI.MA ATA-BAKU#), and al.cousedasthewild card (FTND CN SEATTLE#COLZ,ABORA-
TIOt_).

Notethat the hyphen,which separatesmembersof a collaboration,mustbeused.Thisisnot an
optionalcharacterin the COLLABORATION searches.

Somecollaborationnamesarerelatedto experiments'numbers,e.g., E802 COLLABORATION,
FERMILAB E653 COLLABORATION, othersusedetectornames(OPAL COLLABORATION) ora
searchsubject(EUROPEAN MUON COLLABORATION). Browseinthe vicinityofanexpectedname
to findthecorrectform.

.............................................................................................................................. . ...... . ..... . ............. .... ............................................................

2.2.11 FIND PPFLIST# (FIN PPF)
... ........... o...._..,....._............ .................. .......... ............ ..... ...._ ...... ...... ..,..... ...... _,.....,_._ o........ ,.. ...... ..,..., ..... ........_.....,_

TheSLACLibrary'sweekly publication,Preprintsin PartJcl_ and Fields(PPF),announcesnew pre-
printsreceivedby the library.Youcanget theselistsvia e-mail, by usingthe commandFIND
PPFLIST# <PPF-number>.
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O Indexed PPFnumbers consistof four digits. The first two digits denote the year, the last two the
week in which the PPFwas published. For example, the PPFlist issuedin the eleventh week of
1989 is indexed as 8911. To see the listof preprints announced in that copy, use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PPF 8911 (OUTPUT BRIEF

Note that the search result will contain more than 100 documents (typically about 150), and the
output therefore must be sent to you as a file, in the brief format (seeSubsection 4.2.1 for an
explanation).

To check what the latest available issueof PPFis, tr/BROWSE LAST PPF command (see
Subsection 2.3.1):

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO LAST PPF

In the returned information, the most recent PPFnumber will be listed at the bottom.

The publications from the Antipreprint List can also be retrieved, by using similar methods of
search. Usethe commands FIND ANTIPPF < PPA-number >, and BROWSE LAST ANTIPPF

to get the list of preprints turned into published articles, and the latest available PPA-number.

If you want to download the PPFlistsfor your institution on a regular basis, there isa very suitable
format-frame for doing that; please, get in touch with QSPI@SLACVM.BITNETfor further details.

............... ,............. . ..................................................... ,.. .................. .. ...... ,.., ..................................................................................... , ..............

2.2.12 FIND JOURNAL(FIN ii)
_,_,,,,,_,_,,.,,_,,,,_,,,_,,_,_..,_,_ ._,_,_,,_,_,._._.,_,_...._,_,_.o,,_._.._..,_,,,.__._ ,._.__.....,.._...__.....-._....._.,.........,..........,............_...,....._.,...._,._.°..........._......,..,

" l/ This index has been introduced in an attempt to enable searches in which, e.g., only those works
of a given author (collaboration, affiliation, ...) which are published in a journal of your choice

. are retrieved. You might, e.g., remember seeing an interesting article by Fred Gilman in Physical
Review Letters, and now want to find the paper without having to go through the list of ali Gil-
man's works. This index is still not fully operational, but even in the present form it might be
helpful.

The indexed value for a journal is the usual short name of the journal (e.g., Phys. Rev. for Physical
Review, Phys. Lett. for Physics Letters, etc.), followed by the volume number. Periods in the short
names are optional. Very often you will know only the journal, not the volume number. This is
still fine, provided you use the truncation sign or, e.g., the PREFIX content operator. Here are
some examples of the JOUR.NALsearch.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND JI PHYS.REV.D22

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 241 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN JOURNAL PREFIX NUCL. PHYSICS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE JOURNAL NUCL PHYSICS

(QSPIRES returns a list of journal-names near the value you listed, and you can find the
correct short form. Note that it is better nel to use periods in this browsing!)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND JI NUCL PHYS#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 9602 Documents

0
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Twothingsto remember:.(i) notali thepublishedarticleshavethis indexassigned,andthereare Q
stillmanyexamplesof inconsistentuseof shortnames,sodo notrelyentirelyonthisindex;(ii) the
indexisprimarilydesignedforuseincombinationwith someotherindex(formoredetails,please
checkSections3.2 and3.3, on iterativeandcompoundsearches).

2.2.13 O'I'H[:R INDEXES IN HEP
...,...., ............................. , .................... o...,...,.., ..... o...... ,...,,.., ..... , .......... ,,o,,,,,.,,,..0.,o.,...., ..... ,,.,,.,., ............. ,o., ..... °,....,,,..., .......... ,,...,,,.,,o...oo....,,o

Theremainingindexesin HEPdo notseemto havetoo muchimportancefor ordinaryQSPIRES
users.TheseareS_C-TOP TCS(STP),DESY-CI._.SS-CODE(CODE1), ENERGYRANGE-CODE (E),

CORPORATE-AUTHOR (CA), DATE-UPDATED (DU), ORDER-DATE (OD), DRN, SSC, and XCITE.
Youcan play with these indexes,by using,e.g., browsing(seeSection2.3) to learnmore about
the typeof indexedvalues.

Twoqualifierindexes,DATE(D),andPPF-SUBJECT(PS),arediscussedinSection3.4. Theycan-
not be usedin simplesearches.Thebrowse-onlyCODENindexisdiscussedin Subsection2.3.3.

2.2.14 PREVIEW OF A COMING ATTRACTION: FIND SPICITE
.............. , ................................. . .................... ,. .......................................... . .................. , ........................................................... ,. ............. ,,, ..... ,

A new index will be introduced in the near future, lt will (probably)be called SPICITE, andwill
enabletheuserto obtainmoreinformationon a publishedarticleaboutwhichonly thereference
isknown.Thesearchwill be verysimilartothe citation_arch (seeSubsection2.2.5). A searchin
which you would, e.g.,try to learnwho theauthorsare,of a paperpublishedin Nuclear Physics I "
B256,on page253, would look like

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM WIND SPICITE NUPHA, B256,253

NUPHA,in thisexample, isthe five-lettercode name (coden) of the journal. Justasin the CITA-

TION search,thecoden is followedby the volumeandthepagenumbers.Aftera successful
search,usethe OUTPUTcommand(Chapter4) to displaythe result.

At the beginningof a search,it isoften difficultto determinewhat the properform isforsearch
valuesin a given index.TheBROWSEcommandcouldhelpyou to get an ideaof whatsortsof
valuesare indexed,sothat you canconstructa usefulsearchrequest.A BROWSEsearchissimilar
toscanningrecordsinanalphanumericallyarrangedcardfile. Severalwaysin whichthe BROWSE
commandcan be usedare illustratedin the followingsubsections,ltshouldbenotedthat brows-
ingdoesnot interrupta searchin progress.

O
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O ....... i°°° ..... , ............. ...... .o....°°°.0.°°.°...... ........... .°....°... ....... .. ..... .°°° ........ .°.°°°....°°.° ......... °°..°° ............ .. ................. . ........ ° ..... °..... . ..............................

2.3.1 BROWSE < index-name >
•,_,.._._._...,..,_..._.• ,.,,.,.....,._..._._.....,......_.....•..,.,.._,,_, _ , • •.,._..• ......_...._........,......•• .,-..._....,...,., ,......._..._....• • ,..........._, ..., ................,_..•..°...• •..., ,.• .,,, ...,..• ,.....................,.......• _•..°,_.....,.................°..................,..,...,_..,.• .._• _........̂...

The BROWSE < index-name > ":ommand gives you a list of 6 to 8 random indexed values for
a given simple index. The listof simpie :-,dexes in HEP can be found in Subsection 2.1.2. (Seealso
Subsertion 1.2.4 for more details on browsing.) BROWSEcan be shortened to BRO.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE TOPIC

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * COULOMB, GAUGE

From SLACVM (QSPIRES) : * D_

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * GRAVITATION, ANT_._NA

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * PSI MESONS, WIDTH ...

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * RADIATION, PRIMARY

Notparticularlyuseful;butstill,sometimesit helpsto betterformulateyournextsearch.Ifyou
specify FIRST or LAST between the BROWSEand the index name, the display will begin sequen-
tially, s_artingat either the beginning or the end of the index record set.The first (or last) ten values
will be displayed.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE ¥IRST TITLE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO LAST AF

Neither FIRST nor LAST may be abbreviated in these commands. However, the short forms for

" / index names are allowed. If you use a wrong index name, QSPIRES will send you the message:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Invalid syntax or index name

When you are using the BROWSEcommand in the HEPdatabase, by default, the retrieved value_
are sent interactively to your terminal. If you want the answer to be filed, and sent to your e-mail
mailbox, append the (FTLE option to your BROWSEcommand:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO LAST PPF (FILE

.___.--_ _.•_•_,_..,_ _-.,•_•.._,.,....,..-.•_.°_,-._..,_._,._v ,,._ ,.,,._,._ _••_ ._,_ _ •_•,._•_.,•._.._..__••__.°_..•_........•..............._....,,....•..°.....,..........................................................v....................._-.°..,..-.;,..,............•....,,....,_.,.........-....

2.3.2 BROWSE <index-name><value>
..................... , ...... ° .............................. , ................ ° ............................... ,...........................................................................................................

If a userwishesto look at a specific part of an index, he/shemust specify where to begin browsing.
The BROWSE <index-name> <value> command will instruct the system to display the
indexed values alphabetically surrounding the specified value. If your specified value does not
appear in the index, QsP IRES will return the values surrounding that point in the index where
the value would appear.

The command can be usedwith ali simple indexes (AUTHOR,AFFILIATION, TITLE, REPORT-
NUMBER, TOPIC, CITATION, ...), but it is particularly important in searches in which the search
terms and the indexed valuesmust match exactly (e.g., in the REPORT-NUMBER or AFFILIA-
TION searches).When your BROWSE (or BRO, for short) command is received, SPIRES returns
a set of 10 nearby values. Here is an example.

TELL QSPI_ES at SLACVM BROWSE AUTHOR SENJANOVIK

O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Senf
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From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Sengupta O

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Senichev

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Senin

From SLACVM (QSPIRES) : * S_Janowlc

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * SemJu ...

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Sem_hausez

The returned list will (hopefully)revealthecorrectformof the indexedvalue.In the aboveexam-
ple,thecorrectnamewasSenj anovic. If, inthereturnedlist,youdo notfindthetermyou were
hopingfor, continuebyusing,e.g.,the last(tenth)returnedvalue asthe staffingtermin your
followupbrowsing(BRO A SENNHAUSE_.That will revealseveralmorenearbynames.

lt isimportantto rememberthat browsingdoesnotinterruptyourcurrentsessionwith QSPIRES.
YoucanuseBROWSEin a middleof a search,geta setof suggestions,andcontinuewith the
search.(In contrast,the FIND commanddiscardsthe resultof any previoussearch.)Youcannot
combinetheLASTorFIRST optionsfromSubsection2.3.1 withthe BROWSE<index-name>
<va lue> command.

When you arebrowsinginthe HEPdatabase,by default,the 10 nearbyvaluesaresentinterac-
tively toyourterminal.If you wantthe answerto befiledandsentto youre-mailbox,appendthe
(FILEoption to yourBROWSE command:

TELL QSPIRES at _LACVM BROWSE AUTHOR SENJANOVIK (FILE

Bothshortand longnamesof indexescanbe usedwith the BROWSE command. _

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO A CZYZEW W

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE TITLE PUNISHMENT

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO T BEAUTY

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE TOPIC FIFTH FORCE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO TP CO%n_TERS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE CITATION PRLTA, 65

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO C FZKAA

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE AFFILIATION HARVARD

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO Al' CALTECH

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE REPORT-NUM FNAL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO R ZTP-SB

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE EXPERIMENT CERN-LEP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO EXP KEK

If you usea wrong indexname, QSPIRES will sendyouthe message:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Invalid syntax or index nama

DO _ Use BRO TITLE PION# or similar phrasesirtbrowsing.If you areinterestedintitleswith
thestemPION, useBRO TITLE PION instead,lt makesno senseto appendthe truncationsign

to thesearchvaluewhenthe BROWSE command issent.Dueto the specificorderof charactersin /
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O SPIRES (first signs, then letters, then numbers), the truncation sign might only direct SPIRES tO
the wrong part of the index.

2.3.3 BROWSE CODEN (BRO CODEN)
. ........... ........ ......... . ............................ . ...... , .................... , ...... °, ................. ,, ....... , ............................... ° ........................................... , ................. ,

CODENindex is a browse only index. This means that you can BROWSE,but not FIND, in this in-
dex. The BROWSE CODEN(or BRO CODEN)command enables you to brow_ through the code-
namesof journals. This helpswhen you want to figure out what the proper coden isof a particular
journal (see Subsection 2.2.5), or if you wish to find which journal is hidden behind a given co-
den:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO CODEN ANNALS OF PHYSICS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE CODEN L_TERNATIONAL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE CODEN PTPKA

BROWSECODENiSspecially useful before or during the c I TAT ION search(seeSubsectior_2.2.5).
Do not use the FIND command with the CODENindex:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND CODEN PTP_A

From SLACVM (QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

If you do not list a value for the search term, and use just the BROWSECODENcommand, you will

" I_ be returned a sample of 6 random values of the CODENindex (see also Subsection 2.3.1)

When you are browsing in the NEP database, by default, the answer is sent inte:actively to your
.. terminal. If you want the answer to be filed, and sent to you r e-mailbox, append the (FILE option

to your BROWSE CODENcommand:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE CODEN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL (FILE

CODE-NAMES FOR SOME MORE POPULAR JOURNALS

The following chart listscodens for some of the journals in which the high-energy physicistsoften
publishtheir articles. A more extensive listcan be found in Appendix D. Note that the code names
on the front of your favorite journal may not be the same as the coden used in HEP.

O
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JOURNAL NAME ......... CODEN JOURNAL NAME CODEN O

ANN. h_Tl_. " _,_ NUOVO CIM. ' NUCIA

ANNALS PHYS. (NEW YORK) APNYA NUOVO CIM. LETT. NCLTA

ANN. REV. NUCL. SCI. ABI_JA PHYS. LETT. PHLTA

COMMUN. MATH. PHYS, CMPHA PHYS. REPT. PRPLC

EUROPHYS. LE'IT. EULEE PHYS. REV PHRVA

FORTSCHR. PHYS. FPYKA PHYS. REV.LETT. PRLTA

HELV. PHYS. ACTA HPACA PHYSICA PHYSA

INT. J. MOD. PHYS. A IMPAE PROC. ROY. SOC. LOND. A PRSLA

J. MATH. PHYS. JMAPA PROG. THEOR. PHYS. PTPKA

J. PHYS. A JPAGB REPTS.PROG. PHYS. RPPHA

J. PHYS. G JPHGB REV.MOD. PHYS. RMPHA

JETPLE]I: JTPLA SOV. I. NUCL. PHYS. SJNCA

MOD. PHYS. LETT.A MPLAE SOV. PHYS. JETP. SPHJA

NATURE NATUA TEOR. MAT. FIZ. TMFZA

NUCL. INSTRUM, METH. NUIMA YADERNAYA FIZ. YAFIA

NUCL. PHYS. NUPHA Z. PHYS. ZEPYA
_ .... -,,,

0"

0
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This chapterdescribesthecontinuationof a search.We will rarelyhaveonly onecriterionper
request.Moreoften, it will bea combinationof two or morecriteria.We cansearchforan author
andtitle,or foronly themostrecentworkswitha giventopic,etc. Inthefirstsectionof the chapter,
anoverviewof suchsearcheswill be given. The secondsection isa moredetailedstudyof itera-
tive searches.Compoundsearchesarethe subjectof thethirdsection,in thefourthpart,the spe-
cialsearchterms,the so-calledqualifiers, aredescribed.Theycannotbeusedindependently,but
mustalwaysbeusedin combinationwith somesimple searchterms.

,.,i i , i,, i i..i i , ,,,,,,, ,,,,., ,,, i ,, ,j __

3.1 SEARCHES WITH MORE THAN ONE CRITERION
......... i

Inthe previouschapter,we coveredthe simple,one-stepsearch.YourFTNDcommand, followed
by a singlesearchterm,causedthesystemto gathera listof therecordsthatfulfilled the criterion.
However,oftensucha simplesearchwill notgive a satisfactoryresult,either becausethe result
containsmorerecordsthan itwouldbepracticalto send,or becausewe wantto applysome other
criteriato filter thedocumentsselectedby the firstcommand.QsPTP,ES, fortunately,keepstrack

_ of our requests,opening the possibilityfor a continuation of a searchin the iterative procedure.

Additionally,sP:[REScanhandlemorethan onesearchexpressionper request,and thereforean-
. otheroptionisavailable,the so-calledcompound search.Thissectionisanoverviewof iterative

and compoundsearches.Adescriptionof logicaloperators,which serveaslinksbetweensearch
expressions,isalsoincluded.Thecurrentlimitson the numberof recordsthatcould besentover
QsPTRESare mentioned.

.... ......,.. ...... ° ...... °....... ..°°..o.,,...o°..,° ...... ..°....°.,..°.° .......... ° ...... ° ...... ....°...,.0., ......... , ................... ,....................... ., ..... °.............................................

3.1.1 ITERATIVE AND COMPOUND REQUESTS
•_.-,.,._ ,..,..,_,vw_y.....v,.._., • .....,_.,,-,.._,_,.._.,..,._..,,._. • ,_ ._..,_,.....,..,._,.,v,_..,•.....s_ ..•,• ...,.^ •.,........_,_.,............•.....,.,..•..................,......•........,,..,.............,......,............,............,............,.........._.....,.....,..............°,.................,,..,.__.........,....._.°...

Imaginesomeoneinitiatinga searchbysendingthequeryFTND TIT_,_, HADRON#,andgetting
from QSPTP,ES the answerResult "/'/84 Documents. Transferringa file with thatmany doc-
umentswould most likely lead to network jamming. Furthermore,the userwould bestuckwith
anenormousquantityof data,butwith only a limited ability at handto sortthesedocumentsand
selectout thosethatare reallyuseful.Would not it bebetterto let ,sPIRES, with itssuperbsearch
andretrievalabilities,proceedwith the selectionusingfurthercriteriaprovidedby the user?And
that isjustwhatcan beck)netQSPIRJE:Ssavesthe openingquestion,allowingthe userto addas
manysequelsasneededto narrowtt_. searchresultto a reasonablenumberof documents.When
a singlesearchconsistsof sever_!_uccessivecommands,it iscalled iterative, lt isstill only one
search(whichis indicatedby oneFIND verb),butit locatesrecordsfittin_ morethan one require-
ment.

TELL QSPZRES at SLACVM FIND T HADRON#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7784 Documents

0
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND A ZUNINO, B. O

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Dooumant

In this case,Zumino'sarticlewith the (truncated)titleHADRON#wasretrieved.Articleswith the
sametitle-wordbut notauthoredbyZumino, andotherpapersbyZumino,did notmakeit to the
final searchresult.

Thereareno limitsto thenumberof questionsonecan askin an iterativecycle. However,if the
intervalbetweentwo successivequestionsis longerthan30 minutes,youmightlosethe entire
resultcollectedto thatpoint.That is,QSPIRESusuallywaitsno longerthan 30 minutesforyour
reaction;if yourQsPIRES question(or anyother signalthatyouare stillthere,well andalive).
doesnotreachSLACwithinthat time,theaccumulatedresultsareerased.Thismeansthatyouwill
haveto startthesearchali overagain.(Only exceptionally,when QSPII_S isnot busy,may the
_sult stayin thesystemfor up to an hour.)

Thetime window isusuallylong enoughfor userscommunicatinginteractivelywith QSPIRES,
but mightbe a seriouslimitationfor nOn-SZTNETandotheruserswho are sendinge-lettersto the
server.Forthese letterwriters,it would bewiserto putali the criteria in a singleline ratherthan
riskingthe time-limit-related lossof the result.Sucha shortcutisindeedpossible,in the so-called
compoundsearch.Thecompoundsearchworksmuch like an iterativesearch.However,search
expressions(two or more)are notsentseparately,butare connectedby logicaloperatorsin a sin-
gle-linecommand.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE HADRON# AND A ZU_LI_O AND DATE

mu'oluc 88

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result I Doeument

Finally,evenif ali yourcriteria in an iterative(orcompound)searcharemet, the resultstillmight Q
betoo largeto mail. Inthat case,you will haveto breakthe resultintosmallerfragments,and
receivethem in severalpieces.One exampleon howto makesuchforcedpartitionscanbefound _"
in Subsection3.4.4. The limitson thenumberof recordsthatmay be returnedbyQsPI_S are
describedbelow.

,-,-,.,',..'.,., .,,'.,-,.,,',., o.,.,.,.,.o.,.,-,.,-,.,.,.,.,-,.,.._,.,.,,,_..,_,.,_..,,.,_,,,.,.,.,-,-,_,.,-,.,.,,.,-.,,.0-,.,.,.,-,.,_,.,.,.,.,.,..,_,_,.,,,-,,,_,.,.,...,,.,,,.,v,.,v,.,.,.,.,v,v,._v.,.,,,v,.,..,v,.,_,_,y_,v_ _,_ __.,,_,___.,_ _.

3.1.2 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS RETURNED TO USER

Foryourorientation,herearethe currentlimitson the numberof EIEPrecordsthatmay be re-
turnedwhen a userissuesan OUTPUTcommand.(Moreon OUTPUTinChapter4.)

* When the resultsareto besentinteractivelyto thescreenof a user'sterminal:

. BRIEF format: 100 lines of text (usually, 30 dooummnts)

- all other formats: I0 documents

* When the resultsare to be sent asa file to theuser'se.mailbox:

• BRIEF format : 300 documents

• all other formats: 150 doouments

Foranexplanationof what the format framesare, seeSubsection4.2.1.

O
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3.1.3 BOOLEAN LOGIC

In iterativeandcompoundsearchprocedures,theexpressionsareconnectedby logicaloperators.
Theseoperators,sometimesreferredto asBooleanoperators,describehowtwo criteriacombine.
GeorgeBoole(1815-64) wasa Britishmathematicianandphilosopher.He wasalsooneof the
foundersof the symboliclogicwhich allowedmathematicalmethodsto be appliedto nonquan-
tiflableentities.Andthatiswhy hisworkbecamerelevantto sPIRES. Tomakeasearchfasterand
moreefficient,we mustbe able to relate,compare,andcombinetwo or morenonquantifiable
options.Thanksto Boole,we canusethe conjunctionsAND,AND NOT,or OR to establish these
relationships.(AlsoseeSubsection1.4.1.) Typicaltwo-criterla,compoundquerieswill havethe
form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM YIND <expression I> AND <expression II>

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <expression I> OR <expression II>

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <expression I> AND NOT <expression ZI>

In an iterativesearch,this might look like

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <expression I>

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result [xi Documants

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND NOT <expression II>

, From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result [y] Documents

O Each <expression> above consistsof a searchterm(AUTHOR,TITLE, AFFILIATION, ...)
and some searchvalue (POLYAKOV, SCATTERING, STANFORD#, ...).There could alsobe a rela-

" tionaloperatorbetweenthe termandthevalue.More on searchexpressionsin Subsection1.2.1.

THE AND OPERATOR

Thisoperatoraddsa new limitingcriteriontothesearchby requiringthatbothexpressions I
and II are satisfiedat thesametime. ThelogicaloperatorANDcanbe replacedbythe symbol&
in compoundsearches(FIN <expression I> & <expression II>). Theorderof expres-
sionsisnot relevant.The reverseof the orderdoesnotaffect which recordsareretrieved.

THE AND NOT OPERATOR

Thisoperatorrequiresthat in thesearchresultthe firstcriterionbesatisfied,but excludesfromthe
collectionali the recordsfor whichthesecondcriterionissatisfied.In otherwords,recordsthat
would have beenincludedwith theAND <expression II> phrase,areexcludedfromthe re-
sultwiththe AND NOT <expression II>. The logicaloperatorAND NOT can be replacedin
compoundsearchesby the symbol &~ (FIN <I> &~ <II>). Mixed notation(AND ~, & NOT)

is alsoallowed.The orderof expressionsis relevant,anddoesaffecttheresult.

Beverycareful_ to separateNOTfrom ANDin a search.TheAND NOToperator(with anempty
spaceinthe middlel)loosesitsmeaningif thestringisbroken by,e.g., an indexname.Thereisa
big differencebetweenthephrases... ANDTITLE NOTSEMILEPTONIC, and ... ANDNOT TI-
TLE S_,IILEPTONIC. inthe firstexample,SPIRESwill searchforthetitle-words
SEMILEPTONICand NOT(which is probablynot whatyou wanted); in the second,paperswith
thetitle-word SEMILEPTONICwill beexcluded.

0
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THE OR OPERATOR I_

Thisoperatorspecifiesthat recordswhich satisfyat leastone of thecriteria inthe searchexpres-
sionsbe includedinthe result.The logicaloperatorORcan be replacedbythesymbol I in com-
poundsearches(FIN <expression I> I <expression II>). Ifthereareonly two criteria,
theorderof searchexpressionsisnot relevant.However,forthreeor moresearchexpressions,the
ordermightaffectwhich recordsare retrieved.TheORoperatorcannotbe usedto search a qual-
ifier index(seeSection3.4).

USE OF SYMBOLIC ABBREVIATIONS FOR AND, AND NOT, OR

ltisimportantto rememberthatin aniterativesearch,a followupQSPI_s searchcommandmay
notbeginwith the symbolicabbreviation.However,useof abbreviationsin a compoundsearch
isallowed.

Asearchprocedureconsistingof severalcriteriaissuedinsuccessivecommandsiscallediterative.
Thesearchbeginswiththe FIND command;the searchresultisthen modifiedby other com-
mands.Theexpressionsin an iterativesearchareconnectedby logicaloperators.The operators
describehow the criteriacombine.Once aliyourcriteriaaremet, you canissuean OUTPUTcom-
mand to getthe result.More on OUTPUTin Chapter4.

3.2.1 GENERAL REMARKS
.................. "'""'"'"'°'°' ........... °" .............. '""" ..... "'"'"'"' .... '°'"°"" *"' °'"'"'"'""'""°'""°"°'"'°'"""°*'°'"*°"°"°" '°" ""°'°""'°'°'"'""*'""'"'"""" °'°'"'"" I'

Yoursearchbeginswith a rIND <expression T> commandto QSPTRES.YOUwait for
QSPIREStOanswer,andthensendthe sequelphrase,e.g., AND <expression II>. it"
<expression _I> hasthe samesearchterm asdoes<expression I>, thenthe searchterm
doesnothaveto be repeated.Youcontinuebyaddingonasmanysequelsasyou needto find the
resultthatsatisfiesali yourcriteria.Browsing(see,e.g.,Section2.3) doesnot interruptaniterative
search.

Do not usesymbolic abbreviations for the logical symbols a, a ~, and I in the iterative search
(TEEL _S_.o_S =t S=._'.._. S ."_ _._,_--_.-,-). Use the words AND,AND NOT,OR,instead
(TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND AF WARSAW U.).

.,.o.........°..°.°.............°°.°......._°°..................,...°,°o°°°..°.,.,,,.......,..°°.°..,,.°..°.....°..°°...o..,.°..,...°.,°.°°,°.°.....,..,......,.°°......°°°.......°.°.°........°.......°......°.°°.,.°..

3.2.2 EXAMPLES OF ITERATIVE SEARCH
_._._.._._._`_w_._._w._._.._._._._.._._._._._._._..._._._._`_.__._._`_`_`_`_^_._.^_`_.v_

Here are_me examplesfor the useof ali three logicaloperatorsin iterativesearches.In the first
example,the topicandthe authorsearchesarecombined.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TP MODEL, PARTON

(SPIRES checks all200,000+ documents forthosewith the topicmodel, parton, and

repoffsvia QSP IRES ->)
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2214 DoQuments
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND A BJORKEN

(SP IRES checks which among 2214 documents have B jorken as a (co)author,and reports
viaOSPIRES ->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Documents

Inthissearch,ali the documentswill befoundto which boththetopicmodel, parton and the
authorBjorken are assigned.Evenif the orderof thecriteriaisreversed,we shallend up with
the samefinal result.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A BJORKEN

(SPIRES checksali 300,000+ documentsforthosewrittenby Bj orken, andreportsvia
QSPIRES ->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 124 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TP MODEL, PARTON

(SPIRES checkswhich amongthe._ 124 documentshavethetopic model, parton, and
reportsvia QSPIRES->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Documents

However,consideringthecPu time used,thelattersearchisprobablymoreefficient,becausethe
subsetof 124 documents(secondexample)issmallerthanthesubsetof 2214 documents(firstex.
ample),and SPIREScanfind the final answermoreeasily.

_ TheoperatorAND NOT can also be used to narrowa result.
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A BJORKF_

" (SPIRES checksali 300,000+ documentsforthosewritten by Bjorken, andreportsvia
QSPIRES ->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 124 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND NOT TP MODEL, PARTON

(SPIRES first checkswhich among these124 documentshavethe topic model, parton.
Thereare 7 suchdocuments.SPIRESexcludesthemfrom theset,and reports->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 117 Documants

in thissearch,ali thedocumentswritten by Bjorken are divided into two categories:onecon-
miningthedocumentswith the indexedtopicmodel, parton; the other,ali theremainingdoc.
uments.Only thissecondsubgroupis reportedinthe searchresult.Theorderof expressionis
relevantand, if reversed,givesa completelydifferentresult.

Notethat AND NOTis one unit,and the two wordsshouldalwaysbeusedtogether.Do notuse
phraseslike,l_l_!,_._.'jTX_"._.._;OT?_.lh'B_,_,A._."_--TITLENeT STP.INC_,3__;D 32 NeT SLAd_.

The colTet_f(MTnisAND _ AUTHOR WEINBERG, AND NOT TITLE STRING#, _ MOT AF
SLAC,

Thereis an importantdifferencebetween theoperatorsAND,AND NOT,andthe logicaloperator
oR. While ANDandAND NOTnarrowthe result,operatorORoften enlargesthe searchresult.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM tIN A BJORKEN

CD
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(SPIRES checks ali 300,000+ documents for those written by Bjorken, and reports via
OSPIRES ->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES): * Result 124 Dooumemta

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OR TOPIC MODEL, PJ&RTON

(SPI}_S checks again the whole database [with the exception of 124 documents singled out
with the first commandi, finds those with the topic model, parton, adds them Pothe
previously found result, and reports->)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2331 Documlnts

In this search, we retrieved not only ali the documents authored by Bjorken, but also ali the doc-
uments with the topic parton model. If a document satisfiesboth criteria (e.g., authored by
Bjorken, and having model, parton in the topic index), it will be reported only once. The
order _ criteria is not relevant, tf the order isw'eversed,the intermediate result might be different,
but we still end up with the same final result.

If two successivecommands in an iterative search have the same search term (= index name),

there is no need to repeat the term in the second expression:the. lastsearch term in use(unless it
was a qualifier) is automatically appended to that line. For exar%ole:Somebody from Santa Bar-
bara wrc_. something about the 1/N expansion, but you cannot remember whether ii was an ITP
or a PhysicsDepartment prep|int.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AI' UC, SANTA B#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 906 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OR SANTA BARBARA, rTP

(SPIRES n(Micesthat the logical operator oR is not followed by a search term, andusesthe i_ "
search term from the previous command. Consequently, the documents with the affiliation
Santa Barbara, ITP are added to the previously found result:)

From SLACVM(QS_IRES) : * Result 1681 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TITLE I/N IXPANS#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Document

However, one should not insiston this rule in situations which might be confusing to SPIRES.

For example, consider the search for papers on J/_ particle.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TZTLE PSI OR J

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * NO re_OrdS _ound which match search
criteria

HereSP IRES was co_fusedby theJetterj inyoursearchr£_uest.ThisJe_erisan aJlowedabbre-

viationfor the CODEN index in HEP.Although this index can be usedonly for browsing, sP IRES

stillassumesthat j denotes the beginning of the next search expression, and not justanother title-
word. (The identical situation would happen in the search for papers on the proton o_'neutron, if
the search request is formulated as FIN TITLE P OR N, because N is an abbreviation for the
AUTHOR index.) Reformulate your req_Jest,and use,e.g., one of the following expressions:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FXN TZT_J PSI OR TITLE J

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE PSI OR "J"
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O Note that in the first line of an iterative search(i.e., in the line with the FIND verb), the searchtermmustbespecified.

it has already been mentioned that in the compound search(and including simple, one-step
searches),only one PP,EFIX operator can be used per search term. The following search will
therefore be unsuccessful:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FI/_AUTHOR PREFIX GALLAG AND AUTHOR PREFXX
MICK

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
Qritezia

Insuchsituations,theiterativesearchmay help.You Millcan have,atmost,one PREFIX perline,

but you can add as muny lines as you wish. Try, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR PREFIX GALLAG

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 20 Documants

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND AUTHOR PREFIX MICK

From SLACVM(QSPIKES) : * Result 1 Document

BROWSING DOES NOT INTERRUPT THE SEARCH

Atanypointof a search,youcanissuetheBROWSEcommandtodeterminewhatkindsofvalues
canbefoundin agivenindex.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE SLAC
D

g From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Resu_.t 507 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO TP SLACb

(QSPIR_S sendsa listofI0 valuesalphabeticaElysurroundingthetopicvalueSLAC, and still

keeps your previous search result.)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * SLAC LINAC SLC

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * SLAC LINAC, HISTORY

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * SLAC PEP STOR ...

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TOPIC SLAC LINAC, HISTORY

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Documents

_ _.,,,,,_,,,,.,,_ ._,,, ,,_,,,,,_,,_,,..,_,_,, ..,._,_..,,,_,. w, ,_..-.,_-.,,_,_..,_ _ ,._._,,.,,.-,_.._-_• ,,,.,_,_ ,,,..,,._-_...,..v,,.. ,___,._ ......̂ ..v^_ _ ...,....._. e._.....,,.a• _.,•._,,.,.._.,•+........,.,.....,..,.,.^. _.,..,,...,,a,,,.,_, .,_.

3.2.3 THE BACKUP (BAC) COMMAND
....... ,,.,..,.. ...... ,,... ........ ,..,..,., ............. , .............................................................................................................................. . .............. .., ....... , .....

During an ongoing iterative search request, you might realize that your last criterion was too re-
sl_ictive. Do not despair; you will not have to start the whole search from the beginning. Issuing
the BACKUPcommand (BAC,or BACKfor short)will cause QsPIP.ES to replace the latestreported
search result (the lastResult line sent by QSPIRES) with the search result one step back, if
c._e exists. You can issuemore than o+_econsecutive backup command, thus recovering---if nec.
essary.--all the _eps up to the result found with the initial FIND in the current search. However,

O
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with BACKUP yOU cannot recoverresultsof alreadycL.,_lpletedearlier searches;the FIND com-
rnandof an ongoingsearchisa borderyoucannotcross. g

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM TIN TITLE HZGGS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1945 Documanta

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND A ELLIS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 22 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND NOT ELLIS, J

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Documlnta

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM

From SLACVM(QSPIBES): * Result 22 Documants

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND NOT F,LLIS, S

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 18 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND AF CERN

From SLACVM(QSPIKES) : * Result 15 Docummnts

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BAC

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 18 Documsnts

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BAC

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 22 Documents

®"TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BACK

From SLACVM(QSPIKES) : * Result 1945 Documents

(Notethatthe result6 Documents, which was re]ectedbyBACKUP afterAND NOT ELLIS,

J could not havebeen recoveredagain.)

TELL QSPIRES at. SLACVM BACKUP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Backup not possible

(Youcannotgo beyondthecurrentsearch.However,SPIRES keeps the resultof
1945 documentsreportedin thepreviousline,and you cancontinuethe search.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND A GAZLLARD

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Documents

Tech,icallyspeaking,there aretwo kindsof backups.Theonedescribedabovewasinitiatedby
you. In a differentsituation,you may unintentionally reducethe searchresultto zero by stating
too many_ ._s'icUvecriteria.In thatcase,an automatic backupwill occur.SPIRESwill keepthe.
searchresultthat you hadbeforethe fatal,overly restricUvecommandwasissued,and you will
be ableto continuethe search.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE HIGGS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1945 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AE_D A ELLIS, J

-2
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 16 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND GAILLARD, M

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TP HIGGS PARTICLE, SEARF2_ FOR

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Zezo zesults, pzevlous _sults zetained

(No new search result was found. Therefore, 5 Documents remains the current result from

which you can continue the search, or, e.g., do the BACKUP.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TP POSTULATED#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 DocumRnts

• v.,,. ,w_,_,w,._ww .w _ ,.,w._,v,,,v ,..,..,...,.,w,.,.,w.-¢,.,-,-v,,_.v,.e_.,..,,......,.,.,-,_.w.w _..._._ _._w, _.__ ,_, _._.,_.,_ w, _,.,....,.,.o.,.,,,_.....*......,.,,._....._,...,........_.,...,...t.,.,.._...,.,._.._..,...o.o

3.2.4 SHOW SEARCH (SHO SEA)COMMAND
.,,oo_o,o._.,,.,o,,.ooo., ....... ,o.,.o,.._.,o,.,...,0.,,.,,,,o,.,....,...oo...,,.o,,....,.,.....0, ..... , ....... ,..... , ........................ , ..... , .............. , ............... ,.,..., ........... , ..... ,.0....,...

Ina longiterativesearch,onecanlosetrackofthecriteriausedupto thatpoint.Theshow
SEARCHcommand(or sHo SEAforshort)allowstheuserto reviewthesearchcommandsexe-
cutedsincetheFINDcommandinthecurrentsearchwasissued.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM tin TZTLE HIGGS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1945 Documents

. _ TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND A ELLIS, J

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result. 16 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TP HXGGS, MASS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Zezo z_sults, previous zesults Eetain_

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TITLE MASS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Documants

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BACKUP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 16 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND A GAILLARD

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * RQsult 5 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Search toxin,and(s):

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * WIND TITLE HIGGS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * AND A ELLIS, J

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * AND A GAILLARD

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Documants (Subfile HEP)

Notethatthelistwill notincludeanyillegalsearchrequests,requeststhatproducedzero re-
sult and caused an automatic backup, or results that you rejected by issuingthe BACKUPCom-

O mand. SHOWSEARCHdoes not interrupt the search or modify the result. If you wish to apply any
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furthercriteria,youcancontinuewith thesearch.SHOW SEARCH,andan equivalentcommand, Q
SHOW RESULT,aredescribedmorethoroughlyin Subsection1.4.1.

,,, i ,,, ii . il, ii

3.3 COMPOUND SEARCHES
i i ii i li, ii i iii

A searchrequestwhich listsseveralcriteriacombinedina singlecommandis calledcompound.
Therulesforthecompoundsearchareverysimilarto thoseusedforan iterativesearch.Thesearch
beginswith the FIND command,followedby twoor moresearchexpressionsconnectedwith log-
icaloperators.Theentirerequestisstatedinonly one line.Likeinthe iterativesearch,the logical
operatorsdescribehowthecriteriacombine.Thenumberof searchexpressionsis restrictedonly
by the lengthof the commandline.With the TELL message,thesearchphrase(do not countthe
addresspart)shouldhavenomorethan 99 characters.(In an e-letter,thecommandline should
be no longerthan72 characters.)When you receivethe searchresult,an OUTPUTcommand
cc_ld be issued,or you may cPo:_ to continuethe searchby sendinganothercompoundor it-
erativecommand,or you canbegina newsearch.More onthe OUTPUTcommand in Chapter4.

._...._...,......-.v._.,.._..._,._..,_,,_.._..,...,. • .... ,.• _..-.,.._..._..,.• .-...-._...,... • ,.....,._.._...__...___..._.,.....,._._..-....._,w._.,.'._._,.,.___.,._._._.v...'.'._'.v,r_'. _._._.'.,_.'.*._'._._-_._._,___.'..'.'.. __'...'.'.......,......,... _,......_..,._..,..w...•_.v..,,._....._,-,.._,...-._..-...v_

3.3.1 GENERAL REMARKS
........................................................... . ........ . ...................... ° .............. ...................... ...... ..°.. ............... .. ............................................... • ...... .._.

In compoundsearches,the useof the symbolicabbreviations_, _~, or I for logical symbolsis
allowed. Thiscanbehelpfulin makinga lineshorterwhenthe lengthof yourreques_isapproach- _ -
ingthe limiting length.A compoundsearchrequestis interpretedby QsPz_:s fromleft to right.
Therefore,by changingorderin whichsearchexpressionsoccur,youmayobtaindifferentresults. el

You can useparenthesesto override this left-to-right interpretation.Do not usecommasto sepa-
ratethesearchexpressions(Fz-_'_ <_::__-._==i_.:: _> , ."2."D"-c::'-=ccc=-_....._--.- _ T>).If a search
expressionhasthe samesearchtermasthe expressiontothe leftof it, the searchtermdoesnot
haveto be repeated.FIN AUTHOR COLLINS, B. AND JONES hasthe samemeaningasthe
phrase_IN AUTHORCOLLINS, B. ANDAUTHORJONES.(However,in potentiallyconfusing
situationslist ali the searchterms;seeexamplesin Subsection3.2.2.) Compoundand iterative
searchesareverysimilar.Still,be aware that in certainspecialsituations,althoughthesamecri-
teriaare applied,thetwo searcheswill producedifferentresults.

One can begina searchwithan iterativesequenceandthencontinuewith a compoundcom-
mand, andvice versa.

.............................................. . .......................... ° ......................... ...... ............ ......°._°,,._.,° ........ ..°. ........... ° ...... • ....... . .............................. ° ............

3.3.2 EXAMPLES OF A COMPOUND SEARCH

The compoundFIND commar¢lhasthe followinggeneralform:

JU_ID

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM F_ND <X> AND _OT <_I> AND NOT <III> ...

OR OR

O
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3. CONTINUING A SEARCH IN HEP

The numerals denote various search of search relational
roman expressionsconsisting a term, a

operator, and a search value. Tounderstand how SPIRP.S treats a compound request, it is instruc-
tive to consider a real example.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR S. TING AND TITLE J AND NOT AF

DESY

SPIRES reads the command from left to right, so it first finds ali the documents for which the ex-
pressionAUTHOR = S. TING istrue. Imagine that thesedocuments are put into a separate stack.
In the next step, the systemchecks only that stack and keeps the documents for which the expres-
sion TITLE = J is true. Finally, of the remaining documents, those that have the element AF-
FILIATION = DESY are excluded. The rest representsthe search result:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 10 Doouments

When the logical operator OR appears in a compound request,and the request has three or more
search expressions,the order in which the criteria are written becomes important.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A RICHTER, B. AND T PSI OR T J

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 731 Documents

TELL QSP=_ES at SLACVM FIN T PSI OR T J AND A RICHTER, B.

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 24 Documents

In the first of these two examples, SPIRES found ali works (co)authored by B. Richter in
which one of the title-words was Ps I. sP IRES then added ali works from the database with the

title-word J. That is why the search result is so big. in the second example, sP IRES was again
. _ working through the quest from left to right, but this time with the search expressionsordered dif-

qP ferently. The system first found ali the works in which either the title-word Ps I or the title-word
J appeared. In the next phase of' the search, only those works were kept for which the expression

" AUTHOR = RICHTER, B. was true. To avoid possible ambiguities in a compound search, it
might be a good idea to use parentheses.They can successfullyemphasize the order in which log-
ical operations are to be performed. More on the useof parenthesesin Subsection 3.3.3.

Sometimes it is a real challenge to create a compound search with many criteria. Consider the
following example. Youremember an exciting article on A1(1070) resonance by Smith, and an-
other equally well written paper on the same subjecteitherby Jamesand Brown or Jamesand
Jones(or maybe by ali three of them.;). If you decide not to use the parentheses, be ready to do
some thinking. If I am not wrong, thiscould be done with

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A BROWN OR JONES & JAM_S OR SMITH & TP

"AI (i070) "

To be sure that your long compound search is correctly formulated, try to think of it in terms of
equally ordered iterative commands. In the above, FIN A BROWNwould find ali works by Brown,
OR [author] JONES would then add ali works by Jones,etc. Or, insert the parenthesesto stress
the order in which logical operations are to be performed. More on the useof parenthesesin the
next section.

TWO OR MORE PREFIX RELATIONAL OPERATORS

If your system does notaccept the right truncation sign # (see Subsection 1.2.4), and you are
forced to use the PREFIX operator instead, keep in mind that only one PREFIX can appear per
search term per line. In other words, you can use FIN AUTHOR PRE AUBER AND TITLE PRE

DETECT, butno[ FIN AUTHOR PRE AUBER AND AUTHOR PRE BAL. With thisrestriction,

®
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the only choice for requests in which two or more PREFIXES have to be used with the same search

term is the iterative procedure. I
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A PRE AUBER AND A PRE BAL

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * NO records fouz=-d which match llellrch

cziteril

However, in an iterative search,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A PRE AUBER

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 258 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND A PRE BAL

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 26 Documents

3.3.3 PARENTHESES IN SEARCH REQUESTS

Parenthesesmay be used in a compound search to specify explicitly the order in which search
expressionsare to be treated. If no parentheses are given, a search request is interpreted from left
to right. In an expression with nested parentheses,the logical operations within the innermost set
are performed first. If there are several groups of nested parentheses in a single request, the oper-
ations are performed from left to right within each group of parentheses, beginning with the in-
nermost set. The following search requestshave the same meaning for sP IRES:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A BROW OR JONES & JAMES OR SMITB & TP

"AI (I070) °' di "

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN ( ( ( (A BROW OR JONES) & JAMES} OR SMITR}

& TP "Al(1070) ") "

TELL QSPIKES at SLACVM FIN TP "Al (I070) " AND (((A BROW OR JONES)

& JAMES) OR SMITH)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN (A SMITH OR (JAMES & (BBJONNOR JONES} }

& TP "AI(Z070)")

Note that a left parenthesis can follow only the command verb FIND, a logical operator, or an-
other left parentheses. A right parenthesis on the other hand may follow only a search value or
another right parenthesis..=z.,sD P. ',s4,Ac-P,j __ 23:? eP. L__L-91,_ is illegal. Use FIND (R
SLAC-PUB 2347 OR LBL-91)instead.

In another example, we want to find the number of citations of a certain paper, but do not want
to count the self-citations.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CITATION PRLTA, 38, 1440 AND NOT (A

PECCEI, R OR QUINN, H)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 831 Documents

(How would you formulate this request without using the parentheses?)
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i illll I I i i I Illll I

3.4 SEARCHING WITH QUALIFIERS
,,| li , , ,,, , , , ,,R, -- li

Qualifiersare specialsearchtermsthatmay beusedonly following simple searchterms.Inthe
HEPdatabase,two qualifiersare presentlyavailable,DATEand PPF-SUBJECT.Thequalifiers
mayonly beusedto narrowa previouslyfoundresult;it isnot possibleto begina searchwith a
qualifier._I:m D._2_=-1990 willnotwork,butFIND AUTHOR ALTARELLI AND DATE 1990
will. Aqualifier isusedwith logicaloperatorsAND andAND NOT. TheoperatorORcan beused
only in specialsituations.Qualifiersareallowedin both iterativeandcompoundsearches.

3.4.1 DATE (D) QUALIFIER
.°,.,,,,,°.,,,..,°.,,.,,.°..°°.... .......... ,............ ° ....... ° ...... ,,°,°o ..... . ......... .......,...0...°. ..... ..,.,.°.,.°,°. .............. ..°° ........ °,,°.°.°, ......... ..,.,°., ....... ,..., ....... ,...,°,.°.,°°.,.

DATEin HEPisa searchtermwhichcannotbeusedindependently,but alwaysina combination
with someothersimplesearchterm, e.g.,AUTHOR,TITLE, etc.ThequalifierDATEcannotbe the
first termfollowingthe FIND verb.The shortform forDATE isD. The logicaloperatorsthat con-
nectthe res of the querywith the DATEqualifiercouldbeANDand ANDNOT.Typicalcommands
with a DATEqualifier havethe form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-exp_cession>AND DATE <value>

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> AND NOT DATE
<value>

" i_ Thedate valuecan be modifiedwith relationaloperators =, <, >, <=, >=, aEIroRI¢,and
IIF JUrTIL_.In addition,two range operators(B_.TWEEN... AND.... andFROM... TO... ) couldbe

usedwith theDATE qualifier. Note thatthecontentoperators(Subsection1.2.3) are notallowed
in DATEsearches.

HOW THE DATE iNDEX IS CREATED

Eachrecordin HEPhasseveraldatesassociatedwith it. Someof thesedatesareonly for the in-
ternaluseof sP IRES caretakers;theothersareavailableto ali usersthroughthe qualifier DATE.
If a documentwasreceivedasa preprintatSLAC,theindexeddateusuallydenotesthedate listed
on thepreprint,or--if thepreprintisundated--thedatewhen the preprintisreceived.Forjournal
articlescollectedby DESYstaff,thismightbe a datecloseto thedateof publication.Sometimesit
is noteasy toassigna DATEprecisely,soallow for someflexibility in the DATEsearch.

IndexedDATE values in HEP havethe formmonth-year, or, lessfrequently,the formyear-

only, e.g.,October 1987, or1975.NotethatSPIRES allowsanevenmorepreciseformfor
dates,namely,month-day-year. Infact,ali HEP datesare internally transformedto justsucha
form,with theday (and,if necessary,month)suppliedautomaticallyby sP IP,ES.October 1987
istranslatedinto 10/0/1987, andyear-onSy1975 into 0/0/1975, butan ordinaryusernever
hasa chanceto seesuchstrangeinternalforms.However,you shouldbe aware that in a chrono-
logical listing,documentswithyear-only dateswill comebeforeali otherdocumentsfromthat
year: 1990 < july 1990 (thisisbecause0/0/1990 < 6/0/1990).

O
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..., ..... °....o..°°........ °.,°.. °°o.°...,.°.° ° ..°..°......° ...,..°..,, °.°....°° o°,,,°... ° .°....,_°.° °.,.. °°.o,°. °.°°..,° °°., ..°°.°..° o... ° .,. °°....,,.°..° °°°,..°.° ° °,° °° ..... ....,..,....°..°.,...°°..........i...,o°. I

W3.4.2 DATE VALUES USED IN SEARCHING

Please distinguish between an indexed DATE value (the one assigned to a document by SLACor
DESYLibraries,asdiscussedintheprevioussection),anda searchDATE value(thevalue supplied
byyouina search).ThesearchDATEvaluescanbespecifiedina numberof ways.lt isparticularly
convenientthatseveraldifferentwaysof writingare automaticallyconvertedto the form found in
the DATE irK;Jex.

Forexample, you maywritea dateas OCTOBER1987; OCTOBER,1987; OCTOBER-1987;OC-
TOBER/1987; OCTOBER. 1987; OCT 1987; OCT, 1987; 0CT-1987; 0CT/1987; OCT. 1987;

I0 1987; I0, 1987; 10-1987; 10/1987 (but Not i0.198 7). Inallthe above examples,

1987 may also be replacedby 87,e.g.,OCTOBER 87; OCT 87; OCT/87; i0 87; i0, 87; i0-

87; 10/87; etc. Similaroptionsareavailableforthe othermonthsin a year:a month'snamecan
beshortenedto the firstthreecharacters(withorwithouttheperiod),or you canusemonth's(car-
dinal)number.Thedatevaluecouldalsobewrittenasa year-only:again,two or fourdigitsof the
yearcould be listed.

Another,more descriptiveway ofwriting DATE searchvaluesis,e.g., IJ_ST MONTH, LAST YEAR,
THIS YEAR -2 (meaningtwo yearsbeforethisyear),etc.

Unlike the indexedvalues,thesearchvaluesarenot internallytranslatedintothe month-clay-year
form. When you askSPIRES tOisolatefrom a searchresultali documentswrittenin October
1987, thisdatewill notbechanged into 10/0/1987. On the contrary,sPzPJ_swill correctly
understandthatyou aresearchingfor ali the paperswhich in the system'sinternalr_tation have
indexedvaluesfrom 10/0/1987 to 10/31/1987. Seethetable inthenext subsectionformore

details. O "
._.-,._...-.....,.....v._....,_ ,,.v.._ .....,_......._.o....v,...v___ _ _ _____

3.4.3 RELATIONAL AND LOGICAL OPERATORS

FOR THE DATE QUALIFIER
•...,-,-,......,.......,._.¢.•-._.-.•.o-..,...•',,'.'.-o......,.,.'..°...,,..v_•.'.._`_°_.._..`_._`_`_`°`_._._._.°._•_.•_.°`_¢.._.'..._°._.°_..._._._`_._._`._..._._`.`...._v_¢¢.v._°.'...._..._....._._.._.._`_.°w_._._.._._._.._._._'_..`¢._..'.._•.°...`...._._.`._°._._'_l..'._.`_'_.._.._°_¢_v_..v°_.v'_.._...'.._._°

1"hefollowingrelationaloperatorscanbe usc_lwith the DATE qualifier:

= < > <= > =

Asexplained in Subsection1.2.3, a blank spacecan be alwayssubstitutedfor the equalityoper-
ator=, and BEFORE:and AFTERaresynonymsfor <, and> operators,respectively.Thechartbe-
low showsindexedDATEvaluesthat wouldbe retrievedwith variousformsof searchrequests.
Becauseof the specificway the datevaluesareindexedandsearchargumentscompared,some
of the resultsmight lookunexpected.
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3, CONTINUING A SEARCHIN HEP

e Searchvalues Indexeddatevalues .......

following_ DATE I 19851) ..... July19852) Augusl19853)
,,,, , ,

= 1985 ...... yes yes yes
> 1985 no no no

< 1985 no no no

>= 1985 yes yes yes

<= 1985 yeS yes yes

= 7185 no yes no

> 7 / 85 no no yes

< 7 / 85 yes no no

>= 7/85 no yes yes

<= 7/85 yes yes no
.............

1)translatedinternallyto 0/0/1985; 2)translatedto 710/1985; 31translatedto 8/0/1985.

In addition, specialrangeoperatorshave beencreatedto facilitatesearcheswith DATE(in HEP)
and other date qualifiers. Theyarecharacterizedby phrasesSETWEEN<date Z>
<date II>, and FROM<date a> TO <date b>. TheBETWEEN... AND ... operatorisa
combinationof BEFOREandAFTER(> and <)over the rangeof specifieddates.Thisoperatorre-
trievesrecordswith valuesinthe specifiedrange,excludingthe valuesnamed.The FROM... TO...
operator retrievesrecordscontainingvaluesoverthe rangespecified,and includingthe values

" _ named. The >= and <=operatorsin combination can beusedto performthe FROM ... TO ... func-
tion. Seeexamples in Subsection3.4.4 for more details.

USE OF THE OR BOOLEAN OPERATOR

WITH THE DATE QUALIFIER

ThequalifierDATEcanbe combinedwiththelogicaloperatorsANDandAND NOT,but cannotbe
immediatelyprecededbythe logicaloperatoroR. The phraseFI._.'DT ."._Y_TP._ O_ D.".T_>

will not work.The only exceptioniswhen two or severalqualifiersare joinedby ors in a
parenthetical group.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T ASYMMETRY AND (DATE THIS YEAR OB.LAST
_EAR)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 21 Documents

Notethatthe left parenthesismustfollow the logicaloperator,notthequalifiername it woulddo
no goodto try FT.'_ ."."THOR 'T HeC_.T ."_ D.".T_ '_9_50_ 9_,_

...... .,.°......,.,. ....... ,.......,. ....... ,,.,.....,,.....,...,....... ........ ,.,..,.....o.,....., ....... .o. ....... ..,..,..o... ....... ..,,,..,.,.,°...,...,.. ........ ...................o...°,. ......... . ...... ....,..

3.4.4 E,'V_.MPLESOF A SEARCH WITH THE DATE QUALIFIER

The DATE qualifier hasanextremely importantrole if a searchresulthasto be narrowed.There
are,e.g.,manypaperswiththetitle-wordNEUTRZNO,butyoumightbe interestedonly inthemost
recentone:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE NEUTRINO

0
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From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4812 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE LAST MONTH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Documents

An equivalent result could have been obtained in a compound search FIN T NEUTRINO & D
LAST MONTH. If you would like to find ali preprintsfrom a certain institute, and written, e.g., in
Winter 1988/89, you can use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AI" LUND U. & D BETIIEEN 12189 AND 3190

From SLACVM(QSPIRES): * Result 25 Documents

A similar iterative search might be formulated. If no document is found in the time interval you
denoted, the systemwill backup automatically:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A DIRAC

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 26 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE = 1986

From SLACVM(QSPIRES)_ * Zero results, previous results retained

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE = 1987

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) • * Result 3 Documents

And now a search in which the operator ORis between two qualifiers: .

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T AS_IMETRY AND DATE 1989 OR 1990

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match slarch _
criteria

(Nowonderi SPIRES noticedtheoRoperat_ betweenDATE 1989 and (DATE) ].990.This

is an illegal use of qualifiers! But, with the properly placed parentheses,everything is fine
again:)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T ASYMMETRY AND (D 1989 OR 1990)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 83 Documents

The DATE qualifier is an ideal tool when a large result hasto be broken into smaller fragments
suitable, e.g., for interactive transfer.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A DONOGHUE AND HOLSTEIN

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 48 Documents

(Supposethis is too big for our purposes.We want smaller portions of the result:)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE THIS YEAR

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Documents

(If this is OK, we can now arrange for the OUTPUT. When the output reachesus, it is time to
get another portion. We first make a backup, and then choose another time interval.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BACK

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 48 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE THIS YEAR - 1
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : Result 12 Documents
,

(Again,an OUTPUT command canbe issued,followed by BACKUP,and the processcontinues
untll ali 48 documentsarereceivedin smallerpackages.)

One cancombineDATEand PSqualifiersinone search,butonly afteraccumulatingsomeresults
with simple searchterms.(ThePS qualifier isthesubjectof the next section):

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN JOURNAL PHYS KEPT# AND D 88 & NOT PS T

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Document

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN R FERMILAB# AND (DATE> 1990 OR PS ETR)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 265 Documents

Note that eveninsucha mixedsearch,theoperatoroR betweentwo qualifiersisallowedonly
withinparentheses.

..,.,.,.,_.,.,_.,.,.,-,_.,.,.,_.,.,.,.,.,_.,.,.,...,,,.,.,.,.,.o.,.,_.,,.,.,.,..,_,.,,,.,.,,,.,,,,,.,,.,.,_,¢,.,,.,.,,,.,,.,.,,.,.,.,.,e,.,.°.,.,,.,.,.,.,_,,,.,__.,,,.°.,.,,,,,,,.,.°.,.,.,.,.,_.,,,.,.,,_...°.,.,,.,.,.,.,,,,.,.,°,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.°.,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,,...,.,.,.°.,.,.,,.,.,,.,.,.,,,.,.,,.,,...,.,.,.,.,,.,.,,,.,,,.,.,,...,,_,.,.°,.,.,-°.o.,.,.,.,..

3.4.5 PPF-SUBJECT (PS) QUALIFIER
.......,.........° ..... ....,... ..... ..,....,.,.........°.,,,..,.,.......,,,..,.,,..,......,,........,..,....,, ,.,..,,,,.,.,,,.,.,.. ..... .,,.,,,.,...,,,..,, ...... ..,,,, ..... ,,....,.,..,.°,.,,.,,o,.,,,,,,,,.,..,...,...

PPF-SUBJECTisanotherspecialsearchtermwhich cannot be usedindependently,but mustal-
waysbe usedin a combinationwith some simplesearchterm, e.g., AUTHOR,TITLE, etc. The
qualifierPPF-SUBJECTcannotbe the firsttermfollowingthe FIND verb. Theshortform for this
qualifierisPS.Thelogicaloperatorsthat connectthe restof the queryto thePSqualifierare AND
and AND NOT.Typicalcommandswith the PSqualifierhavethe form

" i TELL QSPIRES at, SLACVM FIND <search-expression> AND PS <value>

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> AND NOT PS <value>

TheonlyrelationaloperatorallowedwiththePPF-subjectindexistheequalityoperator.

HOW THE PPF-SUBIECT INDEX IS CREATED

Thevaluesin thisindexareassignedonly to thepreprintsreceivedby theSLAClibrary.Eachpre-
print is givena code,or a combinationof codes,dependingon the subjectand the characterof
the paper.(Thesamecodescharacterizethe preprint in the weekly SLACpublicationPreprintsin
Partide and Fields).Journalarticlesand otherpublicationswhichwerenotreceivedpreviouslyin
the preprintformby SLAChaveno valueassignedto thisindex.

..,.'.....,.,.v.,.,.......,,..v...-..°,°_...._°,....._._.............,........,....._.................o.................,.........._...°...,.,.....,....,._.......,.v..........°...._,................................................°,........°.... ,.......°. ,...,..............,............, ........., ... ,.o.....................,................,....,....

3.4.6 POSSIBLE PPF-SUBJECT VALUES
........ .............. ........ . .......... ., ....... ..,.. ....... , ................ ,.......... ,..,. ..... ,,,.,.,,.,, ....... ,,.,......, ........... °.. ......... , ............ ,,...,..,,.,,, ............. °. ..... ,......, ........ .

Thecode letterT denotespuretheoreticalpapers;E denotespreprintswith new experimental
data;:1:denotesdocumentsdiscussinginstrumentationforexperiments(butnot theaccelerator
technology);and c denotespreprintsin which thecomputerhardwareor softwarefordata anal-
ysisinexperimentsisdiscussed.In addition,ifa paperhasa clearreviewcharacter,it will getthe
codelt Thiscode alwayscomesin a combinationwithsome of the othercodes:TR(aswell as
IL_)characterizestheoryreviews,_ (andRE)experimentalreviews,ETR (and fivepermutations)
denotesexperiment+ theoryreviews.Other combinationsof codesarealsopossible,e.g.,ET
(theorywiththe discussionof data,or--if youprefer--experimentaldata andimmediateconse-

O quencesfora theory);IE (dataanda detailed discussionof instrumentation),etCo
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3.4.7 REIATIONAI AND LOGICAl OPERATORS

FOR THE PSQUAUF|ER
,,,°'4°..0J,0.''','.''''"*°'°'''''''''''''''*'''00" '"'°'''°''''*'°'''''"'°*'°'°''"°'°''°"°'0o'o'°°''_°'0''°'''°"''''o0"1.0,.°'0.00°.o0''''.°0,.01,..,,,'°"''.,..''''°''4',,,.''_o'0'°o.*._°'''_',0,'°'_0'*0'°'4

The only useful relational operator in searchexpressionswith the PPF-SUBJECT index is the
equality operator (=, or the blank space).

USE OF THE OR BOOLEAN OPERATOR

WITH THE PS QUALIFIER

The qualifier Ps can be connected to the restof the phrase by the logical operators AND and AND
NOT. lt cannot be immediately preceded by the logical operator oR. The phrase -=-._' P-"._ > 9100

will not work. The only situation when oR could be used near the PPF-SUBJECT
qualifier is when several qualifiers are joined by ORsin a parenthetical group.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PPF > 9100 AND R S,T_%C-PUB# AND (PS m
o_ z_)

0"From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 41 Documents

Note that the left parenthesismust follow the logical operator, not the qualifier name. lt would do
no good if you tried_I:; T .'_.JO.":_ _S ,,_-o'_ _P.).

,°0..°,°.°.,.°,.°.°..°.°.,.°°°°°...°,..°... ...... °,,o°.°. °.,°. o°,o.°o.°0°°,......,_.° o.,,., °. o,o°o..0.0..°, °..°,. °....0, °,..., ,°..° o°,o.°, °o,o,0,. °.o...°..,°o... °°_o..,o °.o.°o. o°..°.oo.0o°°..o.ooo.o....

3.4.8 EXAMPLES OF A SEARCH WITH THE PS QUALIFIER
..._._..._-..._..._.•_......'...'.._^_....`.._...._._......_..._..........._.....`._._...._^•..-..^_.`....._._....._.....*._...v.^..•...._..._..._......_...'v..._..s......._._...°°_.._._............_..^_e_.._.._._._.._..'_'_.._._.._....".._._.................``s._.ve.._._._._s's_._`...._._.ss.._..u.-._._*_.....s_...

First a warning: one should always remember that only about one-third of ali the records in HEP
have the indexed value for the _PF-SOBJECT, SOdo not rely completely on the procedure in
which only this qualifier was used. Still, this qualifier might play an important role if you need to
narrow your search result Th_'e are, e.g., many authors with the name R. Smith, but if the one
you are searching for writes only theoretical papers, you may formulate the search as

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A SMITH, R.

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result: 296 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _ND PS T

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : _ Result: 27 Docents

You can make an even stronger statement by adding another line:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND _OT PS E

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 21 Documents
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O Similarly, if are interested in cP violation, but do not want to read ali that nonsense written
you

by theorists about ¢'/_, you can type the command

' TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T EPSILON EPSILON-PRIME AND PS _ AND NOT
PS T

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 17 Documents

One can combine PS and DATE qualifiers in one search, but only after accumulating some result
with simple search terms. (For more on the DATE qualifier, see Subsections3.4.1 to 3.4.4.)

TELL QSPT,RES at SLACVM FIN TITLE MONTE CARLO AND NOT PS C AND DATE
1990

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 39 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN COLLABORATION LIKE ?PZSA? AND (PS ETR

OR D > 88)

From SLACVM(QSPI_S) : * Result 3 Documents

Note that even in such a mixed search, the operator oR between two qualifiers is allowed only
within parentheses.

0
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4. DISPLAYING RECORDS FOUND BY INTERACTIVE SEARCHING
i

The resultof a searchis a setof documentsthat meet thegiven criteria. QSPIRES delayssending
the documentsuntil the OUTPUTcommandis issued.Thiscommand isa signalto QsPIt'_S that
the searchsequenceiscompleted,andthat you want to displaythe retrievedrecords.By default,
the resultsfrom HEParesentto youre-mail mailbox (e-mailbox).However,the defaultcouldbe
changed,andyou canhavethe recordsdisplayedinteractivelyon the screenof your terminal.The
frame formatfor display,andthe way thesearchresultsareordered,could alsobe changedac-
cordingto your needs.Variousdetailsrelatedto the displayof retrievedrecordsare coveredin
thischapter.

,, ,,,,,, , , ,,,,, , , ,,,,,,_

4.1 OUTPUTCOMMANDS

lhe OUTPUT command (or OUT, ['or short)is the signal to Qs.PIRES that a searchis completed,
and that you are readyfor the display of the documents.Thr_._output commands are available:
OUTPUT(with no options), OUTPUT (FILE, andOUTPUT (TYPE.Thesecof,_mandswill be ex-
plained in the following subsections.

O .. ,-..,,., _, ,__.,, .,.,,,.,v,, _,.._.._-.__• .,..... _..,.__,_ ,.....,..,, ,,_ ._,_.v,,_,..,,.._....,.._..._.._,.,..._._.......-,..,...,,_ ,_..__..,...• __• ,_ ..., • _• • ._ .. • ..._. • .... • •.. • ._ ...... ........ ,........-.. • .. ,.._ • .........., • .,,.-...,..,,-.. • ._

4.1.1 SIMPLEOUTPUT
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

The simple OUTPUTcommand, when no option is attached, initiates severalsteps, lt instructs
QsP:rRF.,Sto (i) reissueto the SPIRES systemall the commandswhich have led to your current
result, (ii) gatherfrom SPIRESthe documents found through sucha search,and (iii) file the doc-
umentsandsend them to your e-mailbox, usingthe default output settings.Youcan changethe
step (iii) by appendingsome of the available options to the option field (.seeSection4.1.3, and
further). Here isonee :ample of the useof such a simple OUTPUTcommand:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T LATE DNIVERSE

From SLACVM (QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Documents

(At this point, you mayfeel thatall your criteria are met; it istime for the OUTPUT command,
wldch will causethe resultto be sent to your e-mailbox. ->)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

Asyou can see,the output is sent to you in a file. In severalminutes (or longer, if lhe network
traffic is high), the file will be delivered to your e-mailbox, and you can check the result. Foras
long asthe searchresultsavedby QSPIRESis not erased,you can keep repeatingthe OUTPUT
command,without havingto repeatthe .search.Thisis useful if you arenot satisfied,e.g.,with the
original ordering or the displ.-/ed format. Inthat case,you simply modify theoutput by appending
someof the optionsto the OUTPUT.

0
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The OUTPUT command can be usedonly after some nonzero result has been gathered: mb
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T DEAD UNIVERSE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match aeaE_h
criteria

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, olass M

However, when you open the file, you will discover the sentence: Missing search crite-
ria, or the result of your previous successfulsearch will be sent.

There is another way the OUTPUTcommand could be used. We strongly discourage this alterna-
tive. lt isdesigned only for the people who cannot communicate with QSPIRES interactively, and
need to have ali the commands stacked into a single line. The OUTPUT isthen not used as a com-
mand, but rather appended as an option II the line with the FIND verb. Such a phrase would in-
structQSPIP.ES to file and send the result even before you have had a chance to review the
number of retrieved documents. Here is an example of such a blind search:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T WEAK OR INTERACTIONS (OUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTI, class M

(After awhile, the file still did not reach us, and we, being curious, issuethe SHOWSEARCH
command Section 3.2.4 ->)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH

Fro+_ SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Search coaaand(s)

From SI,ACVM(QSPIRES) : * FIND T WEAK OR INTERACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : • Result: 9823 Documents (Subfile BEP}
i

Oops! Now, when the file is already sent, and probably traveling slowly from node to node, we
realize that something was wrong with tee request (maybe we should have used AND, not OR?).
Too late! Not only we, but also the network were unnecessarilyjammed with unwanted mail. (The
_t. r_ewsis that QsP IRP.s really did not send ali 9823 documents, but only the warning: Your
search result of 9823 record_ exceeds the _ximum return o£ 150

records. Modify your search c_iteria to isolate a smaller selection of
records and re-issue the co_m_and. Sorry for" the inconvenience.) Thisex-

ample explains why we do not recommend such a use of the (OUTPUT option. This shortcut could
only be justified if one issure-+at 99% Cqlpfidence level-_hat the search has retrieved a reason-
ably small set of documents. In ali other situations, please review first the number of the retrieved
documents, ar_ only then, in a .separateline, issuethe regular OUTPUT command.

OUTPUT DOES NOT INTERRUPT SEARCH

it should be noted that the OUTPUT command does not interrupt your search. Even after the doc-
uments were sent, you can continue the current search.

TELL QSPIKES at S1,ACVM ffIND T NEW UNTVERSE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : .*Result 43 Documents

TELL QSPIKES at SLACVM OUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

_ .
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O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND NOT AUTHOR GUTH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 38 Documents

At this point, you can issue another OUTPUT command, continue the search, or discard the search
result by beginning the next search.

.............................................................. ,.... ............... ... ........ ........... , ...... ..,,....,. ...... ........... . ..... ,,.,. ............................. .,., ......... . ................ .. ......

4.1.2 OUTPUT (FILE

When a simple OUTPUT command is issued, a search result is filed and sent to your e-mailbox.
This is the default setting. The command line OUTPUT (FILE has exactly the same meaning as
the OUTPUT alone, lt instructs QSPIP_S to collect the result of a search, and send it as a file. If
you do not mind writing unnecessary phrases, append the (FILE option to your OUTPUT. If you
do, skip the (FILE. The effect is the same: the result is sent to the e-mailbox. In other words,

TELl, QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (FILE

is equivalent to

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

The shortform OUT (FIL can be substitutedforthefullcommand.

:....,.,,,_..,v.-._._..,,..._..,......-.-........,,_...••...........,.......-.,..._-.._....._.w...,.-._....-_._,....._..._.-....,......._..-.-._....-...............,_,_._..........._.-..,..,••..................-................-......................,.-_.......,......

4.1.3 OUTPUT (TYPE
i. A ............. _..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

TheOUTPUT(TYPEcommandinstructsQS_TREStO(i)reissueali thecommandswhichledto
yourcurrentresult,(ii)gatherthe documentsfoundwith sucha search,and(iii) sendthem inter-
actively(asa message)to thescreenof yourterminal,usingthedefaultformatframe.Youcan
changetheformatin step(iii)andordertheresultdifferently,byappendingsomeoftheavailable
options TYPE could be shortened to TYP.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T FANTASY

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (TYP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * THE G(1) PROBLEM: FACT AND FANTASY ...

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * By R.L. Jaffe, Aneesh Manohar ... , etc.

You can use.the OUTPUT (TYPE only after some nonzero result has been gathered (see
Section 4. I. I ).

Thereisanothermethodof gettingtheoutputinteractively,the useof which,by the way,we
stronglydiscourage.OUTPUTTYPEcanbeappendedasanoptionto thelinewiththeFZNDverb.
Inthatcase,the resultissentto youbeforeyouhavehada chanceto reviewthe numberof re-
trieveddocuments. Here is what could happen in such a blind search:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T GAUGE OR THEORY (OUT TYP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * _our search result of 21099 record8

From SLAC%_4(QSPIRES) : * exceeds the maximum return of I0 records.

0
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From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Modify your search criteria to isolate a A

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * smaller selection of records and re-issue

From SLACVM(0SPIRES) : * the command. Sorry for inconvlmience.

Oopst Only now we realizethatsomethingwas wrong withthesearch(maybe we usedOR instead

ofAND?),and thenetworkwas unnecessarilyjammed withan unwanted message.Such a useof

the (OUTPUT TYPE optioncouldonlybe justifiedifone issure--at99"/oconfidencelevel--that

thesearchwillretrievea reasonablysmallsetofdocuments.Inallothersituations,pleasefirstre.

view the number of retrieved documents, and only then, in a separate line, issuethe regular
OUTPUT (TYPE command.

lt should be noted that the OUTPUT (TYPE does not interrupt your search. Even after the docu-
ments were sent with this command, you can continue the current search.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T FANTASY

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM (X_ (TYP

(The result is now sent to you interactively. When the sending is over, you can continue ->)

TELL QSPTRES at SLACVM OR TITLE MIRACLE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Documents

At this point, you can issueanother OUTPUT command, continue the search, or interrupt it by be-
ginning the next search.

,i --llnl i IIIll Illlll ,. I IIII I i I-- - _ /

n

4.2 CUSTOM-DESIGNEDOUTPUT
_ ., i , li li ,H .

By default, when you issue the OUTPUT command, the retrieved results will be displayed in the
format called P_ERS, and sequenced in the (nearly) reversed chronological order. However, you
have a freedom to change these default settings. This section describes how this could be
achieved.

........................... ° ................ ..o.. ........................... ... ......... .,,...°.,......, ..... °... ........ ,.°..., ..... °...,.. ...... .....,..... .................. o........ .... ................ . ..........

4,2.1 CHOOSINGA FORMATFRAME

The following format frames for dispgayingthe resultsretrieved from the HEP database are avail-
able:

ALLKEYS FNAL

BRIEF LBL

DEFAULT NARROW

DOWNLOADADDUPD SENDFI LE

DOWNLOADC I TES SHOWF I LE

DOWNLOADFULL SSC
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O DOWNLOADFULLI RN TEX

DOWNLOADPPA TEXSEND

DOWNLOADPPF UCLA

In the re.r_2inder/o(this subsection, we shall illustrate some of these formats.

SHOW i_RAMES(Sl-lO FRA)

The list of format frames in HEF database could be obtained with help of the SHOW FRAMES (or
SIlO FBA) command. If the information is to be displayed as a message to the screen of your ter-
minal, use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FRA

You will get the list with seventeen different display formats. We shall discuss some of these for-
mats below. The remaining formatsare created for userswith special needs,and are not interesting
for an ordinary user.To have the list of available HEP format frames sent to your e-mailbox, use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW FRAMES (FI'I_

TO learn more on possible frames in other databases, append ( IN <database> to the SHOW
FRAMES command (see Section 1.3.3).

DEFAULTFORMAT

The default format in HEP is called DEFAULT. When you issue OUTPUT, or OUTPUT (FILE, or
OUTPUT (TYPE, without specifying a format frame, the search result is sent to you in this default

" _ format. A document in the displayed result is represented by its complete title, ali authors, and
their affiliation(s); if the paper ispublished, you will find the exact reference, if it isstill a preprint,

. the report number and the number of pageswill be listed.

There are limits on the number of documents that could be displayed with the default fermat (see
Section 3.1.2): a maximum of 10 could be sent interactively, and there is a further restriction on
the number of lines in one suchinteractive message (a maximum of 100 lines of text); if the result
isfiled and sent to your e-mailbox, the limit is 150 documents, and there are no limits on the num-
berof lines. If several papers in the result have many authors (one hundred or more) it is likely that
your result will be truncated in the interactive reply. In that case, the last line sent will say some-
thing like this:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * *** Output truncated **

However, if your result does not have such multi-author doc'iments, the 100 lines of text will usu-
ally be more than enough to display up to I 0 documents. When you want to display more than
I 0 (or 150) documents, use the BRIEF format (see below). The system will never send more than
the maximum allowed number of documents for a given format, if you try to cheat, QSPIRES will
end its message with the phrase

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * 23 records £ound (limit o£ I0 _ent)

(Similarly, the result sent to your e-mailbox will have a note: Result exceeds send limit

of 150, and only 150 records will be attached.)

BRIEFFORMAT

To obtain the result in the BRIEF format, use.one of the following two commands:

0
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (TYPE BRIEr O

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (BRXEF

The firstof thetwo commandswill sendthe resultinteractivelyto the screenof yourterminal,the
secondto youre-mailbox.The OUTPUTcouldbeshortenedto OUT,TYPEtO TYP,andBRIEF to
BRI. (Hor,ever, do not try to shortenotherformatnames.)Youcan alsousethe (BRIEF TYPE
order.When you specifyBRIEF, the searchresultissentto you in the specialBRIEF format.A
documentin thedisplayedresultisrepresentedonly by itsfirst author; theaffiliationisnotgiven;
if thepaperispublished,you will findtheexact reference,if it isstilla preprint,the reportnumber
andthe numberof pageswill be listed.Mostoften, the information(per document)fitsinto three
or four linesof text. The mainadvantageof the BRIEF format isthat the limitson the numberof
documentsthatcouldbedisplayedwith the formataremuch lessseverethan with any otherfor-
mat (seeSection3.1.2). Up to 100 linesof textcouldbe sentinteractively,and sinceonedocu-
ment rarelytakesmorethanthreelines,100 linesusuallymeansabout30 documents.Thisisthree
timesmorethanwith thedefault format.If the resultisfiled and sentto youre-mailbox, the limit
is300 documents(twice asmuchaswith the DEFAULTformat), andthereare no limitationson
the numberof lines.If you haveto retrievea largenumberof documents,the BRIEF format is
probablythe bestchoice.However,if thenumberof documentsexceeds30, andyoutry to display
them interactively,it islikely that the resultwill be truncated.In thatcase,the lastline sentwill
saysomethinglike

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * *** Output truncated **

Similarly, if you try to obtain more than 300 filed documents,the systemwill warnyou with the
phraseof the form

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * 612 records found (limit of 300 sent) _ -

OTHER FORMATS IN HEP

If you want to try anyother format, usethe commandsof the form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (TYPE USXNG <format-name>

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (USING <format-name>

Note thatfor all formatsother than BRIEF,theterm USINGmst precedethe format names.(US-
ING BRIEF isan allowed but unnecessarilylongalternativefor the simplecommand BRIEF.)

FormatnamesfollowingusING IIrlUS|111otbe shortened.Thefirstoftheabovecommands willin-

structQsPIRES tOsendthe resultinteractively to the screenof your terminal; the second,to your
e-mailbox.The OUTPUTcould beshortenedto OUT,USINGtOUSI, and TYPEtO TYP.Youcan
reversethe orderof options,and write (USING <format-name> TYPEasweil.The format-
name isoneof the namesobtainedwiththe SHOWFFU_.MEScommand.Ali the formatframesother

thanBRIEF havethe samelimitationsregardingthe numberof displayeddocuments:theyfollow
the limits for the DEFAULTformat (seeabove,and alsoSection3.1.2).

Youwill noticessc, UCLA,LBL, and FNALformatframesin the listof formats.Theseformatsare
very similarto thatof BRIEF; thedifferenceisa sentenceaddedto the outputwhichtellswhether
the documentisavailable in the librariesof the respectiveinstitutions.If you areworking in or
nearthese institutions, this might be a useful information. One format frame is called ALLKEYS.

With this format,you will get the data identical to thoseobtained with the DEFAULT format; in
addition, the list of topics assignedto the document(s)will be attached. If you want to seethe list
of referencesfrom a retrieveddocument, usethe DOWNLOADCITESformat. The NARROWformat

isvery similar to the BRIEF format, but the limitationson the number of displayeddocumentsare

severeas for the default format (see.above). If you know how to usethe TEX macropackage
",mR_
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O the format frame. The resultwill be transcribed and sent to as a TEX file,
PHYZZX, try TEX you
ready for printing. (lt makes no sense to use this frame to get the interactive answer.) The other
available format frames are designed for special users,and we shall not discussthem.

............ ,.., ........................ .....,° ......... ,° ....................... , ..... ° ..... °.,°°.°..° ..... .. ...... ,.,...,. ...... ., ........ ,.,..°., ................ ,.., ......... , ..... °.......... ° ........ ....° ....... ,,

4.2.2 ORDER OF THE RESULT
_._._`_._v..v_.._.......-_._.v.'_.v_...._.'._.._._`'_v_..._._,_._.°._._,_v_°_._°_,_.°_,._.v_.,_._._._. ,_._._._....'._,,._._`.._._,.._`.._._._._.._._._`.,.._._._._._._`'._._._`._`._`.._._._,_._._._._._`.`..`.........._°.._°°_.._.v,._.._._°,_,_,._....,,

Recordsretrieved in a search may appear to be in random order. However, if you look more care-
fully, you will notice that the default ordering iscloseto the reversed chronological ordering, with
the mostrecent documents on the top of a file or message.This default order may not be what you
want. The SEQUENCEoption permits different ordering of records. Youcan tailor the output in
sucha way that the ordering is made according to, e.g., name of the first author, or report numbers
of the documents, etc.

SEQUENCE <index-name>

The SEQU_.NCE(or SEQ, for short) is recognizable to QSPIRE5 only if it is issuedin the option
field of the OUTPUTcommand. The term SEQUENCEmust be followed by an index name. Se-
quencing by qualifiers is also allowed. (Strictly speaking, it is the element -name, and not the
index-name, that should follow the SF,OUENCEterm. There are many more elements than
indexes in any SPIRES database, but an ordinary QSPIRES user does not have to know and
worry about such details. So, use with confidence the index name after the SEQUENCE.)Both
full and abbreviated forms for index names could be used.

Consider the following example:
t&

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TI UNIVERSe. AND DATE JULY 1990

. From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Documents

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (TYPE SI_.QUENC_.AUTHOR

(QSPIRES now sends to your terminal the list of documents in the default format frame, and
ordered alphabetically by the first author. [Had you wanted to get the filed result, you should
have skipped the TYPE, and written only OUT (SgQ AUTHOR.] The retrieved seven
documents will probably fit into the I00 allowed lines of text:)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * WHO MADE THE UNIVERSe' AND WHY?

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * By Mickey Mouse (Disneyland) etc.

You couldhavealsolistedtheSEQUENCE firs*,,and onlythentheTYPE.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (S_,QUEAWCEAUTHOR TYPE

Note, however, that SEQUENCE and <index-name> must always be paired together. There can
be only one argument following the SEQUENCEverb.

The ordering by AUTHORindex is alphabetical with respect to the first author. The SEQUENCE
DAT_. puts the oldest documents to the top of the file or message, and the most recent one to the
bottom. The ordering by TITLE (SEQ TITLe.) is an alphabetical ordering based on the first title-
word, the SEQUENCE P,Norders the documents according to indexed values for the P,_.PORT-
_JI_R, etc.

You do not have to use the default format frame with the SEQUENCEcommand. If you wish, add
the chosen frame to the option field, e.g.:

0
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (SEQ AUTHOR TYPE USING BRIEF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (SEQUENCE D USI TEX

]'hefirstofthesecommands willinstructQSPIRES tosendtheresultinteractivelytothescreenof

yourterminal;the second,toyoure-mailbox.The orderofoptionsisnotimportant.Be careful,

however, not to separate an option from its argument.
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5. OTHER SLAC LIBRARY DATABASES

This chapter describes interactive searches in other databases maintained by the staffof the SLAC
Library.ThesedatabasesareBOOKS, CONF (orCONFERENCE), INST (orINSTITUTIONS),
HITECH, SERIALS and SEMINARS. The lastsection in this chapter reviews QUERY and WHEREIS

commands. These commands enable quick accessto two directories of interest to the high energy
physics community: one containing personal e.mail addresses,and the other institutions' mailing
addresses.

,,,,

5.1 BOOKSDATABASE

The BOOKS database is an online book catalog for the SLACLibrary. lt contains bibliographic sum-
maries of more than 18,000 books, included are textbooks, proceedings, monographs, some

serials (e.g., Annual Reviews), etc. While searching the database, you can get a good cross-section
of the most important books in high energy physics and related subjects. The newly ordered books
are listed even before they arrive at the library; therefore, you can use QSPIRES tO find informa-
tion on the latest titles in the field. This section describes elements of the search procedure in the

" i BOOKS database.
.............. ..... ................................................... ,,,,.., .................. , ............................. , .......................................... ,,.. ....... ,, ................................. ,.

5.1.1 INTERACTIVESEARCHPROCEDURE

A typical, simple, one-step interactive search request will have the form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FXND <search-expression> (IN BOOKS

In a more intricate search, several search expressions might be linked by logical operators. The
selection (IN BOOKSmust be specified in the line with the FIND verb. This selection will remain
in effect until a new search isinitiated with your next FIND command. This means that, e.g., there
isno need to repeat the phrase ( IN BOOKS in a followup command of an iterative search, or with
an OUTPUT command.

Each search expression must have a correctly stated search term (see .Section 1.2). To get the list
of search terms (and they coincide with the names of indexes in the BOOKSdatabase), send one
of the following commands to QsP IRES:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA TER (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO IND (IN BOOKS FIL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH TERMS (FILE IN BOOKS

O
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The firsttwo commandsinstructQSPT_S tO sendthe list interactively,while the optionFILE in _t
the last two tells QSPTRESto file the listand send it to your e-mailbox. The table below shows
someof the indexes thatwill be found in the returned list.

INDEX ALLOWEDABBREV.AND VARIATIONS

AUTHOR A, EDITOR, N, NAME, TBANSLATOR

TITLE T, TI

SUBJECT S, SH, SUBJ, TOPIC, TP

COPYRIGHT-DATE D, CD, DATE

PUBLISHER PUB

CONF-NUMBER CNUM, CATALOG-NUMBER, ISBN, LN, R,

REPORT-NUM, SR

CORPORATE-AUTHOR CA

CALLNO C, CL

STATUS STA, CSTATUS

MEDIA FORM

The GOAL index, not listedabove, iscalled BOOK (and alsoBOOKS, II:_N,KEY,or RECORD). The
keyvalue in the GOALindex is a randomly selectednumber.Thereare no qualifiers in the BOOKS
database.Note that the COPYRIGHT-DATEisa simple index, and not a qualifier; therefore, it
can beusedeven in a primary search.

Almorl all the relational operatorsdescribed in Subsection 1.2.3 could be used for searchesin _ '
the BC::)KSdatabase.The equality operator is the mostefficient, and hasthe widest use.The
inequ_!litr operatorscould be applied most successfullyin the COPYRIGHT-DATE searches,e.g.,
FIN D ._'TER 1989 (IN BOOKS.Among the contentoperators, the recommendedone is
the PREFTX.

Todetermine the kind of values thatcould be usedwith a given simple index, issuethe BROWSE
command. Forexample,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE SUBOI_CT MICRO (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO A KOEILWEI_ (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PUBLISHER (II{ BOOKS FZL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO TITLE SUPER (XN BOOKS

The resultof the browse issent to you interactively, unlessyou specifythe FILE option. You can
also usethe BROWSEFIRST and BROWSELAST commands(for description, see
Subsection1.2.4).

In mostof the BOOMSindexes, searchingwith truncatedvalues (the right truncation) isallowed.
In word indexes(e.g., in the TITLE index), you can truncatemore than one word:

'fELL QSPIRES at'. SLACVM FIND T UNIFIED THEOR# PROCEED# (XN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 24 Books

_nphrase indexes, only one truncation signper searchvalue isallowed.

0
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O To learn more the BOOKSdatabase, SHOWor EXPLAIN to QSPIRES. if you
about send commands

use the first two commands shown below, the answer will be sent to you interactively. The third
and the fourth command will instruct QSPIRES to send the information to your e-mailbox.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXPLAIN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SUB DES (IN BOOKS FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXP BOOKS (FIL

A simple search, with only one criterion specified, is not the only possibility in the BOOKS data-
base. You can add more criteria, and narrow or expand the search in an iterative process. Note
that the selection has to be displayed only in the line with the FIND verb:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR DRELL (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 8 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND NOT T RELATIVIST# QUANTUM

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Books

Alternatively, you call state several criteria in a single line, by using the compound search:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE> 85 AND PUB ADDISON# AND TOPIC

PARTICLE# (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 8 Books

, _ In both iterative and compound searches, the logical operators m',tD,AND NOT, and oR describe

W how the criteria combine. If you lose track of the criteria used up to a given point in a search, use
the SHOW SEARCHor SHOW RESULT commands (see Subsections 1.4.1 and 3.2.4). You do not

" have to specify (IN BOOKSwith these commands.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO RESULT

Once you have found records that meet ali the criteria you have set, the records could be
displayed (see Subsections 1.4.3 and 5.1.4). As always, you can choose to get the result either
interactively, or via e-letter, the latter possibility being the default choice. Two format frames are
available for displaying records found in the BOOKSdatabase. TOget their names, issue

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW FRAMES (IN BOOKS

This will cause the list to be sent interactively. If you want a permanent record, append FILE

to the option field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FRA (IN BOOKS FILE

Limits on the number of records that could be sent in the BRIEF and the default formats will

be given in Subsection 5.1.4.

5.1.2 SIMPLE, ONE-STEP SEARCH
,,............ .......... . ..................... , ................ , ........... , .......... , ......................................... , ............................................................. , ................ .... .....

Thissection reviews searches in which only one search term is used. More intricate searches, with

O several criteria, are described in Subsection 5.1.3.
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FIND AUTHOR (FIN A) /

TheAUTHORindexcontainsthename(s)thatappearon thetitlepageof a book,e.g.,thename(s)
of author(s)or editor(s).This indexhasmanynames(seethetablein Subsection5.1.1). Youcan
useanyof the allowedvariationsin yoursearch.Forexample,to retrievethe booksedited by
J.TranThanhVan,issueFIN EDITOR TRAN THANH VAN (IN BOOKS, OrFIN A TRAN THANH

VAN (IN BOOKS.

TheAUTHOR index in BOOMS iSa personal-nameindex.Thismeansthatspecialrulesformatching
the searchvaluesandindexedvaluesapply.Therulesare thoroughlyillustratedin
Subsections1.2.4 and2.2.1. Rememberthat if the lastname(= familyname,orsurname)is
followedbythe firstname(= personal),a comma mustseparatethe two. If the order isreversed,
nocommashouldbeused.Here aresomeexamples:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND NAME FOCK, V. (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR CHANDRAS# (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EDITOR VELTMAN (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A = ABDUS SALAM (IN BOOKS _& ,

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Books

If youdo not want towrite a longname, useonly the firstseveralsignificantcharactersand
appendthetruncationsign.Thesameeffectcouldbeachievedwith the PPJ_FIXoperator,e.g.,
FIN A PRE CHAND_.S (IN BOOKS.If you arenot certainaboutthe spellingofsomelastname,
usethe BROWSE command.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE N PAPANIKOL (XN BOOKS

QSPIRES will interactively return a list of 10 namesalphabetically closestto the one you men-
tioned, andwith someluck you will be ableto discoverthe right form. Usethis correct namewith
your FIND command.

If you misspellthe name,or if no book in the databaseis authored/edited by the personspecified
in the searchrequest,QSPIRESwill sendthe standardNo records found ... answer.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR GORBACHEV (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

Hyphensare strippedfrom thenameswhenthey are indexed.Forexample,Murray Gell-Mann
is indexedwith two names,GELL and PU_,'_N.Similarly,hyphensare strippedfrom your search
valuates.Yourrequest

F£ND A = M. GELL-MANN (IN BOOKS

willbetransmittedtoSPIRES as

FIND AUTHOR M. GELL MANN (IN BOOKS A

111,
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which will enable a perfect match.
If you are satisfied with the search result, you might choose to display it (_e Subsection 5.1.4).
Alternatively, you can add to or subtract from the result by continuing the search (see
Subsection 5.1.3).

FIND TITLE (FIN T)

The TITLE index contains title-words, as well as subtitles and other related information, found
on the title page of a book. For example, the proceedings of the Les Houches 1982 Summer
School have the following information listed on the title page:

Les Houches Summer School Proceedings, V. 39

RECENT ADVANCES IN FIELD THEORY AND STATISTICALMECHANICS

LESHOUCHES SUMMER SCHOOL IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS, SESSION 19

LESHOUCHES, FRANCE, AUG 2--SEP 10, 1982

The series-name, title and subtitle are ali indexed in the database. A TITLE search in which any
of the words appearing above is used, including HOUCHES,SESSION and even AUG,will retrieve
this book.

The TITLE index is a wordindex. This means that each word is indexed separately. Consequently,
it is not necessary to use a complete title in a search; it is enough to know only one word to be
able to retrieve the corresponding document. You can also submit more than one word; the order
of the words in your search value is unimportant.

' A TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE STATISTICAL (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 127 Books
J

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T FIELD STATIST# PROCEED# HOUCHES 1982
(IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Book

Frequently occurring articles and conjunctions such as a, an, the, and, etc., are ignored in the
TITLE search. There is also a list of reserved symbols, which contains characters and symbols
with special meanings for SPIRES. Whenever such a reserved symbol is used in a search value,
the complete search value must be surrounded by quotation marks. The list of excluded and
reserved symbols in the BOOKSdatabase is identical to the one in HEP (see Subsection 2.2.2).

FIND COPYRIGHT-DATE (FIN CD, FIN DATE)

As already stressed, the COPYRIGHT-DATE (or CD, or DATE) index in the BOOKSdatabase isa
simple index, not a qualifier. Unlike in MBP,you can actually find a given date in a primary,
one-step search.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DATE 1991 (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 73 Books

The COPYRIGHT-DATE index contains the year in which a book was printed. Only the year is
indexed; therefore it is unwise to specify a more precise date, e.g., FIN CD MARCH 3, 1983
(IN BOOKS.

®
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Note that a date appearing in a title of a book may differ from the copyright date. For example, i
the proceedings of the 1982 !.es Houches Summer School have the copyright date 1984. If you
know the year in which a book was published, use FIND CO[-'YRIGHT-DATE command.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND CD = 84 (IN BOOKS

If,on thecontrary,you know thedaterelatedtothetitleorsubtitleofabook,usetheFIND TITLE
search.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE 1982 (IN BOOKS

IntheCOPYRIGHT-DATE searchyou can usetheshortform(84,)orthelongform(I984)fora

year.IntheTITLE search,asa rule,thelongformshouldbe used.

If you are interested only in recent txx._ks,use the inequality sign,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN COPYRIGHT-DATE LAST YEAR (IN BOOKS

The inequality operators described in Subsection 1.2.3 could also be used with the COPYRIGHT-
DATE index. The words BEFOREand AFTER could be used instead of the symbols <and>,
respectively.

FIND PUBLISHER(FIN PUB)

SLACLibrary regularly orders books of interest for the high enerD, physics, and a search in the
PUBLISHER index may produce a good catalog of high energy physics books by a given
publisher.

The I_UBLISHER index is a phrase index (see Subsection 1.2.4). For example, the indexed value
ACADEMIC PRESS cannot be retrieved by issuing FTN PUB ACADEMIC (IN BOOKS Or FIN _ •

PUB PRESS (IN BOOKS.The entire string must be used, thus

'TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PUBLISHER ACADEMIC PRESS (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 493 Books

Alternatively, the right truncation symboi or the PREFIX operator might be combined with just
the first part of a publisher name:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PUBLISHER ACJ_)EMIC# (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PUB PRE ACADEM:[C P (IN BOOKS

If you are not certain about the correct name of a publisher, browse the PUBLI$ _ERindex:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO PUBLISHER ADDI,_ON (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PUB MCGRAW (ZN BOOKS

FIND SUBJECT(FIN S)

1"hisindex is useful if you have a complete list of subjects assigned to books obtained by the SLAC
Library. To my knowledge, such a list is not widely distributed, and you might therefore be in=
clined not to make a SUBJECT search. If you still want to try it,. use the BROWSEcommand first,
to get an idea of the kinds of values that are indexed.

TF_:LL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO SUBJECT QUANTTIM (IN 'BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE S PARTICLE PHYS (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM B_O S STATISTIC (IN BOOKS
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O When you find an interesting subject, e.g., PARTICLE PHYS ICS--CONFERENCES, keep in mind
that the SUBJECT index is not a word index, but a phrase index. Consequently, you have to list a
complete subject in your search value, not just panicular words:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN SUBJECT CONFERENCES PARTICLE (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND S PARTICLE PHYSICS--CONFERENCES (IN
BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1368 Books

Alternatively, use the truncation sign or the PREFIX operator to shorten the request: FIN S

QUANTUM FIELD# (IN BOOKS, FIN S PREFIX MULTIPARTICLE (IN BOOKS, etc.Ifyou

aretotallydesperate,trytheLIKE relationaloperator:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FXN SUBJECT LIKE ?PROGRAMMING? (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 329 Books

FIND CONF-NUMBER (FIN CNUM)

Books related to conferences are tagged by an additional index. This is the CONF-NUMBER (CNUM)

index. The indexed values are of the type c82/08/25. In other words, the letter c is followed
by the two..digit year number, two-digit month number (08, not 8!), and two..digit day number,
where day, month and year correspond to the first day of the meeting or the conference. The CNUM

, _ identifies a conference uniquely. If two or more conferences begin on the same day, their CNUMs

W will have an additional digit. For example, c8 9 / 06 / 2 i. 2 denotes the second conference that
began on June 21, 1989. The CNUMused in the BOOKSdatabase is the same one identifying the

" conference in the CONFERENCE database (see Subsection 5.2.2).

If you want to check whether proceedings of a conference that was held in September 1989 are
available, use, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND CNUM PREFIX C89/09 (IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CNIR4 C89/09# (IN BOOKS

Of course, if you know the exact conference ,lumber, there is no need to make the truncation
or use the PREFIX operator.

OTHER INDEXES IN THE BOOKS DATABASE

Sometimes the author of a bcx)k is not a single person, but rather a corporate entity, such as the
United States Congress, or the American Physical Society, etc. You can search for such an author
by usingtheCORPORATE-AUTHOR(CA) index,e.g.,FIND CA U.S. SENATE (IN BOOKS. This

index is a wordindex, and you can search for any word o,"words from the corporation name: FIN
CA SOCIETY PHYS# _IN BOOKS.

The other indexes are of little or no interest to a general user. For example, CALLNO contains the
SLACLibrary catalog numbers of books; STATUS lists the information on storage and status of a
particular book (e.g., lost, etc.); MEDIA specifies whether a document is in a printed version, or
maybe a tape, microfiche, diskette, etc.

O
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5.1.3 CONTINUING A SEARCH
._, ,., _._.,.._,_.,_..,..,,,.,.,,_, .,._.,.._.,, _,.._._.., _,.. ,.._,....._•• ,, .., ..4....4_...,• ,..,_.,....4...,.,_..........,.....,,,_.._. __..............,,....•°., .._....,.,..,, .., ,_, ,......,..,.._..._..........,.___• .._..• ..,.,...,_..,_ .._,, ...,,,_._,....,.-...._..._.,...q..,..._.,._..,,-...._.,....,.,_-.....,..w.,._,_,_._,

Inthe previoussection, wecovered simplesearchesin the BOOKSdatabase.If we havemorethan
one criterion, we can formulatean iterative ota compound search.

COMPOUND SEARCH

Thecompound searchrequestissimilar in formto the simplesearch.Thecriteriaarelistedin only
one line; the requestbesinswith the FIND command,and endswith the selection (ZN BOOKS.
Themain difference is that a compound searchhasmorethan one searchexpression;the logical
operators AND, AND NOT,and oR are used to connect the searchexpressions.The symbolic
abbreviationsfor logical operatorsare allowed.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE> 85 & PUB ADDISON# & TOPIC

PARTICLE# (IN BOOKS

If two or more consecutivesearchtermsin a compound searchare identical, there is no needto
repeatthe searchterm eachtime. The following two requestshave the samemeaning to sP IRES.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR MARSHAK & A BARGER AND NOT A RYAN

(IN BOOKS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A MARSHAK AND BARGER AND NOT RYAN (_

BOOKS

SPIRES readsthe command from left to right. If the operatoroR appearsin your request,be very _m_ ,
careful with the order of searchexpressions.Youcan also stressthe order of executions in a com- qP
pound command by usingparentheses(seeSubsection3.3.3 for similar examples in HEP).

ITERATIVE SEARCH

When a singlesearchconsistsof severalsuccessivecommands,it iscalled iterative. Althoughit
takesmore thanonelineto form an iterativerequest,it isstillonlyonesearch;this is indicatedby
only one FIND verb.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE> 85 (3CN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2919 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND PUB GORDON#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 12 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TOPIC PARTICLE#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Books

If the searchterm is not changedfrom one line of an iterativesearchto the other, the searchterm
doesnot haveto be repeated.Forexample, to find ali books in the SLACLibrary published in 1990
or 1991, use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE 90 (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 472 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OR 91

0
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 545 Books

Do n,otuse the symbolic abbreviations &,&",or I in iterative commands.

.... TELL QSPIRES at SLAC'9_4 FIN DATE 90 (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 472 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM J 91

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Unrecognized coummnd J

Instead, use the full names, AND, AND NOT, and oR. At any point of your search, you can issue
the BROWSEcommand to determine what kinds of values can be found in a given index. Do not
forget to append ( IN BOOKStOthe line with the BROWSEcommand. Browsing does not interrupt
your search.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE LEg HOUCHES (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 28 Books

TELL QSPIkES at SLACVM AND SUBJECT STATISTICAL PHYSXCS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Zero results, previous results retained.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO SUBJECT STATISTICAL PHYS (IN BOOKS

(QSPIRES now sends a list of 10 subject values alphabetically surrounding the term
statistical phys. Among them, you will find the correct term.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND SUBJECT ST_TISTICAJ_ MECH#

ab From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Books

Ina Ionsiterativesearch,one can losetrackofthecriteriaus_:dup tothatpoint.The SHOW
" SE,PJ_CHcommand (or SHO SEA) allows the user to review th_ search commands executed since

the FIND command in the current search was issued. At the end of the above search, you can,
e.g., issue the command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Search coma%and(s):

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * FIN TITLE LES HOUCHES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * AND SUBJECT STATISTICAL MECH#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Books (Subfile BOOKS)

The SHOW RESULT (SHO RES) is an alternative command which gives the same result as the
SHOW SEAIR_.H.

In an ongoing iterative search request, you can also use the BACKUPcommand, which will cause.
QsP IRES to replace the latest reported search result with the search result one step back, if one
exists. For example, we can continue the above search by issuing the BACKUP command:

TELL QSPIRES at. SLACVM BACKUP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 28 Books

(However, you cannot go beyond the current search, The FIND command is the border one
cannot cross:)

O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BACKUP
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From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Backup not possible O

.....................................,...................................................,,.,.........................................................,..,........,....,....,.............,......,.........,......,....,

5.1.4 DISPLAYING RECORDS FOUND BY A SEARCH

QSPIRES delayssendingdocuments untilyou issuethe OUTPUT command. When, in a search,
you becomesatisfiedwith the searchresult, OUTPUTisa signal to QSPIRES that the searchis
completed and thatyou are ready to display thedocuments.

OUTPUT

Bydefault, the resultsfrom the BOOKSdatabaseare sent to your e-mailbox. If, at the end of your
search,you issuethe OUTPUT(OUTfor short) command, QSPIREScollects and arransesdocu-
mentsfound through sucha search,and automatically sendsthem to your e.mail address.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLZ CHAOS AND SUBJECT NOI_5_#

D>87 (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 8 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

Youcould haveachievedthe sameeffect by replacingOUTPUT with the OUTPUT (FILECOlTI-
mand. Keepin mind that OUTPUTdoesnot interrupt your search;after the documentswere sent,
you can continue by adding further criteria to your current search.

Forthe benefitof non-,BITNET userswho are unableto reachQSPIRES interactively, it is possible i_)
to combine the FIND and the OUTPUTin a singleline.

iJ

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM F::I:NT'rTI._ SCATTERING (IN BOOKSOUTPUTBRIEF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

We slro,gly discouragethe useof this alternative by thoseQSPIRES userswho havethe capa-
bility to communicate interactively. Suchusersshould first review the number of retrieved
documents,and only then issuethe OUTPUTcommand in a separateline.

OUTPUT (TYPE

Bydefault, the resultsfrom the BOOKSd,atabaseare sentto your e-mailbox. However, you can
changethis default by adding the option (TYPEto your OUTPUTcommand. If you do that, the
result will be sent to you interactively.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE CHAOS AND SUBJECT NONLINEAR# AND

D>87 (IN BOOKS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 8 Books

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (TI'P

(QSP IRES now sendsthe retrieveddocuments interactively to the screenof your terminal.)

Keepin mind that OUTPUTdoesnot interrupt your search;afterthe documentsare sent,you can
continue by adding further criteria to your currentsearch.
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O CHOOSING FORMATFRAME
Two format frames are available for displaying resultsfrom the BOOKSdatabase,

BRIEF QSP IRES (default format)

The format called QsPI_S is the default format frame. If you do not make an attempt to specify
the frame, the result will be displayed in the QsP IRES format.

The other format is called BRIEF. Unlike the BRIEF format in the HEP database, the BRIEF for-
mat in BOOKSis almost ascomplete as the default format. In fact, it sometimes takes more lines
to display a result in the BRIEF format than in the default (QSPIRES) format.

There is a big advantage to using the BRIEF format in BOOKS. Aesthetically, the BRIEF format
frame, with narrow lines, looks much better when displayed interactively than the result displayed
with the other format. Furthermore, in the BRIEF format, you can retrieve many more documents
than in the QSPIRES default format. Below you can see the present limits.

"When the resultsare to be sent interactively to the screen of a user'sterminal:

• BRIEF format: I00 lines of text (usually, 15 documents)

• QSPIRES format: i0 documents

* When the results are to be sent as a file to the user's e-mailbox:

• BRIEF format: 300 documents _

• QSPIRES format: 150 documents

To inform QSPIRES that you want to choose the BRIEF format, append the BRIEF option (alter-

" ab natively, USING BRIEF) tO your OUTPUT command:
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (BRIEF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (FIL USI BRIEF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (USING BRTEF TYP

The first two lines will instruct QSPIRES tO send the result to your e-mailbox; the third one will
produce an interactive reply. While FILE can be shortened to FIL, TYPE tO TYP, and USING
to USI, the format name should nol be shortened.

If you want, for some reason, to name the default format explicitly, add USING QSPIRES tO the
option field. USING (or USI) is required with any format frame other than BRIEF.

ORDEROF THE RESULT

The default order of records retrieved in a search is nearly chronologically reversed, with more
recent books on the top of a file or message. This default order may not be.what you really want.
The SEQUENCEoption permits you to achieve a different order. For example, the documents
could be sorted alphabetically, according to the first author: OUTPUT (FILE SEQUENCE

AUTHOR, orOUT (SEQ A TYPE. Orderby TITLE isan alphabeticalorderingbasedon the
firsttitle-wordofbooks: OUT (SEQUENCE T,or OUT (TYPE SEQ TITLE. The SEQUENCE

COPYRIGHT-DATE puts the oldest documents at the beginning of a file, and the most recent ones
at the end: OUT (SEQUENCE COPYRIGHT-DATE FIL, or OUTPUT (TYP SEQ D,etc. Note
that in INST database, some of the abbreviated index names cannot be used as arguments of the
SEQUENCEcommand. For example, while SEQ D or SEQUENCE COPYRIGHT-DATE works fine,
the option SEQUENCEDATE is not allowed.

0
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Youdo not have to usethedefault format frame with the SEQUENCEoption. Changeit, if you wish, g
by adding the BRIEF or USING BRIEF tOthe option field.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OIYZPUT (SEQUENCE CD BRIEF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (FIL USI BRIEF $EQ AUTHOR

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (SEQ TITLE BRIEF TYP

The first two lines will instruc'tQSPIRES tOsend the resultto your e-mailbox; the third one will
produce an interactive reply. Theorder of options isnot important. Becareful, however, not to
separatean option from its argument.

p,,,,,,,,_ ..............

5.2 CONF(ERENCE) DATABASE

The CONF (ERENCE)databaseis a catalogof past (since1972) and forthcoming high energy phys-
ics conferences, lt includes more than 4,000 listings for conferences,schools and workshopsre-
latedto elementary-particle physics.General meetingsof large professionalsocietiesof interestto
the high energy physics community are also listed. This sectiondescribeselements of the search
procedure in the CONFdatabase.

5.2.1 INTERACTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE

....... ...................... "' ' .............................................................................. """ ....................................... ' .............. ..... "' '' "" """" ' """ "" '" "'" "_" "'_ "_"_''"_" I

A typical, simple, one-stepinteractive searchrequestwill have the form ..

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expresslon> (IN CONF

In a more intricate search,severalsearchexpressionsmight be linked by logical operators.The
selection ( IN CONFmustbe specified in the line with the FIND verb. "l'helong form (IN CON-
FERENCEcan also beused.The selection will remain in effect until a new searchis initiated with
your next FIND command.This meansthat, e.g., there is no needto repeatthe phrase ( IN CONF
in a followup command of an iterative search,or with an OUTPUTcommand.

Eachsearchexpressionmust havea correctly statedsearchterm (seeSection 1.2). Toget the list
of.re.archterms(and theycoincide with the namesof indexesin theCONFERENCEdatabase),send
one of the following commandsto QsPIRES:

'fELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN CONF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA TER (:IN CONFERENCE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO IND (FIL IN CONFERENCE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH TERMS (IN CONF FILE

The firsttwo commandsinstructQSPIRES tOsendthe list interactively,while the option FILE in
the lasttwo tells QSPIREStOfile the list and send it to your e-mailbox. ]he table below shows
someof the indexesto be found in lhe returned list.

O
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Q
INDEX ALLOWED ABBREV. AND VARIATIONS

CNUMBER C, C#, CNUM, R

TITLE T, TI, PROC, PROCEEDINGS, ED, EDITOR, PBN

PLACE P, PL

BEGINNINGDATE D, DATE

SUBJECT S, K, KEY, KEYWORD, CN, CALL, CALLNUM, CT,
CATCHTITLE

KEY-WORDS KW

SPONSOR SP, SPON

SLAC-NAMES SLAC, SSC-NAMES, SSCN

The GOAL record,notlistedabove,iscalledCONFERENCE (andalsoCONFERENCES, orRECORD).

The key value of the GOAL record is a randomly selected number. The GOAL record in this data-
base is not indexed, and you cannot use it for searching. There are no qualifiers in the CONE
database. Note that BEGINNING--DATE is a simple index, and not a qualifier; therefore, you can
use it even in a primary search.

Almost ali the relational operators described in Subsection 1.2.3 could be applied in the CONF
database. The equality operator is the most efficient, and has the widest use. The inequality
operators could be used most successfully in the BEGINNING-DATE searches, e.g., FIN D>=

O JULY 91 AND D <= SEPT 91 (IN CONF.Among the content operators, the recommendedone is the PREFIX. Note, however, that in a request line, only one PREFIX per search term is
allowed. The range operators, which are allowed only in searches with qualifiers, may not be used
in this database because ali the indexes are simple.

To determine the kind of values that could be used with a given simple index, issue the BROWSE
command, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PLACE (IN CONF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO SUBJIgCT K DECAYS (IN CONFERF/_CE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE TITLE VIOLATION (IN CONF FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO SPONSOR (IN CONF

The result of the browse is sent to you interactively, unless you specify the F I LE option. You can
als use the BROWSE FIRST and BROWSE LAST commands (for description, see e.g.,
Sub_ction 1.2.4).

Rnmost of the CONFERENCEindexes, searching for truncated values (the right truncation) is al-
lowed. With the word indexes (e.g., the TITLE index), you can truncate f_ore than one word:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T UNIF# THEOR_ (IN CONFERENCE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 36 Conferences

In phrase indexes, only one truncation sign per search value is allowed.

To learn more about the CONF database, send show or EXPLAIN commands tc)QSPIRES. if you
Usethe first two of the following commands, the answer will be sent to you interactively. The third

O and the fourth command wilt instruct QSP:rRES tO send the informati()n to your e-mailbox.
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION (IN CONF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM F-_(I_LAINCONF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SUB DES (IN CONF FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXP CONF (FIL

Do nol usethe IonsdatabasenameCONFERENCE withthesecommands;for sometechnicalrea-
sons,onlythesho_name,CONF, workswiththeEXPLAIN andSHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION.

Asimple search,with only one criterionspecified,isnot the only possibilityinthe CONF database.
Youcan add morecriteria,and narrowor expandthesearchin an iterativeprocess:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE LEPTON (IN CO__CE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 29 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE AFTER 1988

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Conferences

(Note that the selection hasto be displayedonly in the line with the FIND verb.) Alternatively, you
can stateseveralcriteria in a single line, by usingthe compound search.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE> 85 AND KEY HADRON# AND NOT T

COLLISION# (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 45 Conferences

In both iterative and compound searches,the logical operatorsAND,AND NOT,and OR describe
how the criteria combine. If you losetrack of the criteria used up to a given point in a search, l_ "
apply the SHOWSEARCH or SHOW RESULT commands.Youdo not have to specify (IN CONF
with these commands.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW S_}{

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO RESULT

Once you have found recordsthat meet ali the criteria you haveset,the recordscould be dis-
played (seeSubsection 1.4.3 and 5.2.4). As always,you can chooseto get the resu[Leither inter-
actively, or via e-letter, the latter possibility being the default choice. Several format frames are
available for displaying recordsfound in the CONFERENCEdatabase,lo get the list of frames,issue

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW FRAMES (IN CONF

7his will causethe list to be sent interactively. If you want a permanent record, append FILE tO
the option field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FRA (IN CONF FILE

l.imits on the nut, ber of recordsthat could be sent in BRIEF and other formatswill be given in
Subsection5.2.4.

5.2.2 SIMPLE, ONE-STEP SEARCH
.......... , ....... , ................ ................ ,, ,, ...... , ................. ............. ......... , ,,,,.,...,,,, .,,,, .,.,........

[his section reviewssearchesirl which only one searchterm is used.More intricate searches,with

severalcriteria, are describedin Subsection5.2.3. O
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FIND TITLE! (FIN T)

The TITLE index contains words from conference titles. However, this is not the only information

you will find in this index; if conference proceedings were published, the title, editor(s), and pub-
lisher of the proceedings will be indexed in the TITLE index. For example, the following data for
the SLAC's 16th Summer Institute are entered in the TITLE index:

16th SLAC Summer Institute on Elementary Particle Physics

PROBING THE WEAK INTERACTION: CP VIOLATION AND RAREDECAYS

Proceedings, Edited by Eileen Brennan, Stanford, Calif., SLAC, 1989

A TITLE search in which any of the words appearing above are used, including 16TH, ELEMEN-
TARY, PROCEEDINGS, BRENNAN and even CALIF., will retrieve data ¢Jnthis meeting.

The TITLE index is a wordindex. This means that each word is indexed separately. Consequently,
it is not necessary to use a complete title in a search; it is enough to know only one word of that
title to be able to retrieve the corresponding record. You can also submit more than one word;
ordering of the words in your search value is unimportant.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TXTI,_ SUMMER (IN COX

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 141 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T 16# SUMMER PROCEED# STANFORD 1989 (IN
CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference
p_

Q Frequently occuring articles and conjunctions like a, an, by, the, and, etc., are ignored in the TI-
TLE search. There is also a list of reserved symbols, which contains characters and symbols with

" special meanings for SPIRES. Whenever such a reserved symbol is used in a search value, the
complete searchvalue must be surrounded by quotation marks. The list of excluded and reserved
symbols in the CONFERENCEdatabase isalmost identical to the one in HEP (seeSubsection 2.2.2).
The two lists differ only in the word with,, Jhich is excluded in HEP,but a valid searchterm in
CONF database.

If you misspell the title-word or editor's name, QSPIRES will send the standard No records
found ... answer; therefore, be careful with spelling. In the following example, the word summer
is misspelled:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE SUMER (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

When you are satisfied with the search result, you may choose, to display it (see Subsection 5.2.4).
Alternatively, you can add to or subtract from the result by continuing the search (see
Subsection 5.2.3).

FIND EDITOR (FIN ED)

As mentioned above, editor(s) of conference proceedings are also listed in the TITLE index, lt is
not surprising that this index has so many names, e.g., TITLE, EDITOR, PROCEEDINGS, etc.; you
may find it more convenient to search for EDITOR = <editor-name> than for TITLE = <ed-
itor--name>, lt needs to be stressed that choosing one or the other name of the index is only a

O matter of convenience, because both searche_ will retrieve the same records:
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND EDITOR BRENNAN (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE = BRENN# (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Conferences

If you do not want to type somebody's ions name, useonly the first several significant characters
and append the truncation sign. The same effect could be achieved with the PP,EFIX operator,
e.g., FIN ED PRE TANNEN (IN CONF.If you are not certain about the spelling of some last
name, try the BROWSEcommand.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE EDITOR FAZSNER (IN CONF

QSPIRES will return interactively a list of I 0 terms alphabetically surrounding the one you men-
tioned. The list will contain not only editors, but also the other words indexed in the TITLE index;
with some luck, you will be able to find the right form. Use this correct nafne with your FIND
command.

Please remember that the EDITOR (an alias for the TITLE) index, although it may list names, is
not a personal-name index, but a word index. The difference between the two is explained in
Subsection 1.2.4.

FIND PROCEEDINGS (FIN PROC)

If you know the title of some published proceedings and want to learn more about the correspond-
ing conference, use the TITLE index, or--equivalently--the PROCEEDINGS index (PROCEED- _ "
INGS is another alias for TITLE).

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PROC INTERNAT# WORKSH# NEXT GENER#

COLLIDERS (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference

The retrieved result, when displayed, will tell you the full title, piace, and date(s) of the confer-
ence. You may alternatively use the index name TITLE, and still get the same result.

FIND BEGINNING-DATE (FIN D)

The BEGINNING-DATE (orD,orDATE) indexintheCONFERENCE databaseisa simpleindex.

Unlike HEP,wherein the DATE index can be used only in a secondary search, here you are able
to find a given date directly:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DATE Ii AUG 1991 (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference

The BEGINNING-DATE index contains the beginning dates of conferences. The indexed values
are in the fort_ month/day/year. However, this index is a date-index (see Subsections 1.2.4
and 3.4.2), and in your search value, you can specify adate in various ways, e.g., FIN D MARCH
8, 1987 (IN CONF, FIN DATE 3/8/87 (IN CONF, FIN DATE 8TH MAR 1987 (IN
CONFERENCE.

Toget the list of ali the conferences beginning in August 1991, request

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND D = 8-91 (IN CONF

0
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 14 Conferences

(The equal sign is optional.) Similarly, to find ali the 1991 conferences, issue

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND BEGINNING-DATE 1991 (IN CONFERENCE

Sometimes, it will be useful to use inequality signs in a search. To get a list of conferences to be
held after a given date, write

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE>= ,/UN 92 (IN CONE

The other inequality operators described in Subsection 1.2.3 could also be used with the BEGIN-

NING-DATE index. The words BEFORE and AFTER may replace the symbols <and>, respectively.

The following forms are also allowed:

TELL QSPIRES at 8LACVM FIND DATE LAST YEAR (IN CONE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN BEGINNING-DATE NEXT MONTH + 6 (IN CONF

The lastphrasemeans 6 months after next month.

FIND PLACE (FIN P)

You can find ali the past and/or future conferences in a given place (town, city, country other than
USA, state in USA, etc.). If the place is asmall town or a suburb, the large nearby city will also be
indexed. The PLACE index is a word index. Here are several examples for the simple PLACE
search:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PLACE SIERRA NEVADA SPAIN (IN CONE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND P SANTA BARB# (IN CONF.

. TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PL PRE LENIN (IN CONE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PLACE CA (IN CONFERENCE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN P SINGAPOOR (IN CONE

The command FIN PLACE CA (IN CONE retrieves ali past and future conferences in California,
because CA is the zip code for this United States state. The last example will retrieve no records,
because the name is spelled incorrectly. BROWSEthe PLACE index to find the correct term:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO PLACE SINGAP (IN CONE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE P BRUXELLES (IN CONFERENCE

FIND SUBJECT (FIN S)

This index is useful if you have a complete list of the subjects (or keywords) assigned to confer-
ences by the SLACLibrary staff. To my knowledge, such a list is not widely distributed, and you
might therefore be inclined not to make a SUBJECT search. If you still want to try it, use the
BROWSEcommand first to get an idea of what kinds of values are indexed.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO SUBJECT QUANTUM (IN CONE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE S PARTICLE (IN CONE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO S STATISTIC (IN CONE

O
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WSen you find an imeresting subiect, e.g., HIGH EIhIERGYPHYS 25TH SINGAPORE, keep in Q
min.d that the SUBJECT index is a phrase index (see.Subsection 1.2.4). Consequently, you have
to list a complete subject in your search value, r_.otonly particular words:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM ,_'INSUBJECT HIGH ENERGY PHYS (IN CON_

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which .retch 8earc2_
criteria

TELL QSPI_IES at SLACVM ¥Z._D S HIGH ENERGY PHYS 25TH SINGAPORE (IN
CONF

From SLACVM(QS[:IRES) : * Result 1 Conference

Alternatively, u._ th,e truncation sign or'the PREFIX opera to,rto shorten the request: FIN S HIGH
ENERGY PHYS# (IN CONF,FIN S PREFIX HEAVY IONS, etc. Only if you are totall'_' des-
pe.rate should you try the LIKE relational operator:

TELL QSPIRES at. SLACVM FIN SUBJECT LIKE ?FUTURE?COLLIDER? (hl
CONFERENCE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference

However, this and similar searches will take a lot of cPu time.. A much belter solution is to search
for topics through the KEY-WORDS index, see below.

FIND KEY-WORDS (FIN KW)

Th,evalues in this index are constructed from the ir_dividual words appearing in the SUBJEC'_' in-
dex. Ifti_e sub}ect WORKSHOP: KAON FACTORY VANCOUVER 19 89 iSassigned to a conference, i_I "
thewords WORKSHOP, KAON, FACTORY, VANCOUVER, and 1989 areindexedinth,e KEY-WORDS lP'

in,dex. You will be able to retrieve related reco_rdsby _arching Tor:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND KEY-WORDS FACTORY (IN CONFEREIWCE

TELL QSPIRES at .hLACVM FIN KW FACTORY AND KAON (ZN COATI'

TELL QSPIRES at: $LACVM FIND KW WOKKSHOP AND NJiON AND rACTO.RY (IN
CONFERENCE

Technically, the second and the third examples do not represe_.t simple searches, because Ibe
word AND was used to separate two search terms. The presence of A_iDis a consequence of a pe-
cul iarity characterizing ti_e KEY-WORDSindex in CONF.While in other word indexes, the Doolean
m_'D is the assumed relational operator and there is no need to write it explicitly (compare, e.g.,
to searches in the T_TLE index alx_ve), the KEY-WORDS index does n,o,thave this default buili: in.
Therefo,re, th,eope.razor m_D, which links keywords in your search request, sho,uiclbe put in
explicitly.

The PREFIX se.archand right truncation are allowed in this index. Ali but ti'_e#astof th,efollowing
examples will successfully retrieve some useful information'

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM F_.N KH PRE FUTUR AArD COLLIDF,RS (IN CONF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN KW FUTUR# Ah?D PRE COLLID (I.NCONF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN I_ F'UTtIT(#A_TD COL.LID# (IN CONF

TELL QSPIRES at. SLACVM FIN KW PP.E FUTUR A_rD PRE COLLID (IN CO.hF

,0
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O T_elast phraseabovewill fail, becausetwo PREFIX operatorsare usedwith the samesearchterm
in the same line, which is forbidden.

Youcan also browsethe KWindex to learnwhat kinds of valuesare in it.

FIND CNUMBER (FIN C)

For classificationpurposes,every conferenceisgivena uniqueconferencenumber.The same
numbercharacterizesbooks(in the BOOKSdatabase)and preprints(in the HEPdatabase)related
to theconference.Theconferencenumbersin the CONFERENCEdatabasearelisted in the CNDM-

BER(C, CNUM)index.The indexedvaluesareof the typec 82 / 08 / 2 9; the letterc isfollowed by
a two-digit yearnumber,two-digit month number(08, not 8!), and two-digitday number,where
day, month,and yearcorrespondto the firstday of a meetingor a conference.1he.CNUMBER
uniquely identifiesa conference.If two or moreconferencesbegin on the _me day,their CNUM-
BERswill havean additionaldigit. Forexample,c8 9/ 06 / 2 5.2 denotesthesecoqdconference
thatbegun on June25, 1989.

Youwill rarelyusethisindexto s_archfor a conference,if you know the beginningdate, it makes
moresenseto searchthe BEGINNING-DATE index(seeabove).That is,with the BEGINNING
DATE,you will not have to worry aboutadditionaldigitsfor conferencesbeginningon the same
date.A conferencenumberisalwaysdisplayed inthe output;usethisnumber in other databases,
e.g., in HEP(seeSubsection2.2.7) and BOOKS(seeSubsection5.1.2) to find the documentsrelat-
ed to that particularconference.

OTHER INDEXES IN THE CONF DATABASE

" l_l Spo."._,orsof conferencesare indexedin _.heSPONSOR (or SP)index. Forexample, FiND SP NATO
ID' ( IN CONFwill find ali conferencessponsoredby NATO.Browsethe SPONSORindexto seethe

kinds of indexedvalues.This index isa word index.

TheSLAC-NAMES(or SLAC,for short)index listsspeakersfrom SLACat a given conference.This
isa personal-name index. The searchFIN SLAC-NAMESPER]'.,, M. (IN CONFwill find con-
ferencesat which Martin Perl wasan invited speaker,etc.

The [:'PFindex in the CONFdatabaseshowsthe issueof the PPF publication in which a confer-
encewas announced.

Theother indexesare of little or no interestto a general user.Forexample, DESY-CODEcontains
the DESYLibrary cod_:for the conference;DATE-ADDEDiSa date index with thedate when a con-
ferencewasentered into the database,etc. If you havesome sparet.me, pleasedo browse and
searchthe_ indexes;perhapsyou will be abl_ to find something irlterestingand useful.

•,.,,,,,.,,,....,,.,,,,.._.,.,,,.,.._,.,..,.._,...,...,.........,..._...- ..............,..... _..,........ _...,..:, .,......._ ...... ,....... • ,,,..,.,y .,..,........,..,.............,.. •.., .., .......,............ ........,.......,.......,.....,.,,,..,...,................,.,..... ,..,, ...,.

5.2.3 CONTINUING A SEARCH
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................

In theprevious seaion, we coveredthe simple searchesin the CONFERENCEdatabase.If we have
more than one criterion, we can formulate either an iterative or a compound s_arch.

COMPOUND SEARCH

Thecompound searchrequestissimilar in form to the simple search."rhecnteriaare listed in only
one line; the requestbegins with the FIND command, and endswith the selection (TN CONF.

O The main differenceis that a compound searchhasmore than one searchexpression;the logical
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operatorsAND,AND NOT,and oRare usedto connect the searchexpressions.The symbolic ab- W
breviationsfor logical operators are allowed.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PLACE HAWAI# AND TITLE UNDERWATER AND D

1976 (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference

If two or more consecutivesearchtermsin a compound searchare identical, there isno need to
repeatthe searchterm each time. Thefollowing two requestshavethesamemeaningto SPIRES.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PLACE BRIGHTON OR PLACE SUSSEX (T.N CONF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PLACE BRIGHTON OR SUSSEX (IN CONF

SP IRES readst_,ecommand from left to right. If the operatorOR appearsin your request,bevery
carefulwith the orderof searchexpressions.Youcan alsostressthe orderof executionsin a com-
poundcommand by usingparentheses(seeSubsection3.3.3 forsimilarexamplesin HEP).

ITERATIVE SEARCH

Whena singlesearchconsistsof severalsuccessivecommands,it iscallediterative. Althoughit
takesmorethanone line to form an iterativerequest,it isstillonly onesearch;thisis indicatedby
itshavingonly one FIND verb.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE> THIS YEAR (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 194 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND PLACE JAPAN i _

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result i0 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND KW NUCLEUS AND COLL#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference

If the searchterm is not changed from one line of an iterative searchto another,the searchterm
doesnot haveto be repeated.Forexample,to find ali the conferencesannounced for 1991 or
1992, use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE 91 (IN CO_

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 180 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OR 1992

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 193 Conferences

Do not usethe symbolic abbreviations &, &~, or I in iteratiivecommands.

TELL QSPIRES at SI,ACVM FIN DATE 90 (IN CONF

From SLAC_q_(QSPIRES) : • Result 305 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM & TITLE ELECTRON LASER

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Unrecognized command &

Instead,use the full commands AND,AND NOT,or OR.At any point of your search,you can issue
the BROWSEcommand to determine what kir_dsof valuescan be found in a given index. Do not
forget to append ( IN CONFto the line with the BROWSE command. Browsingdoesnot interrupt
your search. II
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O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 331 Conferences

TELL QSPIR_S at SLACVM AND SUBJECT ROCHESTER SERIES#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Zero results, previous results retained.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO SUBJECT ROCHESTER SER (IN CONF

(QSPIRES now sends a list of 10 subject values alphabetically surrounding the term
rochester ser. Among them, you will find the correct term.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND SUBJECT ROCHESTER CONF#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result II Conferences

In a long iteratb,e search, one can losetrack of the criteria used up to that point. The SHOW
SEARCH command (or SHO SEA for short) allows the user to review the search commands exe-
cuted since the FIND command in the current searchwas issued.At tile end of the above search,

you can, e.g., issue the command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Search command(s) :

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * FIN TITLE HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Ah_) SUBJECT ROCHESTER CO_#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result Ii Conferences (Subfile CONF)

Q The SHOW RESULT (SHO RES) is an alternative command which givesthe same result as SHOW
SEARCH.

In an ongoing iterative search request, you can also use the BACKUP command, which will cause
QSPIRES tO replace the latest reported search result with the search result one step back, if one
exists. For example, we can continue the above search by issuing the BACKUP command:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BACKUP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 331 Conferences

(However,/ou cannot go beyond the current search. The FIND command is the border one can-
not cross: )

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BACKUP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Backup not possible

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5.2.4 DISPLAYING RECORDS FOUND BY A SEARCH
•.....,,..,._...r........_....,.,..._,.............__.................,-.................,................,......,,..............,.._.,............,...............,.,.-...,,..,......................,.....,...,.,.......................°.................,..-.,.......,.-......................,.........................,...-........._ • ...._.,,......,..,• __.., .• ..• ....,-..°.._._....-.....,........._..

QSPIRES delays sending documents until you issue the OUTPUT command. When, in a search,
you become satisfied with the search result, the OUTPUT isa signal to QSPIRES that the search is
completed and that you are ready to display the documents.

O
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OUTPUT 0

By default, the results from the BOOKS database are sent to your e-mailbox. If, at the end of your
search, you issue the OUTPUT(OUT for short) command, QsPIRES collects and arranges docu-
ments found through such a search, and sends them to your e-mail address automatically.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE PARTICLE PHYS# AND PLACE

DUBROVNIK (IN CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 10 Conferences

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

You couldhaveachievedthesame effectby replacingOUTPUT withtheOUTPUT (FILE com-

mand. Keep in mind that OUTPUT does not interrupt your search; after the documents were sent,
you can continue by adding further criteria to your current search.

For the benefit of nOn-BITNET users who are unable to reach QSPTRES interactively, it is possible
to combine FIND and OUTPUT in a single line.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN K_Y-WORDS PIIENOMENOL# AND UNIFIED (IN
CONF OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

We strongly discourage the use of this alternative by those QSP IRES users who have the capabil-
ity to communicate interactively. Such users should first review the number of retrieved docu-

ments, and only then issue the OUTPUT command in a separate line. _ .

OUTPUT (TYPE

By default, the results from the CONFERENCE database are sent to you,' e-mailbox. However, you
can change this default by adding the option (TYPE to your OUTPUT command. If you do this,
the result will be sent to you interactively.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE FEBRUARY 87 AND PLACE SCHLAD# (IN
CONF

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Conference

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (TYP '-

(QSPIRES now sends the retrieved documents interactively to the screen of your terminal.)

Keep in mind that OUTPUTdoes not interrupt your search; after the documents are sent, you can
continue by adding further criteria to your current search.

CHOOSING A FORMAT FRAME

Three format frames are available for displaying results from the CONFERENCEdatabase,

BRIEF PREVIEW1 (default format) DOWNLOAD

Unlike the BRIEF format in HEP database, the BRIEF format in INST is as complete as the default
format. In fact, it sometimes takes more lines to display a result in the BRIEF format than in the
zdefault format. The default format is called PREVIEW1. If you do not attempt to specify the frame,
the result will be displayed in the PREVIEW1 format. The third format frame, DOWNLOAD,is

designed for the use of the database caretakers. /
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O There is a big advantage to using the =3RIEFformat in CONFERENCE. Aesthetically, the BRIEF

format frame, with narrow lines, looks much better when displayed interactively than does the
result displayed with the default format. Furthermore, in the BRIEF format, you can retrieve more
documents than in the PREVIEW1 default format. Below, you can see the present limits.

* When the results are to be sent interactively to the screen of a user's terminal'

• BRIEF format: i00 lines of text (usually, 8 - 12 records)

• other formats: i0 records

* When the results are to be sent as a file, to the user's e-mailbox:

• BRIEF format: 300 records

• other formats: 150 records

To informQSPIRES thatyou wanttochoosetheBRIEF format,append theBRIEF option(alter-
natively,US ING BRIEF) tOyourOUTPUT command:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (BRIEF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (FIL USI BRIEF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (USING I_RIEF TYP

The first two lines will instruct QSPIRES tO send the result to your e-mailbox; the third one will
2roduce an interactive reply. While FILE can be shortened to FIL, TYPE tO TYP, and USING to
USI, the format name should not be shortened.

. _ If you want to use the DOWNLOADformat, or, for .somereason, wish to name the default format
IIF explicitly, add USING DOWNLOADor USI PREVIEW1 tO the option field. USING (or UST) is re-

quired with any format frame other than BRIEF.
4

ORDER OF THE RESULT

The default order of records retrieved in a search is nearly chronological, with more recent con-
ferences at the end of a file or message. The default order may not be what you want. The SE-
QUENCEoption permits you to achieve a different order. For example, the records could be sorted
alphabetically, according to the place: OUTPUT (FILE SEQUENCZ PLACE or OUT (SEQ PL

TYPE. Order by TITLE is an alphabetical order based on the first title-word of conferences: OUT

(SEQUENCE T,orOUT (TYPE SEQ TITLE, etc.NotethatinCONF database,some oftheab-

breviatedindex names cannot be used as arguments of the SF,QUENCE command. For example,
while SEQ PL or SEQUENCE PLACE works fine, the option SEQUENCE P is not allowed.

You do not have to use the default format frame with the SEQUENCEoption. Change it, if you wish,
by adding the BRIEF or USING BRIEF (or USING DOWNLOAD)tO the option field.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (SEQUENCE SPONSOR BRIEF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (FIL USI BRIEF SEQ PLACE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (SEQ TITLE BRIEF TMP

The first two lines will instruct QSPIRES tO send the result to your e-mailbox; the third one will
produce an interactive reply. The order of options is not important. However, be careful not to
separate an option from its argument.

0
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: @5.3 INST(ITUTIONS) DATABASE

The INST (or INSTITUTIONS) databaseis a catalog of high energy physicsinstitutions, lt con-
tains about 4,000 listings for institutes,laboratoriesand university departments in which some
researchon elementa_ particle physics is performed.Addressesfrom six continents and almost
one hundred countries are included. Browsingthrough the INST databaseenablesyou to find
complete mailing addresses,and the relevant phone, telex, and fax-machine numbers.This sec-
tion describeselementsof the regularsearchprocedure in the INST database.(Ashortcut to the
INST database,with the useof the WHEREIScommand, is described in Subsection5.5.4.)

5.3.1 INTERACTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE
.,_,_,._. ,°,....v. ,...., ,..°....v., ,..°,.,.. ° .....,.. • .._,, ....,. ...... .. ,,. ,.. ..... .............. ....... , ..................................................................................... ......... °. ....... ., .,..,, ,.,., ,.

Atypical, simple,one-step interactive searchrequestwill have the form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND,<search-expression> (IN INST

In a more intricate search,severalsearchexpressionsmay be linked by logical operators.The
selection (IN INST must be specified in the line with the FIND verb. The long form (IN
INSTITUTIONS can be u_d as weil. The selectionwill remain in effect until a new searchis

initiated with your next FIND command. This means,e.g., that there is no needto repeatthe
phrase (IN INST in a followup command of an iterative search.

Eachsearchexpressionmust have a correctly statedsearchterm (seeSection 1.2).Toget the list _ -
of searchterms(and they coincide with the namesof indexes in the INST database),sendone of
tlle following commandsto QsPTRgS:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN INST

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA TER (IN INSTITUTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO IND (IN INST FIL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH TERMS (IN INSTITUTIONS FILl

Thefirst two commandsinstruct QSPIRES tO send the list interactively, while theoption FILE in
the lasttwo tells QSPIP,ES to file the list andsend it to your e-mailbox. Thetable below shows
someof the indexesthat will be found in the returned list.
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Q
,,,,,

INDEX ALLOWED ABBREV. AND VARIATIONS
,,,, ,, ,

ADDRESS A, ADD, ADDR, ADDRESS.WORDS

CATCHPHRASE ICNCP

INSTITUTION INST, AF, AFF, AFFILIATION, ICN,
INST. CATCH. NAME

REPORT. CODE RC

COUNTRY. CODE CC

NODE BN, BITNET, BITNET.NODE

The GOAL index, not listed above, is called RECORD (and also KEY,or RECORDS).The key value
of the GOAL index is a randomly selected number. There are no qualifiers in the INST database.

Almost ali the relational operators described in Subsection 1.2.3 could be applied in the INST
database. However, we do not recommend the use of the inequality relationaJ operators. The
equality operator is the most efficient, and has the widest use. Among the content operators, the
recommended one is the PREFIX. Note, however, that in a request line, only one PREFIX per
search term is allowed. The range operators, which are allowed only in searches with qualifiers,

. _ may not be used in this database because ali the indexes are simple.

To determine the kinds of values that could be used with a given simple index, use the BROWSE
. command, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE ICNCP (IN INSTITUTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO ADDRESS WUPPER (IN INST

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE REPORT.CODE (IN INST FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO AF PADOVA (IN INST

The result of the browse is sent to you interactively, unless you specify the FILE option. You can
also use the B_._OWSEFIRST, and BROWSE LAST commands (for description see, e.g.,
Subsection 1.2.4).

In most of the INST indexes, searching for truncated values (the right truncation) is allowed. With
word indexes (e.g., the ADDRESS and INSTITUTION indexes), you can truncate more than one
word:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND INSTITUTION SEOUL# NAT# (IN INST

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Seoul National U. (6157)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Seoul National Univ.

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Dept. of Physics, etc.

In phrase indexes, only one truncation sign per search value is allowed.

The above example shows that the result of a search is immediately sent to the screen of your ter-

O minal; you do not have a chance to review the number of retrieved records first. This is contrary
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to the situation in the HEP,BOOKS and CONF databases,where sendingthe collected recordsbe- Q
gins only when the OUTPUTcommand is issued.We shall discussthis peculiarity later in the seo.
tion.

To learn nDre about the INST database,sendthe SHOW or EXPLAIN commandsto QSPIRES.If
you usethe first two of the following phrases,the answer will be sent to you interactively. The
third and the fourth command will instruct QSPIREStOsend the information to your e.mailbox.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION (IN INSTITUTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXPLAIN INSTITUTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SUB DES (IN INSTITUTIONS FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXP INSTITUTIONS (FIL

Do not usethe shortdatabasename INST with thesecommands;forsometechnical reasons,only
the long name, INSTITUTIONS, works with the EXPLAIN and SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION.

Asimple search,with only one criterion specified, is not the only possibility in the INSTdatabase.
You can, e.g., stateseveralcriteria in a single line, by usingthe compound search.Forexample,
you can combine the ADDRESSand the COUNTRY.CODEto retrieve information on an original,
UKCambridgeaddress,not the us copycat:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN ADDRESS CAMBRIDGE AND CC UK (IN INST

From SLACVM(_SPIRES) : * Cambridge U., Cavendish Lab (990)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Univ. of Cambridge

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * High Energy Physics Group , etc.

(QSPIRES ,_OW sendsa list of four Cambridge institutions interactively.)

Becauseyour FIND command causesan immediate display of the result (seeabove), usually it
makesno senseto add morecriteria and narrow or expand the searchin an iterative way. How-
ever,the iterative searchis not forbidden, and if you wish, you can continue a searchevenafter
the result hasbeen alreadydisplayed.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND ADDRESS HAMBURG (IN INST

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * DESY (1619)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Deutsches Electron Synchroton, etc.

(QSPIRES now sendsa list of 11 institutions from Hamburg interactively, but you forgot to
write down the interestingone! Simply continue the search->)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVH AND ADDRESS INST# PHYS#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Hamburg U. (2283)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Univ. Hamburg

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Inst. Physik, etc.

Note that the selection ( :IN INS']_was explicitly writlen (rely in the lille with the F INu veda.

Thereis an even better and moreefficient way to use the database.If y_m_,xpet:ta large list of
addresseswhich will have to be narrowed eventually, usethe (_pti(,rl I_,_<SI;].,'['(()r l-_}.;_;f(}r _,h(,rt)
to instruct OSPIRESto sendonly a number of retrieved institutions, n_t t}leir cc_,npletelistings:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND ADDRESS HAMBURG (IN INST RESULT Q
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result iI Records

(At this point, you can issue your next criterion. If you append (RESULT to your followup
question again, only a number of newly retrieved institutions will be returned; if you do not
use the option (RESU'LT, a complete listing will be sent ->)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND ADDRESS INST# PHYS#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Hamburg LT.(2283), etc.

In both iterative and compound searches, the logical operators AND, AND NOT, and OR describe
how the criteria combine.

As illustrated above, the retrieved information is, by default, displayed interactively. If you want
the information to be sent to your e-mai Ibox, change the default by attaching F' I LE to the option
field. Use, e.g., one of the forms below:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN INST FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SI,ACVM FIND <search-expression> (FILE IN
INSTITUTIONS

(.)niy one format frame is available to display records found in the 3:NSTdatabase. lhis default
format is called BRZEF. lo get the frame rmme, type

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW FRAMES (IN INST

[his will cause the format name to be sent interaclively. If you want a perrnar_ent record, append
the FILE to the option field:

O TELL QSPIP,ES at SLACVM SHO FRA (IN INST FILE
[.JlTlJtson tile [lUlllbE,r of thc ]I,1ST] TUT lC)NS records th_ttC(]LJIC]be st'Ill ii1ttlO BR]EF' format will

[×._given in Subsecti()n 5.3.4.

5.3.2 SIMPi_ESEARCH

This section reviews searches in which only one search term is used. More intricate searches, with
several criteria, are described irl Subsu(;ti(m 5.3.3.

FIND ADDRESS (FIN A)

lhe ADDRESS index is a word index, lt contains words desc,ibirlg a complete mailing address of
a given institutior_o If you know only sorne elernents of the address, e.t4.,a town (a street will also
do!), or a partial name of an institution, this is an index for you. YOUr.:an list several words, but
avoid the most con_mon elements, like UNI[v #, Dg PT., t-'}tYS#, STI_#, AVg #, unless there is a st_!;-
cific reason to use them. Nam(:'s ()f coi.Jntri,,:shaving many physics ir_stitLJlionsshould al_) be
avoided.

Below is the (.ornpiete inforrnatior_ fr()r'r_the ]NST database on M(:Gili University in Montreal.

M(:Gill U. (4{.)0(J

McGili Univ. II'h: ] .514 3986494

t:'hysi( s Dept. FTS:()f I N ll Operator: 832f

0
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Rut}_erford Physics [_ldg. l(,.lex: 526 8510 Q

3600 University Ave. tax: 1 514 3983733

Montreal, PQ, Canada H3A 218

The column directly beneath the institution c(_e number (400 6) represents the address. Ali words

appearing irl this column are indexed, including UNIV., RUTHERFORD, BLDG., MONTREAL, and

ever] H3A. By using any combination of these words in your ADDRESS search, you will retrieve

irfformation on McGill University.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A MCGILL MONTREAL (IN INST

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) '. * McGill U. (4006)

From SI_ACVM(QSPIRES) : * McGill, Univ.

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Physics Dept., etc.

(QSPIRES sends the complete information interactively.)

A shortcut lo the INST].TUTIC)NS database is described in Subsection 5.5.4. lt allows one to ob-

tain the samu results with somewhat less typing:

TELL QSPIRES at. SLACVH WHEREIS MONTRF, AL MCGILL

'fELL QSPIRES at SLACVM W}IEP_EIS ZEEM_Alq L_# AMSTERDAM

The WHF,REIS command here does the same as the cornmaf_d FIND ADDRESS ... (IN INST.

FIND CAICHPHRASE (FIN ICNCP)

This index is a phrase index, lt contains official sP ]RES short catch-names of institutions. Note W
that in the HEP database, the identical short names describe author's affiliations. The CATCH-

P_ASE index is not very useful as an independent search tool in the INST database, but becomes

extremely important in combir, ation with H[_:Psearches. Consider the following example. You be-
gin a _arch in the HEr-_database by trying to find an interesting title:

TEI.,L QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE DILEPTON CROSS-SECTION AND D

THIS YEAR

From SLACVM(QSP]RES) : * Result 1 Document

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (TYPE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * ADDITIONAL Z CONTRIBUTIONS TO TI_

ACCOMPANIED

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * DILEPTON CROSS-SECTION AT E+ E-

COLLIDERS.

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * By F. Diakonos, G. Katsilierls

(Democritos Nuclear Research Center), etc.

At this point, you may decide that it would be. useful to contact the authors. But, how to decipher

their address from this cryptic Democritos Nuclear Research Center? Nothing is easier

than that: use the CATCt._PHRASE index in the INSTITUTTONS database to get the complete
name and address of the institution:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN IC/_CP Democritos Nuclear Research

Center (IN INST
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Democritos Nuclear Research Center (1597)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * N.R.C. Democritus

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * P.O. BOX 60228

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Aghia Paraskevi, etc.

Since the CATCHPHRASE index is a phrase index, you must use the complete short name in your
search value; listing only some of the words will not help. If you do not like the idea of typing the
entire name, you can utilize the PREFIX operator, or the right truncation symbol:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CATCHPHRASE PREFIX DEMOCRITOS N (IN
INST

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN ICNCP DEMOCRITOS NUCL# (IN INST

Could the search term DEMOCR# NUCL# be used with the ICNCP index? Nol This phrase index
allows only one right truncation, and more than one would not be tolerated.

Note that the periods denoting abbreviations in this index (e.g., in UNIV., U., DEPT., MATH.,
ENG., SCI., etc.) are optional; you could also skip them, and write UNIV, U, DEPT, MATH, ENG,
SCI, etc., in your search expressions.

If you really insist on making an independent INST search with the CATCHPHRASE index, browse
the index first to get an idea on what kinds of values are indexed:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO CATCHPHRASE NATIONAL (IN INST

_ FIND INSTITUTION (FIN INST)

The INSTITUTION (or INST) index in the INST:rTUTIONS database (hmm, this becomes pretty
confusing, doesn't it?) is a word index containing the same information as the CATCHPHPa_SEin-
dex. Howe,'er, while in the latter, the short institutions' names are indexed as phrases, the IN-
ST ITUT ION index has each word from the short name indexed separately. For example, the short
name PACIFIC SIERRA RESEARCH LOS ANGELES is indexed with five words (PACIFIC, SI-

ERRA, etc.) in the INSTITUTION index. You can retrieve the information by using any combina-
tion of these words, e.g.:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND INST LOS ANG# SIERRA RES# (IN INST

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Pacific-Sierra Research, Los Angeles
(31976)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Pacific Sierra Research Corp., etc.

lt does not make too much sense to use this index in an independent search of the INSTITU-
TIONS database (use rather the ADDRESS index). However, as with the CATCHPHRASEindex, if
you happen to know the official short name of an institution (e.g., from the HEPdatabase), this
index will help you to relate the short name to the complete name and address.

Note that the often-repeated abbreviations u and u. (for university) are the excluded words
for the INSTITUTION index. Therefore,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND INST U (IN INST

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

0
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A shortcut to the INSTITUTIONS database isdescribed ;n Subsection 5.5.4. lt allows one to ob- I
tain some of the results with less typing. For example, instead of FIND INST SIERRA RES#
LOS ANG# (IN INST, yOUcan use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM WHEREIS SIERRA RES# LOS ANG#

The WHERE IS command doesthesame hereasdoesthecommand FIND INSTITUT ION ...(IN
INST.

Browsing through the INSTITUTION index will show you some of the words from which the in-
stitutions' short names are composed.

FIND REPORT, CODE (FIN RC)

This index is very useful when you know a preprint number, and want to determine the place of
origin of that preprint. For example, your search of literature (or search in HEP) revealed an inter-
esting preprint with the report number beginning with the letter code OITS, and you wonder
where this preprint comes from. Use the REPORT. CODEindex to figure it out:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND RC OITS (IN INST

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Oregon U. (5070)

From SLA_VM(QSPIRES) : * Univ. of Oregon

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Dept. of Physics

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Eugene, OR 97403

The retrieved result shows the address to which your request for a preprint should be sent. ..

OTHER INDEXES IN INSTITUTIONS DATABASE

The other indexes in th,s database are of little or no interest to a general user. For example,
DESY. AFF is a word index containing words describing the institutions' short names used in DESY
Library publications. BITNET. NODE index contains names of some BITNET as well as some
INTERNET nodes corresponding to major laboratories and institutions. (For electronic-mail
addresses of individual users, search the HEPNAMESdatabase with the QUERYcommand; see
Subsection 5.5.2.) the COUNTRY. CODEindex contains two-letter codes assigned to countries
of institutions. You can use this index to get the list of ali institutions from a given country. For
example, the command FIN CC BR (IN INST FILE wilt instruct QSPIRES tO send to your
e-mailbox the addresses of ali Bulgarian labs and institutions related to high energy physics.
Browse ali the other indexes to see whether you can find any interesting information in them.

........._.._ ......,....._....,.....-............_...........................,......................................................................................,........,............................................................................,................................................................ • .................................................................................

5.3.3 CONTINUING A SEARCH
..... °, .......... °,......................... °, .......................... °.° .............................................................................................................................................

As already mentioned in Subsection 5.3.1, the INSTITUTIONS database is not particularly suit-
able for iterative searches. Unless you append the option RESULT tO your initial FIND command,
the addresses are returned to you even before you have a chance to review whether you want that
many records or not. Still, occasionally, you will be in a .'ituation to continue a search in an iter-
ative way. When you have more than one criterion, you c _n also use a compound search to re-
trieve the required information.

@
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O COMPOUND SEARCH

The compound searchrequest is similar in form to the simple, one-step search. The criteria are
listed in only one line; the request begins with the FIND command, and ends with the selection
( IN INST. The main difference isthat a compound searchhas more than one searchexpression;

the logical operators AND, AND NOT, and OR are used to link the search expressions. Symbolic
abbreviations for logical operators are allowed. To find data on institutions from either St. Paul or
Minneapolis, write

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A ST# PAUL OR A MINNEAPOLIS AND CC US

(IN INST

(QSPIRES interactively sends a list of 7 institutions.)

If two or more consecutive search terms in a compound searchare identical, there is no need to
repeat the search term each time:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN ADDRESS ST# PAUL OR MINNEAPOLIS AND CC

US (IN INST

(QSPIRES interactively sends the same list as in the previous example.)

QSPIRES always reads your command from left to right. If the operator oR appears in the request,
be very careful with the order of searchexpressions. You can stressthe order of executions in a
compound command by using parentheses (see Subsection 3.3.3 for similar examples in HEP).

ITERATIVE SEARCH

O When a single search consists of several successive commands, it is called iterative. Although ittakes more than one line to form an iterative request it is technically still only one search; that is
indicated by only one rIND verb. Unless you add the option RESULT, each line of your iterative
search will invoke a complete output of the collected information:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CC NO (IN INST

From SLACVM(QSPIRES): * Norway, Agric. Coll. (4944), etc.

(QSPIRES now sends a list of 17 institutions interactively.)

TELL QSPIRES at-. SLACVM AND ADDRESS TRONDHEIM

F_'om SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Trondheim U. (7188)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Univ. of Trondheim

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Inst. of Phys., etc.

(QSPIRES now sends a list of 3 institutions interactively.)

You can avoid this unnecessary sending of data by simply adding the term RESULT (or RES) tOthe
option field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CC NO (IN INST RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 17 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND ADDRESS TRONDHEIM (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : _ Result 3 Records

@
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(At this point, you may issuethe OUTPUT (TYPEcommand to get the retrieved information O
interactively.)

if a searchterm isnot changedfrom one line of an iterative .searchto the other, the searchterm
doesnot have.to berepeated.Do not usethe symbolic abbreviations &, &--,or I in iterative com.
mands.Atany point of your search,you can issuethe BROWSEcommand to determine what kinds
of values canbe found in agiven index. Do not forgetto append ( IN INST tOthe line with the
BROWSEcommand. Browsingdoesnot interrupt your search.

In an ongoing imrative searchrequest,you can also usethe BACKUPcommand, which will cause
gsp IRES tOreplace the latestreported searchresult with the searchresult one stepback, if one
exi_s.

5.3.4 DISPLAYINGRESULTSOF A SEARCH

In the tlEP,BOOKS,and CONFdatabases,QSPIRESwaits for your OUTPUTcommand before it
sendsthecollectedinformation. In the INSTITUTIONS database,gsP IRES usuallydoesnot de-
lay sendingthe retrievedaddresses;the default is:send immediately in Lhe BRIEF for-
mat whatever is found, and you canchangethismerely by appending theoption RESULT
tOyoursearchrequest.The OUTPUTcommand isneededonly if the RESULToption is used.

OUTPUT

if you want to review the numberof retrievedrecordsbeforeyou allow the display,usethe RE-
SULToption. If what you seepleasesyou, issuethe OUTPUTcommand in the next line. OUTPUT AlL
(TYPE forcesQS_'IRESto sendthe collectedinformation inleractively to the screenof your ter- 11W
minai. Similarly,thecommand OUTPUT,aswell asOUTPUT (FILE, instructsQSPIREStOsend

addressesto your e-mailbox.

"/ELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN ADDRESS TRTESTE (IN INST RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 13 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (TYP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Brescia U. (9849)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Univ. Cattolica di Brescia, etc.

(QSPiRES now sendsaddressesofthe first I0 institutions interactively.)

Keepin mind that none of theseOUTPUTcommandsinterrupt your search;afterthe documer_ts
were sent, you can continue your current searchby adding further criteria.

LIMITS ON NUMBEROF DISPLAYEDRECORDS

Only one format fram_ is available fc>rdisplaying resultsfrom the INST database,the BRIEF for-
mat. Whether you use the command OUTPUTor the default rush-immediately.whatever.is..found
way of displaying the information, t_headdresseswill be sent in this BRIEF format. However,
unlessyOuexplicitly specie,'BRIEF in the option field of your OUTPUTcommand, QSPIP,ES

stubbornly assumesthat your chosenformat issomethingelse. Consequently,the serverputs
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O stricter restrictions on the number of the displayed records. To the best of my knowledge, here are
the present limits on the number of addresses that could be sent either interactively or to your
e-mailbox.

* When the results are to be sent interactively to the screen of a user's terminal:
, with

FIND <...> (IN INST i00 lines of text (usually, 15-20 records)

® with

OUTPUT (TYPE i0 addresses

• with

OUTPUT (TYPE BRIEF I00 lines of text (usually, 15-20 records)

' When the results are to be sent as a file to the user's e-mailbox:
• with

FIND <...> (IN INST FILE 200 addresses

• with

OUTPUT (FILE 150 addresses

• with

OUTPUT (FILE BRIEF 300 addresses

If you require more addresses than QsP IRES iSwilling to send, it reacts. Here are some possible

O QSP IRUS' responses:TELL QSPIRES at. SLACVM FIN CC US (IN INST

" From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Your search result of 1023 records
exceeds the

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * maximum return of 200 records. Mod&fy

your search

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : _ criteria to isolate a smaller selection
o_ records

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * and re-issue the con%_and. Sorry for
inconvenience.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN ADDRESS G_P_IANY OR FRANCE (IN INST RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 295 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * 295 records found (limit of 150 sent)

ORDER OF THE RESULT

The default order of records retrieved in a search may not be what you want. The SEQUENCE
option permits you to achieve a different order. For example, the records could be sorted

O alphabetically,accordingtothecountq code:OUTPUT (FILE SEQUENCE CC orOU%' (SEQ
5.-33
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CC TYPE. The SEQUENCE by REPORT.CODE producesan alphabetical order basedon the codes @
found on preprintsfrom given institutions:OUT (SEQUENCE RC or OUT (TYPE SEQ REPORT. -

CODE,etc.Theorder of options in your commands is not important; be careful, however, not to
separatean option from its argument.

5.4 HITECH DATABASE

Although,officially, the HITECH databaseisonly an index to manufacturers'and distributors'
catalogsavailable inthe SLAC(TechnicalData) Library,thisdatabasemay serveasan excellent
guideto high-technologyproducts,andaddressesof their distributorsandmanufacturers.The
databasehasalmost7,000 companynames,and could be searchedthroughseveralsearchterms
(=indexes).

A listof theseindexesmay be obtained interactively with the command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN HITECH

The current list, which containssix simple indexesand no qualifiers, isshown below:

INDEX ALLOWEDABBREV.AND VARIATIONS

COMPANY CO

ADDRESS A, AD, ADD, ADDR, C i

PRODUCT PR, PROD

TRADE-NAME TN

PRODUCT-WORD PW, PWORD, TNW, TRADE-N_-ME-WORD

ZIPCODE Z, ZI, ZIP

Thegoal record is called FIRM;it is not indexed,and cannot be usedas a searchterm.

ThecoMPANYindex (co, for short) isa word index; it contains words found in companies' titles,
e.g., co., HEWLETTand PACKARDfor the Hewlett PackardCo., or CORP.,GAERTNER,and SCT-
ENTIFIC for the GaertnerScientificCorp., etc. A searchin the COMPANYindex will retrievenot
only the named company, but alsoali the manufac _,ersand distributors closely related to the
namedcompany. Therefore,do not be surprisedwhen, with the searchterm SONY,you getback
notonly the addressof the SonyCorporation,but also data on ten otherclosely related businesses.

TheADDRESSindex (or/0 is anotherword index, containing ali the words found in a mailing ad-
dressof a company, including the company'sname,streetname and number,city, and country
(orthe two-lett_ postal code, for us states).However, zip-code numbersare not in the ADDRESS
index.

The.PRODUCTindex (or PR)containsdescriptive namesof products manufactured or sold by a
given company. Suchnamescould be, e.g., EYEWEAR, PROTECTIVE, OVERLOAD DEVICES,

FUSES, TELECOMMUNICATION, etc.Similarly,the TRADE--NAMEindex (TN)listsproducts by
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_1_ trade..names. For in this index search for A CA-
example, you can HIDE BOARD, SAFE-GARD, or

DILLAC trade names. Both the TRAdE-.NAME and PRODUCT indexes are phrase indexes.

The PRODUCT-WORDindex (or PW)is composed from words found in both PRODUCTand TRADE-
NAMEindexes. However, while the latter two are phrase indexes, the PRODUCT-WORDindex is a
word index. If you do not know whether a product has a trade or a generic name, the easiest way
to find information on that product is to use the PRODUCT-WORDindex. Similarly, if you do not
know the complete phrase describing a trade name or a generic name, just choose the most likely
word(s) corresponding to the product, and search the PRODUCT-WORDindex.

The ZIP-CODE index (or z) can help you find us companies by the zip codes in their addresses.

lt is always a good idea to browse through a given index first, to see whether a word or phrase you
are thinking of is indexed. To get the result of a browse interactively, use, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO TRADE-NAME RAY (IN HITECH

There is only one format frame available for displaying the retrieved results, and it is called
HITECH .ADDRESS. You do not have to remember this name; the format, being unique, is set au-
tomatically.

Limits on the number of retrieved records that could be sent by QSPIRES are listed as follows:
o with

OUTPUT (TYPE i0 records

• with

OUTPUT (FILE 150 records

" _ Please send reference questions and inquiries regarding manufacturers catalogs, this database,
lP' and specifications and standards to Tech Data Librarian, Ms. Shirley Livengood-Fay, SI.AC--Mail

. Stop 82, Stanford, CA 94309, USA (e-mail address: LISLL@SLACVM.BITNET).

.......,.....,...,............,......-....._.........._..........,.................,...............,.....,......,.................................,..,,..........,.....,_..,..._.........._...._,_..,...........,...,..................,.,.,.....................,.....,,..................,......................,..,:,.....,._...,.._-.....,..,..,................,..........,...........,.,,..,,..,..,._.,,,

5.4.1 SAMPLESESSION IN HITECH
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

If you want to find information on a high-tech product, e.g., where to buy it or who the manufac-
turer is, the preferred way is to use the PRODUCT-WORD(or PW)index.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM F_ND PRODUCT-WORD WAVEGUID# (IN HITECH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 27 Firms

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PW TEFLON (IN HITEC_

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 47 Firms

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PW RAYOVAC (IN HITECH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PW RAYOVAC (IN HITECH

(QSPIRES now sends a list of 10 words alphabetically surrounding the term rayovac.

O Among them, you will find the correct term.)
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QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PW RAY-O-VAC (IN HITECH Q
TELL

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Firm

To find a company, use either the ADDRESS (A) or the COMPANY (CO) indexes.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND CO ELECTROID (IN HITECH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Firms

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CO PREFIX }_WLETT (IN HITECH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 22 Firms

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND ADDRESS COPERTINO (IN HITECM

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND A CUPERTINO (IN HITECH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result II Firms

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND (ADDRESS 16 or 16TH) AND (ST. OR

STREET) (IN HITECH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 10 Firms

The ZIP-CODE (Z) index may help you narrow a search to just one area of the country. For

example, 0

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND CO IBM OR ADDRESS IBM (IN HITECH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 25 Firms

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND Z PREFIX 941

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Firm

The usual rules for iterative and compound searches also apply to the HITECH database. For
details, see Subsection 1.4.1.

QSPIRES delays sending information until you issue the OUTPUT command. Your OUTPUT or

OUTPUT (FILE will send a resultto your e-mailbox. The command OUTPUT (TYPE will instruct

QSPIRES to send the result interactively. For example,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND ADDRESS ELM ST# (IN HITECH

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result I0 Firms

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND PRODUCT-WORD CUTTING TOOLS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Firm

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (TYP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * O.K. Tool Co., Inc.

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * 177 Elm St.

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * _L%lford, NH 03055 , etc.
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O Note that under the Leading TDL Holdings, the displayed result will list the most recent cata-
log(s) related to that company, which are available in the Technical Data Library at SLAC.

5.5 SERIALSDATABASE

In the SERIALS database, you can find the holdings, location and references for ali the serials in
the SLACLibrary. This database may serve as an excellent guide to journals covering high energy
physics and related fields. The database, has more than 1,200 records, and could be searched with
several search terms (= indexes).

A list of indexes may be obtained interactively with the command

%'ELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN SERIALS

The current list contains ten simple indexes and one qualifier. The most interesting indexes are:

INDEX ALLOWED ABBREV.AND VARIATIONS

TITLE T, TI

SHORT-TITLE AB, ABBR

CODEN CD

Q PUB P

The goal record is called SERIAL; it is not indexed, and cannot be used as a search term.

The TITLE index (or T for short) is a word index; it contains words from titles of journals and other
serials; e.g., AMERICAN, JOURNAL, and PHYSICS represent the American Journal of
Physics, and CRYOGENIC, INFORMATION, and REPORT describe the Cryogenic Informa-

tion Report. Note that the most common words such as a, and, for, in, of, the, etc., are not
indexed.

The SHORT-TITLE index (or AB) is a phrase index, lt listsshort titles of serials, e.g., SCIENT.
AMERICAN for Scientific American, etc. Unfortunately, it isdifficult to find any reasonable
pattern in assigning these short titles. For example, the word journal is sometimes indexed
as JOUR., and in another entry as JOURNAL; some acronyms are indexed as words (e.g., SLAC),
others in a different way (e.g., L. B. L. ), etc. If you really must use the SHORT-TITLE index, it is
a good idea to browse through it first.

Five-letter code names of journals and other .serialsare indexed in the CODENindex (CDfor short).

If you happen to know a coden, and want to check what the corresponding journal is (not a very
likely situation), use this index in the SERIALS database.

Brief names of serials' publishersare indexed in timePUB(or P) index. This isanother phrase index.
Most of the publishers are described with only one characteristic word (e.g., Springer-Verlag is
indexed as SPRINGER), but there are a few exceptions. Ifyou browse the PuB index, you will find,
e.g., MILLER FREEMAN, DEPT OF STATE, SOC BRAS FISICA, etc. To retrieve such phrases,

O you will have to use the complete term, not just particular words. TimePREFIX operator can also
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help;however,do not attemptthe right truncation:in the SERIALS database,thetruncationsign 0
can beusedonly in TITLE searches.

Beforeyou beginanysearch,it isusefulto browsethe targetedindex, to seewhethera word or
phraseyou arethinkingof isthere.Toget the resultof browsinginteractively,use,e.g.,

TELL QSP!RES at SLACVM BRO SHORT-TITLE LAN (IN SERIALS

Thereis only one format frameavailablefordisplayingtheretrievedresults,and it iscalledPUB-
LIC.Youdo not have to rememberthis name; the format, being unique, is setautomatically.

Limitson thenumber of the SERIALSdatabaserecordsthat could be sentby QSPI RES,are listed
in the following table:
• with

OUTPUT (TYPE 10 records

• with

OUTPUT (FILE i00 records

.._..,.....,......_.._.......,.,..............,..,.........,...,,,.,.,,,...,._......,,,......_,..................°...........................................................,,..........................................

5.5.1 SAMPLE SESSION IN SERIALS
........................... ...................... , ............. , ..... . .................................................................................................................................. ,...............

If youwant to find ali journalsthat haveeitherPHYSICA,PHYSICAL or PHYSICS in the title, is-
sueone of the following commands:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE PHYSIC# (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 145 Serials

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T PREFIX PHYSIC (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 145 Serials

Similarly,you can use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T NATURE (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 Serials

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T SCI# AMER# (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Serials

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE TISIKA (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE T TXSIKA (IN SERIALS

(QSPIP,ESnow sendsa listof 10wordsalphabeticallysurroundingtheterm FI SI KA.Among
them, you will hopefully find the correctterm.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T FIZIKA (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Serials

Q
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O A possible search in the SHORT-NAME index may look like this:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AB COMM ON NUCL & PART PHYS (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

(Oops! There is a reserved symbol & in our search value, and the entire value must therefore
be surrounded by quotation marks; for an explanation, see Subsection 1.2.4.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AB "COMM ON NUCL & PART PHYS" (IN
SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Serial

To find ali journals published by, e.g., Springer-Verlag, use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PUB SPRINGER (IN SERIALS

(QSPIRES now sends a list of 10 words alphabetically surrounding the term SPRINGER.

Among them, you can find the correct term.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND P SPRINGER (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result ii Serials

]'heusualrulesforiterativeand compound searchingalsoapplytotheSERIALS database.
Fordetails,seeSubsection1.4.1.

QSPIRES delays sending information until you issue the OUTPUT command. Your OUTPUT or
OUTPUT (FILE will send a result to your e-mailbox. The command OUTPUT (TYPE will instruct

" i QSPIRES to send the result interactively. For example,
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T EUROPHYS# (IN SERIALS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Serials

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (TYP

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Europhysics News

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * v.l- 1969- Central Lab Library

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Europhysics Letters, etc.

5.6 SEMINARS DATABASE

Traveling soon to the San Francisco Bay Area? Want to see whether an interesting seminar is
scheduled during your visit? Use the SEMINARS database! The database lists past (beginning in
1983) and future talks, colloquia, and seminars of interest to the high energy physics community.
lt covers not only SLACand Stanford, but also Berkeley, San Francisco, Santa Cruz, and other near-
by places. The SEMINARS database is searchable through several indexes. A list of these indexes
may be obtained interactively with the command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN SEMINARS TYP

0
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If you do not add the option TY[:E, a result will be sent to your e-mailbox. l he current list (:(_nt,Lins O
eight simple indexes and no qualifiers. Some of the indexes are shown tx_low:

INDEX ALLOWED ABBREV. AND VARIATIONS

TITLE TI, T, TALK

SPEAKER N, NAME

AFFILIATION AF, INST

DATE D

LOCATION LOC, PLACE

SERIES ST, SERIES.TITLE

The goal index (not listed above)is called SEMINAR; the value of the goal record is a unique, ran-
domly assigned number.

The TITLE index (or T for short) is a word index; it lists words from titles of seminars or talks. For
example, thetalk Test of the standard model with low energy pions is described
in the TITLE index with nine separately indexed words (ENERGY,LOW,MODEL, OF,etc.). Note
that there are no excluded words (see Subsection 1.2.4) in this index, and you can discover, e.g.,
that the article the appeared in some 1664 seminar titles.

The SPEAKER index (or N,NAME)is a personal-name index, lt enables searches of the SEMINARS

database by seminar speakers. A small anomaly makes this personal-name index just slightly dif-
ferent from other sP IRES similar indexes: avoid using periods after initials in your search values.
You can use.with confidence, e.g., forms MICHAEL BARNETT or BARNETT, MICHAEL or
M BARNETT or BARNETT, M, but not M. BARNETT or BARNETT, M. DO not use the truncation
sign in this index; use the PREFIX operator instead.

Affiliation of a speaker is indexed in the AFF I LIAT ION index (AF for short). This is a word index.
An affiliation usually includes a brief name or acronym of the speaker's institution, and--some-
times--the town and country (if not USA)from which he/she comes.

The DATE (or D) index, of course, identifies the date of a talk. This is a date index, and you can
use many different forms to express your search value (see examples in Subsection 5.5.6).

The LOCATION index (als() called PLACE) can help search the database for the location of a sem-
inar. This is a word index. You carl search for the GREEN ROOM(a traditional gathering place for
SLAC'stheory seminars), or SLAC AUDITORIUM, or LBL, or UCSC(UC Santa Cruz), etc.

The SERIES index classifiesseminars as TECHNICAL, EXPERIMENTAL, WELLNESS, ACCELER-
ATOR PHYS ICS,etc.Thisisanotherword index.

lt is always a good idea to browse the targeted index first, to see whether a word or phrase you
are thinking of is indexed. To get the resultof the browse interactively, use, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BgO NAME ZACKARIA (IN SF..MTNARSTYPE

If you forget to enter the TYPE option while browsing in this database, the result will be sent to
your e-mailbox.

0
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O QSPIRES sornewhat peculiar rules for displaying results found by searching in the SEMINARS
has

database. Here is what will happen if your search request has one of the following forms:

• TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN SEMINARS

A complete list of retrieved records is sent to your e-mailbox. The same effect is achieved if you
usetheoption(IN SEMINARS FILE.

• TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expresslon> (IN SEMINARS TYPE

A complete list of retrieved records is sent to the screen of your terminal interactively.

• TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN SEMINARS
RESULT

Only a number of retrieved records (e.g., Resu lt 2 3 Semina rs) is sent interactively. If you are
satisfied and want to display the records, continue by issuing the commands OUTPUT or OUTPUT
(FILE, which will send the list of seminars to your e-mailbox, or OUTPUT (TYPE, tO have the
list of seminars sent interactively.

There is only one format frame available for displaying tile retrieved results, and it is called LA-
BELl. You do not have to remember this name; the format, being unique, is set automatically.

Limits on the number of the SEMINARS database records that could be sent to you by QSPIRES
are listed as follows:

" When results are to be sent interactively to the screen of a user's terminal:
• with

FIND <...> (IN SEMINARS TYPE i0 records
e,

g • with

OUTPUT (TYPE i0 records

'When theresultsaretobe sentasa filetotheuser'se-mailbox:
• with

FIND <...> (IN SEMINARS FILE I00 records

• with

OUTPUT (FILE 150 records

5.6.1 SAMPLE SESSION IN SEMINARS
, -...-.,.,.,.,.........-,......-.........,,., ...... ,....,........., ..................,...., ,.,,,........, .., .. ,.....,.,, ..... ...,.............,, .., ................,........,..............,........,......,..........-..., ......,.........,..,........,. ,......,..........,,-.-..........

The use of the truncation sign isnot allowed in this database. However, the PREFIX operator may
normally be used, with the standard restriction: one PREFIX per search term, per line of text.

We shall first consider various search possibilities with the DATE index. Remember, the DATE
index in SEMINARS is not a qualifier, but a regular simple index.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DATE JUNE 1990 (IN SEMINARS RESULT

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN D 06/--/90 (IN SEMINARS RES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE JUNE 27, 1990 (IN SEMXNARS TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN D 6/27/90 (IN SF2gINARS TYPE

®
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DATE 27TH JUNE 1990 (IN SEMINARS O

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN D JUN 27TH, 90 (IN SEMINARS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE LAST MONTH (IN SEMINARS RES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE TOMORROW (IN SEMINARS TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN D MONDAY OF THE NEXT WEEK (IN SEMINARS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN D NEXT MONTH (IN SEMINARS RESULT

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE NEXT MONTH + 1 (IN SEMINARS, etc.

The phraseNEXT MONTH + 1 meansone month after next month. Formoreexamples
on how to statea date,see Subsections3.4,2anci5.2.2.

If you are searching for a speakc:r and/or title, your search might be similar to the following one:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND SPEAKER J ZUBER (IN SEMINARS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND SPEAKER J ZUBER (IN SEMINARS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Seminars

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE SEP 90 (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Seminars

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND PLACE SLAC (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Seminar _ "

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUT (TYP

(QSPZRES now sends the retrieveddata tothe screen ofyour terminal.)

Here are several more examples:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T WORMHOL_ (IN SEMINARS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE TITLE WORM (IN SEMINARS TYP

(QSPIRES now sends a list of 10 words alphabetically surrounding the term WORM. Among
them, you can find the correct term.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T WORMHOLES (IN SEMINARS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Seminars

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (TYPE

(QSPIRES now sends the retrieved data to the screen of your terminal.)

Those who read ali the details deserve a special reward, don't they._ Here is a tip for ali you cookie

lovers. Try the following search (and let this info remain for your eyes only!):

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN D THIS MONTH AND PLACE LIKE ?COFFEE? (IN
SEMINARS TYP

@
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@ (QSPIRES now sends a list of this month's seminars at which coffee and cookies will be
served.)

5.7 QUERY, WHEREIS, AND WHATIS COMMANDS

Twocommands,QUERYand WHEREIS,enableyou to find recordsin the HEPNAMES (+ BIN-

LI ST)and INSTITUTIONS databaseswithouthavingto make anexplicitselectionof a database.
Furthermore,no authorizationisneededto useQUERYor WHEREIS,andyou can freely retrieve
data onelectronic-mailaddressesand institutions'addressesfrom any nodein the world, provid-
ed it cancommunicatewith BITNET. Thissectiondescribesinteractivesearcheswith QUERYarid
WHEREIScommands,and alsothe brandnew commandWHATIS.

, ......., ..... ..,,,, ....... .... ,.,. ..... .......... , .°......, .... ,...... .,. ,.,_, ..., ,..., ..,.,, ,., ,.,.,.,.._,.,.,°,,.,.,,,,, ,,., ,...,,.,...,.,,°.o,_.,_v,,_.,-o_,.,.,.,,_.o_.,.,.,._°.,_,_, ,.,_,.o_.°.,,°,.,.o,.o_.,.°_, __ _.,_,_.,,.,.,.._,.,_.,.,.,.o.,..,.._..,_.,_.,_ ......,_,,_.,_

5.7.1 HEPNAMES AND BINLIST DATABASES
.............................................................. , ....................... , .......................................... . ...... °, ...... . ..... °.,,, ...... °,..°.,°°°,°......°,°°, .......... ,,., ...... ,°°_,.,,.,,.

HEPNAMESdatabaseis the worldwide directoryof electronicmail addressesof people involved
with highenergyphysics.BINLIST isthe localdirectoryof SLACphysicistsand staff.Youcan re-
trieveaddressesfrom thesetwo databasesby issuingthe QUERYcommand. QUERYisa signalto
QSPIREStOsearchthe NAMEindexesin bothHEPNAMESand BTNLIST. If a match isfound,
QsPIRES immediatelysendsthe retrievedrecordsback to you. Sincethe NAMEindexesin HEP-

,. _ NAMES and BINLIST are constructedaspersonal.nameindexes(.seeSubsection 1.2.4),there are

qP many ways in which you can stateyour searchvalue. Check Subsection5.5.2 for moredetails.

While it is relatively easyfor caretakersto keepthe local B_'NLTSTdatabaseaccurate,the reli-
ability of the HEPNAMESdatabasedependsvery much on you, the users.The updates for HEP-
NAMEScome from many different sources,and sometimesthe obtained information isold or
obsolete, or clearly wrong. Furthermore,somelistedaddressesmay be correct, but the owners
neverread their electronic mail, or haveother, more preferred addresses.Although the database
is regularly combedand checked, it is not always easyto find sucherrors and anomalies.There-
fore, we appealto regularQSPIRES usersforhelp: please,check your own entriesin HEPNAMES,
and sendpossiblecorrections to the caretaker(theaddressis mentioned in Subsection5.5.5).Sim-
ilarly, if you notice errors in your friends' addresses,or know addresseswhich are not yet in the
database,please let usknow.

HEPNAMESprimarily collects addressesof physicistsworking in a broad areaof high energyphys-
ics. However, sincethe field is really not very well defined, we are also interestedin boundary
areas,suchas intermediate-energyphysics,gravity research,astrophysics,statisticaland mathe-
matical physics,some atomic and nuclear physics,etc. Generally, if somebody'swork is listed in
the HEPdatabase,then yes,we would like to have his/here-mail address.Thedatabasealso col-
lectsand liststhe addressesof supportpersonnel:technical staffand people responsiblefor instru-
mentation in high energyinstitutions, thedepartments'and groups'secretariesandadministrative
assistants,library personnel,etc.

@
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$.7.2 QUERY COMMAND

The QUERYcommand (or Q)allows you to search in the HEPNAMESand BINLIST databases A
general form of a simple QUERYcommand is

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY <person' s-name>

For example, to find Sidney Drell's e-mail address, use one of the following forms:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY SID DRELL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY DRELL, SYDNEY

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM Q DRELL, S.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM Q S DRELL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY DRELL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY PREFIX DREL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM Q DREL#, S.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY SID DRE# , etc.

Your QUERY command initiates a search in a personal-name index. Rules for expressing search
values following the QUERYcommand are very similar to those described in a searchof the AU-
THORindex in HEP (seeSubsection 2.2.1). For example, when you list the last name (= surname)
first, a comma must separate the name from initials or the person's first name (= personal). If the _ ,
order is reversed, no comma should be used. Therefore, use DRELL, S., or S. DRELL, but nol
S, DRELL. Periods after initials are optional. The empty spaces following periods and commas
are optional as well.

If you are not certain about spelling of some last name, use the PREFIX operator
(Subsection 1.2.3), or truncate the search value (see Subsection 1.2.4). If you use the PREFIX, do
not list first name(s), lt is also allowed to combine a first name with a truncated last name, but

never truncate first names (QUEP.Y SIDI_ D._.ZLL).Be patient with names in which non-English
characters appear. For example, the characters a, o and Liare often transcribed as ae, oe and ue
(and thus, e.g., MLiller is indexed as MUELLER); but in some cases, a may simply be replaced by
a, etc. Therefore, do not give up if the first such search is unsuccessful; try several combinations.

If no match is found in HEPNAMESor BINLTST for the name you listed, QSPIRES will send you
the followir_g message:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found, send suggestions to

HEPNAMES @SLACVM

By default, if your QUERY command was sent interactively, QSP IRES'answer is sent interactively
asweil. You can change the default by appending the (FILE option to your search request:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY JOHNSON, JO_N J. (FILE

With such a phrase, you instruct QsP IRES to send the answer to your e-mailbox.

The simple one-name search is not the only possibility with the QUERYcommand. You can re-
trieve more than one addressby using the logical operator OR (seeSubsection 1.4.1 ). A general
form of such a compound search is

0
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O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY <name i> OR <name 2> OR <name ...
3>

For example, if you want to get e-mail addresses of both Cronin and Fitch, and are too lazy to
write two commands, use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM QUERY CRONIN, J. OR FITCH, V.

The most frequent error with such compound commands is the use of the operator AND instead of
OR (QUERY CRONIN, J. AND FITCH, V.). This is wrong, because the logical operator AND
initiates a search for an address common to both Cronin and Fitch; since each of them has a dig
ferent e-mail address, the match is never found, and the search is unsuccessful. Please, take a red
pencil and clearly mark this ORin the previous example.

Sometimes you will retrieve more than one address of a person: e.g., somebody on a sabbatical
leave may keep both permanent and temporary address; on many occasions, a new e-mail
address is registered, but the person who provided it forgot to mention that the old address should
have been deleted, etc. When QSPIRES returns several addresses, and you have no clues as to
the current whereabouts of that person, play it safe and send your e-mail to ali the addresses.
Hopefully, at least one message will reach your correspondent. Do not forget to inform the
HEPNAMEScaretaker if some of these e-letters failed to reach the intended addressee.

Not ali the addresses indexed in HEPNAMES are individual addresses; sometimes several people
or an entire department share the same account. Such addresses are denoted as mailboxes in
QsP IRES' answers. If you are sending an e-letter to a person with a mailbox address, be sure to
quote his/her name in the first line of the e-letter (e.g., For John Smith, etc.); otherwise, your
mail may never reach the person.

BITNET network addresses are indexed in HEPNAMESand BINLIST with no subdomains. For

" ii example, user IFT66003 at the BITNET node UFRJ is listed as IFT66003 at UFRJ. Some
lP' mailing systems will require that the node name be changed in your e-letter to UFRJ. BITNET.

. Addresses from the us-Japan-Canada HEPNET network are listed asUSER at NODE. HEPNET;

similarly, some oucP network addresses are indexed as USER at. NODE.UUCP. If your mailing
system does not recognize the pseudo-domains HEPNET and uucP, learn from your local mailing
expert how to re-address your letter. The other node names in HEPNAMESfollow the standard
INTERNET form with several subdomains, the right-most one being the main one.

.',',','.'''''''''''.','.''.'r_.''''''''''''_'•'.'.'.'.'.',',''_" "'''''''_. ........." ""'_'" _.'"",'," ",',''.','.'.','.'.'_''_'.''.'.'.'.''.'.'.'.'.'_'.'.''.'.''." "".'.".".".• '_4".'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.""" " 4'.'.4'."."". '.'.'.'.'."'" " " " ""'. '.'.' .'.'.""' "' "" '.' .'.'.'.'.'.'.". ".'."' ' ""'. '.".'.'.'.'.'.""" " ""' """"'. '.'.'.'.'.'.''''''''''.'.',',','.'.'.''._'

5.7.3 INST(ITUTIONS) DATABASE
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

The INSTITUTIONS (or INST) database is thoroughly described in Section 5.3. The WHEREIS
command instructs QSP IRES tOsearch two word indexes in this database, ADDRESS and INSTI-

TUTION. Your search value may be one or more words from an institution's name or address. If a
match is found, QSPIRES immediately sends the retrieved records back to you.

Please check in the INST I TUTIONS database to discover whether a description of the institute in
which you work is complete and accurate, and send possible corrections to the database caretaker
(the address is mentioned in Subsection 5.5.5.)

O
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.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5.7,4 WHEREISCOMMAND

TheWHERE IS command(or WHE, WHERE) enablesa searchof the ADDRESS and INSTITUTION
indexes in the INST databases.A generalform of the WHEREIS command is

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM I_;LI_i_LIZX$<.. .>

Thedots denotesomeof the wordsyou associatewith a given institution.Note thatwith WHERE-

IS, you do nothaveto specify the selection;your searchis automatically performedin the INST
database.To find data on, e.g., the BrookhavenNational Laboratory,useone of the following
forms:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _ZXS BI_KI4AV_

TELL QSPIRJ_S at SLACVM M_B/ZI$ B/_

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM I_B/_ UPTON

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _ PBJr,FXX BROOK

TELL QSPIRZS at SLACVM W_I_XS NAT# I_AB_ BROOK#

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM W_IEI_ NY 11973 , etc.

YourWHEREIS command initiatesa searchin two word indexes. Rulesregardingthe useof the
PREFIX ope,ratoror the right truncationsymbolsin suchsearchesare identicalto thosedescribed
in a searchingof the ADDRESSand INSTITUTION indexesin INST (seeSubsection5.3.2).

If no match isfound in _:heADDRESS or INSTITUTION indexes,QSPIRES will sendyou the fol. _ "
lowing mes_ge: IP'

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No record_ _ound which match l_earch

criteria

Bydefault,ifyourWHEREIS commarKJ was sentinteractively,QSPIRES' answerissentir_erac-
tively as weil. Youcan changethe default by appending the (FILE option to your searchrequest:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM WH_RIgIS F_%LAMAZOO (FII_

With sucha phrase,you instruct QSPIRES tOsendthe answer to your e.mailbox.

A.sindicated in Subsection 5.3.2, you can combine a searchin HEPwith WHEREIStO find postal
addressesof authorsof preprints.Forexample, if a preprinl:denotes the affiliation of itsauthors as
Bartol Research Inst., simply issuethecornmar_dWHEREISBARTOLto obtain acomplete
postaladdressof the Barlol Institute.

5.7.5 HOW TO REGISTERAND WHERETO SENDCORRECTIONS

tf you want to registeryour e.,mailaddress,_r_d a note to the caretakerof the HEPNAMESdata-
base,Thecaretaker'se-mail addressisHEPNAMES@SLACVH.BITNET.Pleasementionyour name,
institution,and---optionally--you_'telephone number.If you have,severaladdresses,you can
chcx'J_to denoteone as the preferred address.Correctionsandali other correspondencerelated
to this database..4x_uldalsobe sent to HEPNAMES@SLACVM.BITNET.

0
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O Corrections related to [he INSTITUTIONS database (e.g., new telephone or fax-machine num-
bers) could be reported to the caretaker of the INSTITUT IONS database. '1he e-mail address of
the caretaker is LIRYG@SLACVM. BITMET, and regular mail could be sent to Mr. Robert Gex,
SLAC---Mail Stop 82, Stanford, CA 94309, USA.

5.7.6 WHATIS COMMAND

lust at presstime (June 1992), the SLACLibrary announced the availability of a new database
called SLACSPEAK that can be searched via QSPIRES. Use the WHATIS command to search

through the SLACLibrary database. SLACSPEAK for expansions of SLAC-related acronyms, high
energy physics-related terminology, and computing and networking terms. Environmental health
and safety terms relevant to the workplace are also included. Currently, there are more than
1800 terms in SLACSPEAK.

A general form of the WHATI S command is:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _TIS <.. .>

The dots denote some of the acronyms or terms for which you need a definition. Note that with
WHATIS, yOUdo not have to specify the database SLACSPEAK; QSPIRES will automatically do
that for you.

So, to find the real meaning of SL[) or CRIDat SLAC,type:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _TIS SLD

" i TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _TIS CRID

Or, to investigate some networking and standardization terms, type:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _TI$ ANSI

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _TIS TE_T

ro find out al)out some environmental safety terms, type:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _TIS N_

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _TIS __I:)OUS W_TE

Your WHATIS command initiates a search in the TERM word index. Rules pertaining to the use of
the PREFIX operator or to the right truncation symbol are identical to those described for use in
searching the ADDRESS and INSTITUTION indexes in INST (see Subsection 5.3.2).

If you have a recomrnendation for a mysterious acronym, a high energy physics term, a computing
and networking term, or an environmental safety term, you may send it for review to
WHATIS@SLACVM.BlTNET.

The QSPIRES WHATIS command doesn't require authorization.

O
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O 6. PARTICLE DATA GROUP DATABASES

The Berkeley and United Kingdom Particle Data Group (PDG), together with the Serpukhov
COMPASgroup, have developed four computer-searchable databases of interest to particle
physicists. These databases assist in searching through literature (DATAGUIDE), provide numerical
data extracted from papers (PARTICLES and REACTIONS), and contain descriptions of experi-
ments (EXPERIMENTS). Thus, they give much additional information relating to many of the
papers contained in the HEP database (Chapters 2, 3 and 4). This chapter describes the PDG
databases and tells how to use QSPIRES to access them interactively.

6.1 PARTICLESDATABASE
,, ,

The PARTICLES database contains data from the well-known biannual publication, Review of
Particle Properties (RPP),and is updated once between editions of the report. RPPconsists of three
parts: Summary Tables (brief summary of properties of well-established particles), Miscellaneous
Tables (quick reference for the practicing elementary particle physicist), and Full Listings (full
description of ali particles, including hypothesized). This last part, the Full Listings, is currently

O available via QSPIRES. Searches in the PARTICLES database and the various ways to display asearch result are described in this section.

.......................................................................................................... ......................... ...,, ..................... .............

6.1.1 INTERACTIVESEARCH:GENERALPROCEDURE
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

A typical interactive search request in this database will have the form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN PARTICLES

In the PARTICLES database, your search request will most often contain only one search expres-
sion; rarely will you use a more intricate search. The search request must indicate your database
selection, (IN PARTICLES. This selection will remain in effect until a new search is initiated
with your next FIND command.

A search expression must have a correctly stated search term (see Section 1.2). There is only one
search term in this database. To get the name of the term and allowed abbreviations and variations
interactively, send one of the following commands to QsP IRES:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW II,K)EXES(IN PARTICLES TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH TERMS (TYPE IN PARTICLES

SHOW INDEXES may be shortenedtoSHO IND, SHOW SEARCH TERMS tOSHO SEA TER, and

TYPE toTYP. IfyOU want QSPIRES tOsendtheresulttoyoure-mailbox,eitherdo notinclude

TYPE inyourrequestor replaceTYPE by FILE (orFIL).The tablebelow shows theresulting
output.

@
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INDEX NAME ALLOWED ABBREV.AND VARIATIONS (_

PROPERTY PP, PROP, PART-PROP

The goal record is called SECTION; it is not indexed, and cannot be used in a search.

The PROPERTY index is a phrase index; for an explanation, seeSubsection 1.2.4. To determine
the kinds of values that could be used in the PROPERTYindex, issue the BROWSEcommand.
For example,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PROPERTY (IN PARTXCLES TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO PP RHO(800) (TYPE IN PARTICLES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PP AXION MASS (IN PARTICLES FIL

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO PROPERTY HYPOTHETICAL (IN PARTICLES

With the first two commands, the browsing result is sent to you interactively; the third and fourth
commands specify that the result is to be sent to your e-mailbox. You can also use the BROWSE
FIRST and BROWSE LAST commands (for description, see Subsection 1.2.4).

The link between a search term and a search value in your search expression is a relational oper-
ator. ?u'nong the relational operators (see Subsection 1.2.3), the most efficient one is the equality
operator. The recommended content operator in the PARTI CLES database is the PREFIX.
Searching on truncated values (right truncation) is also allowed:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PROPERTY J/PSI MASS (IN PARTICLES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PP PREFIX "ETA(C) " (IN PARTICLES i "

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PROPERTY K +-DALITZ# (IN PARTICLES
J

The resultis,bydefault,senttoyou asafile,and you do nothavetospecifyFILE orOUTPUT tO

have the retrieved data delivered to your e-mailbox. You can have the result sent interactively by
using the option (IN PARTICLES TYPE, but the output format in this database is not suitable
for such a transfer, and it is better to use the default way of sending.

If you want first to review the number of records found, specify RESULT in the option field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PP "RHO(770)" (IN PARTICLES RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Sections

If the result seems reasonable, instruct QSP IRES tO send the sections found. Simply type:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

The OUTPUT (FILE command willproducethesame effect.The OUTPUT (TYPE willcausethe

result to be sent interactively, but this command isnot recommended, because the output format
is purposely designed for file transfer, not for interactive communication. Only one format frame
is available for displayinF=, records found in the PARTICLES database. You can get the format
name by typing

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW FRAMES (IN PARTICLES TYPE

This will instruct QSP IRES tO send the information interactively. If you want a perm. nent record,
use

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FRA (IN PARTICLES

0
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or
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FRA (IN PARTICLES FILE

Limits on the numberof recordsthat can be sent in this default format will be given in
Subsection 6.1.3.

To learn more about thePARTICLES database,sendSHOWor EXPLAIN commands to QSPIRES.

If you usethe first two commands presentedbelow, the answerwill besent interactively.
However,avoid interactivedisplayof theexplanationnote,becauseit is long,unreadableif sent
interactively,and truncatedafter the firstone hundredlinesof output.Rather,usethe thirdand
fourth commands,which instructQSPIRES tOsendthecompleteinformationto youre-mailbox.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION (IN PARTICLES TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXPLAIN PARTICLES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SUB DES (IN PARTICLES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXP PARTICLES (FIL

.....•................................ŗ.........•......................................_....°........,...........°_.......4......,_............°........°................,°.........__............................_..,._...,..

6.1.2 FIND PROPERTY (FIN PP)
............................ ................................................................................................................................................................................... . ........

The PARTICLES databasehasonly one index, the PROPERTY index (alsocalled PP,PROP,and
P;_,T-PROP);yet the indexedvaluesare organized in such a way that two different kinds of
searchesare possible. Depending on how your searchrequestis formulated, you can geteither

• _ ali available information on a particle, or just a single property,e.g., the massor decay modes
llW of the particle. If your searchrequestcontains a particle nameonly, e.g., FIND PROPERTY

"CHI/C2 (lP) " ( IN PARTICLES,then the answerwill show everything on _c2(1_ that could
" be found in the Full Listingssectionof the Reviewof ParticlesProperties,i.e., mass,width, decay

n_cles, partial widths, branching ratios,etc. If you do notwant ali thesedata, append the specific
property inwhich you areinterestedto the particlename.,e.g., FIND PROPERTY"CHI/C2 (lP)
BR" (IN PARTICLES tOget only the information relatedto the branching ratiosof,1:c2(1_.
Someof the indexeclterms used to describeparticle propertiesare listed in the chart below;
always combine them with a particle name. Keepin mind that the PROPERTYindex is a phrase
index (Subsection1.2.4), meaning thatyou mustuse ali the words characterizing an entry and
respectthe ordering of the words°

TERMS USED TO DESCRIBE PROPERTIES

Thefollowing table liststhe propertiesusedthe mostoftento describeparticles.A property should
follow a particlename,e.g., FIND PP <particle-name> <property> (IN PARTICLES.
Somepropertiesare ascribedtoonly a few particles;othersmight appearveryoften, e.g.,HEADER,
MASS,etc.
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O
MASS FOOT

WIDTH POLE

MODES POLARIZATION

BR DALITZ-PLOT

PW FORM-FACTOR

MOMENT DECAY-PAP, AM

QUANTUM-NUMBER CHARGE-ASYMM

Sle,aDKRdenotes basic information found at the beginning of each particle's listing in Review of
Partide Properties.Forexample, FIN PP ETA HEADER (IN PARTICLES will only showthe
name(s)andquantumnumbersof the 17particle.Append theMAss attributeto a particlename
if you want to obtain the list of measuredvaluesfor that particle's massand/or massdifference.
WIDTHshould be used if you want to learn the total width, total rate, or mean life of a particle
(alsodifferencesand/or ratios of them). MODESdenotes decaymodes,e._,.,FIN PP DO MODES
(IN PARTICLES.The term BRcorrespondsto branching ratios, and PWto partial widths or rates.

_r attachedto a particle namewill instruct QSPIRES to sendali referencesfor the particle. For
example, the information on the Zmass obtained with the command FIN PP Z MASS (IN
PARTICLES relatesABRAMS 89B tO the experimentalvalueof 91 .I 4 + 0.12 GeV.If you then type
FIN PP Z REF (IN PARTICLES,you will find that this referencecorrespondsto an article by
Abrams et al. in Phys.Rev.Lett. 63 (I 989) 2173.

Theother attributesare used lessoften. MOMENT denoteselectric or magnetic moment of a qp

ii

particle, and/or moment ratios. Forexample, FIN PP N MOMENT (IN PARTICLES _.,,ill
retrieve information on the neutron magnetic moment and neutron electric dipole moment.
Someparticlesmay be characterized by speciric weak or electromagneticdecay parameters;use
DECAY-PARAM to retrievesuchproperties,e.g., FIN PP TAU DECAY-PAKAM (IN

PARTICLES. In the output describingpropertiesof unstablebaryons, you might find some
footnote marksbut not the actual footnotes.Thesefootnotes can beobtained by attaching FOOT
to a particle name:FIN PP "LAMBDA(1520) FOOT" (IN PARTICLES.Pole positions(e.g.,
/'42200)pole) are described by POLE.The term POLARIZATION relatesto polarization measure-
ments(e.g., the searchvalue K+- POLARIZATIONfinds data on the longitudinal polarization of
emitted #+ in K+ decays).DALITZ-PLOT will revealthe Dalitz-plot slope.Someinteresting
quantum number(s)may be retrievedwith the QUANTUM-NUMBERattribute, e.g., GAMMA
QUANTUM-NUMBER.

Todeterminewhich of the properties are indexedfor a givenparticle, usethe BROWSE command
(seeSubsection6.1.1).

HOW TO STATE PARTICLE NAMES

Particlenamesin thisdatabasearespelledmuchasyou mightexpect. Someparticlesaredenoted
with Latinlettersin literature;usethe samelettersin your searchrequests.Particlesdenotedwith
Greek lettersare indexedby theirEnglish-languagespelling:_', 8, 7,/_, and r.oareCHI, DELTA,
GAMMA,MU,and OMEGA,respectively,etc. Occasionally,a full name of a particle is indexed:
AXION foraxion, MONOPOLEfor magneticmonopole, etc. Somehypotheticalparticleshave

O
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O long names: HYPOTHETICAL-PARTICLE CENTAURO, SUPERSYMMETRIC-PARTICLE
SCALAR-ELECTRON, etc.Use BROWSE PP HYPOTHETICAL (IN PARTICLES TYPE and BRO

PROPERTY SUPERSYMMETRIC (IN PARTICLES TYP tO learnmore abouttheexistingindexed

values. Note that for QsP IRES, the letter caseof your input is not significant; you may use upper-
or lower-case letters, or a combination of the two.

The J/_ particle is indexed in this database with its complete dual name J/PSI. Charges are
sometimes indexed, but a rule is difficult to formulate: use PI+-, K+-, DO,B+-, OMEGA(2250) -
[but OMEGA(1670)]. Browsing helps determine which charge, if any, is indexed. Resonances are
usually characterized by masses: x (1700), F ' ( 152 5), K (2) • ( 1980 ), P I ( 1770 ).

Subscripts are added to a particle name within parentheses: b 1(1235) is indexed as B (1) (1235),
a2(1320) becomes A(2) (1320), Xb0(1P) is indexed as CHI (B0) (lP), D_ as D (S) +-, AC+ as
LAMBDA(C) +, =2(2100) as PI (2) (2100), etc. Star and prime are indexed with the asterisk •
and apostrophe' symbols.

Finally, it is extremely important to remember that the FIND command (though not BROWSE)
requires double quotes around an entire search value in which the reserved symbols ) and (
appear. For an explanation, see, e.g., Subsection 1.2.4. Therefore, the first two of the following
examples are correctly stated; in the last two, however, the quotes are missing or incorrectly
placed, and the searches will be unsuccessful:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PROPERTY "D* (2010)+- " (IN PARTICLES

RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Sections

@ TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PP "ETA' (958) MODES" (IN PARTICLES RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Section

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PROPERTY "PSI(3685)" MASS (RES IN

PARTICLES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * NO records found which match search

criteria

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PP UPSILON(10580) (IN PARTICT._.S RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search

criteria

6.1.3 MORE ON OUTPUT
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

You can receive retrieved information either interactively or via a file sent to your e-mailbox.
However, output is formatted in such a way that the latter possibility is the only acceptable option.
The width and length of the text make an interactive reply almost useless. The following table
shows the limits on the number of records mailed to you as a file. (For those who, nevertheless,
want interactive answers: you can receive, at most, ten sections, or the first one hundred lines of
text, whichever is smaller.)

"When the results are sent as a file to a user's e-mailbox, QSPIRES respects the following limits:
6-5
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• with @
FIND <...> (IN PARTICLES 200 sections

. with

OUTPUT 150 section

Theoption FILE isthedefault option in this database,soyou do not have to write FILE explicitly
in your searchrequest.An exampleof the use of the OUTPUTcommand is described in
Subsection6.1.I.

lt hasalready been mentioned that there is only one format frame,called LISTINGS, fbr display-
ing resultsfrom this database.Youdo not have to say USING LISTINGS in the option field of
your requestbecauseLISTINGS is the default format. There is no BRIEF format in PARTICLES
database.

A final word on the output: sometimesyou will find a symbol \ or a vertical bar I in the right
margin of a displayed result.The vertical bar indicates that the data in this line are new or have
beensignificantly modified sincethe databasewas lastupdated.Thesign \ denotescontinuation
of text onto the next line. Once a line is full, the text might be broken in the middle of a word
without regard for hyphenation rules.

Foradditional information, suggestions,and commentson the PARTICLES database,contact
GaryWagman,Particle Data Group, 50-308, LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratory,Berkeley,CA94720,
USA,or sendan e-mail messageto WAGMAN@LBL.BITNET.

A

6.2 EXPERIMENTS DATABASE qp
a

The EXPERIMENTS databasecontainssummariesof more than 1600 approved current and past
experiments in elementary particle physics,going back to about 1975. The databasecovers
experiments at major world labs.lt is maintained by tile BerkeleyParticle Data Group, in collab-
oration with correspondentsat various labs,and regional centers in Japan,the former Soviet
Union, and at CERN.The databaseis the sourcefor the biannual LBL.-91report, Current Experi-
ments in ElementaryParticle Physics.This section describesvarious interactive searchesvia
QSPIRES in the EXPERIMENTS database.

...._'...`_.`....`.._.._....._'_.._'.`_......``_.`.._.`........_.....-'...`..'.*.._'_..'....._.._....'...4....`.._°...,,....................,,,,.........4. ,,............,.....,.......,........, ......,....,..............,,.......,...,..... ,.........,................,...,....., .....,,,. ,,....., ...,.....,.....,,.......,,, ...,.,,.._....,._....,. ,,..,.._

6.2.1 INTERACTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE

The EXPERIMENTSdatabaseis searchableby experimentnumber,experiment title, namesof
collaborators in the experiment and namesof participating institutions. The acceleratorname,
detector, reaction andmomentum could also be usedassearchvalues.Atypical, simple,one-step
interactive searchrequestwill have the form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN EXPERIMFA_TS

In a more intricate search,severalsearchexpressionsmight be linked by logical operators.The
selection ( IN EXPERIMENTSmustbe specified in the line with the FIND verb. Theselection will
remain in effect until a new searchis initiated with your next FIND command. This meansthat,

. @
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O e.g., there is no need to repeat the phrase (IN EXPERIMENTS in a followup command of aniterative search, or with an OUTPUTcommand.

Retrieved resultsfrom ali PDG databasesare immediately sent to you, even before you have a
chance to review the number of documents found. In order to change this default, append
RESULT (or RES) tO the option field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN EXPER/MENT8
RESULT

Now, only the number of the retrieved experiments, not the actual data, will be sent to you
interactive/}/'.

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result nn Experiments

If you are satisfied with this answer, you can request the complete output; alternatively, the search
might be continued with the addition of further criteria. Each search expression must have a
correctly stated search term (seeSection 1.2). To get the list of search terms (and they coincide
with the names of indexes in the EXPERIMENTS database), send one of the following commands
to QSP IRES:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN EXPERIMENTS TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA TER (TYP IN EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO IND (FILE IN EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH TERMS (IN EXPERIMENTS

The first two commands instruct QSPIRES to send the list interactively, while the last two tell
• _ QSPIRES to file the list and send ii to your e-mailbox. As seen from the fourth example, you do

not have to write FILE explicitly; unless the term TYPE (or TYP) appears in the option field, the
information is, by default, sent noninteractively. The table below shows some of the indexes that

" will be found in the returned list.

O
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INDEX ALLOWEDABBREV.AND VARIATIONS /

EXPERIMENT EXP, EXPT, EXPERIMENT-NUM, R, RN, REPORT-NUM

TITLE T, TI

AUTHOR A, AU, AUTH

AFFILIATION AF, AFF, AFFIL, I, INST, INSTITUTION

ACCELERATOR AC, ACC

DETECTOR DE, DET

PUBLISHED-PAPER PAPER, CIT, CITATION, JOUR, PUBN

DATE-APPROVED D, DA, DATE

DATE-STARTED DS

DATE-COMPLETED DC

POLARIZATION PL, POL

REACTION RE, REA, REAC

PARTICLE P, PART

FINAL-STATE-PART FSP

PLAB

ECM

Note that the GOAL record (not listed in the table) hasthe same name asone of the indexes:

it is calledEXPERIMENTS.Thekey value of the GOAL recordisa randomly selectednumber. _ "
The GOALrecordin thisdatabaseisnot indexed,andyou cannotuse it to search.Thereare no IIF
qualifiers in theEXPERIMENTS database.Note thatthe threeDATE indexesaresimple indexes,
andthey can be usedeven in a primarysearch.

Almostali the relationaloperatorsdescribedin Subsection1.2.3 couldbeappliedinthe
EXPERTHENTSdatabase.Theequalityoperatoristhemostefficient,andhasthewidestuse_The
inequalityoperatorscould be usedmostsuccessfullyin variousdate indexes.Amongthecontent
operators,the recommendedone isthe PREFIX. Note, however,thatonly onePREFIX per
searchtermisallowed in a requestline.

Todeterminethe kindsof valuesthat couldbe usedwith a given index,issuetheBROWSEcom-
mand,e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PARTICLE BOTTOM (IN EXPERXMENTS TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO ACCELERATOR SLAC (IN EXPERIMENTS TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE EXP LAMPF-500 (IN ZXPERIMENTS FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO AFFILIATION (IN EXPERIMENTS

Only if youspecifythe TYPE option (seethefirstand secondexamples)isthe resultof the browse
sentto youinteractively.The thirdandthe fourthlinestell QSPIREStOfiletheresultof the browse
and send it to your e-mailbox.Youcan alsousetheBROWSEFIRST and BROWSELASTcom-
mands(for description,see,e.g.,Subsection1.2.4).

In mostof the EXPERIMENTSindexes,searchingontruncatedvalues(therighttruncation)is
allowed.With word indexes(e.g.,the TITLE index),youcan truncatemorethanone word:

. 0
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O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T PRINC# MICROSCOP# REVERS# (IN
EXPERIMENTS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment

Inphraseindexes(e.g.,AFFILIATION, REACTION, CITATION), onlyone truncationsignper
searchvalueisallowed.

To learnmore abouttheEXPERIMENTS database,sendSHOW or EXPLAIN commands to

QSPIRES. IfyOU usethefirsttwo ofthefollowingcommands, theanswerwillbe senttoyou

interactively.The thirdand thefourthcommands instructQsP IRES tosend theinformationto
your e-mailbox.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFXLE DESCRIPTION (IN 2XP_S
TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXPLAIN EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SUB DES (IN EXPERIMENTS FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXP EXPERIMENTS (FIL

A simple search, with only one criterion specified, is not the only possibility in the EXPERIMENTS
database. From time to time, you will want to add more criteria, and narrow or expand the search
in an iterative process:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AC KEK-TRISTAN (IN EXPERIMENTS RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Experiments

" I_ TELL QSPIRE_ at SLACVM AND DETECTOR TOPAZ (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment

" Note that the selection has to be displayed only in the line with the FIND verb. On the other hand,
the option RES (ULT) must appear in every command for which you want the answer to contain
only the number of the retrieved results. "

You can also state several criteria in a single line, by using a compound search.

+ TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP NBAR AND TITLE RARE PION# (IN
EXPERIMENTS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment

Snboth iterative and compound searches, the logical operators AND, /U'4D NOT, and oR describe
how the criteria combine.

If you lose track of the criteria used up to a given point in a search, apply the SHOW SEARCH,or
SHOWRESULT commands. You do not have to specify ( IN EXPERIMENTS, nor TYPE with these
commands: an interactive answer will show your search steps in the most recently used database.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO RESULT

When you do not use the option RESULT in a search request, all the retrieved records are sent
to you immediately following the receipt of your request. If you do use the RESULT option, the
records could be displayed later, by issuing the OUTPUT command once all your criteria have
been satisfied (see Subsection 6.2.4). As always, you can choose to get the result either inter-
actively, or via e-letter (the author's term for an individual e..mail i.ie), the latter possibility being

®
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the default choice and producing much more readable output. Two format frarnes are available 0
for displaying records found in the EXPERIMENTS database. To get the list of frames, issue

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW FRAMES (TYP IN EXPERIMENTS

This will cause the list to be sent interactively. If you want a permanent record, append the FILE

instead of type to the option field, or simply send

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FRJ& (IN EXPERIMENTS

Limits on the number of records that could be sent in various formats will be given in
Subsection 6.2.4.

6.2.2 EXAMPLESOF A SEARCH

This section reviews simple, one-step searches in the EXPERIMENTS database. The next section
offers examples of more intricate searchesin which several criteria are applied.

FIND EXPERIMENT(FIN EXP)

You can search the database by usingthe standard numerical code characterizing an experiment,
e.g., CERN-UA-00 I,FNAL-791, SLAC-PEP-020, etc. As long as you enter the exact code, you
will retrieve no more than one record and there is no ne_._ o use the option RESULT.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP FNAL-791 (IN EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP FNAL 791 (IN EXPERIMENTS _ '

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP FNAL-0791 (IN EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP FNAL 0791 (IN EXPERIMENTS

While the first three lines describe allowed forms for an experiment code in a search value, the
last line will find no matching result: an incorrect way of writing the code was attempted. The rule
for stating the experiment code is simple: a hyphen may be used, or it could be replaced by a
blank; however, if the experiment's number begins with an (optional) zero, the hyphen is
required.

in this index, you may use the truncation sign not only in right truncations, but also in the middle
of a phrase, as a wild card:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP FN#791 (IN EXPERIMENTS RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment

If you usethe right truncation sign or the PREF I Xoperator in a search, the number of the retrieved
records may be quite large, and it makes sense to attach the RESULT option in such cases:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND EXPERIMENT PREFIX ANL (RES IN
EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 79 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP LAMPF# (IN EXPERIMF/S1TS RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 97 Experiments

0
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O At this point, you could apply further criteria to narrow the search result, and then use OUTPUT tO
bring the result to your e-mailbox. To determine more precisely the kinds of values that are stored
in the EXPERIMENTS index, use the BROWSEcommand.

FIND TITLE(FIN T)

The TITLE index in EXPERIMENTS is a word index, and very similar to ali the other TITLE
indexes mentioned in this guide. Each word in an experiment's title is indexed separately, and it
is enough to know only one word from the title to be able to retrieve the corresponding record.
You may also use more than one expected word; the order of words in your search request is
unimportant.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND TITLE EFFIC7ENCY (IN EXPERIMENTS RZS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T DOWNSTREAM SILVER AND GOLD (RES IN
EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment

Most common words, such as the, a, an, with, and most of the nonreservedsymbols ($,%,/,etc.)
are ignored if they appear in your search value. These are excluded words (symbols). The list of
such words (symbols) in the TITLE index in EXPERIMENTS coincides with the list of excluded
entities in the TITLE index in HEP (see Subsection 2.2.2).

In addition, one must keep in mind that some symbols (e.g., parentheses, >, <, &, etc.) have a
special meaning for sP IRES. These are the so-called reserved symbols. If you want to use them

+ _ in search values in TITLE or any other index, the entire search value must be enclosed in double
quotes, e.g., FIN T "P (POLARIZED) " (IN EXPERIMENTS RES.

The PREFIX operatormay be usedinthisindex,butthenthesearchvalueisrestrictedtoonly

one word. This is the usual behavior in ali word indexes. To check whether supersymmetric
particles are mentioned in titles of some experiments, type, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T PREFIX SUPER (IN EXPERIMENTS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : • Result 1 Experiment

However,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN TITLE PRE SUPER PARTICLES (IN
EXPERIMENTS RES

will not work: our search value consists of too many (two!) words, and although we may get a
nonzero answer, the second search value (PARTICLES) will actually be ignored in the search.
There are no restrictions if you use the right truncation sign, #; you can truncate as many words
as you wish:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND T SUPER# SOLENO# (IN EXPERIMENTS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment

(Notethatsome machinesdo notallowyou tosendthepound sign#;check Subsection1.2.4for

details.)Ifyou areindoubtastowhetheraword shouldbe writtenwitha hyphen (e.g.,high

energy) orasa hyphenatedtwo-word combination(high and energy), BROWSE theTITLE
index:

O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO TITLE HIGH-EN (IN EXPERIMENTS TYP
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE T CP-VIOLAT (TYPE XN EXPERIMENTS @

Fora more complete description of searches in TITLE indexes, see, e.g., Subsection 2.2.2, which
describes me FIND TITLE command in the HEP database.

FIND AUTHOR (FIN A)

The AUTHORindex in the EXPERIME_,_TSdatabase is a personal.name index (see
Subsection 1.2.4). This index contains names appearing in original proposals of experiments,
aswell as the names from the resulting publications. By using this index, you can, e.g., find major
experiments in which a certain physicist participated.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AUTHOR RIYBBIA, CARLO (RES IN
EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM HIND A E. MATYUSHEV# (IN EXPOS RESULT

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR JAMES BJORKEN (IN EXPERIMENTS
RES

TELL QSPIP/SS at SLACVM rIND A DIAMBRINI-PALAZZI (RESULT IN
EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR PALAZZI (IN EXPERIMENTS RES

When, in a search value, a last name (=surname) is listed first, a comma must separate the name
from the initials or the person's first name (cf., RUBBIA, c_r_LO). A comma should not be used
if the order is reversed (cf., JAMES BJORKEN).Periods after initials are optional; you can search
for E. MATYUSHEV#, as well as for E MATYUSHEV#. The PREFIX operator and the right trunca-
tion could be.u_..oclto shorten the typing of long last names. Note that hyphenated last names may
be searched for by either of the componenls. BROWSEthe AUTHORindex to find a correct spelling
of a name:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FA%O AUTHOR SCECOWSKI (IN EXP.E__S TYP

TELL QSPIKES at SLACVM BROWSE A SCZEKOWSKY (IN EXPERI24ENTS TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO A SZCZEKOWSKIJ (IN EXPERIMENTS TYP

If you forget the option TYPE in these commands, the answer will be sent to your e.mailbox. With
TYPE, you will get interactively a list of names alphabetically surrounding the one you mentioned.

If a search is successful., you may display the result by using the OUTPUT command (see
Subsection 6.2.4). Alternatively, by continuing the search you can add to or subtract from the
ro.sulfbefore it is displayc_ (see.Subsection 6.2.3).

FIND AFFILIATION (FIN AF)

Sometimes it is interesting to know in which experiments the members of a particular institution
or department are involved. Use AFFILIATION index to learn that.

TEI,L QSPIRES at. SLACVM FIN AF RUTGERS U. (IN EXPERTMENTS RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 44 Experiments

(The period in U. is optional.) The returned information tells us that physicists from Rutgers
University participated in forty.four maior projects since 1975. If you want to get the full listing
of rinse experiments, send the followup OUTPUT command (.seeSubsection 6.2.4).

@
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O The AFFILIATION index is a phrase index (see Subsection 1.2.4). Consequently, you must list a
complete official institution's name in your search value. Note that the official names in the
EXPERIMENTS database are different from the institution's names used in HEP and INSTITU-

TIONS databases. Therefore, you might have problems in figuring out how to describe a certain
institution. Browse through a copy of the LBL-91 publication to get an idea of the form of indexed
names. Universities are usually denoted by universities' names followed by the letter u. For
example,usePISA U., notU. (DI) PISA, TENNESSEE U., notU. OF TENNESSEE, etc.

The rules are less consistent fbr other institutions and labs. Often, the name of a city is mentioned
in the indexed value; sometimes it precedes a name or abbreviation of an i,nstitute (MOSCOW,
ITEP,STRASBOURG, CRN),sometimesitfollowsit(BOSKOVIC INST., ZAGREB, NIKHEF,
A/_STERDAM,etc.).YourbestbetistousetheBROWSE command foracheckoftheAFFILIATION

index near an expected value:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BP.O AF MAX PLANC.JK (IN F._;PF2__S TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM B/_OAF¥ILIATION PL_A_C/_INST (IN EXPERTS
TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE _ MPI, M'01_ICH (IN IIa.XPERIMZIN'TSTYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO A_' M'u'NIC/{,M_I (TYPE IN EXPELS

Hopefully, at least one of such searches will lead to the desired indexed value. Once you know
the correct term, you can shorten your command by using the PREFIX operator or the right
truncation sign:

TELL Q.hPIRES at_ SLACVH FIN AFFELIATION NORTHWEST# (IN EXPERTS
RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) - * Result 29 Exper_nts

. TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AF PREFIX NATIONA/_ RESEAR (RES IN
EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 14 Experiments

If you are totally desperate, try the LIKE relational operator (see Subsection 1.2.3):

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A1_ LIKE ?METROPOLITA.M COLL? (IN
EXPERIMENTS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment

Warning: LIKE searches might take a lot of cPu time. QSPIRES gives up when a search lasts
unacceptably long, and sends a message, No records found ...

if a search is successful, you may display th _ resultby using the OUTPUT command (see
Subsection 6.2.4). Alternatively, you can add to oi subtract from the result before it is displayed
by continuing the search (see Subsection 6.2.3).

FIND ACCELERATOR (FIN AC)

This index enables a search by accelerator at which an experiment is performed. An a_.celerator
is denoted either by a single word (e.g., ANL, CESR, LA.MPF),or by a hyphenated cornbination of
two or three words (e.g., DESY-DORIS--I I,KEK-PF-LINAC, SATURNE-I I).Atpresent, there
are lessthan fifty different entries in this index, and you can retrieve almost ali of them by sending
_veral BROWSE ACCELERATOR commands to QSPIRES.

0
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Thebesttactic to exploit thisindexisto begin browsingin thevicinity of the expectedvalue. /
Forexample,to find the exact nameusedin EXPERZMENTStOdescribethe accelerator(s)at

Brookhaven,sendthe followingcommandto QsPI_s:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE AC BROOKPAVEN (IN EXPERIMENTS TYP

The answerwill showthatthe nameto be usedin a furthersearchshouldbeBNL (for the AGS

proton synchrotron),or BNL-ION (fortheold Brookhavenheavy ion accelerator).To learnabout
thenamesof CERN'saccelerators,you will haveto sendtwo BROWSEcommands:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO AC CERN (TYPE IN EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO AC CERN-SPS (TYPE IN EXPERIMENTS

Browsing in the vicinityof termsCORNELL,FERMILAB,NOVOS IBIRSK will recoverthe proper
termsdescribingcorrespondingacceleratorsin the EXPEP.IMEN'_'Sdatabase.Note that Dubna is
indexedasJyrNR,and Saclay'ssynchrotronasSATURN-I I.

Onceyou know a correctterm,you canusethiscompletename inyoursearchvalue,or you may
shortenyourcommand by usingthe PREFIX operatoror the righttruncationsign:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN ACCELERATOR KEK-TRISTAN (IN EXPERIMENTS
RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AC PREFIX SERPUK (RES IN RXPERT/4ENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 87 Experiments

0"
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AC FNAL-COLL# (RES IN EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIKES) : * Result 7 Experiments

If a searchissuccessful,you may display the resultby using the OUTPUT command (see
Subsection6.2.4). Alternatively, you can add to or subtract from the result before it is displayed
by continuing the search(seeSubsection6.2.3).

FIND DETECTOR (FIN DE)

More than hundred different detectorshave been used in the last fifteen yearsat major accelera-
tors, and you can find experimentsrelatedto a certain detector if you know the indexed acronym
for the detector. The referencetable of acronymsfor detectors'namescan be found in the LBl.-91
report. Browsingthroughthe DETECTOR index can alsooccasionallybe helpful. A detector is
denoted either by a singleword (e.g.,m*,GUS,CLEO,OPAL,TOPAZ,UAI), or by a hyphenated
combination of two or more words (e.g.,CRYS-BALL, MARK-I I, HLBC-BEBC-TST).

Once you know a correct acronym, you canusethis detector name in your searchvalue, or you
may shortenyour command by usingthe PREFIX operator or the righttruncation sign:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DETECTOR OMEGAPRIME (IN EXPERIMENTS RES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DE PREFIX ALPHA-PO (RES IN EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DE 2-G# (RES IN EXPERIMENTS
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O If you are satisfied with the result, you may display it by using the OUTPUT command (see

Subsection 6.2.4). Alternatively, you can add to or subtract from the result before it is displayed
by continuing the search (see Subsection 6.2.3).

FIND PUBLISHED-PAPER (FIN PAPER, FIN CIT)

An important piece of information contained in the database is a list of published articles with new
experimental results. Each of the indexed papers is linked to one of the experiments. Among other
data, an output for those experiments that produced some new results will show a list of published
papers. There is no doubt that a list of published papers is one of the crucial pieces of information
on an experiment, lt is, however, lessobvious how the PUBLISHED-PAPER index may help in
a search.

Still, occasionally, your only information about an experiment might be a published paper; you
can then retrieve other data on the experiment by using the PAPER index. Imagine that you run
into an interesting experimental paper and want to know what other publications have originated
from the same collaboration. Or, somebody might have referred to a paper with new experimental
results, but did not mention the authors and code of the experiment. In similar situations, you can
use this index to search. Typical search requests will have the form:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PAPER "PB_ 63 (1989) 724" (TN
EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PAPER "PR D37 (1988) 1131" (IN
EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CIT "NP B214 (1983) 189" (IN

" O EXPERIMENTS
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN CIT "PL B137 (1984) 329" (IN

" EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PAPER "ZPHY C42 (1989) 17" (IN
EXPERIMENTS

Note first that papers in the EXPERIMENTS database are not indexed in the same way as are
papers in the HEF database. The PUBLISHED-PAPERS index is a phrase index, and you must
follow precisely the predetermined form: a journal name is shortened usually to two, three or four
characteristic letters; such an acronym is followed by a volume letter (when apDopriate) and
volume number, not necessarily in that order; the t0ur-digit year of publication is in parentheses,
and a page number completes the expression. Your search value should have spaces but no com-
mas between the elements. Furthermore, the symbols ), (, > and < have a special meaningto
sP ]:RES (see Subsection 1.2.4), and whenever they appear in search values, the entire search
value must be enclosed in double quotes. If you do not follow the above rules, your search in the
PUBLISHED-PAPERS index will not be successful.

Browse the PUBLI SHED-PAPERS index to determine the position of a volume letter with respect
to the volume number. A complete reference table for abbreviations used to denote journals can
be found in the LBL-91 report. The following table shows some of the acronyms.
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AP_., AppliedPhys.Lettl NP Nucl. Phys.

EPL Europhys.Left. PL Phys.Left.

JETPL )ETPLeft. PR Phys.Rev.

LNC Lett.N. Cimento PRL Phys.Rev.Left.

NC N. Cimento YF Yadern.Fiz.

NIM Nucl. Instr.andMethods ZPHY Zeit. Physik
. I I ii _ _. li _ II III IIR -- n .... _

Note that intheexamplesforthissearch,theoptionRESULT wasnot usedwith thisindex.That
isbecauseoneexpectsno morethanone experimentto be relatedto a givenpaper.When the
option RESULTisnot issued,the full retrievedrecordisautomaticallyand immediatelyreturned
to youre-mailbox.

FIND REACTION (FIN RE)

Thisindex containsreactionsstudiedin a givenexperiment,lt isa phrase index. While the
valuessavedin the REACTIONindexarevery usefulin a displayedresult,a searchin thisindex
is notparticularlyconvenient.Namely,it isvery difficulttodeterminethecorrectsearchphrases.
Browsingthroughthe indexmayhelpsomewhat,andbrowsingthroughthe LBL-91brochurecan
be usefulin findingthe properphrasesdescribingreactions.

Hereare severalrandomlychosenexampleswhich will yield nonzeroresults:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN REACTION "N N --> X" (IN EXPERTS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment O "

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND RE "E+ E- --> TAU+ TAU-" (RES IN

EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "K+ --> MU+ NU" (RESULT IN
EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "PI- P --> N LAMBDA LAMBDABAR" (RES

IN EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Experiments

Thearrowdenotinga reactioniscomposedof two minussignsanda greater-thansign.The> sign
isoneof thesymbolshavinga specialmeaningto SPTRES(seeSubsection1.2.4), andthewhole
searchvalue shouldbeenclosedin doublequotes.

Ifyou specifyyour.searchvalue,asin

TELL QSPIRES at SI2CVM FIN RE PZ- P # (RES IN EXPERXMENTS,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE PREFIX PI- P (RES IN EXPERTS

@
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O will find ali the experir, lents in which reactions with _'p as an initial state were studied,
you
regardless of the final state, t Jsually, the first particle on the left-hand side of a reaction denotes
a beam; and the second, a targ<_,,(where applicable).

If you are satisfied with the result, .'_u may display it by using the OUTPUT command (see
Subsection 6.2.4).

FIND PARTICLE (FIN P)

If one of the goals of an experiment was to study a specific particle, then such a particle is indexed
in the PARTICLES index. To find the experiments in which, s?v,the Higgs boson is studied, use
the BROWSEcommand first to determine how the boson is indexvd, and then the FIND command
to retrieve the information:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO PARTICLE HIGGS (TYP IN EXPERLMENTS

(QSPIRES now sends a list of 10 subject values alphabetically surrounding the term HIGGS.

Among them, you will find the name by which this particle is indexed.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PARTICL _.HIGGS (RES IN EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 13 Experiments

Here are several more examples which will find nonzero results:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PARTICL _- "K*(892) " (IN EXPERIMENTS RES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND P OMEGA- (RES IN EXPERIMENTS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN P GLUEBALL (RESULT IN EXPERIMENTS

I TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PARTICL _- "J/PSI(IS)" (RES IN
V

EXPERIMENTS

Whenever a symbol that has a special meaning to SP IRES appears, then the whole search value
should be enclosed in double quotes. In our examples, the parentheses are such special symbols
(see Subsection 1.2.4). Conventions for particle names in this index are different from those
used in the HEP and PARTICLES databases. A reference table for these names can be found

in the LBL-91 publication.

OTHER INDEXES IN EXPERIMENTS DATABASE

The FINAL-STATE-PART (FSP)index may be used to find a single final-state particle produced
in an expe.riment. For example, FIN FSP KS (IN EXPERIMENTS TYP will show the number

of experiments in which KS was one of the produced particles.

Three indexes are date indexes:.DATE-APPROVED (D), DATE-STARTED (DS) and DATE-

COMPLETED (DC).A search through these indexes can be done according to the procedure
explained in, e.g., Subsection 5.2.2, where the BEGINNING-DATE index in CONFERENCEdata-
base was discussed. Note that the three date indexes in EXPERIMENTS are simple indexes, not
qualifiers, and therefore they can be used in a primary search.

To find experiments in which the beam is polarized, issue the command FIND POLARIZATION
BEAM ( IN EXPERIMENTS RES; similarly, to find experiments in which a target is polarized, use
FIN PL TARGET (IN EXPERIMENTS RES. The POLARIZATION (PL)index has only these
two values indexed. The truncation sign cannot be used in the POLARIZATION index, but the
PREFIX operator is allowed. Note that in some experiments both target and beam may be
polarized; see Subsection 6.2.3 for an example of a search for such experiments.

0
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The PI,ABand ECMindexesmay be usedto searchfor a laboratory momentumand a center-of- (_1
massener_f within a given range.Forexample,FIN PLAB 800 (IN EXPERIMENTSRES,or
FIN ECM 3 TO 4 (IN EXPERIMENTSRES.Energiesandmomentaare in GeV and C,eV/c.
Notean interestingpossibilityforwritingsearchvalueswith thesetwo indexes:FIND PL_ vl

v2 andFIND ECM vl TO v2. Theusualinequalityoperatorscannotbe usedwith PL_B
andECMindexes.Use insteadGT,GE,LT, LE, forgreater than, greater than or equal, lessthan,
lessthan or equal, respectively;forexample, FIN PLAB LT 20 (IN EXPERIMENTS KES.

6.2.3 CONTINUING A SEARCH

if youwantto applymorethanonecriterion,formulatean iterativeora compoundsearchrequest.
Formoredetails,seeSubsection14.1 Severalexamplesforthesetwo searchtechniquescan be
foundin what follows.

COMPOUND SEARCH REQUEST

Inthissearch,recordsfittingmorethanonecriterionare located Ali criteriaarelistedinonly one
lineand separatedbyBooleanoperators(seeSubsection1.4 1). If nosearchterm ismentioned
withsomesearchvalue, theterm immediatelyto the left of the missingoneisassumed(FIN
AUTHOR WOODY AND HERTRAND, F. means FIN AUTHOR WOODY AND AUTHOR BERTRAND,

F .). A requestmust .beginwith the FIND command, and end with the selection (IN EXPERI-

MENTS n'_:Jclifiedpossibly by options, such as RESULT,TYPE,etc. Hereare severalexamples for
compound searches:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP PRE SACLAY & A PERROT, F. (RES IN _ "
EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result I0 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AC SLAC# AND P BOTTOM AND NOT AF LBL#

(IN EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN POLARIZATION BEAM AND TARGET (IN
EXPERIMENTS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 75 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (FILE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN T NEW PARTICLES & PLAB 140 TO 200 (RES
IN EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment
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O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

ITERATIVE SEARCH REQUEST

lt takes more than one line to form an iterative search request, but technically, this is still only one
search. The request consists of several successivecommands, but there is only one FIND verb.
Similarly, it is enough to make the selection (IN EXPERIMENTS only once, in the line with the
FIND command. Unless you add the option RESULT to the end of each line_ every successive
command in an iterative searchwill initiate an output of the information collected up to that point
of the search. In what follows, all the examples for the compound searchare now transformed to
illustrate iterative searching:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP PRE SACLAY (RES IN EXPERXMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 61 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM & A PERROT, F. (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Unrecognized command &

(QSPIRES does not al low the useof symbolic abbreviations for Boolean operators in iterative
searches!)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVN AND A PERROT, F. (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result i0 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (FILE
6

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIKES at SLACVM FIN AC SLAC# (RES IN EX_ERI_ZNTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 59 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND P BOTTOM (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND NOT AF LBL#

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : '_File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN POLARIZATION BEAM (IN EXPERIMENTS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 186 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TARGET (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 75 Experiments

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (FILE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FXN T NEW PARTICLES (RES IN EXPERIMENTS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 15 Experiments

Q
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND PLAB 140 TO 200 (RES i

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Experiment

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (FILE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

..........,.........,...........................°.............................................................,.,....°......................................°.............................................,.............

6.2.4 DISPLAYING RECORDS FOUND BY A SEARCH
,.. _......_,..o....,.-......,.,...,._..._.-..,-..,.,_,.,.,....._...._......_................. ,...._, ........0......_.......................... ...... ....._......... ............ ....... ......... ....... ................ .................. .......... . ...............

RecordsstoredintheEXPERIMENTSdatabase.,arenotsuitableforinteractivesending,and inthis
section,we shallonly discussmethodsforobtainingretrieveddatato one'se-mailbox.Thereare
two differentwaysbywhichthatcouldbeachieved.Ifyou expectyourcriteriato be satisfiedby
only a small number of experiments,use the searchcommand

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN EXPERIMENTS

lt will not only initiate a search,but also instructQSPIRES to sendthe file with retrievedrecords
to your e-mailbox:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

Limits on the number of recordssent in this manner are mentioned below. However, if you first
want to review the number of retrievedexperiments, appendthe option RESULT(or RES)tOthe
option field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN EXPERIMENTS

RES O "
From SLACVM(QSPIRES): * Result runExperiments

Now, if you are satisfiedwith this answer,issuethe OUTPUT (or OUT) command to get the
complete records:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACV%4 OUTPUT

From SLACi_M(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

Limits applying to this method of retrieving data are mentionedbelow.

In both cases,we shall get the result displayed irl the default format, called PROP1. If you want to
changethis default, mention explicitly the format you prefer(seebelow).

CHOOSING A FORMAT FRAME

Asexplained in Subsection6.2.1, the command SHOW FRAMES will help you determine the
namesof two formats available in EXPERIMENTSdatabase.Theyare

PROP 1 (default format) BRIEF

With the PROP1 format frame, you will get the following data on an experiment: the code and
nameof the experiment, a list of participating institutions with namesof physicistsworking on that
experiment (spokespersonwill be clearly marked),the accelerator and detector used in the
project, a list of reactions and particles studied, a list of published papers,and somegeneral
commentson the experiment. If you choose the BRIEF format, only the code, name,and the
list of collaborators in the experiment will be se.nt.
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O the result in the do have mention the flame all: default, the
To get PROP1 frame, you not to at by
results are sent in this format flame. To get the result in the BRIEF format, append BRIEF, or
USING BRIEF to the option field, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN EXPERT_ME/_ITS
BRIEF

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (USING BRIEF

The term USING (which is really redundant when coupled with BRIEF, but obligatory with any
other format) could be shortened to usI. Similarly, BRIEF, if ii stands alone (i.e., not combined
with USING), can be abbreviated to BRI.

Limits on the number of recordsthat could be sent in a file depend on the format used. Here are
the current limits:

' When the results are to be sent as a file to a user's e-mailbox with the default format frame:

• with

FIND <...> (IN EXPERIMENTS 200 records

® with

OUTPUT 150 records

" When the results are to be sent as a file to the user's e-mailbox in the BRIEF format frame:

• with

FIND <...> (IN EXPERIMENTS BRIEF 200 records

g • with

OUTPUT (BRIEF 300 records

Foradditionalinformation,suggestions,orcomments relate_totheEXPERIMENTS database,

contactDr.H. Galit,MailStop81,SLAC,PO Box 4349,Stanford,CA 94309, USA,orsend an

e-mail message to EXPBASE@SLACVM.BITNET.

6.3 DATAGUIDE DATABASE

While the HEP database (Chapters 2 to 4) deals with all the papers related to high energy physics,
the DATAGUIDE database explores only those papers from HEP which contain some new
experimental data. Data means not only the obvious experimentally measured quantities,
but some derived quantities as weil, such as partial-wave phase shifts. When a paper isentered in
the HEP database, all its important bibliographic information is indexed. If the same paper fits
DATAGUIDE criteria, additional information will be extracted from the paper itself: a list of reac-
tions studied and the beam momenta, a list of all the particles whose properties are being studied,
and the names of the accelerator and detector at which the work was performed. Ali these data
are indexed in the DATAGUIDE database, lt should be noted that DATAGUIDE covers all the

experimental papers with new data; another related PDG database, EXPERIMENTS, contains
summaries of experiments performed only at major particle physics labs.

O
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DATAGUIDE iSmaintainedby the BerkeleyParticleDataGroup in collaborationwith membersof O
the Institutefor High EnergyPhysics,Serpukhov.Thedatabasecontains more than 30,000 entries.
lt isthe sourcefor the biannual LBL-90report, Guide to Data in ElementaryParticlePhysics.]his
section describesvarious interactive searchesvia QSPIRES in the DATAGUIDE database.

._._._.."_`_._._.._`_`.._._._._.._``._'_`.`'_`._._._._._`'_.`_``_.`_._`_._..._"'_'._._.._._._'._._._`_._-_*._._._._'_.'_`_._._._'_'._`_._._`_.._._._._.._._`_._*'_._'.'_.._ ,.............,.................,...................................,..............................................

6.3.1 INTERACTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE
............... .0...,.... ....... ...., ....... , ................................................. ° .................................................................................... , ...... , ....... , .....................

TheDATAGUIDEdatabaseissearchableby acceleratorname, detector,reaction,momentum,
final stateparticlesand someothersearchelements.Atypical, simple,one-stepinteractivesearch
requestwill havethe form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN DATAGUIDE

In a more intricate search,severalsearchexpressionsmight be linked by logical operators.The
selection (IN DATAGUIDEmustbe specifiedin the linewith the FIND verb. Theselectionwill
remain in effect until a new searchisinitiatedwith your next FIND command. Thismeansthat,
e.g.,there isnoneedto repeatthephrase (IN DATAGUrDEin a followup commandof an iterative
search,orwith an OUTPUTcommand.

Retrievedresultsfrom ali PDGdatabasesare immediatelysent to you,even beforeyou havea
chanceto reviewthe number of documentsfound. In orderto changethis default, append
RESULT (or RES) to the option field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN DATAGUIDE
RESULT

Now, only the number of retrieved papers,but not the indexed information, will be sent to you. _)

o,

The result is sent interactively:
w

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result nn Papers

Ifyouaresatisfiedwiththisanswer,youcanrequestthecompleteoutput;alte,'natively,thesearch
might be continued with the addition of further criteria. Note that the actual experimental data
from papersare not registeredin the DATAGUIDEdatabase;the output will only list the reactions
and properties studied, but not the measuredvalues.

Eachsearchexpressionmusthave a correctly statedsearchterm (seeSection 1.2).Toget the list
of searchterms(andthey coincide with the namesof indexes in the DATAGUTDEdatabase),send
one of the following commandsto QSPIRES:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN DATAGUIDE TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA TER (TYP IN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO IN]:)(FILE IN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH TERMS (IN DATAGUIDE

The first two commands instructQSPIRES to send the list interactively, while the lasttwo tell
gsPIPags to file the list and send it to your e-mailbox. As seenfrom the fourth example, you do
not have to write FILE explicitly; unlessthe term TYPE(or TYP)appearsin option field, the
information is, by default, sentnoninteractively. Thetable below shows someof the indexesthat
will be found in the returned list.

O
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INDEX ALLOWED ABBREV. AND VARIATIONS

ACCELERATOR AC, ACC

DETECTOR DE, DET

REACTION RE, REA, REAC

PARTICLE P, PART

FINAL-STATE-PART FSP

AUTH-YEAR ID

DATE D

POLARIZATION PL, POL

PLAB

ECM

The GOAL index (not listed in the table) is called PAPER. The key value of the GOAL index is a
randomly selected number. A search through the GOALindex in this database is possible, but not
very useful for a general user. There are no qualifiers in the DATAGUIDE database. Note that the
DATE index is a simple index, and it can be used even in a primary search.

Almost all the relational operators described in Subsection 1.2.3 could be applied in the
DATAGUIDE database. The equality operator is the most efficient, and has the widest use. The
inequality operators could be used most successfully with DATE searches. Among the content
operators, the recommended one is the PREFIX. Note, however, that in a request line, only one

" i PREFIX per search term is allowed.

To determine the kinds of values that could be used wlth a given index, issue the BROWSE
" command, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE PARTICLE BOTTOM (IN DAT_IDE TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO ACCELERATOR SLAC (_/_DATA_IDE T_E

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE REACTION (IN DATAGUIDE

The result of the browse is sent to you interactively only if you specify the TYPE option (the first
and second examples). The third line tells QSPIRES tO file the result of the browse and send it
to your e-mailbox. You can als use the BROWSE FIRST and BROWSE LAST commands (for
description, see, e.g., Subsection 1.2.4).

In most of the DATAGUIDE indexes, searching with truncated values (right truncation) is allowed:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DE CRYS# (IN DATAGUIDE RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 78 Papers

This search will find ali papers with new results based on experiments performed with the Crystal
Ball large solid angle detector (CRYS-BALL, in DATABASE vocabulary) and the Crystal Boxcrystal
array detector (CRYS-BOX).

To learn more about the DATAGUIDE database, send SHOWor EXPLAIN commands to QSPIRES.

If you Usethe first two of the following commands, the answer will be sent to you interactively.
The third and the fourth command will instruct QSPIRES to send the information to your
e-mailbox.

@
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION (IN DATAGUIDE TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXPLAIN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SUB DES (IN DATAGUIDE FILE

TELL QSPIKES at SLACVM EXP DATAGUIDE (FIL

A simple search, with only one criterion specified, is not the only possibility in the DATAGUIDE

database. From time to time, you will want to add more criteria, and narrow or expand the search
in an iterative process:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND PARTICLE RHO0 (IN DATAGUIDE RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 80 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND ACCELERATOR FNAL (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Papers

Note that the selection has to be displayed only in the line with the FIND verb. On the other hand,
the option RES (ULT) must appear in every step for which you want the answer to contain only
the number of retrieved results.

You can also state several criteria in a single line, by using a compound search.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "PI- P --> #" AND ECM 3 TO 4 (IN
DATAGUIDE RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 222 Papers

In both iterative and compound searches, the logical operators AND, ;unD NOT, and oR describe _ .
how the criteria combine. If you lose track of the criteria used up to a given point in a search, qlP
apply the SHOW SEARCH or SHOW RESULT commands. You do not have to specify (IN
DATA,GUIDE nor TYPE with these commands; an interactive answer will show your search steps
in the most recently used database.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO RESULT

IfyOU do notusetheoptionRESULT ina searchrequest,allretrievedrecordsaresenttoyou

immediately following the receipt of your request. If you do use the RESULT option, then the
records could be displayed later, by issuing the OUTPUT command once all your criteria have
been satisfied (see Subsection 6.3.4). As always, you can choose to get the result either
interactively or via e-letter, the latter possibility being the default choice and producing much
more readable output. Two format frames are available for displaying records found in the
DATAGUIDE database. To get the list of frames, issue

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW FRAMES (TYP IN DATAGUIDE

This will cause the list to be sent interactively. If you want a permanent record, append FILE

instead of TYPE tO the option field, or simply send

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FRA (IN DATAGUIDE

Limits on the number of records that could be sent in various formats are given in
Subsection 6.3.4.

O
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6.3.2 EXAMPLESOF A SEARCH
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This subsection reviews searches in which some of the available search terms are used in simple,
one-siep searches. The next subsection offers examples of more intricate searches in which several
criteria are applied.

FIND ACCELERATOR (FIN AC)

This index enables a search by the name of the accelerator at which an experiment is performed.
An accelerator is denoted either by a single word (e.g., CESR, LUND, TRIUMF), or by a hyphenated
combination of two or three words (e.g., DESY-DORIS, KEK-TRISTAN, CERN-SPS). There are
more than one hundred different entries in this index. One of the tactics to exploit it is to begin
browsing in the vicinity of an expected value. For example, to find the exact name used in
DATAGUIDE to describe the accelerator(s) at Frascati, send the following command to QSPIRES'

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE AC FRASCATI (IN DATAGUIDE TYP

The answer will show that the name to be used in further search should be FRAS (for the electron

synchrotron), or rP,AS-ADONE (for the electron-positron ring). To learn about ali of CERN'saccel-
erators, you will have to send two BROWSEcommands:

TELL QSPIIRES at SLACVM BRO AC CERN (TYPE IN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO AC CERN-SPS (TYPE IN DATAGUIDE

O Browsing in the vicinity of terms BROOKHAVEN,ORSAY,NOVOSIBIRSK will recover the properterms describing the corresponding accelerators in the DATAGUIDE database. If your first attempt
at browsing is not successful, explore some variations. Note, eg., that Dubna is indexed as JINR,

- and Ann Arbor's cyclotron as MYCH-CYC.

There is also a reference table of ali the accelerator names in the LBL-90 report, under Acceleralor
Names Vocabulary. If browsing does not help, use this printed information. Once you know a
correct term, you can use this complete name in your search value, or you may shorten your
command by using the PREFTX operator or the right truncation sign:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN ACCELERATOR KEK-TRISTAN (IN DATAGUIDE
RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 15 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AC PREFIX CHALK (RES IN DATA_qJIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result i Paper

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND AC VAN--DE-G# (RES IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Papers

Notethatnames and abbreviationsassignedtoacceleratorsintheDATAGUIDE databasearenot

necessarily identical to those used in the EXPERIMENTS database (Section 6.2)

If a search is successful, you may display the result by using the OUTPUT command (see
Subsection 6.3.4). Alternatively, you can add to or subtract from the result before it is displayed,

O by continuing the search (see Subsection 633)
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FIND DETECTOR (FIN DE) O

Several hundred different detectors have been used in particle physics experiments in the last
fifteen years. Youcan find papers based on resultsfrom a ce_ain detector if you know the indexed
acronym for the detector. The reference table of acronyms for detectors' names can be found in
the LBL-90 report. Note that names and abbreviations assigned to accelerators in the DATAGUIDE
database are not necessarily identical to those used in the EXPERIMENTS database (Section 6.2)
and printed in the LBL-91 report. Browsing through the DETECTOR index can also be helpful oc-
casionally. A detector is denoted either by a single word (e.g., ASTER_rx, CLASP, EPICS, NUSEX,
TP S), or by a hyphenated combination of two or more words (e.g., CERN-MUNICH, SPES-I,
HLBC-BEBC-TST).

Once you know a correct acronym, you can use this detector name in your search value, or you
may shorten your command by using the PREFIX operator or the right truncation sign:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DETECTOR OMEGAPRLME (IN DATAGUIDE RES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DE PREFIX SUPERBEN (RES IN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DE ANDRO# (RES IN DATAGUIDE

If you are satisfied with the result, you may display it by using the OUTPUT command (see
Subsection 6.2.4). Alternatively, you can add to or subtract from the result before it is displayed,
by continuing the search (see Subsection 6.2.3).

FIND REACTION (FiN RE)

This index contains reactions studied in a given expe.riment, lt is a phrase index. While the values
indexed in the REAC'IION are very useful in a displayed result, a search in this index is not mL -
particularly convenient. That is, it is very difficult to determine the right search phrases. Browsing
through the index may help somewhat, and browsing through the LBL.-90brochure can be useful
in finding the correct phrases describing a reaction. Generally, the left-hand side of a reaction
describes first a beam and then a target. The final states (right-hand side of a reaction) are ordered
by increasing multiplicity, with the particles ordered alphabetically for a given multiplicity.
English-language equivalent spelling of Greek characters is used for particles denoted by Greek
letters. Ali antiparticles that are commonly written with a bar over the name are spelled with the
letters BARappended to the particle name, cf., PBAR, DELTABAR. For further conventions used in
the description of particles in DATAGUIDE index, see the Introduction in the LBL-90 report.

Here are several randomly chosen examples which will yield nonzero results:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND REACTION "E+ E- --> UPSI(3S) " (IN
DATAGUTDE RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 22 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "NU_K/BAR NUCLEON--> MU+ #" (RES IN
DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 79 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "K+ --> MU+ NIV_,"(RESULT ._NDATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Paper

0
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O TELL QSPIKES at SLACKS4 FIN RE ,,p7-p --> LAMBDA _MBDABAR N" (RES
IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Papers

The arrow denoting a reaction is composed of two minus signs and a greater-than sign. The > sign
is one of the symbols having a special meaning to sP IRES (see Subsection 1.2.4), and the whole
search value should be enclosed in double quotes.

If you specify your search value as irl

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE PI- P # (RES IN DATAGUIDE

or

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE PREFIX PI- P (RES IN DATAGUIDE

you will find ali 1189 papers in which the reactions with ar'p as initial state were studied, regard-
less of the final state. Note that in these two examples there was no need for quotes, because
the (truncated) search values did no! include the arrow sign.

If you are satisfied with the result, you may display it by using the OUTPUT command (see
Subsection 6.2.4).

FIND PARTICLE (FIN P)

if one of the goals of an experiment isto study a specific particle, then such a particle is indexed
in the PARTICLE index. To find experiments in which, e.g., the Higgs boson is studied, use first
the BROWSEcommand to determine how the boson is indexed, and then the FIND command

O to retrieve the information:
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO PARTICLE HIGGS (TYP IN _/%TAGUIDE

(QSPIRES now sendsa list of 10 subject values alphabetically surrounding the term HIGGS_
Among them, you will find the name by which this particle is indexed.)

TELL QSPIBES at SLACVM FIN PARTICLE HIGGS (RES IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 70 Papers

Here are several more examples which will find nonzero results:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PARTICLE "LAMBDA(2020F07)#" (IN
DATAGUIDE RES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND P DIBARYON (RES IN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN P SQ_ARK (RESULT IN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PARTICLE "CHI/C0 (lP) " (RES IN DATAGUIDE

Whenever a symbol that has a special meaning to SP IRES appears, then the whole search value
should be enclosed in double quotes. In our examples, the parentheses are suchspecial symbols
(see Subsection 1.2.4). Conventions for particle names in this index are different from those used
in the HEP and PARTICLES databases. Generally, the English-language equivalent spelling of
Greek charactersis usedfor particles denoted by Greek letters. Ali antiparticles that are commonly
written with a bar over the name are spelled with the letters BAR appended to the particle name,
of., PBAR, DELTABAR. A reference table for particle names used in DATAGUIDE can be found in
the LBL-90 publication.
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FIND FINAL-STATE-PART (FIN FSP) O

The FINAL-STATE-PART index makesit possibleto searchpapersaccording to particles
produced in an experiment, lt collects namesof particlesappearingon the right-hand sidesof
reactionsindexed in the REACTIONindex. The organizationof this index and the methodsof
searching it are very similar to those mentioned in the review of the PARTICLE index. To find
papersin which, e.g., the O*(2010)boson production isstudied,first usethe BROWSEcommand
to de/ermine how the boson is indexed,and then the FIND command to retrieve the information:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO FSP D, (2010) (TYP IN DATAGUIDE

(QSPIRES now sendsa listof I0 subjectvaluessurrounding the term alphabetically. Among
them, you will find the nameby which this particle is indexed.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP "O, (2010) #" (RES IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 129 Papers

Here are severalmoreexampleswhich will find nonzero results:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP "STGMA/C(2450) " (IN DATAGUIDE RES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND FSP TAU+ (RES IN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP NUEBAR (RESULT IN DATAGUIDE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP Z (RES IN DATAGUIDE

Whenevera symbol that hasa special meaning to SP IRES appears,then the whole searchvalue
should be enclosed in double quotes. In our examples, the parenthesesare such special symbols
(seeSubsection 1.2.4). Conventionsfor particle namesin this index aredifferent from those used _ -
in HEPand PARTICLES databases.

Generally,the English-languageequivalent spelling of Greek charactersis used for particles
denoted by Greekletters.Ali antiparticlesthat are commonly written with a bar over the nameare
spelledwith the lettersBARappendedto the particle name,cf., K'BAR ( 852), NBAR.A reference
table for particle namesused in DATAGUIDE can be found in the LBL-90publication.

FIND AUTH-YEAR (FIN ID)

The AUTH-YEARindex in the DATAGUIDEdatabaseis usefulonly if you have the LBL-90report
in hand, and want a quick identification of a paper by its Document ID, a unique key by which
papersare referenced in the report.Other than that, the index hasa very limited usefulnessfor an
ordinary user.The ID iscomposedof the nameof the first author of a paperand the year of its first
appearance,asin JONF,S 84. If there is more than one paper by the sameauthor in thesameyear,
the additional papersare listed as JONES 84B, JONES 84C, andso on. The AUTH-YEARindex
is a phrase index. If the LBL-90report says,e.g., that a certain reaction was studied by AAHLIN
80, yo ' can find the complete reference,including a list of author(s),title of the paper, and other
bibliographic data, by issuing

TELL QSPIRES at SL_,CVM FIND ID AAHLIN 80 (IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

Only thefirst author is indexed in AUTH-YEAR index. If you want to locate (experimental) papers
in a searchbasedon an authorother than the fi_' "_uthor,use,e.g.,the AUTHORindex in the HEP
database(seeSubsection2.2.1).
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O One can usethe right truncation in this index, but not the PREFIX operator,which restriction is
quite unusual for QSPIRESsearches.

FIND DATE (FIN D)

This index classifies papersaccording to the year of their first appearance.The year may corre-
spondto the preprint version of the paper,and therefore, in many cases,the year in the DATE
index will not match the year of the published reference.The index is a date index. Only a year,
but not a month or a day, are indexed.Therefore, searchesin which the searchvalue is statedas
JAN 88 or 4/ 15 / 91 do not make much sense.

TheDATE index in DATAGUIDE,unlike the DATEindex in HEP,is a simple index, and can serve
in a primary search. (The DATEindex in HEPis a qualifier and can be usedonly in compound
and iterative searches°)Youcan issuethe command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE 88 (IN DATAGUIDE RESULT

to seehow many papers registeredin DATAGUIDE appearedin 1988. One can usethe two-digit
(88), or the four-digit (1988) form to describe a year in a searchvalue. Inequality operators are
allowed with DATEindex.

Youcan add to or subtract from the result by continuing the search(seeSubsection6.2.3).

OTHER INDEXES IN THE DATAGUIDE DATABASE

To find papersdescribing experimentsin which the beam is polarized, issuethe command FIND
POLARIZATION BEAM (IN DATAGUIDE RES; similarly, to find information on experiments in

- _ which a target is pohrized, useFIN PL TARGET (IN DATAGUIDE RES.ThePOLARIZATION
(PL) index hasonly thesetwo values indexed. Right truncation is not allowed in this index, but
you can usethe PREFIX operator instead.Note that in some experiments,both target and beam
maybe polarized; seeSubsection6.3.3 for an example of a searchfor such experiments.

PLAB and ECMindexes may be usedto searchfor a laboratory momentum and a center-of-mass
energywithin a given range.Forexample, FIN PLAB 800 (IN DATAGUIDERES, or FIN ECM
3 TO 4 (IN DATAGUIDE RES.Energiesand momenta are in GeV and GeV/c. Note an inter-
estingpessibility for writing searchvalueswith these two indexes: FIND PLAB vl TO v2 and
FIND ECM vl TO v2. The usual inequality operators cannot be usedwith PLAB and ECM
indexes.UseGT,GE,LT, LE, for greater than, greater than or equal, lessthan, lessthan or equal,
respectively; for example, FIN PLAB LT 20 (IN DATAGUIDE RES.

Someother indexes in the DATASUIDEdatabaseare not widely used,and will not be discussed
here.

6.3.3 CONTINUING A SEARCH
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Toapply more than one criterion, we can formulate an iterative or a compound ,searchrequest.
For moredetails, seeSubsection1.4.1. Severalexamplesof thesetwo searchtechniques appear
in the following material.

COMPOUND SEARCH REQUEST

In such a search, records fitting more than one criterion are located. Ali criteria are listed in only

O one line and separatedby Booleanoperators(seeSubsection 1.4.1). If no searchterm is men-
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tionedwith somesearchvalue,the term immediatelyto the leftof the missingone isassumed(FIN Q
PARTICLE K OR KB/_means FIN PARTICLE K ORPARTICLE KBAR).A recluestmustbegin
with the FIND command, and end with the selection (IN DATAGUIDEpossibly modified by
options, suchas RESULT,TYPE,etc. Here are severalexamplesof compound searches:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN P HVY-LEPTON AND AC SLAC# AND O 84 (RES

IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "E- N '-> #" AND (FSP RHO0 OR PI-}

(IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN POLARIZATION BEAM AND TARGET (IN

DATAGUIDE RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 154 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AC DESY# AND DE MARK-J & ECM 40 TO 50

(RES IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result II Papers Q

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT ..

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

ITERATIVE SEARCH REQUEST

lt takesmorethan one lineto form an iterativesearchrequest,but technically,this isstillonlyone
search.Therequestconsistsof severalsuccessivecommands,but there isonly one FIND verb.
Similarly,it is enoughto makethe selection (IN DATAGUIDE only once, in the linewith the
FIND command. Unlessyou add the option RESULT to the end of each line, every step in an
iterative re.archwill initiate an outpu_of the information collected up to that point of search.In
the following, all the examplesfor thecompound searchare now transformedto illustrate iterative
searching:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN PARTICLE HVY-LEPTON (RES IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 116 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND AC SLAC# (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 26 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND D 1984 (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (FII_

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M i

&-30
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O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "E- N --> #" (RES IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 21 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND (FSP RHO0 OR PI-)

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN POLARIZATION BEAM (IN DATAGUIDE RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 436 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND TARGET (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 154 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AC DESY# (RES IN DATAGUIDE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 670 Papers

TELL QS_ IRES at SLACVM AND DE MARK-J (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 64 Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM & ECM 40 TO 50 (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Unrecognized command &

(QSPIRES does not allow the use of symbolic abbreviations for Boolean operators in iterative

- 0 searches!)TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND ECM 40 TO 50 (RES

- From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result ii Papers

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (FILE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................,

6.3,4 DISPLAYING RECORDS FOUND BY A SEARCH

Records stored in the DATAGUIDE database are not suitable for interactive sending, and in this
section, we shall only discuss methods for obtaining retrieved data in one's e-mailbox. There are
two different ways by which that could be achieved. If you expect the criteria to be satisfied by
only a small number of papers, use the search command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN DATAGUIDE

lt will not only initiate a search, but also instruct QSPIRES to send the file with retrieved records
to your e-mailbox:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

Limits on the number of records sent in this manner are mentioned below. However, if you first
want to review the number of retrieved papers, append the option RESULT (or RES) tO the option
field:

O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN DATAGU_.DE RES

- 6-3_
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From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result nn Papers D

Now, if you are satisfied with this answer, issue the OUTPUT (or OUT) command to get the
complete records:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

Limits applying to this method of retrieving data are mentioned below.

In both cases,we shall get the result displayed in the default format, called MAIN. If you want to
change this default, mention explicitly the format you prefer (see below).

CHOOSING A FORMATFRAME

As explained in Subsection 6.2.1, the command SHOWFRAMES will help you determine the
names of two formats available in DATAGUIDE database. They are

MAIN (default format) BRIEF

With the MAIN format frame, you will be given the following data for each of the retrieved docu-
ments: title and author(s) of the paper, reprint number (if applicable) and/or publication data,
name of the accelerator and detector used in the project, a list of reactions and particles studied,
and some general comments on the data. If you choose the BRIEF format only the bibliographic
data (title of the paper, authors and exact reference) will be.sent.

To get the result in the MAIN format, you do not have to mention the frame at all: by default, the
remits are sent in the MAIN format. To get the result in the BRIEF format, append BRIEF,or

USING BRIEF tO the option field, e.g., _ .

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN DATAGUIDE

BRIEF

or

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (USING BRIEF

The term USING (which is really redundant when coupled with BRIEF, but obligatory with any
other format) could be shortened to usI. Similarly, BRIEF, if it stands alone (i.e., not combined
with USING),can be abbreviated to BRI.The forms USING BRI and USI BRI are nol allowed.

Limitson the number of records that could be sent in a file depend on the format used. Here are
the current limits:

• When the results are to be sent as a file, to a user's e-mailbox, with the default format frame:

• with

FIND <...> (IN DATAGUIDE 50 records

• with

OUTPUT 150 records

• When the results are to be sent as a file, to the user's e-mailbox, in the BRIEF format frame:

• with

FIND <...> (IN DATAGUIDE BRIEF 50 records

® with

0
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OUTPUT (BRIEF 300 records

For additional information, suggestions, or comments related to the DATAGUIDE database,
contact Gary Wagman, Particle Data Group 50-308, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA
94720, USA, or send an e-mail message to WAGMAN@LBL.BITNET.

6.4 REACTIONS DATABASE

The REACTIONS database collects particle physics scattering data in the form of differential and
total crosssections, structure functions, polarizations measurements, density matrices, etc., from
a wide range of experimental papers. In many cases, data are obtained directly from the experi-
menters themselves. Reactions considered include two-body and quasi-two-body scattering, e'_-
annihilations into hadrons, photoproduction, inclusive hadron production with both hadron and
lepton beams, deep inelastic scattering, etc.

REACTIONS data are compiled by the Durham/RAt. Particle Data Group (UK) in collaboration
with the Serpukhov COMPASGroup (the former Soviet Union). The QSPIRES version is handled
by the Berkeley Particle Data Group. The database contains almost 2,000 entries, ranging from
1983 to the present, lt is updated annually. This section describes various interactive searches via
QSPIRES in the REACTIONS database.

•,., ,., ,°.,.., ,., ,_,.,,,.,., ,,,,., ,_..... .,,., ,, ,_,, ,_...... ...... .,,,..,.,,,, ,,., ,.._,.,,,., ,,_,,., ,,.. ,.,_,,_,, ,,, ,,..,., ,., ..,.,_.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,,.,.,__.,.,,,.,.,.,,., ,., ,.,.°,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,.._,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,_,,..,,,.,.,.,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,...,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,...,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,_,

- _ 6.4.1 INTERACTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE
IP' .................................................................................................................................................................... ,............................................ .,..,..

" The REACTIONS database is searchable by reaction, observable, final state particles, detector
name, momentum, experiment number, reference and the first author and some other search
elements. A typical, simple, one-step interactive search request will have the form

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN REACTIONS

In a more intricate search, several search expressions might be linked by logical operators. The
selection (IN REACTIONS must be specified in the line with the FIND verb. The selection will
remain in effect until a new .search is initiated with your next FIND command. This means that,
e.g., there is no need to repeat the phrase ( IN REACT]:ONS in a followup command of an iterative
search, or with an OUTPUT command.

Retrieved results from ali PDG databases are immediately sent to you, even before you have a
chance to review the number of documents found. In order to change this default, append
RESULT (or RES) tO the option field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN P_ZACTIONS
_,_ESULT

Now, only the number of retrieved records, but not the indexed information, will be sent to you.
]"he result is sent interactively:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result nn Records

If you are satisfied with this answer, you can request the complete output; alternatively, the search
might be continued by addition of further criteria,

@
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expressionmusthavea correctlystatedsearchterm (seeSection 1.2). Togetthe list /Eachsearch

of searchterms(andthey coincidewiththe namesof indexesin theREACTIONSdatabase),send
oneof the followingcommandsto QS9IRES:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW INDEXES (IN REACTXONS TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO SEA TER (TYP IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO IND (FILE IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SEARCH TERMS (IN REACTIONS

Thefirsttwo commandsinstructQSPIREStOsendthe list interactively,while the last two tell
QSPIRES tOfile the list andsend it to your e-mailbox. As seenfrom the fourth example, you do
not have to write FILE explicitly; the information is, by default, sentto you noninteractively
unlessthe term TYPE(or TYP)appearsirl the option field. The table below shows mine of the
indexesthat will be found in the returned list.

- ............. INDEX AL-LC)_VE_BBREV.AND VARI,_TIONS
-- ,, ,, - , ,,,, ,

REACTION RE, REA, REAC

OBSERVABLE OBS, YN

FINAL-STATE-PART FSP

DETECTOR DE, DET

P LAB BMOM

AUTHOR A, AU, AUTH, FIRST-AUTH-ONLY, ID, SC

EXPERIMENT EXP, EXPT _& .

REFERENCE R, REF

DATE D, Y, YEAR
-- --

'1"_ GOAL index (not listed in the table)is called RECORD (or RECORDS, REC01). Thekey value
of the GOALindex is a randomly selectednumber.A searchthrough the GOALindex in this data-
baseis possible, but not very usefulfor a generaluser.Note that theDATEindex is a simple index,
not a qualifier; therefore, it can be usedeven in a primary search.

Almost all the relational operatorsdescribed in Subsection 1.2.3 could be applied in the
REACTTONSdatabase.The equality operator is the mostefficient, and hasthe widest use.The
inequality operatorscould be usedmostsuccessfullywith DATEsearches.Among the content
operators,the recommendedone is the PREFTX.Note, however, that in a requestline, only one
PREFIX per searchterm is allowed.

To determinethe kind of valuesthat could be usedwith a given index, issuethe SROWSE
command, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE FSP J/PSI (IN REACTIONS TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO OBSERVABLE THRUST (IN REACTIONS TYPE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE REACTION E- DEUTERIUM (IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BROWSE EXPERIMENT (IN REACTIONS FILE

The resultof this browseis sentto you interactively only if you specify the TYPE option (the first
and secondexamples).Thethird and fourth linestell QsPIRES tOfile the result of the browseand
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O send it to your e-mailbox. Youcan also use the BROWSE FIRST and BROWSE LAST commands
(for description, see Subsection 1.2.4).

In most of the REACTIONS indexes, searching for truncated values (right truncation) is allowed:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DE CRYS# (IN REACTIONS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 9 Records

This search will find ali reactions analyzed with the crystal Ball large solid angle detector
(CRYS-BALL, in REACTIONS vocabulary).

To learn more about the REACTIONS database, send show or EXPLAIN commands to QSPIRES.

If you use the first two of the following commands, the answer will be sent to you interactively.
The third and the fourth command will instruct QSPIRES tOsend the information to your
e-mailbox.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SUBFILE DESCRIPTION (IN REACTIONS TYP

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXPLAIN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SIlO SUB DES (IN REACTIONS FILE

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM EXP REACTIONS (FIL

A simple search, with only one criterion specified, is not the only possibility in the REACTIONS
database. From time to time, you will want to add more criteria and narrow or expand the search
in an iterative process:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND REACTION "P P --> P P" (IN REACTIONS

" O RESULTFrom SLACVMIQSPIRES) : * Result 71 Records

" TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OR REACTION "PBAR P --> PBAR P" (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 109 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND OBS DSIG/DT (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 36 Records

Note that the selection hasto be displayed only in the line with the FIND vecb. On the other hand,
the option REs (ULT) must appear in every step for which you want the answer to contain only
the number of retrieved results.

You can also state several criteria in a single line, by using a compound search.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN A SMXTH AND DATE > 86 (ZN REACTXONS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Records

In both iterative and compound searches, the logical operators AND, _D_qDNOT, and OR describe
how the criteria combine. If you lose track of the criteria used up to a given point in a search,
apply the SHOW SE_-_CHor SHOW RESULT commands. Youdo not have to specify ( IN
REACTIONS nor TYPE with these commands; an interactive answer will show your search steps
in the most recently used database.

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHOW SZARCH

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO RESULT

0
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you do not use the option RESULT in a search request,ali retrieved records are sent to you /If

immediately following the receipt of your request. If you do use the RESULT option, then the
records could be displayed later, by issuingthe OUTPUT command once ali your criteria have
been satisfied (see Subsection 6.4.4). As always, you can choose to get the result either interac-
tively or via e-letter, the latter possibility being the default choice and producing much more
readable output. Two format frames are available for displaying records found in the REACTIONS
database. To get the list of frames, issue

TELL QSPIRES at SI.,AC_W. SHOW FRAMES (TYP IN REACTIONS

This will cause the list to be sent interactively. If you want a permanent record, append FILE

instead of TYPE to the option field, or simply send

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM SHO FRA (IN RZACTZONS

Limits on the number of records that could be sent in various formats are given in
Subsection 6.4.4.

.. ..... ,,... ..... ..,.,..°,..° ,°,, .. °, °, °...°, °,..,°°, ..° ,, ° °.,.,.,°,.. ,. ° °, ,,.°...°..., J°.., ,., ,...,,°.,.,, °.,,,.......,.°.. ,. °,..,.... ° .° °,,,,. •. ,,, .,, .., .., ..., ..... ...°,,,,,°°.°,°°..°.°°.°.,°,,.,°_.,.,,..,,......

6.4.2 EXAMPLES OF A SEARCH
•__v_•_.._•_•_N_••_._.._`_•_•_••_•_•_•_^_•_.._`..._._•.._._._`_._..._.._._._._._.._..._._._._•_._ •_v_._.,_.•_•_•_v_.._ _,_v

This subsection reviews searches in which someof the available search terms are used in simple,
one-step searches.The next subsection offersexamplesof more intricate searchesin which several
criteria are applied.

FIND REACTION (FIN RE)

One of the principal usesof this database is to search for records containing data from specific
reactions. Reactionsstudied in a given experiment are indexed in the REACTTONindex, which is
a phrase index. Searching in this index is not particularly convenient, because it is very difficult
to determine the right search phrases.Browsing through the index may help you find the correct
phrase describing a reaction. Generally, the left-hand sideof a reaction describesfirst a beam and
then a target. English-languageequivalent spelling of Greek characters is used for particles
denoted by Greek letters.Ali antiparticles that are commonly written with a bar over the name are
spelled with the letters BAR appended to the particle name, cf., PBAR, DELTABAR. The conven-
tions used in the description of particles in the REACTIONS index follow those in the
EXPERIHENTB database (Section 6.2); see alsothe relevant table in the LBL-91 report.

Here are several randomly chosen examples which will yield nonzero results:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND REACTION "P NUCLEUS --> KS X" (IN
REACTIONS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Record

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "E- DEUT --> E-#" (RES IN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 6 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FZN RE "PBAR P --> JE_ X" (RESULT IN
REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 12 Records
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O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "K+ P --> (NEUTRALS} CHARGED LAMBDA
P" (RES IN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Record
ii

_ The arrow denoting a reaction is composed of two minus signs and a greater-than sign, The > sign
isone of the symbols having a special meaning in SPIRES (see Subsection 1.2.4), and the whole
search value should be enclosed in double quotes when > is used in it.

If you specify your search value as in

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE PI+ N # (RES IN REACTIONS

or

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE PREFIX PI+ N (RES IN REACTIONS

you will find ali the experiments in which the initial states _+n, _+nucleon, and x+nucleus were
studied, regardlessof the final statesin the reactions. Note that in these two examples, there was
no need for quotes, because the (truncated) search values did not include the arrow sign.

If you are satisfiedwith the result, you may display it by usingthe OUTPUT command (see
Subsection 6.4.4).

FiND OBSERVABLE (FIN OBS)

This index contains the scattering variable studied in a given experiment, lt is not very easy to
determine the right search phrasesto be used with this index. Some observable names are
quite obvious, cf., SLOPE, SPHERICITY, ASYMMETRY,etc., but others are not as easy to guess.

- _ Browsing through the index may help somewhat in finding the correct phrases describing an
lIP observable. Some more popular observables are listed in the following chart:

• APL_ARITY aplanarity POL any singular polarization

ASYMMETRY any asymmetry [1] POL. POL double polarization exp.

DSIG/DT different, crosssection POL. RHO dens. matr. with pol. beam

DS IG/DOMEGA angular distribution SIG total cross section

!ETA eta parameter SLOPE slope

_FORMFACTOR any form factor [2] THRUST thrust
L ,,, i

Notes: [1] sometimes also ASYM; [2] sometimes also FORM-FACTOR.

Here are several randomly chosen examples which will yield nonzero results:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND OBSERVABLE SIG (IN REACTIONS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 773 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN OBS FORM# (RES IN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 17 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN OBS POL.POL (RESULT IN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 57 Records
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TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE DSTG/DOMEGA (RES IN REACTIONS i

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 121 Records

Most oft.eli, you will combine the OBSERVABLE searchterm with the REACTION indexsearch.
If you are satisfiedwith the result, you may display it by using the OUTPUTcommand (see
Subsection6.4,4).

FIND FINAL-STATE-PART (FIN FSP)

The FINAL-STATE-PART index makesit possibleto searchfor reactionsaccordingto particles
producedin thereactions.Theindexhasa collectionofnamesof particlesappearingon the right-
handsidesof reactionsin the REACTIONindex. Theorganizationof this index and the methods
of searchingthroughit arevery similarto thosementionedin the reviewof the EXPERIMENTS
database(Subsection6.2.1). [b find papersin which,e.g., the D*(2010)bosonisstudied,firstuse
the BROWSEcommandto determinehow the boson isindexed,and then the FIND command
to retrievethe information:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM BRO FSP D* (2010) (TYP IN REACTIONS

(QSPIRESnow sendsa list of 10 subjectvaluessurroundingthe term alphabetically.Among
them, you will find thenamesby which thisparticleis indexed.)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP "D, (2010) #" (RES IN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 42 Records

Here areseveral moreexampleswhich will find nonzero results:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP "SIGMA/C(2450)+" (IN REACTIONS RES _ .,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND FSP TAU+ (RES IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP NUEBAR (RESULT XN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN FSP Z0 (RES IN REACTIONS

Whenevera symbolthat hasa specialmeaningto SPIRES appears,then the whole searchvalue
should be enclosed in double quotes. In our examples,the parenthesesare such special symbols
(seeSubsection1.2.4).

Conventions for particle namesin this index are identical to those used in the EXPERIMENTS
database.Generally, the English-languageequivalent spelling of Greekcharacters is used for
particlesdenoted by Greek letters.Ali antiparticles that are commonly written with a bar over the
nameare spelled with the lettersBARappended to the particle name,cf., K'BAR (8 92) 0, NBAR.
A referencetable for particle namesused in REACTIONSand EXPERIMENTSdatabasescan be
found in the LBL-91publication.

FIND DETECTOR (FIN DE)

Severalhundred detectorshavebeenused in particle physicsexperimentsin the last decade. You
can searchthe databaseby usinga nameof a detector with which a reaction was studied. Fora
successfulsearch,you mustknow the indexed acronym for the detector. Note that namesand
abbreviationsassignedto acceleratorsin the REACTIONSdatabaseare identical to those used in
the EXPERIMENTSdatabase(Section6.2). The referencetable of acronyms for detectors' names
can be found in the LBL-91report, Current Experimentsin ElementaryParticle Physics.Browsing
through the DETECTORindex can also be helpful occasionally. A detector is denoted either by a
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O single (e.g.,ARGUS, CLEO, OPAL, TOPAZ, UAI),orby a hyphenated oftwo or
word combination

more words (e.g.,CRYS-BALL, MARK-I I,HLBC-BEBC-HYB).

Once you learn the correct acronym, use this detector name in a search value. The PREFIX

operator and the right truncation sign are allowed in this index:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DETECTOR OMEGAPRIME (;/_REACTXONS RES

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DE PREFIX DBC (RES IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND DE 2-G# (RES IN REACTIONS

If you are satisfied with the result, you may display it by using the OUTPUT command (see
Subsection 6.4.4). Alternatively, you can add to or subtract from the result before it is displayed
by continuing the search (see Subsection 6.4.3).

FIND AUTHOR (FIN A)

The AUTHOR index in the _ACTIONS database is useful if you want to identify a reaction using
the name of the first author of a corresponding document. This is not a name index. Only the last
name (surname) of a first author is indexed, e.g., AGUILAR-BENITEZ or USHIDA. To find data on
reactions studied by the first author Aarn£o, type the command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND A AARNIO (IN REACTIONS RES
t

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 3 Records

If you want to find papers with reaction data in a search based other than on the first author, use
the AUTHORindex in the HEP database (see Subsection 2.2.1 ) to learn the name of the first author.

k

FIND EXPERIMENT (FIN EXP)

You can search through the database by using the standard numerical code characterizing an
experiment, e.g., SACLAY- 087, BNL-7 3 4, SLAC-PEP- 004 / 009, etc. More than one record
may be based on the same experiment. Here are several examples:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND EXP SACLAY-087 (IN REACTIONS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 2 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND EXP CESR-CLEO (RES IN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 17 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND EXP ITEP-E-762 (IN REACTIONS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 1 Record

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND EXP SACLAY 087 (RES IN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * No records found which match search
criteria

While the first three examples describe the allowed forms for an experiment code in a search
value, the lastexample will find no matching result: an incorrect way of writing the code (with no
hyphen) was attempted. In this database, an experiment code must be exactly matched to the

O
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indexed value, and no variations are allowed. (Note that some variations are allowed in ali the
other databases with EXPERIMENT indexes.)

If you use the PREFIX operator or a truncation sign in a search, the number of retrieved records
may be quite large:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND EXPERIMENT PREFIX FNAL (RES IN
REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 112 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN EXP LAMPF# (IN REACTIONS RESULT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 33 Records

At this point, you could apply further criteria to narrow the search result, and then use OUTPUT

to bring the result to your e-mailbox. To determine more precisely the kinds of values that are
stored in the EXPERIMENT index, use the BROWSE command.

FIND REFERENCE (FIN R)

Another method of exploring the REACTIONS database isby using the REFERENCEindex, which
contains referencesof paperswith reactionsdata. Youmight, e.g., know that some interesting data
are published in the Zeitschri(t far Physik, C34 (1987) 419. To get this data, issue

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND REFERFA_CE ZP C34,. 419 (IN REACTZONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via MOTE, class M

The year of publication is not used in this index. Several other typical search requests may have (_1 "
the form:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND R CERN-_P-31-85 (IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SIACVM FXND REFERENCE PL 237B 599 (IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM rIND REFERENCE PL/237B/599 (IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND REFERENCE PL, 237B,599 (IN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN R NP B217, 285 (ZN REACTIONS

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN REFERENCE ZP C49/239 (IN REACTIONS

Note that papers in the REACTIONS database are not indexed in the same way that papers in _he
HEP databaseare. Furthermore, acronyms used for journals are sometimes different even from
those used in other PDG databases.

The REFERENCE index is a phrase index, and you must follow precisely the predetermined form:
a journal name isshortened usually to two or three characteristic letters;such an acronym sho_dd
be followed by a volume letter (when appropriate) and volume number, not n¢_r,;.ssarilyin that
order; the page number completes the expression. Your searchvalue could hav_ spaces, or
commas, or slashes(/)between the elements. If you do not follow these rules, yc_Jrsearch in the
RE:FERENCEindex wilt not be successful.

Browse the REFERENCE index to determine the acronym and the position of a volume letter with
respect to volume number. The following table shows some of the acronyms.

Q
v
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O ET, Europhys. Lett. PL Phys. I.ett. (e.g., PL 150B, 458)
I

JP J.Phys.(e.g.,JP GII, 69) PR Phys.?,ev.(e.g.,PR D28, 2896)

NC N. Cimento (e.g.,NC 79A, 181) PnL Phys.Rev_Left.

NCL Lett. N. Cimento YF Yadern. Fiz.

NIM Nucl. Instr.and Methods ZETFP ZETFPisma (in Russian)

NP Nucl. Phys. (e.g., NP B213, I) ZP Zeit. Physik (e.g., zP C17, 113)

Note that in the examples above, the option RESULT was not usedwith this index. That is becallse
one expects no more than one record to be related to a given paper. When the option RESULT is
not issued, the retrieved record containing reactions data is automatically and immediately
returned to your e-mailbox.

FIND DATE (FIN D)

This index classifiespapers according to their year of appearance (lo; preprints) or publication
(for published works). The index is a date index. Only a year and a month, but not a day, are
indexed. Therefore, a search in which the search value is stated as JAN 88 is fine, but the
specification 4 / 15 / 91 does not make much sense.

The DATE index in REACTIONS, unlike the DATE index in HEF, is a simple index, and can serve
in a primary search. (The DATE index in HEF isa qualifier and can be usedonly in compound
and iterative searches.)You can issue the commands

. _ TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN DATE 88 (IN REACTIONS RESO'LT

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND D SEP 1983 (IN REACTIONS RES

TELL QSPIP,ES at SLACVM tin DATE 12-89 (IN REACTIONS RESULT

tOseehow many recordsregisteredinREACTIONS appearedin1988, September 1983, and

December 1989, respectively. One can use the two-digit (88), or the four-digit (1988) formto
describe a year in the search value. Similarly, a month can be specified in several ways. Inequality
operators are allowed with the DATE index.

Usually, this index is combined in a search with some other indexes. You can add to or subtract
from the result obtained in the DATE index by _:ontinuing the search (see Subsection 6.4.3).

OTHER INDEXES IN THE REACTIONS DATABASE

The PLAB index may be used to searchfor a beam momentum within a given range. For example,
FIN PLAB 800 (IN REACTIONS RES, FIN PLAB GT 50 (IN REACTIONS RESOrFIN

PLAB 3 TO 4 (IN [_EACTIONS RES. Momenta are given in GeV. For colliding beams,
the equivalent laboratory momentum is coded except in the case of e'_- collisions where PLAB
shows half the center-of-mass energy in GeV. The usual inequality operators >, >=, < and <=
(see Subsection 1.2.3), are not allowed with this index. Instead, use the GT (for greater than),
GE (for greater than or equal to), LT (less than), and LE (lessthan or equal to) operators. Note an
additional interesting possibility for writing search values with this index: FIND PLAB vl TO
v2. Other indexes in the REACTIONS database are not widely used, and will not be discussed
here.

O
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6.4.3 CONTINUING A SEARCH

Toapply more than one criterion, we can formulate an iterative or a compound search request.
Formore details, seeSubsection1.4.1. Severalexamplesof thesetwo searchtechniques can be
found in the following material.

COMPOUND SEARCH REQUEST

Insucha search,recordsfittingmoreth;Lnonecriterionare located.Ali criteriaare listedin only
one line and areseparatedby Booleanoperators(seeSubsection1.4.1). If no searchterm is
mentionedwith a particularsearchvalue, the termimmediatelyto the left of the missingone is
assumed(FIN FSP K0 OR KBAR0meansFIN FSP K0 OR¢SP KBAR0).A requestmustbegin
withthe FIND command, andend with theselection (TN _ACTTONS possiblymodifiedby
options,suchasRESULT,TYPE,etc. Hereareseveralexamplesof compoundsearches:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR BARING# .%ND DATE < 1988 (IN
REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

'I![_LLQSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "E+ E- --> HADRONS" AND OBS SIG (IN

REACTIONS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 53 Records

(Thissearchwill find all measurementsof e_e'total crosssection,including the R parameter!) i_
TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE PI- P # AND PLAB GT 100 (IN REACTIONS

RES

From $LACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 50 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "PBAR P --> PBAR P" & OBS DSIG/DT A._D

D 85 (RES IN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM _JTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

ITERATIVE SEARCH REQUEST

lt takesmorethanoneline to formaniterativesearchrequest,buttechnically,this isstillonly one
search.Therequestconsistsof severalsuccessivecommands,but thereisonly one FIND verb.
Similarly,it is enoughto makethe selection ( IN REACTIONSonlyonce, in the linewith the
FIND command.Unlessyou add theoptionRESULTtOthe endof eachline,every stepin an
iterativesearchwill initiateanoutputofthe informationcollecteduptothatpoint"of searcfi.Inthe
followingmaterial,ali the examplesof the compoundsearchare nowtransformedto illustrate
iterativesearching:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN AUTHOR BARING# (RES IN REACTIONS

0
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O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 4 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND DATE < 88

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTEs class M

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN RE "E+ E- --> HADRONS" (RES IN REACTZONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 84 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND OBE SIG (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 53 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIN pT- p # (IN REACTIVE RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 150 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND PLAB GT I00 (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 50 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FXN RE "PEAR P --> PEAR P" (RES ZN REACTIONS

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 50 Recozds

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND OBE DSIG/DT (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 31 Records

O TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM & DATE 85 (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Unrecognized command &

(QSP IRES doesnotallowtheuseofsymbolicabbreviationsforBooleanoperatorsiniterative
searchest)

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM AND D 85 (RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 5 Records

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (FILE

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTZ, class M

•...,,........._,,.+.-.,_,_._....._...,.._...._.....,_,,.,,,...._.__._..__ .._v..._ ..___..__,_._.._ v._.._..,_•....,,v._.._.__.,_ _ _ __....__.._,_..,__.o,._,_.._...._.._.,v._ .__.., _.._-.-._,..._..Y._.•_, _.._..v.-.-,

6.4.4DISPLAYINGRECORDSFOUND BYA SEARCH
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Records stored in the REACTIONS database are not suitable for interactive sendin 8, and in this

section we shall only discuss the methods for obtaining the retrieved data in one's e-mailbox.

There are two different ways to achieve this. If you expect your criteria to be satisfied by only a

small number of papers, use the search command

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM PIND <search-expzeseion> (IN REACTIONS

lt will not only initiate a search, but also instruct QSPIRES to send the file with retrieved records

to your e-mail box:

O From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M
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Limitson the numberof recordssentin thismannerarementionedbelow. However,if youfirst 0
want to reviewthenumberof retrievedpapers,appendtheoption RESULT (orRES)to theoption
field:

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <seazch-expzession> (IN REACTIONS RES

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result nn Records

Now, if you aresatisfied with this answer,issuethe OUTPUT (or OUT) commandto get thecom-
pleterecords:

TELL QSPIRES at SI,ACVM OUTPUT

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * File being sent to you via NOTE, class M

Limitsapplyingto thismethodof retrievingdataare mentionedbelow.

In both cases,we shall gettheresultdisplayed in thedefault format, catled MAIN. If you want to
change this default,explicitly mention the format you prefer(.seebelow).

CHOOSING A FORMAT FRAME

As explained in Subsection6.4.1, the command SHOWFRAMESwill help you to determinethe
namesof two formatsavailable in REACTIONSdatabase..Theyare

MAIN (default format) BRIEF

With the MAIN formatframe,you will be giventhefollowing informationforeachof the retrieved
records:title, the firstauthor,the referencefor thepaperfromwhich the dataaretaken,thename

of thedetectorusedin theproject,andtable(s)with actualdatapointsfromthereaction(s)studied. _ .

If you choosethe BRTEFformat,nodata pointswill be sent,only thebibliographicinformation
and the detector/experimentname.

Togetthe result in the MAIN formatframe, you do not haveto mention theframe atall; by default,
the resultsare sentin the MAIN format.Toget theresult in theBRIEF format, append BRIEF Or
USING BRIEF tOthe option field, e.g.,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND <search-expression> (IN REACTIONS
BRIEF

or

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM OUTPUT (USING BRIEF

The termUSING (which is realty redundantwhen coupledwith BRIEF,but obligatorywith any
other format)couldbe shortenedto usI. BRIEF, if it standsalone (i.e., not combinedwith
USING),canbe abbreviatedto BRI. TheformsUSING BRI and usI BRI are not allowed.

Limitson the numberof recordsthat couldbe sent in a file dependon the format used.Hereare
the currentlimits:

• When the resultsare to besentasa file, to a user'se-mailbox,with the defaultformatframe:

o with

FIND <...> (IN REACTIONS 200 records

• with

OUTPUT 150 records

0
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O * When the results to be sent file, to the user's e-mailbox, in the BRIEF format frame:
are as a

• with
i r

FIN_ <. ,'.> (_N REACTIONS BRIEF 200 records

/

• witffl : ,

oUTPuT / (BI-_:IEF 300 records

For additional information, suggestions, or comments related to the REACTIONS database,
contact Gary Wagman, Particle Data Group 50-308, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley,
CA 94720, USA, or send an e-mail message to WAGMAN@LBL.131TNE'6.

O

O
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7. SENDING REQUESTSIN E-LETTERS

7. SENDING REQUESTS IN E-LETTERS

Frommostof the BITNET nodes, youcancontactQSPZRES with interactivemessages.However,
if yourBITN_.Tmachinehas,forexample,MVSoperatingsystemandno additionalsoftwarefor
interactivecommunications,youwill havetosendyourqueriesinelectronicletters(e-letters).The
samenoninteractiveproceduremustbe followedbyali non-BITNET users,i.e.,by thoseworking
frommachinesincorporatedinnetv_orkssuchas INTEKNET, HEPNET,EA.N,D_CP.In orderto ac-
cessthe SLACdatabasesfromsuchan unfriendlyenvironment,an e-lettercontaininga search
commandhastobesentto QsPII_J_s.(Thedistinctionbetweena letteranda messageisexplained
in AppendixB.)Thesearchcommandsarealmostidenticalto thoseusedin interactivesearching
andareexplainedthoroughlyin Chapters2 to 6. Themostinconvenientconsequenceof noninter-
activesearchingisthat it mighttakemanyminutes(evenhours)beforethe QsPIRES' answer
reachesyou.The basicsof communicationwith QSPII_J_Svia _-Iettersaregiven below.
Section7.1 describestheformyourletter musthavein orderto be understoodbyQSPZ_s, and
discussesproceduresfromnearby and faraway nodes.Section7.2 givessome furtherdetailsof
the searchprocedure.

-- ii. -- i. i i i i -- ,,..___ ,., ,

7.1 HOW YOUR E-LETI'ERSHOULD LOOK
................ __ .,., , ,i,i_i_m_m_

Youre-lettercontaininga searchrequestmustbeproperly addressed,andmusthavethe form
whichQSP:[REScan understand.Themostefficientsearchprocedurewill dependon the time it
takesyoure-letterto reachSLAC.Thesetopicsarediscussedin the followingsection.

7.1.1 QSPIRES'ADDRESS
•.,•.,.,_,-,.,_.,.,.,.,.._,,,.,.,.,,,.,.,•.,•.,.,.,_.,,,.,.,-,• ,,.,,.,.,.,, '.',...°.,.,.,...,.,,-,",.,,.,.,.,.,-,",.,',.,.,.,.....,.,,,',',...,•,.,.,., •.,.,•.,,,.,v,,., ...,,..,.,_.,.,.,',',.,",_., .,.,',','.",•.,.,.,•.,.,','.',-,..,,.,,.,.,.,",',.,•...,,-,.,-....• ,,, .,-,......• ,...• ,,.,.,..-,.,....° ...._.,_-..,.,_._..,.,,-..,.,.',_'....,,...._• .'.'.',.,_...,_,-,.,-,',,,.,•

Yourrequestmustreachthe user(in fact, the remoteserver)QSP"I'P_S at theB ZTNET node
SI,ACVH.Sincevariousnetworksareofteninterconnectedthroughmorethanone gateway,there
isusuallymorethanoneway tostateanaddresseeon youre-letter.Forexample,from a H_'.PNET
machinein Northor SouthAmerica,orJapan,thegatewayLBLat the LawrenceBerkeleyI.abora.
torymaybe the mostconvenient,and, if so,the addresswill probablyhavethe form

LBL ::"QSPIRES@SLACVM.BITNET"

However,froma EuropeanHEPNET node,you might be betteroff by sendingmail to QSPIRES
throughthe CERNgateway,usingthe address

MINT ::"QSPIRES@SLACVM.BITNET"

Tocomplicatethingsevenfurther,SLAC'sIBM3090-200Emachineisalsodirectly connectedto
INTERNET,where it is knownasSLACVH.SLAC.STANFORD.EDUhost.Thevarietyof choices
causedseriousnightmaresfor thewriterof thismanual("How to systematicallypresentall these
possibilities?","Where tofind thenamesof ali thesegateways?",etc.) Finally,I decidedto leave
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thispartblank, and letyou figureout which isthe bestand fastestway to reachSLAC.Only a few /
generalguidelinesare listed:

• Te_tasmany aspossibledifferentgateways;somemightprovefasterandmore reliable.

• Testboth

QSP IRES@ SLACVM °BITNET

and

QSPIRES@SLACVM. SLAC. STANFORD. EDU (INTERNET)

addresses.(Thisis notrequiredif youare sendingmail froma BITNET node; in that case, there
are nogateways,and yousimplyaddressyour letterto OsezP,F,sat SZ,ACVMo)

• Testthe linksevenbeforeyou requirethe registration:makesearchesin databasesfor which
no authorizationis needed,forexample,inthe directoryof thee-mail addressesof high
energyphysicists;seeSubsection5.5.2 fortheexactsyntaxof thecommand.(Theregistration
procedureisdescribedin Chapter8.)

• Decidewhich address/gatewayisthe mostefficient,sendyour registrationthroughthat
channel,and stickto thatchoice.(If, infuture,you changethe path,QsPIz_s mightnot
recognizeyou asa registereduser.)

•._.-...-_v._,__,A .._-,-.•_v_,_v._..v.•••_._-._•_v.._,A,._,_.vv,,,,_.,_,.......-._,.-._,.,,...._._v,_......_-._ ..,,.,.._...._.._.,,-,,..._,.._.,,,._._..__-.,.-..._•.,_.._...,...,_.,..,................,...,._...,........_....,........._....__.._._,.....,,_,...._

7.1.2 CONTACTS FROM NEARBY SITES
....... .,, .............. .......... ............................ ........ ..... ............ ..., .................. . ........ . ......... . ................ ............... . ............ . .................... . ............. . .......

A machinefromwhich a lettercanreachQSPIRJ_S in 10 to 15 minutesor lesswill arbitrarilybe rill .
definedas a nearby sitein thisGuide.Mostof"the usandCanadaINTERNETnodesfit intothat
category.A rapidlyincreasingnumberof sitesin Europe,JapanandAustraliaarenow joiningthat w

groupasweil.

Fromsuchnearby nodes,you canmakebothsimple,one-stepsearches,andmore intrinsic,com-
pound,and iterativesearches.QsPIRES will keeptrackof yourpreviousquery for at least
30 minutes,and you can, if you wish,add furthercriteriato theoriginalrequest.Eachnew step
in an iterativesearchgivesyou a new 30 minutesextensionfora foilowup.Thesearchprocedure
from the nearbynodeswill thusbe very similarto the.interactiveproceduredescribedin
Chapters2 to 6. Themaindifferenceisthatali the actiongoesthroughthe mail flies:your search
requestissentto QSPIRESin a speciale-mail envelope,andQSPTRES'answerdoesnot pop up
on the screenof yourterminal.Instead,the resultisdeliveredto your e-mailbox.

GENERAL RULES FOR THE BODY OF A LETTER

An e-mail letterusuallyhasa headerand a body. Theheadercontainsinformationon the sender
and recipient,date,time, andsubjectof _heletter.QsPIRES presentlydoesnot readthesubject
line,but in the future,theremightbesomerulefor it.We suggestthatyou notstatethe subjectin
letterssentto QSPIP,ES; leavethisline empty.

Accordingto internationalstandards,thereshouldbe a blankline betweenthe headerandthe
bodyof ane-letter.Mostmailingsystemsin.senthisblanklineautomatically,but if yourdoesnot,
put the line in by hand.
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O The body of the letter should contain only one line, in which your command is typed (e.g., SHOWSEARCH TERMS). If your letterhas more than one line of text, ali but the first line will be ignored
by QSPIRES.

YOUR COMMAND

In the interactive procedure you could type,

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FXND AUTHOR SALAM, A (:INBOOKS

and get the answer to your terminal screen: '

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 7 Books

On the other hand, the same request, when sent in an e-letter, should consist of a one-line text

E_

FIND AUTHOR SALAM, A (IN BOOKS

Note that only the boldface part of the interactive command above was used irl the letter. The an-
swer, delivered to your e-mailbox, will contain the following information:

Subject: FIND AUTHOR SALAM, A

Result : Result 7 Books

Database: BOOKS - On-line book catalog £oz the SLAC

library

Q Result 7 Books

. At this point, you can either continue your search by sending further criteria, or instruct QSP IRES

to deliver the complete information on these seven books, by sending your followup command

B

OUTPUT

In the lattercase, QSPIRES will send you an e-letter with the bibliographic data on the books writ-
ten or edited by ProfessorSalam.

Avoid issuing the OOTPOTcommand if your search result contains many records. Rather,apply
additional criteria to reduce the number of the records; there is a good chance for a delay in the
transferof a long fi le from QsP I RES to you r site. Shortfiles travel much faster. In many cases,the
DATE qualifier (index) helps narrow your search. Also, use the BRIEF format when a compact
form of the result satisfiesyour needs.

HOW TO CHECK WHETHER A NODE IS NEARBY

Even before you are registered,you can test various gateways to/from the SLACVH host, and de-
cide whether your machine could be called a nearby one. Simply send an e-letter with the QUERY
command to QSPIRES. (More on the QUERYcommand in Section 5..5.) For example, your letter
may say

Eg

QUERY ELLIS, J
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which will instruct QSPII_S to search the database with e-mail addressesof HE physicistsand I_
find the addressof J(ohn) Ellis. How long does it take for the answer to arrive? If it takes 20 to IP'
30 minutes or le_, your node is closeenough (in the communication sense) to allow you a wide
variety of simple and more complicated searches.Make more than one test; at times of the most
intense traffic, there can be delays even from nearby nodes; or OSpI_S may temporarily be
down.

7.1.3 CONTACTSFROMFARAWAYSITES

I will arbitrarily define the far awaysite asthe machine from which it takes more than 15 minutes
to reach QSPIRES via an e-letter. Many non-US HEPN_T/DECNET nodes fit into that category.
Similarly, siteslinked via X.400 national networks, JANETnodes in the UK, most of the uucP com-
puters,etc, also could be described as far away sites.

From a far away node you can only make a simple, one-step search, or a compound search, but
no followup queries will be possible.This restriction in searching isa consequence of the inability
of QSPIPd_s to keep track of your previous query for more than 30 minutes. Your question must
be stated in a one-line letter, and QSPIP_S' answer will also come in the mail file. Very often,
your command line will have to contain an additional OUTPUT in the option field (seean example
below).

GENERALRULESFORTHEBODYOFA LETTER
See the material with the same title in Subsection 7.1.2.

 ouco  No 0
In the interactive procedure, you might type

TELL QSPIRES at SLACVM FIND CITATION ZEPYA, C3, 22

and get the answer to your terminal screen:

From SLACVM(QSPIRES) : * Result 25 Documents

The .samerequest, when sent in an e-letter, may be formulated in two ways. One possibility is to
use, in the letter, the one-line text

FIND CITATION ZEPYA, C3, 22

Note that only the boldface part of the interactive command above was used in the letter.
QsPI_S' answer will contain only the numerical information:

Subject : rIND CITATION ZEPYA, C3, 22

Result: Result 25 Documents

Database: HEP - The SLAC/DESY High-Energy Physics
Database

Result 25 Documents

_
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O Froma nearbynode, you would beable to sendthe OUTPUT command in a followup request;but
from a far away node, there is no time for that; QsPIP_s waits for a followup some30 minutes,
and afterthat,erasesthe result.Therefore, if you want to getthe complete list of documentsfound
in the search,and not just the totals, you will have to formulate the requestdifferently, with an
OUTPUT appended:

FIND CITATION ZEPYA, C3, 22 (OUTPUT

Theadditional OUTPUT inserted in the option field instructsQSPIRES tO sendthecomplete result,
not only the number of records.

Reminder:a big file usually travelsmuch slower than a small one. Preventthe resultingdelaysby
applying asmuch criteria as possible in your one-line compound query. More on compound
searchprocedure in Subsections1.4.1 and 3.3 (the latter one describescompound searchesin
HEP).Here is an exampleof a compound searchin the CONFdatabase.Yourletter to QsPI_;s
may contain the following one line of text:

E_

FIND PLACE TRIESTE & D NEXT YEAR & T SUMMER SCH# (IN CONF OUT

The answerwill describea summer schoolto be held next year in Trieste.Had you, on the con-
trary,chosento useonly onecriterion, forexample, FIND P_ TRIESTE (IN COI_' OtJT-
PUT,the answerwould havelistedseveraldozensof past and futureTriesteconferences.

_ HOW TO CHECK WHETHER A NODE IS FAR AWAY
Evenbeforeyouare registered,you can testvariousgatewaysto/from SLACVMhOSt, and decide
whetheryourmachinecould be calleda nearbyor a far away one. Simplysendane.letterwith

" the QUERY command to QSPIRES.(More on theQUERY command in Section5.5.) Forexample,
your e-letter may say

QUERY SLAVNOV, A. A.

which will instructQSPIRES to searchthe databasewith e-mail addressesof highenergy physi-
cistsand find the addressof A. A. Slavnov.Measurehow long it takesfor the answerto arrive. If
this is more than 30 minutes, your node is not close enough (in communication sense)to allow
you iterative searches,andcould be classifiedasa far away one. Make more than one test;some-
times, even from nearby nodes there can be delaysduring intense traffic, or QSPIRESmay tem-
porarily be down.

7.2 FURTHER EXAMPLES

Searchcommandsine-lettersare verysimilar to thoseused in interactive searches,lt is very useful
to browse first through the relevant sections describing interactive searches in given databases,
andonly thento continue with this section.

®
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This section gives a fewmore details related to searches in available databases. The first part is A
relevant for users from nearby sites;the second, for the far away users.

7.2.1 SEARCHING FROM NEARBY SITES

From nearby sites, you can make simple, one-step searches,compound searches, and iterative
searches.

HEPDATABASE

A typical iterative search in the HEPdatabase from a nearby site will have the following form
(put your own searchexpression in; more on searchexpressions in Sections 1.2 and 21 ):

E3

FIND <search-expression-l>

(For example, FIND AUTHOR S. TING). YOu will receive *,hee-letter with the answer

Subject: FIND <search-expression-l>

Result: Result nn Documents

Database: HEP - The SLAC/D_-SY High-Energy Physics A "
Database

Result nn Documents

Now you can usetheOUTPUT comma_ (see_low) togetthelistofcolle_eddocuments,oryou

cancontinuethesearch,bysendingthefollowupquestionof the form:

E3

<Boolean-operator> <sea rch-expression-2>

Here,<Boolean-operator> sta_s foroperatorsAND,AND NOT,orOR (seeSubse_ions1.4.1

and 3.1.3). For example, you can type AND TITLE J. Upon receipt of the answer, you can add
another step, and send to QSPIRES an e-letter with the text

<Boolean-operator> <search-expression-3>

(Fc_rexample, AND _IOT ,_ DESY). If, at this point of the searchthe resultis narrowed down to
son_ethingreasonable, send your OUTPUTcommand. Specify alsothe (BRTEF option, if the com-
pact format of the result is acceptable to you:

E_

OUTPUT (BRIEF

=
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O Youcan also addother options and/or use a different format frame.Check Section4.2. TheOUT-PUT command instructsQSPIREStOcollect the result of the search,and send it to you as an e-
mail file.

QSPIRESwill sendyou no more than 300 documentsfrom HEPif you usethe brief format, and
no more than 150 documents if any other HEPformat frame is specified.

Youcan also useBROWSE, BACKUP,SHOW SEARCH, and other commandsdescribedin
Section3.2, for example, BROWSETITLE FORM-FACTOR.The compound search(see
Sections 1.4 and 3.3) is another viable alternative. An exampleof compound searchingvia e-let-
ters isgiven in subsection 7.2.2.

BOOKS, CONF, HITECH, AND SERIALS DATABASES

Thesearchprocedure in thesedatabasesfroma nearbynode isvery similar to the one described
in the previous subsection.However, your opening question should, additionally, indicate the da-
tabaseselection:

FIND <search-expression-l> (IN <database>

For example,you may begin a searchin the CONF databaseby sendingthe query FIN DATE

NEXT YEAR (IN CONF.QSPIRES'answerwill indicatehow many recordssatisfythe criterion
in your <sea rch-expres sion- 1>. Upon receiptof the answer,you canaddanothercriterion.
Thistime there isno needto mentionthe database;only thenext FIND command will forceyou
out of thedatabaseselectedin theaboveexample.Yourfollowup questionmay havethe form

<Boolean-operator> <search-expression-2>

wherethe<Boolean-operator> standsforoperatorsAND,AND NOT, orOR (see

Subsection 1.4.1and3.1.3).Forexample,youcantypeAND PLACE FRANCE. Dependingon the
answeron this question, youmay continue the search,or usethe OUTPUT command to retrieve
the records found, lt is usefulto choosethe BRIEF format frame (where available) for displaying
the result. Forexample, your output command may be

E_

OUTPUT (BRIEF

(However, in HITECH and SERIALS databases,the BRIEF format is not defined, and the output
command should be just OUTPUT.)One can add other options to the OUTPUTcommand, and/or
usedifferent format frames,where available. Check Sections5.1,5.2, and 5.4 for details. The
OUTPUTcommand instructsQSPI RESto collect the result of the search,and send it to you as an
e-mail file.

QSPIREs will sendyou no more than 200 records from the BOOKSdatabaseif you usethe
BRIEF format, and no more than 100 records if any other format frameis specified. Limits in the
CONFdatabaseare 300 recordsfor BRIEF format, and 150 for other format frames. In the
HITECH and SERIALS databases,there is only one format available, and the limits are 150 and
100, respectively.

Youcan also useBROWSE,BACKUP,SHOWSEARCH,andothercommandsdescribed in Chapter 1.
Forexample, send BRO PUBLISHER WILEY (IN BOOKS.The compound search(see

7-7
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Section1.4) isanotherviable alternative.Anexampleof compoundsearchingvia e-lettersisgiven I_
irtSubsection7.2.2.

INSTITUTIONS DATABASE

Two methodsof searchingareavailablein thisdatabase.Yoursearchrequest"may havethe form

FIND <search-expression> (IN INSTITUTIONS FILE

Theshor_rformoftheoptiorlfield,(IN INST FIL,iSalsoallowed.Forexamp}e,youmay
writeFIND ADDRESS HAMBURG (IN INST FIL.Ifyoursearchrequestisformulatedinsuch
a way, you will rec.eivethe e.tetterwith thecompletelistof recordsthatsatisfythe statedcriterion.
Note that the limit onthe numberof recordsthatcouldbesentwith the above,commandis 200.

If you usethe aboveseardl form, noOUTPUTcommandisneeded.However,thedisadvantageis
that you cannotfirst review the numberof retrievedrecordsandeventuallynarrowthesearch.If
you preferto seethe numberof retrievedrecordsfirst,usea different form:

E_

FIND <search-expression> (IN INSTITUTIONS RESULT

Theshorterform ( IN INST RESiSalsoallowed.Now, theanswerfromQSPIRESwill showonly
t)_enumberof institutionsthatmatchyourcriterion.At thispoint,you may continuethe search,
by _nding the followupquestionof the form

<Boolean-operator> <search--expression-2> (RESULT

or you can requestthe listof institutions found, bysendingto QsPIRES the command

Ii3

OUTPUT (BRIEF

One can add other options to the OUTPUTcommand,and/or choosenot to mention the format
name.CheckSection5.3 for details.TheOUTPUTcommandinstructsQSPIRE3to collect the re-
sult of the search,and sendit to you asane-mail file.

QSPIKESwill sendyou nomore than300 recordsfrom INSTITUTIONS databaseif youn'_ _tion
the BRIEF format, and no more than 150 recordsif you do not explicitly specify BRIEF in the
option field.

YoucanalsouseBROWSe.,BACKUP,SHOWSEARCH,andothercommandsdescribed in Chapter I_
Forexample,sendBRO CATCHPHKASE CAMBRIDGE (IN INST FILE.Compoundsearching
is alsopossible.

SEMINARS DATABASE

Two methodsof searchingareavailablein thisdatabase.Yoursearchrequestmay havethe form

E_I

FIND <search-expression> (IN SEMINARS
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O Forexample, you may write FIND DATE NEXT MONTH (IN SEMINARS. If your request
search

is formulated in such a way, yotz will receive an e-letter with the complete list of seminars that
satisfy the stated criterion. Note that the limit on the number of records that could be sent with the
above commar_d is 100.

If you use the above search form, no OUTPUT command is needed. However, the disadvantage is
that you cannot first review the number of retrieved records and eventually narrow the search. If
you prefer to see the number of retrieved records first, use a different form:

E31

FIND <search-expression> (IN SEMINARS RESULT

(RESULT may be shortenedtoRES.)Now, theanswerfromQSPIRES willshow onlythenumber

of seminars that match your criterion. At this point, you may continue the search by sending the
followup question of the form

E3

<Boolean-operator> <search-expression-2> (RESULT

or can request the list of seminars found, by sending to QSP IRES the command

E_

OUTPUT

"['heOUTPUT command instructsQSP IRES tocollecttheresultofthesearch,and sendittoyou

. _ asan e-mail file.

You can also use BROWSE,BACKUP, SHOWSEARCH,and other commands described in Chapter I.
Compound searching is also possible.

SEARCH FOR E.MAIL ADDRESSES
(QUERY COMMAND)

You can use e-letters to retrieve the e-mail addresses from QSP IRES.The procedure is very similar
to the one described in Subsection 5.5.2. Your one-line e-letter must have the form

EHI

QUERY <person's-name>

QUERY may be shortened to Q.(WHOIS and WHO are also allowed forms.) For example, to find the
e-mail address of jean-Bernard Zuber, write QUERY ZUBER, J., or Q ZUBER, J. Compound
searching (see Sections 1.4 and 3.3) is possible with the QUERYcommand. One example of the
compound search via e.letters is given in Subsection 7.2.2.

SEARCH FOR INSTITUTIONS ADDRESSES
(WHEREIS COMMAND)

The WHEREIS command is a shortcut to the INSTITUTIONS database (see Subsection 5.5.4).

You can use WHEREIS not only interactively, but also in e-letters, and retrieve the addresses of
various institutions related to high energy physics. The procedure is very similar to the one de-
_ribed in Subsection 5.5.4. Your one-line e-letter must have the form

0
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0
WHERE IS <catch-word>

where the <catch-word> denotes a word or words that could be associated tOa given institu.
tion. WHEP_IS may be shortened to _HE. For example, to find the BNLaddress,you may try
WHEREIS NAT# LAB# BROOK#, orWHE UPTON, etc.

DATAGUIDE, EXPERIMENTS,PARTICLES,
AND REACTIONS DATABASES

Two methods of searching areavailable in these.PDGdatabases.Your searchrequest may have the
form

FIND <search-expression> (IN <database>

The <database> shouldbe replacedwitho_8 ofthedatabase.names,DATAGUIDE, PARTI-

CLES, EXPERIMENTS, or REACTIONS. For example,you may write FIND PP 'fAU DECAY-

PARAM (IN PARTICLES. Ifyoursearchrequestisformulatedinsuchaway,you willreceivean
e-letter with the complete list of records that satisfy the stated criterion. Note that the limit on the
number of records that could be sentwith the above command is 50 from DATAGUIDE, and 200
from the other three PDGdatabases.

If you usethe above search form, no OUTPUT command is needed. However, the disadvantage is
that you cannot first review the number of retrieved records and eventually narrow the search. If

you prefer to see the number of retrieved records first, use a different form: _i "

E_

FIND <search-expression> (IN <database> RESULT

(RESULT may be shortened to RES.) Now, the answer from QSPIRES will show only the number
of seminars that match your criterion. At this point, you may continue, the search by sending the
k)llowup question of the form

E_

<Boolean-operator> <sea rch-expcess ion-2> (RESULT

or you can request the listof retrieved records by sending to OSPIRES the command

F3

OUTPUT

Or

OUTPUT (BRIEF

(Theoption BRIEF isnot available in the PARTICLES database.) "ll_eOUTPUT con_nand instructs
QSPIRES to collect the resultof the search, and send it to you as an e-mail file. The limit on the
number of records that could be retrievedwith the OUTPUT command from the PARTICLES da-
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O tabaseis 150. In the other three PDGdatabases,the limit is 150 recordswith the OUTPUT com-mand, and 300 with the OUTPUT (BRIEF command.

Youcan also useBROWSE,BACKUP,SHOWSEARCH,andothercommandsdescribed in Chapter 1.
Compound searchingis also possible in some of thesedatabases(check Chapter6).

7.2.2 SEARCHING FROM FAR AWAY SITES

Froma far away node,ali your searchcommands,includingtheoutputcommand,mustfit into
only one line, up to 72 characterslong.

HEP DATABASE

If you are searching the HEFdatabasefrom a far away site, usethe form

E_

FIN <expr-2> <ANDI/UNDNOTIOR> <expr-2> <ANDIAND NOTIOR> ... (OUT BRI

Here, <exp=-1>, <expr-2 >, ...denote searchexpressionslinked with Boolear_operators (AND,
NOT,or OR).Forexample, your searchrequestmay be formulated asFIN A DONOGHUE

AND GOLOW_CZAND D THIS YEAR (OUT BRI. If you stateonly one criterion in your search
expression,forexample, only FIN A DONOGHUE(OUT BR_,your searchresult may betoo big,
andexceedthe maximum numberof recordsthatQsPIRES can send.Evenif the number iswithin
the limits, remember that largefiles travel through network(s)more slowly than smallerones.

'" t_t Therefore,it paysoff to narrow a searchresultdown to well below theallowed limits. On many
occasionsthe DATEindex may beusefulin restrictingthe numberofretrieveddocuments.Forex-

. ample,afteryou find ali the documentsfrom this year, your nextsearchrequestto QSPIRES
maybe FIN A DONOGHUE AND GOLOWICZ AND D LAST YEAR (OUT BRI, etc.

One canaddotheroptions to the option field, and/orusedifferentformat frames.Check
Section4.2 for details.

OTHER DATABASES

If you aresearchingin one of theother availabledatabasesfrom a far away site,usethe form

E_

FIN <expr-l> <AND IAND NOT IOR> <expr-2> <AND IAND NOT IOR> ... (IN

<database> OUT BRI

Here, <expr-l>, <expr-2>, ... denotesearchexpressionslinked with Booleanoperators(AND,
NOT, or OR). IN <database> indicatesthe databasename, for example, IN BOOKS,IN

PARTICLES, etc. Yoursearchrequestin, for example, the CONFdatabasemay be formulated as
FIN TITLE PARTICLE PHYS# AND PLACE DUBROVNIK (IN CONF OUT BRI. Ifyoustate

only one criterionin your searchexpression,forexample,only FIN TITLE PARTICLE PHYS#
(IN CONF OUT BRI, your searchresultmay be too big,and exceedthe maximum numberof

recordsthat QsPIRES cansend.Evenif the numberiswithin the limits,rememberthat largefiles
travelthroughnetwork(s)moreslowlythan smallerones.Therefore,it paysto narrowa searchre-
sultto well below the allowed limits.On many occasions,the DATEor relatedindexesmay be
usefulin restrictingthe numberof retrieveddocuments.
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C_e can addotheroptionsto the option field,and/orusedifferentformatframes.Check i_
Chapters5 and6 for details.In somedatabases,the BRIEF formatis not available.Yoursearch IP'

re:luestin sucha databasemay havetheform

E_

FIN <expr-l> <ANDIAND NOTIOR> <expr-2> <ANDIAND NOTIOR> ... (IN
<database> OUT

SEARCH FOR E-MAIL ADDRESSES

(QUERY COM/ViAND)

To retrievethee-mail address(es)of a singlepersonfroma faraway node, usetheform

_3

QUERY <person's name>

QUERYmay beshortenedto Q. (WHOISandwho arealso allowed forms.)Forexample,to find
HowardHaber'se-mailaddress,write QUERY HABER, H., or Q HABER, H. Detailsof the
procedurearedescribedin Subsection5.5.2. Youcall alsoretrieveaddressesof severalpersons
by sendingonlyonee-letter;usethe form

E31

QUERY <person-l> OR <person-2> OR <person-3> ...

Withsucha request,you instructQsPI RES tosearchfore-mail addressesof all thelistedpeople.

Warning:a cornmonerrorinsucha compoundrequestisthe useof AND insteadof ORoperators, qp "

SEARCH FOR INSTITUTIONS' ADDRESSES
(WHEREIS COMMAND)

The WHEREIS commandis a shortcutto the INSTITUTIONS database(seeSection5.5,4).The
procedureisverysimilartotheonedescribedinSubsections5.S.4and7.2.1.Yourone-linee.,
lettermusthavetheform

WHEREIS <catch-word>

wherethe <catch-word> derwDtesa wordor wordsthat couldbeassociatedto a giveninstitu.
tion. WHEREZSmaybeshortenedto WILE.Forexample,to findthe BNLaddress,you may try
WHEREIS NAT# LAB# BROOK#, Of WHE UPTON, etC.

LIMITS ON NUMBER OF RECORDS

The followingchartshowsthe maximumnumberof recordsthatcouldberetrievedfroma far
away node.
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7. SENDING REQUESTS IN E-LETTERS

O DATABASE BRIEF FORMAT _' OTHER FORMATS ....
,, ,_,L , , ,,,, , ,_ -

HEP 300 150

BOOKS 200 100

CONF 200 200

HITECH n/a 200

INST 200 100

SEMINARS _/a 100

SERIALS n/a 100

DATAGUIDE 50 50

EXPERIMENTS 200 200

PART ICLES n/a ,200

REACTIONS 200 200
..........................

N/a denotes a format that is not available.

O
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8. HOW TO GET AUTHORIZATION
, L-- . ' I

' ' ' ' "l" '"'"" - JJ L

QSPIRES allows a searchfor somebody'se-mail address(seeQUERY command,Subsec-
tion 5.5.2), or a postal addressof an instituteor university department (seeWHEI_IS command,
Subsection5.5.4), without inquiring who you are, or where your messageor letter is from. How-
ever,to make searchesin any other database,you must havean authorization from SLAC.This
chapterbriefly describesthe registrationprocedure,and the role of QsPIRI_s' node managers.

UNAUTHORIZED ACCESSTO SUBFILEHEP

So,you havetried to get someinformationabout a paperor anauthor,but gotonly this dreadful
answer.Evenyour appeal TELT. QS[']:_J_Sat SLACVMHELPdid not work. This happensbe-
causeQs['IR_'.Sthinks that you, or the machine from which you are making the search,are not
authorized. If this is tnJe,seeHOW1"OREGISTER.If, on the contrary, you are an authorized user
who already made successfulsearchesvia QS['IRES from the same node, and QS['IRES still
sendsthis rude answer,pleasereadthe information in WHATMAYGOWRONG.

HOW TO REGISTER

Yourfirst stepshould be to talk to the volunteer who kindly took the job of the node manager in
your institution. That personcan registeryou, andwithin hoursyou will be able to make success-

. _ ful searches.

If youcannot locate the node managerand/or nobody ever heard of Qs[' IPJ.:sat this place, send
• a brief e-letter (e-letter is the author's term for an individual piece of e-mail) to QSPI@SLACVM.BIT-

NETor QSPI@SLACVM.SI.AC.STANFORD.EDU,describing where and who you are, and expressing
yourinterest in registration.Pleasenote:usethe Qs[' I account, notQS['TRES,for such an e-letter.
Youwill be given the name of the node manager(if there is one in this institution) or askedto find
a volunteer who will takeover that duty. In the former case,contact the manager,and arrangefor
your registration. If the latter istrue, read the next section, NODEMANAGERS.

NODE MANAGERS

Beinga node manager--particularly in a smaller institution--is a duty which, while beneficial to
thecommunity, really does not consumetoo much time. If no one in your institution carriesthis
noble title, agitate and find a volunteer for the job. Once you find the volunteer, the next step re-
quiresa little paperwork. Forbureaucraticpurposes,a real letterwith departmental letterhead(not
ane-letter!), and signed(by the departmenthead if possible),should besent to Ms. LouiseAddis,
SLACLibrary,Mail Stop 82, PO Box 4349, Stanford,CA94309, USA.

The lettershould (i) requestaccessto gs[, IRES for useof the high energyphysicsdatabases,and
(ii) denote a node rnanagerfor the main computer network site, and give his/here-mail address
and real name.There is no chargefbr the QS['IRES service.

Thenode managerwill then begiven a passwordand instructions about authorizing others at this
node. He/shewill also be the person contacting gs[' IRES caretakers,and giving elementary in-
structionsto interestedcolleagues.Theauthorization of further usersat this noderequires no more
paperwork; to authorize a new user,the node managerhasonly to senda one-line messageor e-
letter to Qs['IRES.

0
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WHAT MAY GO WRONG /
If, earlier,youwereableto makesearchesvia QsP:IRES,and now,suddenly,the serveranswers
thatyouhavenoauthorizaUon,thereareseveralpossiblereasons.First,besurethatyouaremak-
inga searchfrom thesitewhichisregistered.QSPIRES checksbothyouruser.id(user.name)and
thenetworknameof the machinefromwhichthe requestarrived.Only if bothmatchisyour re-
questprocessed.

Sometimes,it could be arrangedfor n_re than one machine in an institute to be registered(e.g.,
onenode manager canauthorize usersat severallocal workstations);please contact
(_:'IeSLACVMif you are interestedin this possibi_/ty.

Anotherpossiblesourceof troublefor non-BITNETuserscouldbean internalreorganizationof
thenetworkfromwhichthey arecontactingSLACVM.Forexample,the nodenameof a nmchine,
asseenfromother_etworks,mightbe altered,or the maingatewaymay bechanged.Aliof this
can causeQSPIRES not to recognizea registereduser.An e-letterto QSPI@SL^CVMwill usually
helpfix the problem.

If a gatewayname isa partofthe addressyouuseto reachQSPIRES,alwaystryto usethe same
gateway.Ifyou changethe routine(e.g.,decideto sendyoure-lettersvia CERN'Sinsteadof LBL'S
HEPNBT/BITNET gateway,or vice versa),youmay suddenlybecomea strangerto QSPIRES.

WE VALUEYOUR FEEDBACK

QSPIP._S isstillin the experimentalphase.We doappreciateyourfeedbackduringthisdevelop.
mentalperiod,and we relyparticularlyon nodemanagersto reportanycommunicationproblem.
Please,addressyour commentsto QSPI@SLACVM(not QSPIRES!). We takeyour reportsseriously

andwill replyto ali messages. _

I,
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O 7,_ -- ,APPENDIX A: WHAT EXACTLY IS SPIRES ...?

The main topic in this Guide,QSP IRES,isthe remoteserverwhich connectsyou to SPIRES sys-

tem. And what exactly isthis SPIRES thing?

BRIEFHISTORYOF SPIRES

SPIRES is the brainchild of ProfessorEdParkerof the StanfordInstitute for Communications Re-
search.Around 1968, ProfessorParkergot an NSFgrant to develop an information retrieval system
tailored primarily for physicists.The name SPIRES originally meant Stanford Physics In-
formation REtrieval System lt happenedthat SLAC,with its growing nee_lsfor quick and
reliable information, was chosento host the first pilot group of sPIRES users.TlJemembersof
the group were physicistsas well as librarians. One of thefirst databasesorganized with sPIR_s
covered the numerous preprintsreceivedby the SLACLibrary,and wascalled PREPRINTS.In the
yearsto come, both PREPRINTSand SPIRESgrew up at fastpace, surpassingeven the boldest
expectationsof their creators,sPI RESbecamea sophisticatedinformation retrieval anddatabase
managementsystem,usednot only by physicistsand not only in Stanford, but also at over
40 other researchcenters,academicandgovernment institutions.Its successforcedthe changeof
the original nameto Stanford Public Information Retrieval. System. Similarly, the
databasePREPRINTS,which wasexpectednever to exceed5,000 records,gradually developed
intoanentire patchworkof databasescontainingseveralhundredthousandsrecords.In 1983, Ed

. _ Parkerand LouiseAddis (databasedeveloper from SLACLibrary)receivedthe SpecialLibrariesAs-
sociation, Division for Physics,Astronomyand Mathematicsaward for the sPIRES softwareand
the PREPRINTS database.

The P_PRINTS database,while a debut for sP IRES, was by no meansthe first attemptto orga-
nize data relevantand specificto high energyphysics. In 1964, DESYinitiated publication of HEPI
(High-Energy Physios Index), which emphasizeda very detailed topics indexing, Data
werecollected from articlespublished in reputable journals and from preprintsreceived by DESY.
Fromthe beginning,SLACLibrary used the paper versionof HEPI very heavily, and found it to be
the bestsubjectapproach to high energy physics.When theprototype versionof sPI RESbecame
operational, the DESYLibrary kindly provided machine readabletapes, and databasespPJ_-
PRINTS and DESYwere created. Subjectsearchingof HEPI data through SPIRES wasgreatly
improved for SLACusers.At about the sametime, SLACbeganpublishing a weekly preprint/
antipreprint newsletter PPF(Preprintsin Particlesand Fields).PPF,being quick and brief but with
no subject indexing, wasfrom the very beginning consideredcomplementaryto HEPI ratherthan
competitive. The PPFpublication in many ways relied on SPIRES' searchingcapabilities.

In the early 1970s,an evenclosercollaboration between DESY(K. Mellentin) and SLAC(L.Addis)
in exchangeandhandling of information began. ParticleData Group (PDG)joined the project. By
1975, SLACwas entering about4,000 preprint recordsyearly in PREPRINTS,complete with cita-
tions. HEPI was listing about 11,000 recordsper year.Up to 25 topic phrases('key-words') were
assignedto each HEPI record.The DESYdatabasewasnow updated monthly (earlier it wastwice
a year),and duplicate records,which in HEPI were listedfor both preprint and published version
of the samework, were merged.Word got around the physics community about SPIRES,and
many requestsfor accessfrom outside userswere coming to SLAC.Demandsfor the mergerof
PREPRINTSand DESYdatabaseswere heard more often. Both DESYand SLACwere willing to
work out plans for sucha merge. By Spring1980, the newestversion of SPIRES became
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available,providinganextremelypowerfultoolfor this task.Finally,with greatefforts,the 1975-
79 datafrom DESYdatabase,and 1975.-79data fromP_PRINTS werecollectedinto a single
HEPdatabase.Becauseof spacelimitations,olderdatawerenot mergedandremainedstoredsep-
arately in the OLDHEPdatabase.

Sincethen,overcomingmanytechnical,financialand legalproblems,and fedby SLACand DESY,
the HEPdatabasehasbeensteadilygrowing.Fermilab,PDGatLBL,CERN,RutherfordLabs,
DurhamUniversity,KEK,KyotoUniversity,CaI-Techand Serpukhovhavebeenalsoparticipating
in collectionandtaggingofdata. Inearlyeighties,the name of the databasewaschangedto HEP
(High EnergyPhysicsdatabase).In 1985, the serverQSPIRESwassetat the SLACVMBITNET
node.Theserverenableduseof the HEPdatabasewithout requiringIogonto theSLACVMhost.
QSPrRESsoftwarewaswrittenby GeorgeCrane,fromSLAC.Themain roleof QSPTRESisto
transferquestionsfromremotenodesto sP]:RES,andreturntheanswersthroughe-mail. By now,
morethan300 institutionsfrom30 countriesaroundtheworldhavethe authorizationto useHEP
via QSPIP,ES. A dialogbetweena remoteuserand QSPIRESproceedsin termsof simple,one-
linemessages,exchangedinteractivelyor throughelectronicletters.

HEPis not the only databaseofferedvia QSPIP_S. The followingparagraphsshowdatabasesof
interestto thehighenergyphysicscommunity andavailable forsearchingfromremotenodes.

HEP DATABASE

HEPcontainsbibliographicsur_mariesof morethan 200,000 particlephysicspapers.Included
arejournalarticles,preprints,technicalreports,theses,etc. HEPcoversali documentsproduced
at SLACfrom1962, preprintsand reportholdingsatSLACLibrarysince1975, and ali journal arti-
cles,preprints,etc., listedin the DESYHigh EnergyPhysicsIndexsince1975. lt servesasonline
catalogforSLACusers,and the mainsourceof dataforthe biweekly publicationPreprintsin Par-

tides and Fields(PPF)which may beordered from theSLAC Library.Clone copiesof HElaalso run _
under SPIRESat DESY,KEK,andYukawaInstitute(Kyoto University,Japan).Partsof the database
aredownloadedweekly to CERNand RAL/Durham.Severalmoreinstitutionsmaintain theirown
databaseslinkedto H_.Pand SPTRES(SSC,UCLA,Fermilab,LBl.,CaI-Tech).Partsof the database
areavailableremotelyto non-SLACusersvia the QSPIRESsewer.HBPisupdateddaily, main-
rainedby SLACand DESY,andexpandsat a rateof 17,000 recordsperyear.

Thisdatabaseissearchableby author,title, topic, citation,report-number,institution,collabora-
tion, and someotherindexes.Logicalphrases(Booleanlogic),and a date qualifiercan help you
by narrowingor broadeninga search.TheBROWSEcommandenablesa lookat a randomselec-
tion ofvaluesinan index,andcanalsobeusedto displayuptotentermsin a particularalphabetic
partof the index. Browsingisvery usefulwhenthe exactform of a searchvalue isrequired.De-
tailed descriptionof searchesin HEPdatabasecanbe found in Chapters2 to 4.

Work relatedto highenergyphysicscan be enteredin HEPin severalways. If the work first ap-
pearedin a preprintform, the author shouldsendthe preprint to the SLACPreprintLibrary,Mail
Stop82, SLAC,PO Box4349, Stanford,CA94309, USA.Anothercopyshouldbe sentto the DESY
Library.Thesameprocedureis vaiid for technicalreports,thesesandother similarunpublished
works.When the work ispublishedinone cf the morepopularhighenergyphysicsjournals
(whetherpreviouslydistributedin the preprintform,or not) it isenteredby the HEPZstaffat DESY,
and recordedin HBP.Booksandconferenceproceedingsare alsosearchedfor articlesrelatedto
highenergyphysics.Therefore,authorsgenerallydo not haveto sendjournal reprintsto SLACor
DESYlibraries.However,if a work ispublishedin a lesspopularjournal,andyou wouldlike it to
bementioned in HEP,pleasesenda reprintwith anexplanatorynoteto SLACPreprintLibrary(ad-
dressisabove).Sometimes,an e-mail note to PPF@SLACVMwill do. Usethe samee-mail address
to reportpossibleerrorsin HEP.
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O BOOKS DATABASE
BOOKS databasecontainsbibliographicsummariesof morethan 18,000 booksheld by theSLAC

Library,.Includedaretextbooks,proceedings,lecture-notes,monographs,someserials(e.g.,vari-
ousAnnual Reviews).lt servesasanonlinecatalogfor SLACusers,andisalsoavailableremotely
via QSPIRES.Sincethebooksonorderarealsolisted,browsingthroughthe BOOKSdatabasecan
giveyou prettyreliableinformationon thelatesttitlesin highenergyphysicsandrelatedsubjects.
BOOKSisupdatedregularly,andexpandsata rateof about900 entriesper year.

Thisdatabaseissearchableby author(or editor),title, andsomeother indexes.Logicalphrases
(Booleanlogic),anddateindexcan helpinnarrowingorbroadeninga search.BROWSEcommand
allowsa look at a randomselectionof valuesin an index,anddisplaysali termsin a particular
alphabeticpartof the index.Thisisvery usefulwhentheexactformofa searchvalueis required.
The searchingmethodsin BOOKSdatabasearedescribedin Section5.1.

Ifyou areanauthoror editorof a booknot listedinthe BOOKSdatabase,you may wishto senda
courtesycopy to SLACLibrary,Mail Stop82, SLAC,PO Box4349, Stanford,CA94309, USA.This
isparticularlyimportantif theworkwaspublishedby a smallpublishingcompany,orby an insti-
tute(e.g.,conferenceproceedingspublishedby a local hostinstitution).Toreport possibleerrors
in the database,usetheaboveaddress(Attn:BOOKSdatabase),or sendan e.mail noteto Robert
Gex,LIRYG@SLACVM.

CONFERENCE DATABASE

CONFERENCE databaseincludesmore than4,000 listingsfor conferences,schoolsandwork-
shops,aswell asgeneralmeetingsof largerprofessionalsocietiesof interestto highenergyphysics
community,lt coversmeetingsheldsince1972 andis alsoavailablevia QSPIRES.lt is updated

- _ regularly,and informationon forthcomingconferencesisenteredassoonasit becomesavailable.
When proceedingsfrom a conferencearepublished,the title, editor(s),andotherbibliographic
dataarealso recordedin theCONFERENCEdatabase.

Thedatabaseissearchablebytitle, place,date,keyword, andeditor'sname (if relatedproceed-
ingsarepublished).Booleanlogic, andbrowsing(particularlyimportantin the keyword search)
canalsobeused.Eachconferencegetsa uniquec (onference) -numbe=,relatedtothe opening
dayof the conference(e.g.,c90/06/07). The C-number canbe helpful in findingali the pre-
printsin HEPdatabaserelatedto theconference.More on thesesearchesin Section5.2.

If you areorganizinga conferenceandwould liketo havethe conferencelistedin theCONFER-
ENCEdatabase,pleasesendthecompleteinformation(withprogramand posterif available)to
SLACLibrary(Attn: CONFERENCEdatabase),MailStop82, SLAC,PO Box4349, Stanford,CA
94309, or sendan e-mail noteto CONF@SLACVM.Toreport possibleerrorsin the database,use
the sameaddresses.

INSTITUTIONS DATABASE

INSTITUT IONSdatabaseisa collectionof about4,000 addresses,phone,faxand telexnumbers
of sitesrelatedto high energy physics.The databaseisavailableover QSPTRES.Thesearchpro-
cedurein the INSTITUTIONS databaseisdescribedin Section5.3. No authorizationcodeis
neededfr,, thesearchof thisdatabaseif a short-cutcommand, WHEREIS, isused(for moredetails,
seeSection5.5.4).

If you want yourinstitutionaddressto be listedin the INSTITUTIONS database,pleasesendthe
completeinformation to SLACLibrary(Attn:INSTITUTIONS database),MailStop82, SLAC,
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'POBox 4349, Stanford,CA 94309, or sendane-mail note to RobertCJeX,LIRYG@SLACVM.Tore. i_l
portpossibleerr_s in thedataba-_se,usethe sameaddresses.

PARTICLES DATAEASE

P._,TICLES databasecontainsthe Full Listings(son'e4.0,000linesof information),from the Re-
view of Particle Propt_ies (RPPtpublication.Note that theshortSummaryPanicle Prol_-,rtiesTa-
blesarenot included.Thedatabasecoversthe sameyearsasthe mostrecentRPP.lt ismaintained
by the BerkeleyPDGin collaborationwith theentireauthorshipof the RPP.Updatedapproximate-
ly everyyear.Sea:_chablebyparticle and particle property,Availablevia QSPIRESserver.Youcan
reachthe =aretakersof the PARTICLESdatabaseby writingto PDGSPt@SLACVM.

EXPERIMENTS DATABASE

EXP_.P,IMENT_databasecontainssummariesof morethan 1,600 apr_ovedexperimentsfrom ma.
}or particlephysicslabs.lt coversapproximately1975 to the preseint..lt ismaintained t'y the Ber-
ke[ey ParticleData Group(PDG),_,nor)llaborationwith correspondentsat variouslabs.Updated
periodically.Searchableby experimer_tnumber,author,accelerator,detector,reaction,momen-
tum, journal paper(s),etc. Thisdatabaseservesasthe sourcefor the publicationCurrent Experi.
ments in ElementaryParticle Physics,LBL-91Report.Availablevia QSPIRESserver.You canreach
the caretalcetsof the EXPERIMENTSdatabaseby writing to EXPBASE@'SLACVM.

DATAGUIDE DATABASE

DATAGUIDEdatabaseexploresthosepapersfromHEPwhichcontainsomenew experimental
data. Data heremeansnot only theobviousexperimentallymeasuredquantities,but somede-
rivedquantitiesaswel'l.Actualdataare n0_listed,but a detaileddescriptionof the measuredval- _ .
ues isgiven.The databaseismaintained by the BerkeleyPDGin collaborationwith membersof 11w
the Institutefor High EnergyPhysics,Serpukhov.lt isthe sourcefor biannual Guide to Data in El..
ernenta_ryPanicle Physics,t.BL-90.Report.seard_ingvia QsPIRES in DATAGUIDEdatabaseisde-
scribedin section6.3. Youcan reachthe caretakersof the DATAGUIDE databaseby writingto
PDGSPI@SLACVM.

REACTIONS DATABASE

REACTIONSdatabasecontainsnumericaldataon reactionsfrom some 2,000 papers.Crosssec-
tions in tabular form (differentialandtotal)_structurefunctions, polarization measurements,and
a wide rangeof otherexperimentalpa,rticlephysicsdata areincluded.Covers1.983 to present.
Co¢_.pi_edby the UniteclKingdomPDG(Universityof Durham and RutheHordLabs),in collabo.
ration with the SerpukhovCOMPASGroup(USSR),andthe BerkeleyPDG.Updatedapproximately
annually.Searchableby first author,reaction, lab momentum,quantitymeasured,final statepar_
tides, reference,etc. Availablevia QSP!P,ES server,searchesin REACTIONSdatabasearede.
scribedin Section6.4. Youcan reachthe caretakersof the REACTIONSdatabaseby writing to
PDGSPi@SiLACVM.

E-MAIL ADDRESSES

Etectrorlic.maiiaddressesof highene.rgyphysicistsand re,searchersin relatedfields,and the e-
mail addresseso.fthe supportstaff in HiEinstitutionsareco,l_e.ct_in two SPIRES databases:one
containsdata on _.Ac physicistsand staff(itiscat_edBINLIST), theother isworld.wi,deorien_d
(and called HEPNm_.ES).A singleshort.cut command, QUERY(seesection 5.5.2), en.abiesan ac-
cessto both databasesvia QsPIRES.
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Combined, BINLIST andHEPNAMES contain more than 20,000 entries.To add e-mail ad-
your

dressto the HEPNAMES database,or to make changesin the existingdata, pleasesenda note to
HEPNAMES@SLACVM.

HITECH DATABASE

HI TECHdatabaseisan indexof manufacturersand distributorsof high.technologyproductsused
in HEphysics.The addresses,phone numbersand otherusefuldata are listed.Thedatabasehas
almost7,000 entries,and issearchablebyseveralindexes,lt isavailablevia QsPIRES.The search
technique isdescribedin Section5.4.1. Youcan reachthe caretakerof the HITECH databaseby
writing to LISLL@SLACVM.

SERIALS DATABASE

SERIALS databasekeepstrackof ali SLACLibraryjournalholdings.The databaseisanexcellent
guideto thejournalscoveringhighenergyphysicsandrelated fields,lt containsmorethan 1,200
records,lt isavailablevia QSPIP,ES and searchableby severalindexes.Thesearchtechnique is
describedin Section5.4.3. Youcan reachthe caretakersof the SERIALS databaseby writing to
SERIALS@SLACVM.

SEMINARS DATABASE

SEMINARSdatabaselistspast(since1983) andfutureseminm_sof interestto the local highenergy
physicscommunity, lt coversSLAC, Stanford,Berkeley,SantaCruz,andother nearbyplaces,lt is
available via QSPI,_ESandsearchablethroughspeaker-name,title, affiliation,and severalother
indexes.The searchtechniqueisdescribedin Section 5.4.5. Youcan reachthecaretakerof the

@ SEMINARS databas,_by writing to NINA@SLACVM.
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• APPENDIX B: NETWORKS AND NETWORKING

This appendixdescribesmajor international computer-communication networks,and reviewsthe
procedure of sendinge-mail to the QsPTRESserver.

,,, , : : ,

B.1 NETWORKS GENERALLY

A groupof interconnected computers is called a network. Currently, there are more than a hun-
dred different largenetworks, linking more than a hundred thousand computers. Within a single
network, computerscommunicate with eachother by using a certain protocol, which represents
a set of standardsand rulesmaking transfersof filesand electronic mail possible.Typically, net-
works differ in the protocols they require. Therefore,unfortunately, there is not a straightforward
procedure to establisha connection betweentwo dissimilar networks. However, by usinggate.-
ways, even this taskcan be achieved. Agatewayis a specially designatedcomputerconnected to
two (or more)networks. If a pair of networksusesdifferent protocols, the gatewaycomputer trans-
latesone protocol into another and forwards files and electronic letters.

Computerswithin a network are called nodes.Networks transfer information by moving it from
" _11 nodeto node. The more nodes through which a letterhasto pass,the longer it takesto deliver it.

Thelengthof a file isan additional parameterdeterminingthe speedof transmission,shorterfiles
• usuallybeingmuch faster.If a file hasto passthrougha gateway on the way from a senderto a

recipient,an additionaldelay may beexpected.Dependingon the network,when a node along
the path isunavailable,e.g., becausethe computerisdown, the network mayholdyour file until
the node againbecomesavailable,or it can rerouteit over a different path.

There isa welcome trendin thecomputerindustrytoward adoptinga commonstandardand pro-
tocol for ali networks.The processisstillslow,but in a few yearsit will certainly leadto the es-
tablishmentof evengreaternumbersof linkednetworksandeasierand fastermodesof
communication.

NETWORKSUSEDElYPHYSICISTS

Physicists,and particularlyhighenergyphysicists,depend by the natureof theirjob on thequick
and reliableexchangeof information. Therefore,it isno wonder that they wereamong the first
usersand promotersof theelectronicmail (e-mail). In the earlyyearsof computercommunica-
tion, physiciststraditionallysupportedand promotedthe BITNET network. Today,thesituation
graduallychanges.An entire network (HEPN_.T)isdevotedto high energyphysics,and an ever
increasingnumberof researchersin physicsdepartmentsat USAuniversitiesare joining the
'rN'rI_RNE'I'network community.The remainderof thissubsectionisdevotedto the major net-
works in which highenergy physicistsparticipate.

BITNET

BTTNET isan internationalcommunicationnetwork linking computersat universities,colleges,
and researchcenterson ali continentsexceptAustraliaandAntarctica. lt isusedfor electronic
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of noncommercialinformationonly.The Europeansegmentof BITNET isalsoreferred /exchange
to asEARN(EuropeanAcademic and ResearchNetwork). Currently,there are more than
3,000 nodeson BITNET. Linkswith the former SovietUnion andChina are underdiscussionand
may be imminent.

Thenetwork began in 1981, andfor a long time wassupervisedandsupportedby IBM(almost
45% of the nodeshaveIBMmachines!).Today it isrun byan independentorganization,and fund-
ed throughmembership fees.Thenetworkusesthe IBMtransportprotocol RSCS/NJE (Remote
Spoolingand Connection Subsystem/NetworkJobEntry).The individual computersrun IBM'sVM
and OS/MVS,DEC'sVMS, or AT&T'sUNIX, but thereare ali sortsof other,smalleroperatingsystems
on the network asweil. Nodesare interconnectedby meansof leasedlines.The network hasan
unusualtree-like structure,with the trunk atCUNYVM (City University, New York, USA).There is
only oneroutebetweenany two sites.

Nodenamesarenonhierarchicalandlimited toeightcharacters.Typicalexamplesare DJUKFA21

(MachineNo. 1 [code --> 1], with OS/MVSoperatingsystem[code --> 2l, at the Fors-
chung_entrum [--> lmrA]in the cityof J01ich[--> ,r,JI, Germany[--> DI),or SLACVM(Virtual
Machine [--> %.'14]at StanfordLinearAccelerator[--> SZ,AC],in Stanford,USA). A typical ad-
dressofa BTTNETuserisUSERat MODE(orUSER@NODE), e.g., QSPIRES at SLACVM.Sometimes,
a nodename isquotedasNODE.BITNET, e.g., SLACVM.BTTNET.Sucha longerform isuseful
when a mail senderisnot on BITNET. Note, however,that the pseudo-domainBITNET can be
usuallyomitted when both senderand recipientof the mail areat BITNET sites.

HEPNET

HEPNETisan internationalnetworkof (mostly)VAXcomputersusedby highenergyphysicsre-
searchers,ltbeganin the USAand spreadto Europe,Japan,Brazil,Canadaandelsewhere.There _
arenow some10,000 computersin this network,mostof them alsoconnectedto othernational
and internationalnets.HEPNETUSeSthe DECNETnetworkingprotocol.Thisprobablyexplains
why HEPNETissometimeswronglyreferredto as the DECNETnetworkby researchersunaware
of othernetworkswhich alsouseDECNETprotocols,butarenot necessarilyreachablefrom HEP-
NET.Theindividualcomputersin the networkmostlyrunon the VAX/VMSoperatingsystem.
GatewaysfromHEPNETtOBITNET areat CERN,Geneva,Switzerland,and at LBL,Berkeley,USA.
HEPNETiscoordinatedwith the SPANnetwork (SpacePhysicsANalysis),which is anotherhuge
networkthat usestheDECNETprotocol.

Node namesin HEPNETarenonhierarchical,andare limitedto sixcharacters.Everynode also
hasa numericalcodewhich may be listedin decimal form(AREA.MACHINE),or asan integer
(1,024 x AREA + MACHINE).Forexample,alternativenamesforthe node ESANVXare 16.50,
andalso 16434 (=1024 x 16 + 50). ESANVXisatCantabriaUniversity,Santander,Spain.Area
codesinHEPNETtypicallyrunfrom13 to 39 (mostlyEuropeannodes),and40 to 46 (mostlyJapan
and NorthAmerica).A typicaladdressof a useron a HEPNETnetwork is MODE: :USER,e.g.,
ESANVX : : THEORY.Forthe benefitof nOn-HEPNET users,theaddressesmightbe alsoquotedas
USER@NODE.HEPNET(in theabove example,THEORYeESANVX.HEPNET).

INTERNET

INTERNETisthe largestUSnetwork,connectingacademicandeducationalinstitutions,govern-
ment agencies,andresearchlaboratoriesin variouscompanies,lt is, in fact, a metanetworkof lo-
cal andwide-area networksusingthe sameprotocol,lt beganin 1969 asARPANET,an
experimentalnetwork forusersworkingon us governmentprojects.Overtime, many ARPANET
nodesbecamegatewaysto newly created,smallernetworks.In orderto allowthe interoperation
of thesenetworks,a pairof networkingprotocols,TC[:'/IP, weredeveloped.TCPstandsforTrans-
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O missionControl Protocol, and zP is Internet Protocol. Other groups of users (NASA, NSF, US) cre-atedother TCP/IP based networksin the 1980s. The collection of all these interoperating
networks is known today as INTERNET.When designed, TNTEP,.NETwasto have about
50 connected networks. However,with the recentexplosion of networking, the number of inter-
connected networks is now approaching 1,000. There are over 60,000 nodes in all "rNTERNET
segments.By the way, the original ARPANETis being dismantled over a period of years. First, it
wassplit up (in 1983) so that MILNETand MINBT (twOmilitary networks)were separated.The
remaining usersare being transferredto the new DefenseResearch(DRI) network.

INTERNETdependson backbone sitesto passthe majority of information around the network.
The routing is not predetermined as it is in BITNET. On the contrary, the decision on how a file
is to be sent is basedon the stateof the network in a given moment. INTERNETis also connected
through gatewaysto all other major networks.Forexample, TNTERNETusersconnect to BITNET
at gatewaysat City University (New York),Cornell University, MIt', and many others.

Node namesin INTERNETare hierarchical, and often haveobvious meanings.Thereare six top-
level domains, EDU(for educational/researchorganizations), GOV(for civilian government orga-
nizations), COM,MI5, ORG,and NET.The top-level domain isthe right-most part of a node name.
Next to it, and separatedby a period, is the first suL_omain which more precisely defirles the site
of thenode. Forexample, UTEXAS.EDUwill be a common partin all INTERNETaddressesat the
University of Texasat Austin. Furthersubdomains might be added: the higher the number of sub-
domains, the moredetailed the information about thenode. Forexample, machines in the Physics
Departmentat the University of Texashave the sequence PM.UTEXAS.EDUasthe part of the ad-
dress.One particular machine in the Department is named,e.g., LANDAU.PH.OTEXAS.EDU.Ev-
ery machine in INTERNETalso hasa numerical address,lt is usually written as four integers
.separatedby periods. Eachof theseintegersrepresentsa valueof an octet of a 32-bits long ad-

. _ dress.Fortunately,an ordinary userneverneedsto know suchnumerical addresses.A typical IN-
TERNETaddresshasthe form USER@SUBDOMAINI..... SUBDOMAINn.TOP-LEVEL-DOMAIN, e.g.,
MARY@LANDAU.PH.UTEXAS.EDU.

OTHE_I NETWORKS

A significant fraction of high energy physicistshave accessto networks other than the three men-
tioned in the above information. One such large group makesup the so-called independent na-
tional networks. Forexample, JANET isthe UKjoint Academic NETwork,INFNET is an INFN
(InstitutoNazionale de la FisicaNucleare) network in Italy, DFN is a German Science Network
(DeutschesForschungsNetz),UNINETT iSthe Norwegian network, etc. Node nameson almost
ali national networks are now hierarchical and similar to the namesin INTER_iET,the top-level
domain being reservedfor thetwo-letter ISO(International StandardsOrganizadoh; country code.
Forexample, JANET addressesendwith .AC.UK, INFNET with . INFN.IT,DFN with
.DBP.DE,UNINETT with UNINETT. NO, etc. Eachof the national networks follows its own
mailing protocol, and there is an amazingvariety of operatingsystemson individual nodes. How-
ever,special software installed on gateway machinesenablesthe exchangeof files between the
national networks andother major networks.The speedof sucha communication depends on the
length of transmitted files, and on the number of gatewaysthroughwhich the file must passto
reachthe final destination, lt rangesfrom several hoursto severaldays in extreme cases.

Another major metanetwork in which physicists increasinglyparticipate is uucP. This is a world-
wide collection of interconnected networks basedon the UUCP protocol (Unix-to-Unix CoPy).
The Europeanbranch is also known asEUNET,which is furthercomposedof subnetworks,one in
eachcountry. JUNET(JapaneseUnix Network) is another such network; ACSNET(Australian
Computer SciencesNETwork)is the uucP-based network on the fifth continent, etc. Ali these

O (sub)networksare, in a way, also national networks. However, in contrastto the networks
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describedin the previousparagraph,theyali follow thesame(UUCP)protocol,and ali individual (_)
machineshaveoperatingsystemsbasedon Unix.TheoriginaluucP addresseswithcharacteristic
exclamationmarks(e.g.,munnarl !adelun !user !, whichdescribesthe userat machineade-
lun, on ACSNET)areslowlybeingphasedout in favorof domain-styleaddresses.Forexample,a
domain-styleACSNETaddressnowendswith. oz. au. Notethat uucP isa case-sensitivenet-
work, andlower.caselettersmustbe usedin addresses.Althoughthe majorgatewaysleadingto
uucP canautomaticallytransformcapital intolower-caseletters,a prudentpersonwill do the
transformationhimself/herself.

B.2 COMMUNICATING WITH BITNET SITE SLACVM

Thesewerwhichtransfersyourrequeststo sPIRES, andsendsyoutheresultsof thesearch,isset
at the BITNET nodeSLACVM.The server'saddressisQSPIRES at SLACVM(.BITNET). YOucan
benefitfrom SLAC'sdatabasesonly if youknowhow toreachQsPIRES viae-mailor interactively.
Thefollowing isa briefreview on how to communicatewiththe remoteserverQSPIRES.

FROM A BITNETNODE

If your machineisa nodeon BITNET network,in mostcases,you have twodifferentwaysof
reachingQSPIRES.The preferredone isby sendingshortinteractivemessages;the lessconve-
nient one isto sende-letters.

NEARLYINTERACTIVECOMMUNICATION I_ "
The term messagein thisGuide denotesa brief,one-linetextsentfrom one BITNET userto an-
other.If theintendedrecipientisloggedon to his/hercomputer_themessagewill be displayedat
therecipient'sterminalin a matterof seconds.The messageshave absolutepriorityin transferof
informationfromone BITNET node to another.MostBITNET nodessupportsending/receiving
messages.Sometimes,thiskindof communicationiscalledinteractive.If the recipient is not
loggedonwhenthe messagearrives,his/hermachinewill discardthemessage.If somecomputer
alongthe pathisnotfunctioning,the messagealsogetslost:Theoperatingsystemof the nodethat
cannot forwarda messagewill discardit. Youwill often be informedthat a messageisnot deliv-
ered,and givena briefreason,butdo not alwayscounton notification.If a recipientwasnot
loggedon at the time yourmessagereachedthe destinationnode,the recipient will notbe noti-
fiedlateraboutyourattemptto reachhim/her,lt issadbut true:one stillcannotcommunicatein-
teractivelyfrom ali BITNET nodes.Forexample,themachineswiththe MVSoperatingsystem
werenotdesignedoriginallyto receiveor generateinteractivemessages.However,in manysuch
sites,bravesystemoperatorshaveaddedmodificationswhich allow interactivecommunication.
Checkwith yourlocalsystemmanagerif youare notcertainwhetherthe interactivecommunica-
tion ispossiblefrom yourBITNET node.

The usualsyntaxfor sendingthe messagesfrom a machinewith (IBM) VMsystemis

TELL USERID at NODE <message>

Or

TELL USERID@NODE <message>

Forexample,to say"Hi!" to userMARCO at nodeCERNVM,try
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TELL MARCO at CERNVM Hi!
If youroperatingsystemis(DEC) VAX/VHS, tO senda messageto another BITNET node,use

SEND USERID@NODE _8 8ll,g'e:>

or

$SRND USERID@NODE _ma88age>

On someJES2 systems,thecommandcould be TO, VHSG,or XHSG,depending on local im-
pleme.ntation.

Therearemanyothervariationsof theabovecommands,someshortcutsdesignedandsupported
only by a limitednumberof machines,andmanyotheroperatingsystemswith their own proce-
dures.Pleaseconsultyour local mailingexpertor systemmanagerfor the propersyntaxfor inter-
active messages.

SENDING ELECTRONICLETTERS

If your systemis unableto sendinteractivemessagesto otherBTTNETusers(to besure,please
checkwith yourlocalsystemmanager),you canstillreachpeopleatothernodesby sending
e-lettet_.

Thee-letterinthisGuidedenotesa file, shortor long(one lineto severalpages),deliverednot
directly to a terminalscreenbut to a recipient'selectronicmailbox.In contrastto the interactive
communication,the recipientof an e-letterneednot be loggedon when sucha letterarrives;the
e-letterwill be savedfor him/herby the system.Similarly,if the BITNET pathto the recipientis
not openali theway, thee=letterwill besentas faraspossibleandwill wait at the node on this

• l/ sideof break.When the link isreconnected,thee-letterwill automaticallybesenton. Therefore,
IIF reliability isbetterwithe-letters,butthe priceonepaysis a slowertransmissionspeedof commu-

, nication. Sometimes,this may be a very importantfactor for your ability to successfullycontact
QSPI_S. As it is mentioned in Sections3.1.I and 7.2.2, QSPIl_d_Sonly waits for a limited time
for a sequelto your quest. If your next questiondoesnot reachthe serverwithin that period, you
will be forcedto startthe whole searchall over again.

Thereare as many different commandsfor sendinglettersasthere are operating systemsand mail
softwares.Pleaseconsult your local expert for the proper form. When you sendan e-ietter from a
BITNET nodeto another BITNET site, you probably do not have to use the pseudo-domain
.BITNET in the destinationaddress.Usesimply USER atNODE (or USER@NODE), e.g.,QSPIRES
atSLACVM.

FROM ANOTHERNETWORK

Gatewaysunfortunatelystopanddiscardali interactivemessages.Therefore,to communicate
with QSPIRES@SLACVM.BITNETfroma networkwhich isnot BITNET, you canonly usee-letters.
Consideringthatgatewaysslowdownthe speedof transmission,the prospectsfora successfulit-
erativesearchvia QSPIRESwere not particularlygoodin thenot-so-distantpast.Recently,an
ever-increasingnumberof usersfrom INTERNET,HEPNET,andsomeothernetworkshavebe-
come ableto send iterativesequencesof searchrequeststo QsPIRES. We are witnessingrapid
improvementsinelectroniccommunication,andwhatonly yesterdaylooked impossible,might
becomea realitytomorrow.Therefore,donotgiveupif, at present,it takesforeverfor yoursearch
requestto reachSLAC;in thenear future,the speedof communicationfrom your node may in-
creasedramatically.
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Froma nOn-BITNET site, you canbenefit from SLAC'sdatabasesonly if you know how to reach Q
QSPIRES via e-letters.The following isa brief reviewof the communicationwith the remote
serverQSP IRES.

FROM INTERNET

When ane-letter issentfrom an INTERNETsiteto a BITNET node,it isnot usuallynecessaryto
denotea gateway.However,oftenyouhaveto usethe pseudo.domain. BITNET asa partof the
address.Forexample,to senda letter to QSPIRESOSLACVM,the destinationaddressmay be

QSPIRES@ SLACVM. BITNET

Note that the serverQSPIRES alsohasan INTERNET address,and it is recommendedthatyou
usethisaddressfromali INTERNETsites:

QSP IRES@ SLACVM .SLAC. STANFORD. EDU

Thetime it takesa messagesentby an INTERNET userto reachQSPIRES is typically between
!. severalminutesand severalhours.

FROM HEPNET

When ane-letter issent froma HEPNET siteto aBITNET user,the addressmay be of the form

GATEWAY ::"USER@NODE. BITNET"

Tosendane-lettertoQSPIRES from an European HEPNET node, you can u_Je,forinstance,the
gatewaycalledMINT atCERN, Geneva,Switzerland:

MINT: :"QSPIRES@SLACVM.BITNET" i "

Froma US node,onecanusethegatewayLBL,whichdenotesthe BITNET-HEPNET gateway
at LBL, Berkeley,USA:

LBL ::"QSP IRES@ SLACKS. BITNET"

Theexactsyntaxfor the addressline dependson the mailing softwareinstalled at a particular
machine.

Thetime it takesan e-letterto reacha BITNET sitefrom a HEPNETnode is typically measuredin
hours,but it also may be minutes as well asdays.

FROM UUCP

To,sendane-letter to QSPIRES froma UUCPnode, you maytry usingthegatewayatPennsylvania
StateUniversity, and denote the addresseeas

psuvax !slacvm, bitnet !qspires

Youcanalsosendthee-letterviaUUNET gateway,

uunet !slacvm.bitnet !qspires

If you areable to use domain-style addresses,try

qspires%slacvm, slac. stanford.edu@psuvaxl, cs.psu.edu

or

qspi res %slacvm, slac. stanford, edu@ uunet, uu. net

0
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A typical UUCP-tO-BITNET delivery time might be anywhere from hours to days.

FROM OTHERNETWORKS

The exact form of the QSPIRES addresswill depend on your mailing software, and the local net-
work protocol. In any case, you will have to inform your mail-system that the e-letter isto be sent
to a BITNET network. You will probably be able to do that by adding the. BITNET subdomain
somewhere in the address. Sometimes, you will also have to denote the gateway. From a JANET
node tOQSP IRES, try

QSP IRES %SLACVM. BITNET@UK. AC. EARN-BW.LAY

A typical OTHER NETWORKS-tO-BITNET delivery time might be anywhere from hours to days.

@
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APPENDIX C: COMPENDIUM OF COMMAND WORDS

This appendix reviewsthecommands,options,andotherwordsuseful in communicationwith
QSPIRES. lt givesa briefdescriptionof theuse, anddenotessection(s)in which the useis illus-
tratodmorethoroughly.

• COMMAND WORDS

Your requestwill generallyhavea command part and an option part, separatedby an open, left-
handparenthesis:

<command-part> ( <options>

If youare satisfiedwith the default choice of options,the option part and the separatorare not
needed.

In the command part, you can use the following words (uppercase letters indicate minimum ab-
breviation of the commands):

FINd Performsa search.Alwaysshould be.followed by a search
expression:FINd <search-expression>. More on

. _IL searchexpressionsin Subsection1.2.2- 1.2.4. In a simple,
one-stepsearch,only one searchexpressionisused.In a
compoundsearch,Subsection1.4.1, two or moresearch

' expressionsmay belinkedby Booleanoperators,AND,AND
NOT,or OR.Similariterative searchesareexplainedin
Subsection1.4.1.

SHOw DisplaysinternalQSPIRES information on a databaseor
environment, e.g., SHOw INDexes, Subsection 1.2.2,
SHOwSUBfile DEScription, Subsection 1.3.3, SHOw
SUBfile SIZe, Subsection1.3.3, SHOwFRAmes,
Subsection1.3.3, SHOwSEArch, Subsection 1.4.1.

EXPlain Displaysa brief descriptionof a databaselisted in the
argument,Subsection 1.3.3. Forexample, EXPlain HEP.
SeeSubsection 1.3.3.Forthe list of available databases,see
Subsection1.3.I.

BROwse Returnsa samplingof indexed values,Subsection 1.2.4.
May be followed by a searchterm, or a combination search
term + searchvalue.Other possibilities also available, see
Subsection1.2.4.BROwsehelps identifying typesof values
acceptable in _ searchrequest.

0
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OUTput InstructsQSPIRES tOsendretrievedrecords, W
Subsection1.4.3. May alsobe 'Jsedasan option(see
below).

DISplay Displaysa singledocumentfrom a databaseif followed by
a uniquerecord key assignedto the document(seenote in
Subsection1.2.2).

HELp Sendsyouafile with a brief descriptionof main commands
andcommandphrases.

Query When followed by a person'sname, displaysthe e-mail
addressof the person,Subsection5.5.2, either from the
local,SLACdatabase,or fromthe globalHEPNAMES
database.Alternatively,WHOIScouldbe usedinsteadof
Query.

WHh_reis When followed byone or moreaddresselements,displays
the full addressesof HEPinstitutionsthat match listed
criteria, Subsection5.5.4.

OPTIONS

Your requestwill generally havea command part and an option part, separatedby an open, left- O
hand parenthesis.:

•":ommand-part> ( <options>

If you are satisfiedwith the default choiceof options, the option part and theseparatorare not
needed.However, if you want to changesomething,denote your choice to the rightof the paren-
thesis. In the option part you can u_ the following words (capital lettersdenote minimum abbre-
viation; lower caseletterpart of an option may beskipped):

IN Specifiesa databaseto be searched,Subsection1.3.2.
Shouldbe followed by a databasename,e.g., ZM BOOKS.
No selectionis neededfor searchesin the HEPdatabase,
and with commandsEXPlain,Query,WHEreis.For the
listofavailabledatabases,seeSubsection1.3.1.
Alternatively,SELect may be usedinsteadofIN.

OUTput InstructsQSPIRES tOcollect theretrievedrecords,and
sendthemto the user.OUTput asan optionshouldbe used
o"!y by usersfrom far away nodes(seeSubsection7.2.2).
OtherusersshoulduseOUTput in the command partonly
(seeabove).

TYPe Instructs QSPIRES to return the answerwith cP TELL, or a
similarinteractivecommand.Appliesonly if the interactive A
communication is supported by the user's system. U
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FILe Instructs QSPIRES to send the answeras an e-mail file, to
the user'se-mailbox.

BRIEF displaysrecordsin the brief form, Subsection1.4.3. Same
asUSing BRIEF,

US Ing Requestsanalternate QSPIRES formatframefor displaying
theresults,Subsection1.4.3. Shouldbe followedby a
formatframe.Theframe namescanbeobtainedwith SHOw
FRAmes (IN <database>.

RESult InstructsQSPIRES to sendonly the total number of
retrievedrecords, not the actual records. Useful in
databasesin which the complete recordsare sent by
default, e.g., in PDGdatabases.

SEQuence When followed by a searchterm, ordersdata according to
that term, Subsection1.4.3.

Onecan list severaloptions, and theorder in which the options appearis not important. However,
if an option comes with an argument,e.g.,SEQUENCENAME,the argumentmustbe listed imme-
diately after the option.

. _ WORDS USED IN FOLLOWUP COMMANDS

When youcommunicatewithQsPIRES, the firstword in yourmessagemustbeone of the com-
' mand words listedin Subsection 1.5.1. An exception is the iterative searching (seeSubsec-

tion 1.4.1): in an iterative search,your follow-up command rlay beginwith one of the following
words:

AND Booleanoperator which addsa limiting criterion to the
preceding searchexpression,Subsection 1.4.1.

AND NOT Another Booleanoperatorwhich addsa limiting criterion to
the searchexpression used in the preceding request,
Subsection1.4.1.

OR Booleanoperator which expandsthe searchresult found in
the precedingrequest, Subsection1.4.1.

BACkup InstructsQSPIRES to replace the latestreported search
resultwith the searchresult onestepback, if one exists.See
examplesin HEFdatabase,Subsection3.2.3

O
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APPENDIX D: jOURNAL CODE NAMES (CODENS)
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Listed are code names of some of the more popular journals:

ACrA PHYS AUSTRIACA (APASA) JSTATISTPHYS (JSTPB)

ACTA PHYS AUSTRIACA, SUPPL (APAUA) JETPLETT [ENGLISH] (JTPLA)

ACTA PHYS POLON (APPOA) LETT MATH PHYS (LMPHD)

ACTA PHYS POLON-B (APOBB) MOD PHYS LETT A (MPLAE)

ADV MATH (ADMTA) MON NOT ROY ASTRON SOC (MNRAA)

ADV NUCL PHYS (ANUPB) NATURE (NATUA)

ANN INST H POINCARE (AHPAA) NUCL INSTRUM METH (NUIMA)

ANN MATH (ANMAA) NUCL PHYS (NUPHA)

ANN REV ASTRON & ASTROPHYS (ARAAA) NUOVO CIM (NUCIA) t
ANN REV NUCL SCI (ARNDA) NUOVO CIM LETT (NCLTA)

ANNALS PHYS (NEW YORK) (APNYA) NUOVO CIM SUPPL (NDCUA)

APPL OPT (APOPA) PHYS LE'Tr (PHLTA)

APPL PHYS LETT(APPLA) PHYS REPT (PRPLC)

ASTROPHYS j (ASJOA) PHYS REV (PHRVA)

ASTROPHYS SPACESCl (APSSB) PHYS REV LETT(PRLTA)

BULL AM MATH SOC (BAMOA) PHYSIC'A (PHYSA)

- dm CAN J MATH (CJMAA) PHYSICS (PYCSA)

COLLECT PHENOM (CLPNA) PRAMANA (PRAMC)

, COMMENTS NUCL PART PHYS (CNPPA) PROC CAMBRIDGE PHIL SOC (PCPSA)

COMMUN MATH PHYS (CNPHA) PROC NAT ACAD SCI (PNASA)

COMMUN PURE APPL MATH (CPAMA) PROC PHYS- MATH SOC JAP (PPNJA)

COMPUTER PHYS COMMUN (CPHCB) PROC ROY SOC LOND - A(PRSLA)

CLASS QUANT GRAV (CQGRD) PROG THEOR PHYS (PTPKA)

EUROPHYS LETT (EULEE) REPTSMATH PHYS (RMHPB)

FORTSCHR PHYS (FPYKA) REPTSPROG PHYS (RPPHA)

FUNK-[ ANAL PRIB (FAAPB) REVMOD PHYS (RMPHA)

HADRONIC J(HADJM) RIV NUOVO CIM (RNCIB)

HELV PHYS ACTA (HPACA) SCI SINICA (SSINA)

IEEEPROC (IEEPA) SCIENCE (SCIEA)

INT JMOO PHYS A (IMPAE) SOVJ NUCL PHYS (SJNCA)

INVENT MATH (INVMB) SOV MATH DOKL (SVMDA)

IZV AKAD NAUK SSSR,FIZ (IANFA) SOV PHYS IETP JENGLISF_I(SPHJA)

] CHEM PHYS (JCPSA) STUD APPL MATH (SAPMB)

J COMPUT PHYS (JCTPA) SURVEYS HIGH ENERGY PHYS (SHEPD)

J MATH PHYS (JMAPA) TEOR MAT FIZ (TMFZA)

]PHYS (FRANCE) (JOPQA) YADERNAYA FIZ (YAF IA)

J PHYS A (JPAGB) Z PHYS (ZEPYA)

JPHYS C (JPCBA) ZH EKSPTEOR FIZ IRUSSIAN] (ZETFA)

J PHYS G (JPHGB) ZH EKSPTEOR FIZ PISMA [RUSSIAN] (ZFPRA)

O JSOV MATH (JOSSIA)
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